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The July 2021 issue of Strategic Assessment is the seventh issue in the periodical’s new and revised 
format. It includes articles dealing with core issues in the Middle East, among them Russian 
involvement in Syria, Iranian activity, and a conceptual framework on Middle East research. It 
also contains articles about politics, strategy, and security, including an expanded book review 
by Israel Prize laureate Prof. Abraham Ben-Zvi.

The format of this issue’s Academic Survey departs from the surveys of previous issues. Prof. 
Zaki Shalom looks at the debate in Israel following the Yom Kippur War and studies the minutes 
of a critical government meeting in 1974 that included deliberations on the possible dismissal 
of General Ariel Sharon from IDF service. As such, this is not a survey of theoretical literature on 
a particular theme; rather, it is a detailed and scholarly review of an event that took place 47 
years ago. Insights relevant to current civil-military relations and conclusions about the interface 
between personal and professional relations between senior General Staff officers in general, 
and at times of war and afterward in particular, can be drawn from this event. The publication 
of this archives-based study is also an opportunity to invite authors to submit additional articles 
of this type for coming issues.

This issue also contains an article on demography and national security, written by Col. (ret.) 
Dr. Shmuel (Shmulik) Even before his untimely death. Dr. Even was involved in a new research 
project at INSS dealing with demographic trends and their implications for national security, 
reflecting the current research orientation at INSS, which expands the scholarly debate on what 
constitutes national security. The article was submitted for publication, and as with any article 
submitted for publication in the periodical, was sent to external reviewers for a blind judging 
process. Unfortunately, this process was completed only after Dr. Even’s death. As an expression 
of our deep admiration for Dr. Even, who was a prolific researcher at INSS, an intellectual, and a 
leading scholar in his fields of expertise, and who authored an impressive scholarly collection, 
we chose to publish his article in its original version, with slight changes only.

We will miss Shmulik as a colleague and friend, and as an informed, professional, and expert 
researcher who contributed to the INSS knowledge infrastructure and the Institute’s research 
output. The publication of his article in this issue is our modest contribution to commemorate 
and honor him.

We are pleased that the new format of the periodical and its new website have greatly expanded 
and diversified Strategic Assessment’s audience, and no less importantly, the range of scholars 
in Israel and abroad seeking to publish articles in the periodical. The combination of research 
studies and policy-oriented articles, book reviews, and literature reviews enables diversity of 
content and concept. This in turn broadens and enriches the scholarly and public discourse on 
national security issues, and positions the periodical in a prominent and important place on 
the professional literature shelf.

Kobi Michael and Carmit Valensi
Editors, Strategic Assessment

A Note from the Editors



Research Forum

Russia in Syria: A Long Road to Victory
Eyal Zisser

Russia’s military involvement in Syria from September 2015 led to the collapse 
of the rebels opposing the regime and secured the continued rule of Syrian 
President Bashar al-Assad. In the short term this reinforced Russia’s regional 
and international standing, and encouraged Moscow’s hopes of economic and 
political fruits. Yet over time, Moscow saw it was unable to restore security and 
stability to Syria and advance the country’s reconstruction, and finds itself sinking 
in the mire of local enmities within Syria, as well as the mire of regional enmities. 
These entanglements have become a Russian problem, and Moscow finds itself 
with no readily available solution. In addition, Russia’s hopes of leveraging its 
Syrian achievements against the United States in order to promote Russian 
interests elsewhere in the world have been dashed. Consequently, involvement 
in Syria, which at first looked like a knockout against rivals and enemies, has 
become a source of strategic discomfort for Russia. Significant resources, time, 
and effort must clearly precede any enjoyment by Russia of the fruits of military 
achievements in Syria.
Keywords: Russia, Syria, United States, Israel, Syrian civil war
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Introduction
Russia’s military involvement in Syria from 
September 2015 was decisive on the civil war 
battlefield. The unrestrained use of military 
force, mostly from the air, backed by the Iranian 
Revolutionary Guards and the Shiite militias that 
the Iranians brought with them into Syria, led to 
the collapse of the various rebel groups opposing 
the Syrian regime and secured the continued 
rule of Syrian President Bashar al-Assad. 

Moscow’s achievement appeared to restore 
its standing in the Middle East, which it lost 
following the collapse of the Soviet Union 
three decades ago. It seemed as if it could 
also make Vladimir Putin the power broker in 
Syria, and perhaps beyond. The self-control, 
the determination, and some would say, the 
brutality demonstrated by the Russian President 
in order to achieve his goals in Syria stood in 
direct contrast to the lack of interest, indecision, 
and perhaps even weakness shown by the 
United States administrations over the past 
decade with respect to the Syrian crisis, as 
well as other Middle East issues on the agenda.

Yet as the months and years went by, 
it became clear to the Russians that their 
military victory on Syria’s battlefields painted 
an incomplete picture. More specifically, critical 
goals remained beyond their reach, including 
the achievement of calm and the restoration of 
security and stability throughout the country; 
initiation of the process of reconstruction 
of Syria’s economy and institutions; and 
restoration of Syria’s status as a member of the 
international community. They were therefore 
forced to continue and even intensify their 

military presence in Syria and their political, 
security, and economic involvement. 

Furthermore, it became clear to Moscow 
that in order to advance its ambitions and 
objectives in Syria, it needed the goodwill of 
the theater’s regional actors, such as Turkey, 
Israel, Iran, and the Gulf states, but they in 
turn were far from exhibiting enthusiasm for 
the Russian presence in Syria. Even Tehran, 
Russia’s partner in the defeat of the Syrian rebel 
camp, sees Moscow as a rival for influence and 
control of the country. The Russians also need 
financial resources that are not immediately 
available, and that ironically depend on the 
help of Western countries, led by the United 
States, and even the Gulf states.

In the absence of political prospects for 
resolving the crisis in Syria, Moscow finds 
itself sinking in the mire of local enmities 
within Syria, as well as in the mire of regional 
enmities that have emerged in the shadow of 
the civil war—such as the enmity between Israel 
and Iran, or between the Kurds and the Turks. 
The quagmire is gradually becoming a Russian 
problem, and Moscow finds itself without an 
easily available solution.

In addition, Russia’s hopes of leveraging its 
Syrian achievements against the United States in 
order to promote Russian political and security 
interests elsewhere in the world have been 
dashed. Russia discovered that Washington 
has no interest in conducting a real dialogue 
with them, let alone concluding a deal on Syria. 
Instead, Washington has continued to make 
unilateral and sometimes unexpected moves 
on Syrian soil and throughout the Middle East, 
presenting the Russians with faits accomplis. 
Surprisingly, each time this happened, the 
Russians were deterred and avoided any direct 
conflict with the US.

Thus Russian involvement in Syria, which at 
first looked like a convincing knockout against 
Moscow’s rivals and enemies inside Syria and 
beyond, and an important if not essential step 
toward establishing its status as a leading 
regional power, has gradually become a source 

The self-control, the determination, and some 
would say, the brutality demonstrated by the 
Russian President in order to achieve his goals in 
Syria stood in direct contrast to the lack of interest, 
indecision, and perhaps even weakness shown by 
the United States administrations over the past 
decade.
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of strategic discomfort for the Russians, casting 
a shadow on its important military and political 
achievements there.

Russia and the Civil War in Syria
The blood-soaked civil war that raged in Syria 
over the past decade has been decided. The 
rebel camp that sought to overthrow the 
regime of Bashar al-Assad was defeated in 
battle. The rebels, or what is left of them—the 
armed groups, some of them Salafi-jihadist—
still control the region of Idlib in the north, but 
this is thanks to the protection provided by 
Turkey. The Kurds for their part, under American 
protection, have established an autonomous 
region in the northeast of the country, although 
it is doubtful whether it will survive for long 
(Zisser, 2020; Ajami, 2012).

Unlike its enemies, the Syrian regime is in 
control, even if not complete, over most Syrian 
territory. It controls the large urban centers, 
the traffic routes, and the border crossings. At 
the same time, it continues to have difficulty 
in imposing its authority and maintaining 
governance in the rural and peripheral areas 
where the revolt broke out a decade ago. 
Although the armed groups active in these 
spaces have ceased fighting, they refuse to 
submit to the authority of the state and its 
institutions, and continue to maintain their 
independence. It is not surprising that the 
regime is hard-pressed to launch a process of 
economic reconstruction, which is essential for 
its ability to restore stability and calm in the long 
term, and above all to secure popular support. 
Nonetheless, the ongoing danger of the regime 
falling to the rebel camp, evident throughout 
the decade, has passed (Tsurkov, 2017).

The decisive result on the Syrian battlefield 
was achieved thanks to the involvement of 
Russia and Iran, which came to the aid of Bashar 
al-Assad as soon as the fighting erupted in 
March 2011. For example, Moscow provided 
extensive economic and military aid, which 
enabled the Syrian regime to survive the 
first few months of the uprising. It also took 

action to block an attempt by the UN Security 
Council to adopt resolutions that amounted 
to condemnation of Bashar, or ascribe guilt or 
responsibility for the crisis in the country to 
him, and blocked resolutions that could have 
provided international legitimacy for the military 
action against him (Zisser, 2020, pp. 197-209). 

In September 2013, Russia orchestrated the 
agreement to force Syria to destroy its chemical 
weapons. This agreement allowed US President 
Barack Obama to back down following the 
Syrian President’s use of chemical weapons in 
August 2013 in the area of al-Ghouta al-Sharakia, 
east of Damascus. This attack prompted an 
American threat of a military response against 
the Syrian regime, which was obviated by the 
agreement finalized by Moscow and Washington 
(Rhodes, 2018; Hashemi, 2017).

The Middle East has traditionally been an 
arena of action for Russia (not only Czarist 
Russia, but also and mainly the Soviet Union), 
due to its geographical proximity and to the 
historic ties that linked Moscow to many Arab 
countries, particularly the socialist republics. 
These, led by Syria, were controlled by military 
regimes and were, at one stage or another of 
their historical development, its close allies. The 
seepage of Islamic terror from the Middle East to 
the Muslim areas of Russia also obliged Moscow 
to keep an eye on events in the region (Jones, 
2020; Kozhanov, 2016). Finally, the importance 
of the Syrian arena specifically lay in Moscow’s 
realization that in order to once again play a 
central role in the international arena, and 
in this way correct the “catastrophe” of the 
Soviet Union’s breakup, which was the term 
once used by Vladimir Putin, Moscow must 
recapture positions of influence in the Middle 
East (“Putin Wants to Establish a New ‘Soviet 
Union,’” 2011). The Syrian arena appeared to 
provide the Russians with the opportunity to 
do so.

Russia’s Involvement in Syria
Moscow’s direct military involvement in Syria 
began in September 2015, when it appeared 
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that the rebels might be gaining the upper 
hand and Bashar’s days as President were 
numbered. The Iranians, or more precisely al-
Quds Force commander Qasem Soleimani, 
pressured Russia to intervene in the civil war. 
Contacts between the two countries began in 
the spring of 2015, after Iran warned Moscow 
that the Syrian army was growing weaker and 
there was a danger that Bashar’s regime would 
collapse. Consequently, President Putin decided 
to intervene militarily in the war, in collaboration 
with Iran (al-Safir, 2015).

In retrospect and with the benefit of 
hindsight, some in Moscow have argued that 
Russia should have intervened in the Syrian war 
as early as 2011, and thus quash the revolt in its 
infancy, before the regime lost control of wide 
swaths of territory and before the armed groups 
active in the rebellion took on Islamist colors. 
Above all, this intervention would have occurred 
before the Iranians, accompanied by Hezbollah, 
managed to implant in the Syrian regime the 
belief that it was thanks to them that it survived 
the first years of the war, and thus create a sense 
of obligation to Iran and even dependency on 
it, which Tehran exploited in order to entrench 
its presence in Syria (personal interview with 
a Russian diplomat, June 30, 2019).

Beginning in September 2015, the Russians 
dispatched war planes and helicopters to Syria, 
while the Syrian army attacked areas controlled 
by the rebels, mainly in western Syria, with the 
focus on civilian targets and infrastructure. 
These attacks, which caused enormous damage 
to the civilian population, were designed to 
harm the civilian rear that granted protection 
and even support to the rebel groups, and thus 

to destroy their ability to fight. Fighting on the 
ground was entrusted to Tehran, which sent 
into battle Hezbollah fighters and Shiite militia 
volunteers from all parts of the Middle East, 
who were recruited, trained, and financed by 
the Iranian Revolutionary Guards. Tehran also 
sent Iranian fighters to Syria, but recalled them 
due to high casualty rates among their ranks. 
However, the Russians left Washington and 
its allies to handle the fight against ISIS and 
the caliphates it established in eastern Syria 
(Duclos, 2019).

Moscow seemed to have learned the lesson 
of its failed involvement in Afghanistan in the 
1980s and refrained from sending ground 
troops to fight on Syrian soil, and instead 
chose to use the help of Tehran and its proxies 
in the region. However, the Russian-Iranian 
partnership, which was undoubtedly bolstered 
by their shared enmity toward the United States, 
was fundamentally intended to enable both 
countries to work together to achieve military 
victory in Syria, but no more than that. Indeed, 
once this victory was achieved, the differences 
of opinion, competition, and even hostility 
between Tehran and Moscow regarding the 
future of Syria quickly emerged (Adamsky, 2018).

Moscow’s success in the campaign, above 
all, securing the continued rule of Bashar 
al-Assad—when it seemed that his fate was 
decided and his days in power were numbered—
made it an important and powerful actor, whose 
favor was sought and whose views were given 
weight by everyone in the region and elsewhere 
(Rosenberg, 2019). To be sure, the brutal and 
unrestrained use of military power, mainly 
aerial, against largely civilian targets, damaged 
Russia’s image in the West (Human Rights 
Watch, 2020). On the other hand, it strengthened 
its image in the eyes of local actors in Syria 
and the region that were deeply impressed 
by the determination and destructiveness it 
used to promote its objectives, as well as its 
readiness to help an ally in trouble, and in 
this context, to come to the aid of the Syrian 
President. This stood in marked contrast to 

The Russian-Iranian partnership, which was 
undoubtedly bolstered by their shared enmity 
toward the United States, was fundamentally 
intended to enable both countries to work together 
to achieve military victory in Syria, but no more 
than that.
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the Obama administration, which turned its 
back on Egyptian President Husni Mubarak 
when rioting erupted in the streets of Cairo in 
January 2011, and which later refrained from 
supporting General Abdel Fattah el-Sisi when 
he led the revolution of June 30, 2013, which 
toppled the regime of Muslim Brotherhood-
affiliate President Mohamed Morsi. 

Israel and Turkey, Syrian neighbors with 
an interest in developments there, were 
undoubtedly impressed by the display of 
Russian strength and worked to prevent a 
possible conflict with Moscow. This was seen 
in Ankara, after a Russian warplane was brought 
down by Turkish aircraft in November 2015 
(Ersen, 2017), and in Jerusalem right from the 
start of the Russian involvement in Syria, and 
certainly when it was accused by the Russians of 
responsibility for the incident in which a Russian 
reconnaissance aircraft was shot down by Syrian 
air defenses, following an Israeli attack on Syrian 
soil in September 2018 (Harel, 2018; Zeitoun & 
Eichner, 2018). Ankara and Jerusalem therefore 
came to terms with Moscow’s intervention 
in Syria and refrained from interfering or 
hampering its efforts to bring the war in Syria 
to a decisive conclusion. At the same time, 
they remained committed to their interests 
in that country, and continued operating on 
its soil, often to Moscow’s displeasure. Yet 
Russia was surprisingly restrained and evinced 
a willingness to stomach their moves, even if it 
had no choice, and in any event refrained from 
dragging any disagreement with them down to 
the level of a crisis or open hostility. Moscow 
was even willing—or perhaps forced—to reach 
understandings with them, in view of Israel’s 
ongoing attacks on Iranian targets in Syria, 
or in view of the ongoing Turkish presence in 
northern Syria. All this was sometimes at the 
expense of the Syrian regime or even at the 
expense of Tehran (Yukselen, 2020).

Syria was not the only arena where the 
Russians demonstrated their power, or more 
precisely their ambition, to once again play a 
central role in the Middle East. In Egypt, Moscow 

stood behind the regime of General Abdel Fattah 
el-Sisi after the revolution that toppled the Morsi 
regime (Shafir et al., 2014). The Gulf states, led 
by Saudi Arabia, also sought rapprochement 
with Russia. In June 2015, Saudi Crown Prince 
and Defense Minister Mohammed bin Salman 
visited Russia to discuss the purchase of Russian 
weapons, and two years later, on October 5, 
2017, King Salman bin Abdulaziz arrived in the 
Russian capital, the first visit of its kind. Perhaps 
the Gulf states hoped that Russia could support 
them against Iran, in view of their fears that 
the United States would not come to their aid 
in their hour of need (Osmo, 2017). In Sudan, 
the Russians sought to gain a foothold in Port 
Sudan, while also strengthening their ties with 
South Sudan. In Libya, Moscow helped General 
Khalifa Haftar establish his rule in the east of 
the country in the face of his Turkish-backed 
enemies, apparently in an attempt to get their 
hands on Libya’s oil reserves (Spotlight on 
Russia and the Middle East, 2020; Svetlova, 
2020).

Russia in Syria: A Partial Victory?
Despite its military decision on the Syrian 
battlefield, Russia came to realize that it still 
had far to go before it could leverage this victory 
into meaningful political, security, or economic 
achievements.

The Russians had hoped that the decision on 
the battlefield would enable the Syrian regime 
to stand on its own two feet and restore calm 
and stability throughout the country, thus 
releasing them from the need to continue 
investing financial and human resources to 
maintain ongoing security. The restoration of 
stability would also enable the Russians to 
proceed with the promotion of Syrian economic 
reconstruction, thus not only securing long-
term stability but also enabling the Russians to 
“reap their profit,” or at least recover some of 
the costs of their military involvement in Syria. 
The return of the Syrian regime to the inter-Arab 
and international arena as a legitimate actor, 
even under Russian patronage, would have 
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helped Moscow in its efforts to reduce Iran’s 
presence and influence in Syria to the absolute 
minimum, and would have also eased some 
of the tangled regional rivalries and disputes 
that broke out on Syrian soil and embroiled 
the Russians.

But none of this happened, at least not at 
the speed and in the manner that the Russians 
expected and hoped.

Russia as an actor in the internal Syrian arena: 
After the rebel camp collapsed, the Russians 
worked to promote ceasefire agreements as well 
as local reconciliation agreements between the 
regime and many of the armed groups operating 
throughout the country. These arrangements 
sometimes included Russian protection for the 
groups, allowing them to keep their weapons 
and even maintain some degree of autonomy 
in the areas where they were active. Thus, these 
armed groups continued to operate as local 
actors with their own agendas and limited ties 
to the state and its institutions—primarily in 
order to receive its services. However, they 
refused to allow the forces of the Syrian regime 
to deploy in areas under their control. As a 
result, the Russians became actively involved in 
the internal Syrian arena, often at the expense 
of the regime in Damascus, which was forced 
repeatedly to call on its services as a broker vis-
à-vis the local forces operating under Moscow’s 
auspices. 

Partial success in the effort to rebuild the 
Syrian army: The Russians invested considerable 
efforts to rebuild the Syrian army and improve 
its operational fitness. They led a process of 
structural reorganization, including with new 
units, paid for by the Russians, who had some 
degree of influence over their commanders. The 
Russians also equipped the Syrian army with 
advanced weapon systems such as the S-300 air 
defense missiles. The system was delivered to 
Damascus following the downing of a Russian 
plane by Syrian missiles that were fired at Israeli 
planes in September 2018. However, Russian 
success in reconstructing the Syrian army was 
only partial, because at the end of the civil war 

the Syrian army was left utterly depleted, with a 
shortage of manpower and operational ability, 
not only against Israel or Turkey, but also against 
domestic enemies seeking to take control in 
various parts of the country—whether ISIS, 
which continued to operate on the fringes of 
the Syrian desert in the south and east, or the 
groups of armed rebels that operated under 
Turkish patronage in the north, and occasionally 
other armed groups that refused to submit to 
the regime’s authority (Barel, 2012; Valensi & 
Dekel, 2020).

The weakness of the Syrian regime and army 
forced the Russians to pin their hopes on local 
forces that they established and sponsored. An 
example is the Fifth Corps, which was originally 
planned as a fighting strike force whose goal 
was to defeat the rebels in battle, but in effect 
became a militia that relied partly on armed 
groups that were previously in the rebel camp 
and had laid down their arms. For example, 
in southern Syria, Fifth Corps forces operated 
under the command of Ahmed al-Oudeh, 
the former commander of one of these rebel 
groups, Shabab al-Sunneh. It appears that the 
Russians viewed this situation as a necessary 
evil, fearing that it would be hard for the regime 
to take control of the region using only its own 
forces, or that militias faithful to Iran would 
ultimately take over. But the unavoidable 
outcome was that it sank into the quagmire 
of internal disputes, instead of being able to 
rely on the Syrian regime (“Russian-backed 
Fifth Corps,” 2020). 

In view of its weakness, the regime 
continued to rely on help from Russia, but 
also and perhaps mainly from Iran and the 
Shiite militias. Iran was quick to exploit this 
dependency to extract concessions from the 
Syrians, and above all to achieve positions of 
influence and power—politically, economically, 
and militarily—to assure its hold on the country 
for the foreseeable future. The Iranians were 
also helped by Shiite militias from outside the 
area, such as Fatimiyoun, Khaydariyoun, and 
Zainebiyoun, whose personnel were recruited 
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in Afghanistan, Iraq, and Pakistan, and operated 
under the Revolutionary Guards Quds Force. 
But in addition, Iran, like the Russians, lent its 
patronage to armed groups and even sought to 
take control of regular Syrian forces such as the 
Fourth Division under the command of Maher 
al-Assad, brother of the Syrian President. This 
division is perceived as being close to Iran and 
under its influence, although in the spring of 
2021 there were reports of clashes with Shiite 
militias brought to Syria by Iran (Harmoon, 
2020; al-Assi, 2020; “Clashes Continued,” 2021). 
The result was competition, rivalry, and even 
outright tension that often erupted into the 
open, leading to actual clashes between militias 
that relied on Russian support and those that 
were supported by Iran, and ultimately, between 
all of them and the forces of the regular Syrian 
army (“Fourth Division,” 2021; Mardasov, 2019; 
“11 Dead in Syrian Clashes,” 2019).

While all this tended to weaken the Syrian 
regime, at the same time it gave it room to 
maneuver vis-à-vis its patrons and enabled it 
to maintain a certain degree of independence. 
As evidence, Bashar more than once made 
it hard for Moscow to promote moves in the 
international arena or together with Arab 
countries and Turkey that were intended to 
reap political gains that could force his regime to 
make concessions and compromises. Even with 
Iran, Bashar was careful to maintain his freedom 
to decide and act, and for example, refrained 
from letting them drag him into conflict with 
Israel whenever Israel attacked Iranian targets 
on Syrian soil. 

The economic aspect: Moscow wanted 
to lead Syria’s reconstruction process, while 
gaining possession of economic assets, such as 
the Port of Tartus, which was leased to Russia 
by the Syrian government for 49 years for both 
military and economic purposes. The Russians 
also took steps to obtain contracts in the fields 
of construction, transport, electricity and 
water, industry, and agriculture. They invested 
particular effort in the attempt to acquire 
concessions to search for and produce gas from 

the gas fields along the Syrian Mediterranean 
coast, and from the oil and gas fields to the 
east of Syria. Companies owned by Russian 
oligarchs even sent Russian mercenaries to 
secure their grip on these fields, which were 
mostly in Kurdish-controlled areas, and this 
led to clashes between Russian mercenaries 
and Kurdish forces, as well as clashes with US 
forces stationed in the region. The US soldiers 
drove back the Russian mercenaries, inflicting 
many casualties on them (Kofman, 2019). There 
were also reports that attempts by regular 
Russian forces to establish a presence in the 
Kurdish areas, and in other parts of the country 
such as Jabal al-Druze, often encountered 
opposition from the local population, which 
refused to accept Russian offers of patronage 
and financial aid, and more than once met 
them with demonstrations and stone-throwing 
(Tsurkov, 2021).

Whatever the case, the ability of the 
Russians to derive gains from their hold on 
Syria remains limited. Post-war Syria is a 
ruined country, with some three quarters of its 
economic infrastructure destroyed. According 
to estimates, reconstruction will cost hundreds 
of billions of dollars, if including the oil and 
gas sectors, water supplies, electricity, and 
agriculture, which before the war was the source 
of income for over a third of the population.

Indeed, Syria’s economic resources are 
meager at best, and even its Russian and Iranian 
allies lack the means required to rebuild its 
economic infrastructure, or even provide the 
basic necessities for its population. Iran is 
under economic sanctions imposed by the 
Trump administration, and Russia also faces 
considerable problems, partly due to sanctions 
imposed by the Western powers (Asseburg, 
2020). All this became clear when Syria’s 
economic distress deteriorated from early 2020 
onward. This distress derived from the civil 
war and was compounded by the pandemic, 
which struck Syria in spring 2020, and the more 
stringent American sanctions on Damascus, 
such as the Caesar Act advanced by the US 
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administration in late 2019. This situation led 
to a shortage of oil and foreign currency, with 
obvious repercussions for the population’s 
economic plight, and for the first time in several 
years there were protests against the regime, 
such as in as-Suwayda in the Jabal al-Druze area 
in spring 2020, formerly one of the bastions of 
support for the regime. The help from Iran and 
Russia—Iranian oil and Russian wheat—was 
not sufficient, especially as Israel occasionally 
attacked Iranian containers en route to Syria 
(AP, 2019; Christou & Shaar, 2020).

The leading priority for the Syrian regime 
was and remains reconstruction of the military 
and its security mechanisms, which assured its 
victory in battle. The regime has never hidden 
its lack of interest and even its opposition to the 
return of millions of Sunni refugees who fled the 
country and whom it sees as potential enemies 
that can upset the shaky demographic balance 
between the various communities in Syria. On 
the other hand, Moscow has a clear interest in 
encouraging the return of the refugees, as part 
of Russia’s effort to obtain support from the 
United States and the Europeans for its activity 
in Syria and lend legitimacy to the Assad regime. 
The Russian assumption was that such a move 
would encourage countries of the region, above 
all Jordan and Turkey, as well as the European 
countries, to work together to restore stability 
to Syria. 

Thus, for example, in early August 2018 it 
was reported from Washington that on July 19, 
2018, Russian Chief of Staff Valery Gerasimov 
contacted his American counterpart, Chairman 
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Joseph F. Dunford Jr., 
through a confidential channel, with a proposal 
that the United States help reconstruct Syria 
so that it could re-absorb the refugees that 
had fled the country. Naturally there was no 

response to this request from Washington, 
and most Syrian refugees likely do not want 
to return. A conference initiated by the Russians 
in Damascus in November 2020 to discuss the 
question of the refugees was a complete failure, 
partly due to foot-dragging by the Syrian regime 
(Reuters & AP, 2018; France 24, 2020). 

True, Russian sources claimed repeatedly 
that Russia’s expenses for its military 
involvement in Syria were negligible, since 
the Russian military presence was based on 
regular soldiers whose cost to the army is fixed, 
irrespective of where they serve, so that the 
costs of the military activity of Russian forces 
in Syria were the same as the training costs 
that these forces would require even if they 
remained in Russia. It was also claimed that the 
operational experience acquired by the Russian 
army in Syria was valuable, as well as the 
essential information that was collected for the 
Russian arms industries, that are in fact “testing” 
their new weapons in this arena. However, 
this appears to be a smokescreen intended 
to hide the fact that Russian involvement in 
Syria exacted a heavy price of billions of dollars 
from the Kremlin—a few hundred million up to 
a billion each year, and perhaps even more—
certainly a high price tag for national pride and 
the ability to demonstrate strength and power at 
home and abroad (Ellyatt, 2015; Kofman, 2019).

Russian Entanglement in the 
Regional and International Struggle 
for Syria
The Russians presumably hoped that their 
decisive win on the battlefield would bring 
an end to foreign involvement in Syria, and 
at any rate put an end to the fighting on its 
soil. But the Russians discovered that the 
end of the Syrian civil war paradoxically only 
intensified the struggles between the regional 
and international forces, and new conflicts 
broke out that until then were hidden or kept 
on the back burner. Among these are the 
competition between Russia itself and Iran 
for control and influence in the country, as 

The help from Iran and Russia—Iranian oil and 
Russian wheat—was not sufficient, especially as 
Israel occasionally attacked Iranian containers en 
route to Syria.
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well as the struggle between Israel and Iran on 
the question of the Iranian presence in Syria 
and the ongoing involvement of Turkey, which 
has not abandoned its ambitions, although for 
the time being they are focused in the north of 
Syria. Moreover, in spite of President Trump’s 
promises that he would withdraw US forces from 
Syria, and in spite of the entry of Joe Biden to 
the White House in January 2021, Washington 
still has a military presence on Syrian soil.

Iran and Russia: The Competition over 
Syria
Crushing the revolt and securing the continued 
rule of Bashar al-Assad led to a reawakening 
of tension and even enmity between the two 
allies, who until then had worked together 
for Bashar’s victory. True, this is not a zero-
sum game, since both countries continue to 
cooperate on a range of issues in the Syrian 
arena and beyond. Ultimately, they aspire to 
push a common enemy—the United States—out 
of the region, and in any case both see their own 
entrenchment with a position of influence and 
even control in Syria as a strategic goal, and 
they are both determined to achieve it, even 
at the other’s expense (Behravesh & Cafiero, 
2019; Hatahet, 2019).

For Iran, Syria is an important link in the 
overland route it wishes to create from Iran 
through Iraq to Lebanon, and it also hopes to 
make this country its vanguard base against its 
enemies, above all Israel and the United States. 
Senior Iranian officials defined Syria as “the 
golden belt,” intended to defend Iran and repel 
any possible danger (Ahmadian, 2018, 2019). 
For that purpose, over the past decade Iran 
has worked to station Shiite militias recruited 
from all over the Middle East on Syrian soil. It 
sent regular Iranian forces as well as weapon 
systems such as UAVs and air defense systems 
and advanced missiles, some of which are 
manned by Iranian fighters. Iran has also worked 
to gain a grip on ports such as Latakia and on 
Syrian airfields, for economic as well as military 
reasons, since the deployment of Iranian fleets 

or planes in Syria could give Iran deterrent 
ability and even threaten Israel. It has likewise 
worked to obtain concessions and contracts 
to rebuild Syria in the fields of construction, 
transport, energy, and agriculture, and to set up 
and operate industrial and economic ventures 
(Mardasov, 2019; “11 Dead in Syria Clashes,” 
2019). In addition, the Iranians have worked 
on promoting a process of “Shiization” among 
the Alawite population and even among the 
Sunnis, in order to strengthen and secure the 
Iranian presence in Syria. 

Russia has not hidden its concern lest Iran’s 
efforts to acquire permanent strongholds 
in Syria, both military and civilian, should 
undermine the country’s fragile stability, 
damage its ability to retain and raise the external 
investment so vital to its recovery, and perhaps 
deteriorate into military conflict with Israel. 
Iran for its part has not hidden its concern and 
even suspicion that Russia is choosing to ignore 
or even provide tacit approval for Israel’s air 
attacks in Syria against Iranian targets, as part 
of Moscow’s double game in the area, and this 
could even lead to Russian cooperation with 
Israel and the United States on a political move 
intended to drive Iran out of Syria (Hetou, 2018; 
“Russia Will Not Allow Syria,” 2021).

For his part, Bashar is trying to maneuver 
between the two, and is determined to maintain 
his freedom of movement. He gives clear priority 
to the alliance with Moscow and its patronage, 
but he still needs Iran and wants to retain his 
ties with Iran, which, together with Hezbollah, 
was the first to come to his aid when the war 
broke out in Syria, and provided important 
contributions to the victory in the land battles 
with the rebels. At the same time, there is no 

Iran for its part has not hidden its concern and 
even suspicion that Russia is choosing to ignore or 
even provide tacit approval for Israel’s air attacks 
in Syria against Iranian targets, as part of Moscow’s 
double game in the area.
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doubt that Bashar is aware that unlike the 
Russians who base their status in Syria on his 
regime or on local Syrian forces that form part 
of the Syrian fabric and are ready to submit—
even if only for appearances—to the authority 
of the state and its institutions, the Iranians 
are securing their hold in Syria with the help 
of non-Syrian Shiite militias that they brought 
into Syria for this purpose. This is a significant 
development that is not welcomed by Bashar 
al-Assad or the Russians, and it is not surprising 
that there are frequent reports of attempts by 
the Syrian regime to limit the Iranian presence.

Turkey’s Role 
Turkish military involvement within Syria has 
focused above all on the attempt to prevent 
the formation of a Kurdish autonomous region 
on its border with Syria. In August 2016 Turkey 
embarked on Operation Euphrates Shield, and 
in January 2018 on Operation Olive Branch, 
both intended to prevent the Kurds from 
achieving territorial contiguity from the east 
to the Mediterranean coast. In October 2019 the 
Turks launched Operation Spring of Peace, to 
topple the Kurdish autonomy in the northwest 
of Syria and take control of the vital expanse 
along the border as a kind of buffer zone that 
they handed to the Syrian rebels who were loyal 
to them. In early 2020 the Russians encouraged 
the Syrian regime to attack and take control of 
the Idlib district. Operation Defense of Spring 
was Turkey’s response in March 2020, when it 
confronted the forces of the Syrian army and 
Hezbollah fighters and forced them to stop the 
attack on Idlib (Dalay, 2020; Gauthier-Villars, 
2020).

Thus Russia played a double and even triple 
game with Ankara, Tehran, and Damascus. In 
November 2015 Russia came into conflict with 
Turkey following the downing of a Russian 
plane by the Turks, but later reached a series 
of understandings with Ankara regarding Syria 
(the Moscow Declaration of December 2016 
and the Astana and Sochi Conferences in the 
years 2017-2018). These allowed Russia and 

its protégé Bashar al-Assad—even if that was 
not the original intention of the Turks—to put 
down the revolt against the Syrian regime 
and establish its control over large parts of 
the country, from Aleppo in December 2016 to 
the Homs area in early 2018. The Russians also 
reached an unprecedented agreement with 
Ankara on the sale of a battery of S-400 missiles 
to Turkey, which was determined to advance 
the deal in spite of protests and threats from 
Washington (Tsurkov, 2020; Yukselen, 2020).

The Struggle between Israel and Iran
The Israeli-Iranian struggle that began on Syrian 
soil appears to be the most volatile, and with 
the most potential for spiraling out of control 
and igniting not only Syria but also other parts 
of the region.

Israel avoided intervening in the war in 
Syria in support of any side, apart from limited 
assistance to armed groups that were active 
in the towns and villages on the Syrian Golan, 
but at the same time it exploited the window 
of opportunity presented by the war for its 
“campaign between wars” operations against 
Iran and Hezbollah. During the long years of 
fighting, Israel carried out a series of repeated 
aerial attacks in order to interfere with the 
transfers of weapons from Iran to Hezbollah; 
prevent Iranian Revolutionary Guard forces and 
pro-Iranian Shiite militias from strengthening 
their grip on Syria; and slow down the progress 
of the precision project, which was designed 
to allow missiles that Iran had supplied to 
Hezbollah to be converted into advanced long-
range missiles with precision capabilities. Later 
Israel also attacked Iranian tankers taking oil 
to Syria (Lappin, 2019).

But it was hard for Israel to maintain a 
low profile in this struggle against Iran, and 
expanding the scope of its military attacks in 
Syria gave them public acknowledgment; thus 
a limited, secret campaign became an open, 
broad, and frontal struggle. Israeli attacks on 
Syrian soil led to exchanges of blows between 
Israel and Iran, such as the missiles fired by Iran 
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toward the Golan Heights in May 2018, or the 
Israeli response against Iranian targets all over 
Syria. Israel’s moves did impede Iran’s efforts to 
consolidate a military grip in Syria, but did not 
completely stop them. The estimate in Israel 
was and remains that Iran will continue to act, 
even if more slowly and gradually, to increase 
its hold on Syria, and that a clash is unavoidable 
(Marcus, 2019; Eilam, 2020).

Russia tried in its own way to maintain a 
balance between Iran and Israel, as well as 
Turkey, inciting them against each other or 
allowing them to exchange blows and then 
rushing in to mediate, thus strengthening its 
position in the region in general. For example, 
the Russians took steps to prevent any Iranian 
military presence within 80 km of the border 
with Israel, but their success was only partial. In 
any event, moving the focus of Iranian activity 
to the center of Syria, and even more so to the 
east of the country, aroused tensions between 
Russia and Iran in these areas.

The Russian Effort to Achieve a Political 
Agreement in Syria
It appears that the Russians fully understood the 
complex reality in which they found themselves, 
and in fact even during the war and before 
any military decision was achieved, but clearly 
following the military victory on the battlefield, 
they worked to reach a political settlement that 
would end the war. In the absence of the United 
States, the Russians turned to Turkey and Iran 
for help in reaching such a political settlement 
(Zaman, 2021). However, the understandings 
achieved by Moscow in the Moscow Declaration 
and the Astana and Sochi Conferences proved 
limited and did not bring the hoped-for peace. 
Moreover, Bashar al-Assad and the Iranians 
often worked to frustrate these efforts by Russia 
to promote a political settlement—such as the 
Geneva talks held under the auspices of the 
UN with a US presence, starting in 2016; the 
discussions of the Constitutional Committee 
starting in October 2019; or the meeting of the 
Conference on Refugee Affairs in December 

2020—whenever they suspected that such a 
settlement would be at their expense or harm 
their interests.

Russia against the United States in the 
Syrian Crisis 
To an onlooker from the sidelines it appears 
as if the Russians exploited the weakness and 
particularly the apparent indecision of the 
United States, which only wished to withdraw 
from a region whose strategic importance for it 
as a source of energy was declining and almost 
disappearing, or at least to avoid sinking into 
any renewed involvement there. It is therefore 
understandable why many in the Middle East 
saw the helplessness and even lack of interest 
shown by the Americans regarding the Russian 
moves in Syria, and the response of the White 
House to the outbreak of the Arab Spring and 
the collapse of many Arab regimes that had 
been allies of Washington for many years, as 
an expression of the declining regional and 
even international status of the United States 
(Batchelor, 2015; Philips, 2016). 

But it appears that Russia itself had no 
such illusions, and therefore continued to be 
concerned by the power of the United States and 
its ability to damage Russian interests in Syria, 
the Middle East, and throughout the world. After 
all, Russian involvement in Syria was originally 
intended, inter alia, to score points in their 
struggle against the United States in various 
hotspots worldwide, such as Ukraine and the 
Baltic States, Central Asia, and the Far East.

Therefore, from the outset of its involvement 
in Syria, Moscow showed willingness to 
cooperate with Washington on the promotion 
of a political settlement for the Syrian crisis. 

Russia tried in its own way to maintain a balance 
between Iran and Israel, as well as Turkey, inciting 
them against each other or allowing them to 
exchange blows and then rushing in to mediate, 
thus strengthening its position in the region 
in general.
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Perhaps this was just a pretense designed 
to buy time for Moscow to pursue a military 
decision on the battlefield, but the fact is that 
Russia did not shut the door to any dialogue 
with the United States that could make further 
fighting unnecessary and grant them a “political 
victory” essentially disarming the rebels and 
leaving Bashar al-Assad in place. The Russian 
recognition of the need for a political settlement 
to complete their military victory increased, 
certainly as they came to understand the 
challenge and the difficulty of stabilizing the 
situation in Syria and of realizing their military 
achievements (Hetou, 2018; Parker, 2019; Talbott 
& Tennis, 2020).

But to their surprise the Russians discovered 
that neither the Obama administration nor 
the Trump administration had any interest or 
desire for a real dialogue with them on the 
future of Syria, and certainly had no interest 
in reaching an overall deal that tied the Syrian 
question to other issues of interest to the United 
States in crisis areas elsewhere. It appears that 
in the absence of any clear American interest in 
Syria, Washington came to the conclusion that it 
would be better to refrain from any involvement 
in the Syrian war, except for the fight against 
ISIS, and subsequently, protection of its Kurdish 
allies (Ford, 2021).

Presumably the United States estimated or 
even hoped at first that Russia would become 
mired in a demanding morass, as occurred in 
Afghanistan a few decades earlier (Bahout, 
2015). However, whenever their pressing 
security interests were involved, the Americans 
took unilateral moves without considering the 
Russians, such as establishing and maintaining 
their presence in southern Syria, around the 
al-Tanf base in the southeast, or in Kurdish 
areas in the northeast, where most of the Syrian 
oilfields are located (Harris, 2018). 

On December 20, 2018, President Donald 
Trump tweeted his intention to withdraw 
American forces, some two thousand troops, 
out of Syria (“Trump Gives No Timetable for 
Pullout,” 2019). Trump’s announcement sparked 

severe criticism of the United States, including 
among its allies in the Middle East, headed 
by Saudi Arabia and Israel. The Kurds, who 
enjoyed autonomy in the north under American 
protection, embarked on contacts with Russia 
and the Damascus regime, with which they 
were careful to maintain open channels of 
communication throughout the war, and were 
even ready to allow the return of the Syrian army 
to areas under their control, in order to prevent 
Turkey from taking over (Arkin, 2018). But Trump 
kept to his plan, explaining that, “We’re talking 
about sand and death….We’re not talking 
about vast wealth [a country with resources]” 
(Marcin, 2019). However, under pressure from 
his advisers and allies, and possibly from a 
desire to maintain American control of the 
oilfields in northern Syria, Trump left the US 
troops in place, and the Biden administration, 
which came into power in January 2021, is in 
no hurry to withdraw them. 

Whatever the case, Washington still has a 
military presence of a few thousand troops on 
Syrian soil, and under its protection the Kurds 
have established an independent government 
on about a quarter of its territory. The economic 
pressure exerted by the US on Iran, and 
indirectly on Syria, has certainly weakened those 
countries, and even if Washington continues 
to withdraw forces from Syria, without active 
American involvement it will be hard to start 
the process of reconstruction for Syria and its 
economy. Consequently, with regard to Syria’s 
future, a lot depends on what President Biden 
decides: will he retain the view that the United 
States has no interest in the Middle East and 
Syria, and take steps to withdraw the American 
troops still there, thus leaving the country to the 
mercies of Bashar al-Assad and his allies Russia 
and Iran; or will he continue to promote a policy 
of active involvement in Syria, which would 
have significant implications for the future of 
the country and for Russian involvement.

In a more general perspective, the Arab 
countries as well as Turkey and Israel have 
sought to advance their relations with Russia, 
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but at each junction or point in time, the 
Arab countries have preferred the friendship 
of the United States, as well as the financial 
and security aid that it offers them, over the 
embrace of the Russian bear. In the end, all that 
Putin’s Russia could give them were weapons, 
or alternatively, the assurance that it would 
refrain from harming them or their interests. But 
it could certainly not grant them the economic 
aid many of them desperately need. Moreover, 
Moscow’s ability to influence its partners turned 
out to be quite limited, as Iran has continued to 
operate against Israel and against many Arab 
countries. 

Thus it appears that the well-known rule 
about my enemy’s enemy—and in this case 
the threatening shadow of Iran, which has 
become Moscow’s friend—is what led many 
of the Gulf states to continue sheltering under 
the wings of the United States, with which they 
have maintained a network of close security, 
political, and economic ties for many years. After 
that, all the United States needed to restore 
its standing in the region was to land a blow 
against Bashar al-Assad in April 2017, and a 
year later in April 2018, when his army used 
chemical weapons, and to eliminate Qasem 
Soleimani in January 2020. This was enough 
to deter Iran, as well as Russia (Katz, 2020).

Conclusion
Russia’s military intervention in the war in 
Syria went well, and led to a decision on the 
battlefield. This convincing victory, achieved 
thanks to the unrestrained determination of 
the Russians against their rivals and enemies, 
would give them not only hegemony in Syria 
and influence on its geopolitical environment, 
but also economic, military, and political gains.

But the end of the Syrian civil war has 
not brought peace and stability, and without 
economic resources, it is hard for the Russians 
to start the economic reconstruction that is 
essential to secure the future of its investment 
in the country. Moreover, the end of the war 
paradoxically led to the outbreak of new 

struggles that until then were hidden from 
view or kept on the back burner.

Whatever the case, it has emerged that 
Russian involvement in Syria, which at first 
looked like Moscow’s convincing knockout over 
rivals and enemies inside Syria and beyond, 
and an important and perhaps essential step to 
establish its status as a leading regional power, 
is gradually becoming a source of concern 
and a headache for the Russians. They are 
required to invest ever-growing resources to 
maintain their hold on the country, and to this 
end, ironically, also need the support of their 
rivals and adversaries—Iran or Turkey at the 
regional level, and the United States at the 
international level. 

The Russians have thus found themselves at 
a dead end in Syria, or sinking in a demanding 
quagmire of disputes and of “ridiculous and 
endless wars, many of them tribal-based,” 
according to President Trump, who at the end of 
2019 explained the rationale behind his decision 
to pull his troops out of Syria (Wright, 2019).

True, Russia’s image as the all-powerful 
neighborhood bully was strengthened at home 
and throughout the Middle East, and since few 
care what happens in Syria, the arena was left 
almost entirely under its control, and Moscow 
was also able to enjoy its economic resources, 
however limited. Russia’s determination to fight 
for its allies also gave it some points, certainly 
in the eyes of regional rulers.

Russia’s most important asset is its ability 
to cause damage, which deters many and leads 
others to take it and its views into consideration, 
or even try to placate it and gain its good will. 

The end of the Syrian civil war has not brought 
peace and stability, and without economic 
resources, it is hard for the Russians to start the 
economic reconstruction that is essential to 
secure the future of its investment in the country. 
Moreover, the end of the war paradoxically led to 
the outbreak of new struggles.
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Yet even so, the Syrian case is different, because 
Russia’s ability to cause damage was not viable 
leverage against its rivals and enemies. Rather, 
Syria is a case of an asset that is owned by 
Moscow and from which it is trying to derive 
profit, and only partially succeeding.

Thus, the Russians learned that the United 
States, as well as Turkey and Israel, also has 
the ability to cause damage, and they must 
take this into account, since it could harm their 
efforts to promote peace and stability in Syria. 
These actors have no interest in strengthening 
the regime of Bashar al-Assad in Syria. For that 
reason, Moscow was forced to be very cautious 
in its dealings with Ankara, Jerusalem, and 
Washington, and certainly had to bite its tongue 
many times in order to secure their cooperation, 
or at least to dissuade them from intervening 
or thwarting its efforts to promote its interests 
in Syria.

In the final account, it is impossible to shake 
off the impression that the days of world wars, 
both hot and cold, have long gone, and with 
them the importance of military strongholds, 
which, rather, become a source of political, 
military, and above all economic headaches for 
those that try stubbornly to cling to what they 
see as an expression of national strength or a 
source of economic gains. It is true that Russia 
is the current winner in the “struggle for Syria,” 
and there is no doubt that the determination 
and military force it demonstrated are important 
for its regional and international status. 
Nonetheless, it is still hard-pressed to reap 
the fruits of its victory.
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Iran’s Deterrence Concept
Ephraim Kam

The Iranian regime has assembled a large toolbox to deter military, economic, 
and political challenges and threats. The foundation of this deterrence system is 
an arsenal of missiles built in Iran and in the possession of Shiite militias, most 
prominently, Hezbollah. The militias are designated for land warfare against 
Iran’s adversaries; Iran’s large naval array threatens shipping and oil exports in 
the Persian Gulf. Nuclear capability would compound Iran’s deterrence, even if 
Tehran is in no hurry to use it. Consequently, even Iran’s powerful adversaries, 
including the United States and Israel, avoid steps liable to lead to large-scale 
conflict. Nonetheless, there are weak points in Iran’s deterrence system. Realizing 
the superiority of the US military, the regime too is careful to avoid large-scale 
conflict. Iran has no solution for the heavy economic pressure leveled by the 
US or for the Israeli attacks on Iranian and Shiite targets in Syria. It recoils from 
using its missile system against the US and Israel, except on a limited scale. The 
killing of Qasem Soleimani and Mohsen Fakhrizadeh demonstrate that Iran faces 
difficult deterrence challenges.
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Introduction
Iran is a country with a unique security concept, 
whose primary goals are to ensure the regime’s 
stability, achieve regional hegemony, and 
export the Islamic Revolution. This concept 
stems from several fundamental elements: 
Iran’s long history; its radical religious beliefs, 
which determine regime policy; the ambitions 
of the regime, which leads the Shiite Muslim 
camp; Iran’s geographic location, which helps its 
effort to expand its influence in the surrounding 
area; and the powerful enemies that it faces. 
These elements require the regime to anticipate 
and confront many threats, while at the same 
time, its policy poses threats to regimes and 
organizations in the region (Kam, 2004).

This article analyzes Iran’s deterrence 
concept and its singular importance to the 
Iranian regime. In his monumental book War 
and Strategy, Yehoshafat Harkabi explains 
that underlining the deterrence concept is an 
explicit or implicit threat by one of the sides to 
attack its adversary severely if the latter takes 
a hostile step against it. The deterrent threat 
will be effective if the adversary believes that 
the side threatening it has the tools, capability, 
and determination to carry out its threat 
(Harkabi, 1990). There are also states of mutual 
deterrence, meaning that each of the sides has 
the ability to hurt the other. In such a situation, 
it is possible that both sides will refrain from 
attacking one another out of concern that an 
attempt to attack the adversary will lead to 
severe reciprocal harm.

This article will assess the goals of Iran’s 
deterrence against the regime’s external 
enemies and adversaries, now headed by the 
United States and Israel; analyze the tools 
used by Iran for deterrence purposes—usually 
military tools, primarily the large arsenal of 
missiles possessed by Iran and its proxies; 
examine a future concept of nuclear deterrence 
in the event that Iran attains nuclear weapons; 
study the deterrence resulting from Iran’s partial 
control of the Gulf and its ability to utilize Shiite 
militias and terrorism; and finally, address the 

strengths and weaknesses of Iran’s deterrence 
concept. The main conclusion is that Tehran’s 
tools can deter Iran’s adversaries, including 
even the United States and Israel. The Iranian 
deterrence concept, however, also has weak 
points that can deter Iran as well from acting 
against its adversaries. The article does not 
address deterrence of internal adversaries, 
because this is usually based on political tools, 
has different goals, and is not part of military 
deterrence. This concept, therefore, requires 
a different analysis.

Iran’s Threat Perception
Deterrence is the foundation of Iran’s security 
concept, which to a large extent has been shaped 
by security problems of recent decades. First, 
Iran’s main adversaries were, or are, major 
powers: Czarist Russia and the Soviet Union 
were the primary threat to Iran until the collapse 
of the Communist regime; the United States 
became the main threat to Iran after the Iranian 
regime severed the bilateral ties following the 
Islamic Revolution, and after the United States 
intervened with military force in the Middle 
East in the two Gulf Wars. The second tier of 
Iran’s adversaries at various times in history 
has consisted of regional powers to the west of 
Iran. The most relevant of these in the preceding 
generation was Iraq under Saddam Hussein, 
which forced Iran into the Iraq-Iran War—the 
longest Middle East war in recent times—and 
greatly influenced Iran’s concept of security and 
deterrence. Iran also regards Israel as a regional 
military power that in cooperation with the 
United States strives to undermine Iran’s regional 
status. On another level, Iran also struggles with 
various terrorist organizations operating inside 
the country and around it, headed by ISIS. Iran’s 
deterrence concept is first and foremost aimed 
against all of these adversaries.

Iran’s situation has meanwhile improved 
in two respects. Since the dissolution of the 
Soviet Union, Iran no longer regards Russia as 
a significant threat, and Russia is even aiding 
Iran. Since the Gulf Wars, Iraq has lost most of 
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its military capabilities and is no longer able 
to threaten Iran. 

The United States, however, has arisen 
as a power posing a threat to Iran. In certain 
ways, the United States is more dangerous 
to Iran than the Soviet Union was previously: 
in the two Gulf Wars, the United States took 
control of Afghanistan and Iraq, Iran’s eastern 
and western neighbors. The United States has 
allies and partners in the region, and maintains 
considerable military forces close to Iran. It has 
shown willingness to use military force against 
Iran when necessary, and the Iranian regime 
believes that the United States is planning to 
overthrow it. The United States likewise has 
the ability to exert heavy economic pressure 
on Iran, and is currently doing so.

Second, Iran overall has no real nation-state 
allies that can help it deter its adversaries. 
The only ally that stood at its side was Syria, 
under the regimes of Hafez al-Assad and his 
son, Bashar al-Assad. Since the beginning of 
the Arab Spring, however, Syria’s ability to 
help Iran against its adversaries has declined 
sharply. Iranian entrenchment in Syria is very 
important to the Iranian regime, because the 
establishment of military outposts in Syria 
helps Iran enhance its power of deterrence, 
Hezbollah capabilities, and the threat to 
Israel. Since 2013, however, Syria has become 
an economic burden on Iran, and this in turn 
sparks opposition among various groups in Iran. 
Syria’s military power was damaged severely 
in the civil war, and Syria is in need of large-
scale Iranian military and economic aid. Iran 
receives no material external aid against the 
American threat: Russia cooperates with Iran 
in the military, economic, and nuclear spheres, 
but it has given Iran no help in dealing with 
the Israeli attacks against Iranian and Shiite 
targets in Syria. Russia also competes with Iran 
for the leading role in rebuilding Syria, and for 
influence in the country.

Third, Iran lags behind its main rivals in 
conventional weaponry, especially in airpower. 
The Iranian air force still comprises relatively 

outmoded aircraft produced by the United 
States, Russia, and China, or self-produced, 
and is incapable of countering the American 
and Israeli air forces in the current situation. For 
this reason, it has never been deployed in the 
Syrian theater against the attacks conducted 
by Israel. The Iranian air defense has also failed 
to show much effectiveness against the Israeli 
attacks in Syria.

Iran’s Deterrence Goals
The threats perceived by Iran lead it to 
understand that despite its assets and 
capabilities, it faces powerful rivals and enemies, 
some of which are stronger than Iran, headed 
by the major powers. This was not an inevitable 
development. During the Shah’s regime, Iran 
was an ally of the United States and had close 
relations with Israel. Only under the Islamic 
regime did Iran sever its relations with the 
United States and Israel, and it is consciously 
paying the price of its hostility.

Iran’s deterrence concept takes into account 
the United States’ military and technological 
superiority and the need for an appropriate 
response to this advantage. As conceived by 
the Iranian regime, this response rests on the 
concept of asymmetric warfare, adopted in face 
of its inferiority to its strong adversaries. On the 
one hand, this concept requires Iran to detect 
and exploit the military and technological weak 
points of the strong adversary, so that inferiority 
will not cause its defeat when put to the test. 
On the other hand, Iran strives to maximize 
its capabilities and advantages in surprising 
and unconventional fashion, even when it is 
the weaker of the two sides, by developing 

Coping with militarily and technologically powerful 
countries thus requires Iran to build capabilities 
that will not only provide it with sound defense, 
but also deter its enemies from initiating an attack 
against it, whether such an attack is of large or 
limited scope.
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relatively simple but deadly weapons, attacking 
its enemy’s weak points in unexpected ways, 
using unconventional tactics, and neutralizing 
its enemy’s strong points (Pinko, 2017).

Coping with militarily and technologically 
powerful countries thus requires Iran to build 
capabilities that will not only provide it with 
sound defense, but also deter its enemies from 
initiating an attack against it, whether such an 
attack is of large or limited scope. Concretely, 
Iran’s goal is to deter the United States and 
Israel from taking several actions:
a. Military action by the United States against 

Iranian targets and Shiite militia targets, 
mostly in Iraq and Syria, and if the situation 
deteriorates, perhaps against the Iranian 
missile system as well. These targets are also 
likely to include the Iranian nuclear sites. 
Iran is likewise trying to deter the United 
States from continuing, let alone escalating, 
the economic sanctions against it, and from 
aiding Iranian opposition groups.

b. Air attacks by Israel against Revolutionary 
Guards and al-Quds targets and Shiite 
militia targets outside Iran. Iran also seeks 
to deter Israel from attacking missile arsenals 
controlled by the Iranians and their proxies 
in Iraq, Syria, and Yemen, and in an extreme 
situation, in Lebanon as well, and perhaps in 
Iran itself. Above all, Iran will strive to deter 
Israel from attacking the nuclear sites in 
Iran, possibly with American backing, and 
from Israeli efforts to sabotage these sites.

c. Cooperation by the Gulf states, headed 
by Saudi Arabia, with the United States 
and possibly with Israel against Iran, from 
measures that will assist the presence and 
activity of the United States in the Gulf region.

The Iranian Deterrent Toolbox
Iran’s concept of deterrence is partly based on 
the state’s core characteristics. In Middle East 
terms, Iran is a large country, both in terms 
of territory and population. Its mountainous 
terrain provides it with natural defense, and 
makes it difficult to invade. Iran controls the 
entire eastern shore of the Persian Gulf, from 
the Iraqi border to the Pakistani border. This 
control enables it to influence shipping and oil 
exports in the Gulf, and to find ways to deter 
enemies that are active there. With the second 
largest population in the Middle East, Iran is 
able to recruit enough manpower for its large 
military, while oil revenues help it develop 
diverse weapon systems and build an advanced 
nuclear program. It is also the world’s largest 
Shiite country. These features enable Iran’s 
intervention in other countries in the region 
and its influence over their policies and actions.

Two developments have had a major 
effect on Iran’s deterrence concept. One was 
the Islamic Revolution, which fundamentally 
changed the nature of the regime and led it to 
redefine its enemies—headed by the United 
States and Israel—and the ways of dealing with 
them. The second development was the Iraq-
Iran War, which made clear to Iran the failure 
of its deterrence against Iraq—Iraq took Iran 
by surprise early in the war, and used its large 
arsenal of missiles and chemical weapons—and 
the need to build diverse deterrence tools to 
help it cope with its new enemies.

The Missile System
The most important deterrence tool developed 
by Iran is its missile system, which now includes 
various missiles with a range of up to 2,000 
kilometers. Iran, however, is apparently seeking 
to extend this range. Upon the outbreak of 
war with Iraq in September 1980, Iran had no 
ballistic missiles beyond short-range rockets, 
while Iraq had a large arsenal of Scud missiles 
acquired from the Soviet Union. Furthermore, 
Iraq surprised Iran during the war with massive 
missile barrages fired at Iranian cities. Iran 

The most important deterrence tool developed 
by Iran is its missile system, which now includes 
various missiles with a range of up to 2,000 
kilometers. Iran, however, is apparently seeking to 
extend this range.
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quickly purchased missiles from all available 
sources—primarily from North Korea, Syria, 
and Libya—and responded in 1988 with its own 
missile barrages against Iraqi cities as part of 
what became known as the “War of the Cities.” 
Iraq, however, had a clear advantage in missiles, 
which made an important contribution to Iran’s 
decision in the summer of 1988 to agree to end 
the war on what to it were unfavorable terms, 
including leaving Iraqi forces on Iranian territory 
even after the end of the war.

Iran learned its lesson. The Iranians were 
impressed by the Iraqi missile system’s ability 
to strike at civilian targets, and the resulting dire 
effect on the morale of the Iranian population. 
At the same time, the Iranian air force and its 
outmoded aircraft were unable to cope with the 
air forces of the United States and Israel. Iran’s 
missile system thus became its main deterrence 
tool against its principal adversaries—the United 
States, Israel, Saudi Arabia, and the terrorist 
organizations operating against Iran, headed 
by ISIS. As of now, Iran has no missiles capable 
of striking the Western hemisphere, and it will 
take years before it can manufacture long-range 
missiles. American sources suspect, however, 
that it intends to do so. Meanwhile, Iran has 
signaled that it is able to attack American bases 
in the Middle East and United States allies, even 
in the current situation.

Iran is enhancing this arsenal with four 
important characteristics. The first is diversity: 
in addition to ballistic missiles, it includes other 
missiles of various types, among them cruise 
missiles, coast-to-sea missiles that enhance 
Iran’s ability to attack ships in the Gulf and 
disrupt shipping there, and unmanned aerial 
vehicles (UAVs) of the type it used to attack Saudi 
oil facilities in September 2019. The second is 
an ongoing effort to improve the accuracy of its 
missiles for the purpose of conducting precision 
strikes against strategic and military targets. The 
third is the missile arsenals that Iran is building 
for the Shiite militias under its command. These 
include first and foremost Hezbollah’s large 
arsenal of missiles, the rocket and the missile 

arsenals of the Iraqi Shiite militias linked to 
Iran, and the arsenal of the Houthi rebels in 
Yemen. The fourth, which Iran naturally does not 
mention, is Iran’s nuclear program. If and when 
Iran obtains nuclear weapons, the deterrent 
ability of its missiles, which will constitute the 
main platform for launching nuclear weapons, 
will be strengthened.

Iran has an advantage in missiles over most 
of its rivals in the Middle East, which regard the 
arsenal as a key threat. The deterrence of Iran’s 
missiles is dynamic and changes over time, 
and will become stronger as their precision 
improves. For distant countries, such as in 
Western Europe, the force of the deterrent will 
also increase when the missile range is extended. 
On the other hand, the force of the deterrent can 
also decline, for example, when the threatened 
country is able to develop or acquire effective 
anti-missile defense systems. Israel’s successful 
development of several anti-missile defense 
layers—the ability to take successful action 
against the rockets and missiles possessed 
by Iran, Hezbollah, and Hamas—has reduced 
these enemies’ deterrent power.

The Iranian missile arsenal is naturally 
a strong deterrent against militarily inferior 
adversaries, such as Saudi Arabia, but it also 
has a deterring effect against countries with 
greater military power, above all the United 
States: even if the United States has a clear 
and substantial military advantage over Iran, 
the US administration is liable to be deterred 
from a conflict, whether because it wishes to 
avoid involvement in a large-scale conflict 
in the Middle East, or because Iran can hurt 
US interests at sensitive points—for example, 
United States allies or freedom of navigation 
in the Gulf.

Iran has thus far used its missile system 
against its enemies only a few times, and even 
on those occasions fired few missiles. Iran first 
shot missiles against American targets in Iraq in 
January 2020, following the killing of al-Quds 
force commander Qasem Soleimani. In 2017 
and 2018, Iran fired missiles against ISIS targets 
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in Syria and against Kurdish rebel targets in 
northern Iraq. It also fired 20 rockets at IDF forces 
in the Golan Heights in May 2018, following IDF 
air strikes against Iranian and Shiite targets 
in Syria. The small number of cases in which 
Iran fired missiles against American and Israeli 
targets indicates that Iran plans to strengthen 
its deterrent against its adversaries, and signals 
that it will increase its missile firepower against 
them in the future. Meanwhile, however, Iran 
is acting cautiously and with restraint in order 
to avoid escalation into a large-scale conflict 
(Zeitoun et al., 2018; Kam, 2019; Rubin, 2018; 
Eisenstadt, 2017).

Nuclear Deterrence
Iran as yet has no nuclear weapons, and 
claims to have no plans to develop them. 
Since 1987, however, Iran has been building 
an advanced nuclear program, whose main 
purpose is presumably the development of 
nuclear weapons. It appears that in the initial 
stage, Iran sought nuclear weapons as defense 
against Iraq, which preceded Iran in its efforts 
to develop nuclear weapons; the prolonged 
and bloody war with Iraq accelerated Iran’s 
nuclear drive. After Saddam Hussein lost 
most of Iraq’s military power in the two Gulf 
Wars, Iran’s nuclear program was designed 
as a response to its two enemies that already 
had nuclear weapons, the United States and 
reportedly Israel, and deter them from attacking 
Iran with nuclear weapons. At the same time, 
Iran’s development of a nuclear capability was 
designed to enhance its power, status, influence, 
and presence in the region.

Even if Iran obtains nuclear weapons, and 
despite the powerful threat that these weapons 

pose, they will not necessarily constitute Iran’s 
main deterrent tool. Despite the severity of 
the nuclear threat, the risk that Iran will use 
these weapons against Israel or other countries 
does not appear high at present, for several 
reasons. According to foreign sources, Israel has 
a substantive arsenal of nuclear weapons, and 
there is no precedent of a country with nuclear 
weapons using them against another nuclear-
armed country. If Iran believes that Israel has 
second-strike capability, it is difficult to believe 
that it will run the risk of Israel launching nuclear 
weapons against Iranian cities, which would kill 
hundreds of thousands of Iranians. Furthermore, 
it is clear to Iran that all US administrations 
have been committed to Israel’s existence and 
security, and the regime must assume that a 
nuclear attack against Israel will result in an 
overwhelming American response against Iran. 
It is even less likely that Iran will attack the 
United States itself or other American allies, 
such as Saudi Arabia, with nuclear weapons 
(Kam, 2007).

It therefore follows that even if Iran obtains 
nuclear weapons, it will reserve them for use in 
extreme situations, if at all. In most situations, 
Iran’s main deterrent tool is likely to remain its 
current tool—its large missile arsenal. This is 
also true of Israel’s ability to deter its enemies, 
including Iran. Egypt and Syria went to war 
against Israel in 1973 believing that Israel 
possessed nuclear weapons at the time, on the 
assumption that Israel would not use nuclear 
weapons against them. It is likely that Iran now 
believes that Israel’s deterrent tool against the 
Iranian missile system includes advantages such 
as an excellent air force, superb intelligence, 
an anti-missile defense system, and the ability 
to strike targets accurately at long ranges. At 
the same time, it appears that Israel’s nuclear 
capability has not hitherto been regarded by 
Iran as relevant and threatening in the states 
of tension that have developed between the 
two countries.

Even if Iran obtains nuclear weapons, and despite 
the powerful threat that these weapons pose, they 
will not necessarily constitute Iran’s main deterrent 
tool. Despite the severity of the nuclear threat, the 
risk that Iran will use these weapons against Israel 
or other countries does not appear high at present.
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Aerial Deterrence
In the current situation, the Iranian air force is 
apparently not an important deterrent factor 
in Iran’s concept regarding the Syrian theater, 
probably because superior air forces, such as 
those of the US and Israel, are active in the 
region. At the same time, in early 2016, Iran 
negotiated with Russia for a major arms deal 
that included, inter alia, Sukhoi-30 warplanes 
and S-400 air defense systems (Kam, 2016). As 
far as is known, this deal has not yet been signed, 
but if and when Iran obtains these weapon 
systems, they will likely become an important 
deterrent factor in the Iranian concept.

Meanwhile, Iran is expanding the range and 
strike capability of its armed UAVs for conducting 
long range air attacks in combination with 
missiles. The most prominent example is the 
Iranian attack on the oil facilities in Saudi 
Arabia in September 2019, in which the US 
administration alleged that Iran launched a 
dozen cruise missiles and 20 UAVs at these 
facilities (Reuters, 2019). Iran therefore 
demonstrated that it was not deterred from 
attacking important oil facilities and disrupting 
shipping in the Gulf. The impressive use of a 
combination of UAVs and cruise missiles and 
the severe damage caused to the oil facilities—
with no Saudi or American response—likely 
contributed to Iran’s deterrent capability.

Deterrence in the Gulf
In the naval sphere, the Iranian concept of 
deterrence focuses primarily on the Gulf region, 
although the Iranian fleet sometimes operates 
outside this theater as well. Iran’s control of 
the eastern shore of the Gulf affords it the 
ability to act, attack, and exert considerable 
influence throughout the entire Persian Gulf, 
including its bottleneck—the Strait of Hormuz. 
Furthermore, based on the lessons of the Iraq-
Iran War, Iran built a diversified naval capability, 
which includes regular and midget submarines, 
missile boats, small high-speed boats armed 
with rockets or missiles, shore-to-sea missiles, 
shore artillery, thousands of naval mines, 

and commando units from the Revolutionary 
Guards fleet trained to take control of ships. The 
location of the theater close to home and the 
terrain also help Iran—it controls the eastern 
side of the Strait of Hormuz, and the Gulf shore 
contains many large and small bays that can 
conceal fleet units and be used to conduct 
surprise attacks.

These tools enable Iran to build a significant 
naval deterrent capability in the Gulf region and 
the surrounding area, and Iran has expanded 
this capability in recent years. Since it recognizes 
that its forces are inferior to those of the United 
States, however, Iran is careful not to take action 
that will prompt the US administration to take 
a severe response, in order to prevent damage 
and shocks in the global oil market. Iran has 
threatened several times to blockade the Strait 
of Hormuz and to use force to prevent shipping 
in the Gulf, but has never done so because the 
United States warned that in such an event, it 
would use force to open the Strait and allow 
shipping in the Gulf. No less important, closing 
the Persian Gulf would also detract from Iran’s 
oil exports. As early as the Iraq-Iran War, Iran 
realized that closing the Strait would damage 
it as much as it hurts its adversaries.

Terrorist Attacks and the Shiite Militias
Since the Islamic Revolution, Iran has been 
linked to terrorist attacks, beginning with attacks 
against regime opponents in Iran and against 
countries that aided Iraq in the war against 
Iran. Every year since 1984, the administration 
has named Iran in an official document as the 
world’s leading perpetrator of terrorist attacks, 
based on the extent of the attacks carried out 
by Iran and its proxies, and the fact that some 
of these attacks are executed on direct order 
from the regime’s leadership and by the entities 
controlled by it. In addition, cooperation has 
sometimes been revealed between Iranian 
security agencies and non-Iranian terrorist 
organizations, such as al-Qaeda. Yet while 
terrorism is an important deterrence tool for 
Iran, it is also a double-edged sword: since 
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the appearance of al-Qaeda and ISIS, many 
countries, headed by the major powers, have 
coordinated joint campaigns against terrorist 
attacks. Iran will find it difficult to conduct 
many such attacks without being accused of 
supporting terrorism.

The idea of Shiite militias is not new to the 
Iranian leadership. It began to develop in the 
early 1980s, shortly after the Islamic Revolution, 
with Iran’s establishment of Hezbollah in 
Lebanon—the most important and loyal of the 
militias. In addition to Hezbollah, Iran’s network 
of militias now includes Iraqi Shiite militias loyal 
to Iran, an Afghan militia, a Pakistani militia, 
and more recently, a Syrian militia. Iran regards 
its network of militias as part of its military 
power and deterrent capability that enables 
it to present a Shiite bloc with unified military 
power; intervene militarily in other countries, 
as with its successful intervention in Syria; and 
shape the regimes in countries containing a 
Shiite population. No less important, it enables 
Iran to avoid losses of its own manpower in 
warfare, and to maneuver against the internal 
and external pressures on it resulting from 
its intervention in Syria and Iraq by placing 
responsibility for activity in other countries 
on the militias, while claiming that Iranian 
army personnel only advise in Syria and do 
not participate in combat there (Kam, 2017; 
McInnis, 2017).

Iran’s use of militias has at least two 
implications for its concept of deterrence. The 
first is that the most important of these militias, 
Hezbollah and the Iraqi militias, have acquired 
extensive experience in terrorist attacks and 

guerilla warfare in Syria, Iraq, and Lebanon. 
The Houthis have also acquired experience 
in combat and terrorist attacks in Yemen and 
in the Arabian Peninsula. In these countries, 
terrorism and guerilla warfare have been the 
main form of warfare in the past decade. This 
experience has given the militias and Iran an 
important deterrent capability against powerful 
enemies such as the United States, Israel (where 
terrorism is an ongoing security problem), 
and Saudi Arabia. Second, Iran provides large 
quantities of missiles and rockets to Hezbollah, 
the Iraqi militias, and the Houthis, as well as 
to the Palestinian organizations, headed by 
Hamas and Islamic Jihad. These missile arsenals 
provide these organizations with considerable 
power, and constitute an important element 
in Iran’s deterrent capability.

Iran’s Goal to Deter the United States
The Iranian leadership is well aware that the 
United States enjoys substantial military, 
technological, and economic superiority 
over Iran, and that Iran is unable to rebuff 
American power. Consequently, Iran strives 
to build military capabilities that will deter and 
persuade the US administration that despite its 
military superiority, the United States will pay 
a heavy price if it attacks Iran. Iran uses several 
deterrence tools against the United States and 
its allies in the Middle East for this purpose, 
and they have contributed to the emergence 
of a kind of mutual deterrence between the 
two countries, although this deterrence is not 
equal on both sides.

The regime likely has no doubt about the 
ability of the United States to attack Iranian 
targets in response to Iranian provocations. 
Iran’s doubts concern the administration’s 
readiness and determination to attack Iranian 
targets, even as Iran threatens that the US will 
pay a heavy price for attacking Iran. The Iranian 
belief that the United States will be in no hurry 
to attack Iran was likely reinforced following 
Iran’s September 2019 attack on oil facilities in 
Saudi Arabia, when both the United States and 

Iran regards its network of militias as part of 
its military power and deterrent capability that 
enables it to present a Shiite bloc with unified 
military power; intervene militarily in other 
countries, as with its successful intervention 
in Syria; and shape the regimes in countries 
containing a Shiite population.
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Saudi Arabia refrained from any meaningful 
response to the attack. On the other hand, 
the killing of Soleimani by the United States 
presumably heightened Iran’s fear that the 
Trump administration was liable to respond 
powerfully to Iranian provocations, reflected 
in Iran’s low-profile response to the painful 
loss of Soleimani, a key figure in Iran’s upper 
echelons.

Although Iran fears that the US administration 
is exerting heavy economic pressure on it in 
order to create internal unrest in Iran that will 
lead to the overthrow of its regime, it is doubtful 
whether it possesses sufficient capability to 
deter the United States from such actions. The 
possible Iranian response—a threat against the 
allies of the United States; a threat to oil exports 
from the Gulf; enlistment of Russia, China, and 
European countries to exert their influence with 
the US administration to reduce its pressure 
on Iran—is liable to prove insufficient to halt 
this pressure. 

Iran’s main spheres for deterring the United 
States are the Persian Gulf and Iraq, both on 
Iran’s border, and both with American forces 
present that constitute a threat to Iran. Iran’s 
strategic goal is therefore to reduce this 
presence, and to deter the United States from 
attacking Iranian interests. Given the American 
strategic advantage, however, Iran is careful to 
avoid crossing what it perceives as United States 
red lines, and refrains from actions that could 
lead to escalation and a large-scale conflict. 
Among the limited steps that Iran has taken, 
or is liable to take, against the United States, 
several are noteworthy.

First, Iran has harassed oil tankers and other 
vessels in the Gulf—primarily the vessels of the 
Western and Persian Gulf countries, including 
sometimes those of the United States. The 
harassments of recent years were perceived as a 
response to the renewed sanctions against Iran 
imposed by the Trump administration, and were 
designed to emphasize that if Iranian oil exports 
are harmed, other countries will be harmed as 
well. Iran, however, never closed the Persian 

Gulf. Furthermore, even in its harassment of 
American ships, Iran must avoid crossing any red 
lines because it fears the American response. In 
April 2020, then-President Trump ordered the 
American fleet to destroy any Iranian warship 
that was harassing the American naval forces, 
after Revolutionary Guard ships threatened 
ships of the American fleet in the Persian Gulf 
(Kube, 2020).

Second, Iran delivers rhetorical threats 
against its adversaries, led by the United 
States and Israel, for purposes of deterrence. 
Iran thereby emphasizes publicly that its large 
missile system extends to a range of 2,000 
kilometers, covering the entire Middle East, 
including all of the American military targets 
in the region. Iran’s aim of expelling the US 
forces in Iraq, accompanied by rockets fired 
by Shiite militias against US army units in 
Iraq, also contributes to the Iranian deterrent 
pressure on the United States. Iran likewise 
threatens to attack American ships that pose 
a threat to the security of Iranian shipping in 
the Gulf. Revolutionary Guards commander 
General Hossein Salami threatened that Iranian 
ships would open fire on any American ship 
threatening their security in the Gulf. The 
commander of the Revolutionary Guards 
fleet also warned in April 2020 that his fleet 
possessed sea-to-sea missiles with a range of 
700 kilometers. Former Revolutionary Guards 
fleet commander Admiral Ali Fadavi, now the 
deputy commander of the Revolutionary 
Guards, warned in 2014 that in the event of 
war, Iran would sink American aircraft carriers 
(Shabad, 2014).

Iran’s Goal to Deter Israel
The Iranian regime regards Israel as a serious 
threat—second only to the American threat. It 
therefore believes that it is important to deter 
Israel from attacking its assets and influence 
in the Middle East. In recent years, the main 
conflict between Iran and Israel has taken place 
in and around the Syrian theater, with the Israeli 
air force repeatedly attacking targets of the 
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Shiite militias and the Revolutionary Guards. 
These attacks are aimed at disrupting Iranian 
entrenchment in Syria and the Iranian effort to 
create another front against Israel and upgrade 
Hezbollah’s missile arsenal in Lebanon. As of 
now, Iran has been unable to deter Israel from 
continuing these attacks, despite the many 
losses and heavy damage that the attacks have 
inflicted on the Shiite and Iranian forces.

Iran has the ability to respond by striking 
targets in Israel in an attempt to deter Israel from 
continuing these air attacks, mainly by using 
Hezbollah’s store of missiles in Lebanon and 
Iran’s own missiles. However, to date Iran has 
used missiles in Syria against Israeli targets in 
only a few cases, and on a limited scale. This is 
no accident; it reflects Iran’s cautious approach 
aimed at avoiding escalation on a large scale 
that is liable to culminate in concrete American 
support for Israel, possibly including an attack 
on the nuclear sites in Iran.

Thus far, Israel has not conducted air attacks 
against military targets in Iran, but several 
explosions and fires have occurred at the Iranian 
nuclear sites in recent years. One of the most 
severe of these was the explosion in the uranium 
enrichment facility in Natanz in April 2021, which 
Iran attributed to Israel. Most likely Iran believes 
that in a large-scale conflict, Israel is liable to 
attack strategic targets in Iran, above all the 
nuclear targets: Israel has made it clear that it 
will not allow Iran to obtain nuclear weapons, 
and Israel has already attacked nuclear sites 
near Iran, in Iraq and Syria, on two occasions, 
in order to prevent those countries from 
obtaining nuclear weapons. Furthermore, in 
certain situations, particularly if Iran crosses 
the red line toward nuclear weapons, the US 

administration might back attacks by Israel 
on the nuclear sites in Iran in order to avoid a 
general Middle East escalation resulting from 
Iran’s achievement of nuclear capability.

Nonetheless, Iran may well produce 
a nuclear weapon one day. The Iranian 
nuclear program has existed since 1987, and 
presumably its ultimate goal is to obtain a 
nuclear weapon. Until now, Iran has settled 
for the status of a nuclear threshold state, and 
the nuclear agreement of 2015 requires Iran to 
refrain from crossing the nuclear threshold. 
Since the Trump administration withdrew 
from the nuclear agreement, however, Iran 
has also deviated from its obligations under 
the agreement, and has neared the nuclear 
threshold. Possession of nuclear weapons by 
Iran will create a new level of threat and a far 
graver deterrent against Israel and Saudi Arabia. 
Israel will regard nuclear weapons in the hands 
of Iran as an existential threat, because for the 
first time, an enemy country will have the ability 
to deal Israel a critical blow, while the Iranian 
regime’s radical ideology will require Israel to 
take into account the possibility of a nuclear 
attack against it. The limitations of using these 
weapons against Israel, however, should be 
kept in mind. Israel might take action against 
the nuclear sites in Iran if it emerges that Iran 
is breaking out to nuclear weapons; Iran must 
take into account that Israel possesses second-
strike capability if it is attacked with nuclear 
weapons; and the United States is liable to act 
with full force against Iran if it attempts to use 
nuclear weapons against Israel.

At the same time, despite Israel’s deterrent 
capability against Iran and Hezbollah, there 
is mutual deterrence between the two sides, 
because even before Iran obtains nuclear 
weapons, it has created its own deterrence 
against Israel, based on the large missile 
arsenals of both Iran and Hezbollah. Even 
if Israel is superior to Iran and Hezbollah, 
especially in airpower, Israel must be careful 
to avoid measures leading to a massive barrage 
of rockets and missiles.

Despite Israel’s deterrent capability against Iran 
and Hezbollah, there is mutual deterrence between 
the two sides, because even before Iran obtains 
nuclear weapons, it has created its own deterrence 
against Israel.
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The Goal of the Adversaries to Deter 
Iran
Iran is not the only country in the Middle East 
expending resources on strengthening its 
deterrent power and using that power against 
its adversaries. They too, headed by the United 
States and Israel, and to a lesser extent Saudi 
Arabia and the other Gulf states, are also taking 
such actions. Iraq under Saddam Hussein was the 
main Arab country with the ability to deter and 
thwart Iran. Since the two Gulf wars, however, 
Iraq’s military power has declined precipitously, 
and it is no longer able to deter Iran.

The United States possesses the most 
diversified deterrence tools, led by military 
capabilities and economic pressure. Since 
the 1990s, US administrations have usually 
employed threats of military action against 
Iran and its proxies, especially against Iran’s use 
of terrorism and its efforts to develop nuclear 
weapons. These administrations stated that 
all of the options for stopping Iran, including 
the military option, were on the table. They 
preferred, however, not to exercise the military 
option in order to avoid becoming involved in 
large-scale fighting, as in Iraq and Afghanistan. 
The Obama administration, and especially the 
Trump administration, opted to level heavy 
economic sanctions against Iran. Iran proved 
to be sensitive to such pressure, because it was 
liable to arouse internal unrest and jeopardize 
the stability of the Iranian regime.

Through these pressures and threats, Iran’s 
enemies seek first and foremost to deter it from 
continuing its efforts in several key areas:
a. A possible breakout to nuclear weapons
b. Improvement and use of the missile arsenals 

of both Iran and Hezbollah
c. Iran’s consolidation in Syria and the expansion 

of its influence in Iraq and Lebanon, designed 
to pose an additional threat to Israel and 
create a land bridge stretching from Iran to 
the Mediterranean Sea

d. Iran’s intensive involvement in terrorist 
attacks—directly through Hezbollah, and 
indirectly through aid to other Shiite militias

In addition, the goal is to enhance the presence 
and influence of the United States in the Gulf 
and Iraq in order to rein in Iran’s influence in the 
region and thwart its efforts to disrupt shipping 
and oil exports by the Gulf states. 

Iran’s resistance to its adversaries’ efforts at 
deterrence is mixed. On the one hand, these 
efforts have borne fruit, and in certain areas, 
Iran has no suitable answer to the challenges 
posed by these efforts. First, while the effort to 
halt Iran’s march to nuclear weapons has not 
stopped Iran’s nuclear program, it cannot be 
ruled out that it will succeed in the future: no 
nuclear state took 34 years or more to develop 
nuclear weapons successfully. The main reason 
for this delay is the international effort, led by 
the United States, to prevent Iran from obtaining 
nuclear weapons. On the other hand, Iran has 
not given up on obtaining nuclear weapons. Its 
progress brings it closer to the objective, and 
now it can attain nuclear capability within a 
few months of a decision to do so.

Second, from time to time, Iran threatens 
to use its arsenal and that of Hezbollah against 
its enemies—even against the United States. 
The Iranian air force commander warned in 
September 2019 that all of the US bases and 
ships located up to 2,000 kilometers from Iran—
in Afghanistan, Kuwait, Iraq, Qatar, and United 
Arab Emirates—were within the range of Iran’s 
missiles, and that in a war, Iran would attack 
these targets (Zimmt, 2019). In practice, use 
of the missile arsenals against American and 
Israeli targets has thus far been limited and 
cautious in order to avoid stimulating a harsh 
response against Iranian strategic targets. On 
the other hand, Iran is ready to use its missile 
system more extensively against Saudi Arabia, 
and against ISIS and other organizations in 
Iraq and Syria.

Third, Syria is Iran’s most important regional 
outpost. Consolidation there is designed to 
give Iran control and a corridor in the region 
between western Iran and the Mediterranean 
Sea, step up the threat to Israel, and strengthen 
Iran’s ties with the Shiite population in Iraq and 
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Lebanon, while safeguarding the Assad regime’s 
continued rule. Iran, however, has met with 
the Israeli effort to thwart its consolidation, 
involving hundreds of air strikes against the 
forces of Iran and the Shiite militias in Syria 
and Iraq, and against the Iranian effort to ship 
advanced weapons to Hezbollah in order to 
upgrade its missile system. Iran has thus far 
failed to find a solution to the Israeli attacks, 
despite the many casualties and great damage 
they have caused, and has been unable to make 
Israel halt these attacks. The weakness of the 
Iranian air force, which has refrained from 
activity in the Syrian theater; the ineffectiveness 
of the air defense system; and inexperience 
among the Iranian and Shiite forces in fighting 
at a distance of hundreds of kilometers from 
their homes account for this.

Finally, terrorist attacks have a deterrent 
effect. Major powers are hesitant to intervene 
in fighting in the Middle East, in part due to 
fear that their forces will be subject to terrorist 
attacks. The US army, which entered Iraq in 
2003 and stayed there until 2011, lost 4,500 
soldiers, with most of the fatalities resulting 
from terrorist attacks and guerilla warfare 
conducted by Iraqi militias. To a large extent, the 
bitter experience of the American forces in Iraq 
and Afghanistan deterred the administration 
and other governments from involvement in 
ground combat with Iranian and Shiite forces.

Conclusion
The Iranian regime faces powerful adversaries 
posing military, economic, and political 
challenges and threats. The Iranian response 
to these challenges is the construction of a 
set of deterrent tools, at whose base is a large 
arsenal of diverse missiles built in Iran and in the 
possession of Shiite militias, most prominently, 
Hezbollah. This arsenal has a growing ability to 
strike and damage various targets all over the 
Middle East, including in Israel. The use of Shiite 
militias in land combat gives Iran the ability to 
move forces and weapons over great distances, 
acquire influence, and act more flexibly over a 

larger area. Iran also has a large naval array that 
threatens to disrupt shipping and oil exports 
through the Gulf; its navy is used primarily in the 
Gulf, but can also act elsewhere. In addition, Iran 
operates a network of terrorist organizations in 
the Middle East, and sometimes also outside it.

There is no doubt that Iran’s deterrence 
arsenal has a considerable effect, even though 
some of its adversaries are far more powerful 
militarily. The United States did not respond to 
the downing of a large spy UAV in June 2019 
in the Strait of Hormuz, other than to send an 
additional 1,000 US soldiers to the Middle East. 
More importantly, the US administration made 
no significant response to Iran’s attack on oil 
facilities in Saudi Arabia out of concern that its 
response would lead to a large-scale conflict 
with Iran. Israel has attacked Iranian targets and 
Shiite militias in Syria and Iraq since 2014, but so 
far has not attacked the large missile system in 
Iran, Hezbollah’s missile system, or the Iranian 
nuclear sites. While possible recourse to these 
arsenals is an alarming scenario for Israel, the 
main reason for Israel’s hesitation is that such 
attacks will lead to major escalation and the 
risk of war with Iran.

Iran, however, is also taking care to avoid 
crossing the red line, and refrains from actions 
liable to culminate in a large-scale conflict, in 
which the United States, and even Israel, will 
take advantage of Iran’s weak points. Indeed, 
Iran’s deterrent does not extend to all situations. 
First, even if the United States is careful to avoid 
involvement in the conflict with Iran, the Iranian 
regime recognizes US military superiority, and 
takes care to avoid dragging the United States 
into a large-scale conflict. Furthermore, Iran 
has no solution for the economic sanctions 
imposed by the US administration, which also 
jeopardize the regime’s stability. Iran is well 
aware of the special relationship between 
the United States and Israel, which is likely to 
contribute to American backing for an Israeli 
strike against Iran.

Iran also lacks a solution to the hundreds 
of Israeli air force attacks on Iranian and Shiite 
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militia targets in Syria and Iraq, which hamper 
Iranian entrenchment in Syria. Iran has made 
almost no response to these attacks. The Iranian 
response is also hampered by the fact that Iran 
and the Shiite militias operate at a distance of 
hundreds of kilometers from Iran, while the 
Iranian air force is inferior to the Israeli air force, 
and is inactive in the Syrian theater. Iran has 
the option of responding to these attacks with 
missile barrages from Iran or from Hezbollah’s 
arsenal, but it is probably clear to the regime 
that the Israeli response to such action will be 
harsh, and could possibly even include an attack 
on the Iranian nuclear sites. The same holds for 
major missile attacks against US targets, which 
Iran likely realizes will unquestionably result in 
a massive American response.

Iran regards the use of terrorist attacks 
as an important deterrence tool. It must be 
careful, however, to avoid carrying out too many 
terrorist attacks and turning their use into a 
system, especially against American targets, 
lest the American administration respond with 
severity, including the formation of a bloc of 
countries against Iran’s use of terrorism. This is 
one of the reasons why Iran uses proxies (mainly 
Hezbollah) to execute terrorist attacks—in order 
to obscure its involvement in terrorism.

The power of deterrence is likely to vary over 
time, for better and for worse. These fluctuations 
can result from changes in military capability or 
leadership of one of the parties, changes in the 
state of allies, or a dramatic act by one of the 
enemies having an effect on the image it seeks 
to portray. The killing of Soleimani and Iranian 
nuclear program head Mohsen Fakhrizadeh 
probably enhanced the deterrent power of 
the US administration and Israel, because Iran 
has so far not responded to these unexpected 
killings.

How Iran will perceive the deterrent power 
of the Biden administration versus that of its 
predecessor is an open question. There is 
no doubt that President Trump projected a 
deterrent approach to Iran, with a focus on 
the United States withdrawal from the nuclear 

agreement and the stepping up of the sanctions 
against Iran. There were even deterrent tones 
in the approach of President Obama. In March 
2012, Obama emphasized that both Iran and 
Israel should take seriously the possibility of 
an American strike against the nuclear sites 
in Iran, although the conditions for such an 
act were not yet fulfilled. During the Obama 
administration, the United States developed 
weapons capable of penetrating the defenses of 
the Iranian nuclear facilities and causing severe 
damage to them (Kam, 2018; Goldberg, 2012).

In contrast, the Biden administration has 
so far adopted a softer approach to Iran and 
the nuclear question. As of now, it has not 
mentioned the military option against the 
Iranian nuclear program. It promises that Iran 
will not obtain nuclear weapons during its term, 
but has yet to state how it will keep this promise. 
This approach is liable to be perceived by Iran as 
weakness, and may have a negative impact on 
United States deterrence. At the same time, it is 
possible that judging the Biden administration’s 
deterrent power is premature; it remains to be 
seen how the United States will respond if Iran 
attempts to break out to nuclear weapons.

In the current situation, Israel has freedom of 
action to continue attacking Iranian and Shiite 
targets in Syria and Iraq, and the Israeli air force 
is indeed doing so. At the same time, given Iran’s 
many losses in weapons and manpower and the 
resulting damage to its deterrent power, Iran 
is searching for a solution that will deter Israel 
from continuing these attacks—in offensive 
responses and/or air defense. Thus although 
Iran has hitherto not responded with real force 
to the air attacks, it is liable to attempt to do so 
with a significant action that will enhance its 
deterrent power, inter alia, following a painful 
Israeli attack in which many Iranian combatants 
are wounded, or a strategic Iranian facility is 
damaged.

In contrast to the Iranian effort to build a 
strategic outpost in Syria and Iraq, which has 
so far run into difficulty, Iran is building three 
larger deterrent bases: the huge missile system 
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in Iran; Hezbollah’s large and growing missile 
system, over which Iran wields direct influence; 
and above all, the infrastructure and ability to 
develop nuclear weapons in the future. These 
three elements, along with the missile arsenal 
in the hands of the Iraqi Shiite militias linked to 
Iran and the Houthis in Yemen, constitute the 
main security threat to Israel. The deterrent 
power of these three elements is indicated by 
the fact that Israel has not yet attempted to 
attack them, despite the gravity of the threat 
that they pose. This threat is aimed not only 
against Israel; it is also aimed at the United 
States and its Arab allies, headed by Saudi 
Arabia. For this reason, it is important for Israel 
to discuss the Iranian nuclear threat with the 
current administration in Washington, as well 
as the threat already posed by the stores of 
missiles.
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The National Significance of  
Israeli Demographics at the Outset of  

a New Decade 
Shmuel Even

This article presents and analyzes up-to-date demographic data for Israel. Some 
figures involve the COVID19- pandemic, which has so far caused “excess mortality” 
and a reduction in immigration of Jews to Israel. Even if this is a temporary 
phenomenon, the pandemic has highlighted the sectoral composition of Israel’s 
population, while in tandem, the political crisis has highlighted factionalism in 
the non-haredi (ultra-Orthodox) Jewish population in Israel, which represents 
62 percent of the population. From a multi-year perspective, the rapid growth of 
the haredi and Arab sectors has continued (especially in the Bedouin subsector). 
These populations do not identify fully with the state, their participation in the 
workforce is low, and many do not serve in the army. What does this mean for 
the future of Israel as a Jewish, democratic, developed, growing country, and 
what can be done about it? With Palestinian demography in the Land of Israel 
intertwined with Jewish demography, what is the significance of the combined 
data and demographic forecasts for the coming decades? 
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Introduction
Demographic data derive their significance or 
constitute policy variables within a specific 
context, resolution, and time period, according 
to specific needs and agendas, and from the 
perspective of specific people. The decision to 
present certain figures and not others from the 
range of the available demographic data and 
how to present them constitutes a statement 
in itself, for example, putting data into a 
category of “Jews and other non-haredis [ultra-
Orthodox]” (e.g., Central Bureau of Statistics, 
2018a). Demographic definitions of population 
groups are also used for political and policy 
purposes. For example, in the framework of the 
Arab struggle against Israel and its claim to the 
“right of return,” the Palestinian refugees have 
been awarded a uniquely broad demographic 
definition, recognized by the UN, that gives 
them, their offspring, and their descendants 
the status of refugees. No other refugees in the 
world, including the refugees in the ongoing 
war in Syria, are awarded such status.

As a rule, Israel compares itself to the 
developed countries, including in demography, 
and its demographic data and human capital, 
like those of other countries, are among its 
defining features. The source of a country’s 
population is natural increase and immigration. 
Human capital is derived from the population, 
and the labor force for the civilian sector and 

soldiers for the military come from this human 
capital. Indeed, demography is one of the 
foundations of national security, and the link 
between these realms is multi-faceted. Going 
back to the days of David Ben-Gurion, Israel’s 
security concept was shaped on the basis of 
solutions that assumed Israel’s quantitative 
demographic inferiority to the Arabs and its 
human qualitative advantage. Population 
dispersal for example, i.e., settlement, was 
regarded as part of the security concept, as 
the composition of sectors in the population 
affects the degree of national cohesion. In 
various countries, such as Lebanon and Iraq, 
community divisions are a destabilizing factor. 
In Israel, there are sectors that do not identify 
with the Zionist state, and do not participate 
in military service. Does that suggest that for 
the long term, Israel also harbors a seed of 
instability?

One of the important sources of demographic 
data is the population census. The census serves 
as an anchor for estimates to be produced in 
the succeeding years with the help of surveys. 
The most recent census in Israel was conducted 
in 2008; the Central Bureau of Statistics (CBS) is 
preparing to conduct Israel’s next census, the 
“2022 Population and Housing Census,” for the 
purpose of obtaining a complete and credible 
picture of the country’s population, including 
demographic, social, and economic data in each 
community in Israel (Central Bureau of Statistics, 
2019)—though the COVID-19 pandemic has 
caused a delay of several months in this census.

The purpose of this article is to present 
Israel’s principal demographic data at the outset 
of the new decade and to analyze their national 
significance, especially their implications for 
Israel’s identify as a Jewish and democratic state 
and its character as a liberal and developed 
country. The article contains two parts. The 
first is a description of the main points of 
the demographic picture, based on selected 
quantitative data, including the demographic 
consequences of the pandemic, the CBS 
forecast until 2065, and figures for Palestinian 

Demography is one of the foundations of national 
security, and the link between these realms is 
multi-faceted.

In various countries, such as Lebanon and Iraq, 
community divisions are a destabilizing factor. In 
Israel, there are sectors that do not identify with 
the Zionist state, and do not participate in military 
service. Does that suggest that for the long term, 
Israel also harbors a seed of instability?
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demography. The second part assesses the 
implications of these data through two avenues: 
the internal demographic challenge and its 
effect on Israel’s character as a democratic, 
liberal, and developed country, and the political 
demographic challenge to Israel as a Jewish 
and democratic state. These questions have 
also engaged demographic researchers in the 
past (for example, Bystrov & Soffer, 2010).

Part I: Highlights of the 
Demographic Situation, and 

Demographic Forecasts 

Size and Composition of Israel’s 
Population in 2020
2020, the closing year of the preceding 
decade, will be remembered as the start of 
the COVID-19 pandemic, an event that also 
affected demographic data. The population 
of Israel totaled 9.293 million people at the 
end of 2020 (see Table 1 for a comparison 
with previous years). These figures include 
the residents of East Jerusalem, but do not 
include the population of foreign workers, who 
in 2019 numbered 167,000 (Central Bureau of 
Statistics, 2020h).

During 2020, Israel’s population grew by 
only 1.67 percent compared with 1.93 percent 
in 2019 and an average annual increase of 1.9 
percent in the 10 preceding years (Central 
Bureau of Statistics, 2020a). The main reason 
was the COVID-19 pandemic, which caused 
a decrease in the number of immigrants to 
Israel and an increase in mortality, primarily 
among the older population. Note that the rate 
of increase in Israel’s population is the highest 
of any developed country, given a fertility rate 
of 3.1, compared with 1.7 children per woman 
in the developed countries (Kasir, 2020).

As of the end of 2020, Israel’s population 
included 6.87 million Jews—constituting 73.9 
percent of the population (compared with 75.6 
percent in the 2008 census); 1.96 million Arabs 
(Muslims, Druze, and Christians Arabs)—21.1 

percent of the population (compared with 
20.2 percent in the 2008 census); and 465,000 
“others”—5.0 percent of the population, 
compared with 4.2 percent in the 2008 
census (Central Bureau of Statistics, 2020g). 
The “others” group consists of people with 
no religious classification in the population 
registry (for the most part people of Jewish 
descent whose mother is not Jewish, mostly 
from the former Soviet Union) and non-
Arab Christians. Immigration to Israel has 
increased the representation of this group in 
the population.

Table 1. Population of Israel  
(in thousands)
Year Jews Jews 

and 
others

Arabs 
(including 
East 
Jerusalem)

Total 
population

1995 4,522.3 4,607.4 1,004.9 5,612.3

2000 4,955.4 5,180.6 1,188.7 6,369.3

2005 5,313.8 5,613.6 1,377.1 6,990.7

2010 5,802.9 6,121.3 1,573.8 7,695.1

2011 5,803.9 6,122.3 1,574.8 7,697.1

2012 5,804.9 6,123.3 1,575.8 7,699.1

2013 5,805.9 6,124.3 1,576.8 7,701.1

2014 6,216.9 6,576.4 1,720.2 8,296.6

2015 6,334.5 6,705.6 1,757.8 8,463.4

2016 6,446.1 6,831.3 1,797.3 8,628.6

2017 6,554.5 6,959.8 1,838.2 8,798.0

2018 6,664.3 7,089.2 1,878.4 8,967.6

2019 6,773.2 7,221.4 1,919.0 9,140.4

2020 6,870.9 7,335.7 1,957.6 9,293.3

Increase 
in the 
past 
decade

18.4% 19.8% 24.4% 20.8%

Source: Central Bureau of Statistics, information database

Table 1 displays the population data for 
Israel by year in 1995-2020. It is clear that the 
Jewish population grew at a slower rate than the 
population as a whole, and that its relative size 
in the total population fell as a result (Table 2).
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Table 2. Proportion of Jews in Israel’s 
population (1995-2020)

Year Percentage

1995 80.6

2000 77.8

2005 76.0

2010 75.4

2015 74.8

2020 73.9

Source: Analysis of figures from the Central Bureau of 
Statistics database (2021a)

Birthrate and Mortality in 2020: 
In the Shadow of the Pandemic
According to figures from the Central Bureau of 
Statistics (2020h), 176,000 babies were born in 
Israel in 2020 (177,000 in 2019): 73.8 percent of 
the babies were born to Jewish mothers, 23.4 
percent to Arab mothers, and 2.8 percent to 
others. The effect of the COVID-19 pandemic 
on the birthrate in Israel will become clear only 
during 2021. In early February 2021, Prof. Roni 
Maimon, head of Obstetrics and Gynecology at 
the Shamir Medical Center (Assaf Harofeh) and 
head of the Israeli Society of Obstetrics and 
Gynecology, said, “In the first stage, there is a 
decline in the number of births in comparison 
with previous years. This is probably due to 
anxiety, economic conditions, and so forth. 
We are experiencing a baby deficit, not a baby 
boom” (Bachur-Nir, 2021).

In 2020, 48,688 people died in Israel. This is 
a striking figure—2,710 more than the number 
who died in 2019. For the sake of comparison, 
the difference in the number of those who died 
between 2019 and 2018 was 1,450, 65 fewer 
people died in 2018 than in 2017, and there was 
an increase of 625 in the number of those who 
died between 2016 and 2017 (Central Bureau 
of Statistics, 2020b). The initial estimate by 
the CBS for the number of deaths in 2020 was 
50,000 (Central Bureau of Statistics, 2020h), 
but the revised figure is still high, and reflects 
“excess mortality.”

Furthermore, according to an announcement 
by the CBS (2020f) about the pandemic in March-
October 2020, the number of deaths during 
this period (2,586) was 9 percent higher than 
the number in the corresponding period in 
2019, and 2,207 more people died in August-
October 2020 than in the corresponding period 
in 2019. According to the Ministry of Health, the 
number of deaths from COVID-19 reached 3,347 
on December 31, 2020 and over 6,200 by the 
end of March 2021 (Ministry of Health, 2021).

For the CBS, “excess mortality” is a more 
comprehensive and reliable index than the 
figures for direct mortality. Measuring the 
excess mortality makes it possible to assess 
the extent of mortality beyond the known 
mortality from COVID-19, and to include data 
that might be caused by deaths from the virus 
that were not diagnosed due to error, or to 
include mortality from other causes that were 
indirectly influenced by the crisis, for example, 
when people were late in requesting treatment 
or did not request medical treatment because 
of fear of infection. This index is also better 
for comparisons between countries, due to 
the differences between them in testing and 
diagnosis policy (Central Bureau of Statistics, 
2020f). This concept appears to be significant, 
but it is nevertheless important to investigate 
and isolate the indirect excess mortality caused 
by the preventive measures in order to avoid 
a situation in which the damage from the 
preventive measures outweighs the damage 
caused by the pandemic.

Immigration to Israel in 2020 during 
COVID-19
Immigration is the second element in 
population growth after natural increase, which 
calculates births minus deaths. In 2020, 30,300 
people entered Israel as residents, and 6,000 
Israelis residing abroad for over one year were 
removed from the register of residents. The 
(international) balance of immigration was 
therefore an addition of 24,300 people to the 
population in Israel, of whom 8,200 were Jews, 
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2,500 Arabs, and 13,600 “others.” Thus only one 
third of the positive balance of immigration 
to Israel were defined as Jews; most of the 
immigration consisted of “others” (Central 
Bureau of Statistics, 2020h).

According to the Central Bureau of Statistics 
(2020h), of those entering Israel in 2020, 20,000 
had immigrant status, compared with 34,000 in 
2019. The cause of the steep drop in immigration 
was presumably bureaucratic procedures and 
the reduction in air traffic as a result of the 
measures taken to deal with the pandemic. 
Immigrants came primarily from Russia (38.1 
percent), Ukraine (15.8 percent), France (11.0 
percent), and the United States (10.7 percent).

The Jews in Israel
A religious profile is one of the leading factors 
in determining a person’s membership group. 
This is especially prominent in Israel, which 
defines itself as a Jewish and democratic 
country. The definition of a Jew according to 
Jewish religious law is what determines the size 
of the Jewish population in Israel, including by 
the CBS. A person whose father is Jewish and 
whose mother is not Jewish may self-define as 
Jewish, but the CBS will include him/her in the 
“others” population group. On the other hand, 
a person self-defining as haredi in a survey will 
be included statistically in the haredi population 
group (Central Bureau of Statistics, 2018d), 
although there is no official definition of the 
term “haredi.” The division into groups by the 
CBS in its multi-year forecast, between the non-
haredi Jews and “others” group and the haredi 
group reflects a specific perspective toward 
Israeli society. 

The CBS database does not provide detailed 
multi-year data about religious cross-sections 
of the population. The data are supplied when 
surveys make them available. According to a 
CBS survey from late 2016 (published in June 
2018—the most recent survey available), 45 
percent of Jews defined themselves as living 
a secular lifestyle, 25 percent a traditional 
lifestyle, 16 percent a very religious lifestyle, 

and 14 percent a haredi lifestyle (Central Bureau 
of Statistics, 2018d). This means that in 2016, the 
group of non-haredi Jews constituted 86 percent 
of the Jewish population and 64.2 percent of 
the general population in Israel. As of the date 
of the survey, the secular group was the largest 
in the Jewish sector, but did not constitute an 
absolute majority of that sector.

Overall, the proportion of Jews in the general 
population is declining, due to the greater rate 
of natural increase among the Arab population 
(Table 2).

Haredi Population
The haredi population represents the most 
significant variable in this analysis, as well as 
in the CBS forecast. This sector is composed 
of subsectors and is growing very rapidly, but 
its size is difficult to determine. The indicators 
for the size of the haredi population are 
based primarily on surveys (Central Bureau 
of Statistics, 2018d). Additional indicators of 
this sector’s size can be obtained from growth 
in the number of students at haredi institutions 
and population growth in haredi communities.

The size of the haredi community was 
projected to reach 1.175 million in 2020, 
according to the CBS forecast (2018a) (the 
medium variant), under an assumption of 4.4 
percent annual population growth, based on 
fertility and mortality figures. This number 
constitutes 12.6 percent of Israel’s total 
population and 17.1 percent of the Jewish 
population in 2020. At the same time, according 
to a 2016 survey, 14 percent of the Jewish 
respondents reported that they were haredi. 
If this latter figure represented the proportion 
of haredi in the Jewish population at the end 
of 2016, then there were 902,000 in the haredi 
sector in 2016 and only 1.07 million in 2020, 
amounting to 11.5 percent of Israel’s total 
population and 15.6 percent of the Jewish 
population.

A population with 4.4 percent annual growth 
(24 percent in the past five years) is exceptional 
in the world, and is the result of extraordinarily 
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high fertility—6.6 children per haredi woman, 
compared with 2.1 among secular women 
(Central Bureau of Statistics, 2020d). The 
haredi sector therefore features large families 
and young ages. Even if the sector’s birthrate 
falls substantially in the coming years, the 
young composition of ages in this population 
guarantees a high rate of population growth for 
the next two decades, due to the large number 
of women of childbearing age. One of the direct 
economic consequences is that each wage 
earner supports a large number of dependents. 
In many homes in the haredi sector, a woman is 
the breadwinner, because the sector features a 
relatively low rate of participation in the labor 
force among men. The rate of participation 
among men of working age (ages 25-64) in this 
sector was estimated at 49 percent in 2018, 
compared with 82.3 percent among all men 
in Israel. Factoring in employment of women, 
the employment rate in the haredi sector is 
61.2 percent, compared with 78.2 percent in 
the general population (Knesset Research and 
Information Center, 2018).

These demographic figures, combined with 
the sector’s wish to live together in largely 

homogenous areas, result in great density in 
the haredi sector. The city of Bnei Brak, for 
example, had 26,000 residents per square 
kilometer (2017), making it one of the world’s 
most crowded cities, with the same density as 
Manhattan (Danieli, 2017). This density also 
affected the extent of infection during the 
pandemic.

The Arab Population in Israel
The size of the Arab population at the end of 
2020 was 1.96 million, including East Jerusalem 
(Table 1). This population is not homogenous, 
and should not be regarded as such. For example, 
there is no resemblance between the Druze 
ethnic group and the strength of its affiliation 
with the State of Israel and the residents of East 
Jerusalem, who are not Israeli citizens, and 
who are also listed by the Palestinian Central 
Bureau of Statistics. The social characteristics 
of Arab society hamper its integration in the 
Israeli economy. Participation of married Arab 
women in the labor force is especially low for 
social and religious reasons, and Arab men and 
women are employed primarily in low-paying 
jobs that do not require higher education.

As of the fourth quarter of 2019 (before the 
COVID-19 pandemic), the rate of participation 
in the labor force among Arab women was 
37.0 percent, compared with 77.1 percent in 
the general female population. Participation 
in the labor force among Arab men was 76.3 
percent, compared with 85.3 percent among 
the general male population. There was a sharp 
downtrend in the participation rate among 
Arab men even before the pandemic—the rate 
in the second quarter of 2017 was 80.6 percent 
(Knesset Research and Information Center, 
2020). One positive point is the employment 
of Arabs in the Israeli medical sector, including 
as doctors, nurses, and pharmacists. This is a 
good example of the sector’s ability to integrate 
in the Israeli economy.

According to a CBS survey of late 2016, 
11 percent of Arabs defined their lifestyle as 
secular, 57 percent as traditional, and 31 percent 

Even if the birthrate in the haredi sector falls 
substantially in the coming years, the young 
composition of ages in this population guarantees 
a high rate of population growth for the next two 
decades, due to the large number of women of 
childbearing age. One of the direct economic 
consequences is that each wage earner supports a 
large number of dependents.

The social characteristics of Arab society hamper 
its integration in the Israeli economy. Participation 
of married Arab women in the labor force is 
especially low for social and religious reasons, 
and Arab men and women are employed primarily 
in low-paying jobs that do not require higher 
education.
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as either religious or very religious (Central 
Bureau of Statistics, 2018d).

The Muslim residents of Israel are the largest 
group in the Arab population, which constitutes 
part of the Palestinian people. As of the end 
of 2020, this group numbered 1.673 million 
people—85.6 percent of all Arab citizens of 
Israeli and 18 percent of Israel’s total population. 
This figure includes the Muslim Arabs living in 
East Jerusalem, who are not Israeli citizens. 
It can therefore be concluded that there are 
1.3 million Muslim citizens of Israel (author’s 
calculation based on the Central Bureau of 
Statistics, 2020c).

Table 3. Regions with Muslim 
populations in Israel 

District Percent

Northern region 35.2

Haifa region 13.7

Jerusalem region 21.9

Southern region 17.1

Central region 10.9

Tel Aviv region 1.2

Total 100

Source: Central Bureau of Statistics, 2020c

The growth rate of the Muslim population in 
2019 was 2.3 percent, the same as in 2018. The 
annual growth rate of the Muslim population fell 
from 3.8 percent to 2.3 percent in the past two 
decades, but is still higher than the Jewish and 
Christian population growth rate. The growth 
rate of the Jewish population in 2019 was 1.6 
percent, that of the Christian population 1.6 
percent, and that of the Druze population 1.3 
percent (Central Bureau of Statistics, 2020c).

The drop in the average growth rate in Muslim 
society resulted from a decrease in the general 
fertility rate of the Muslim population since 
2001. The fertility rate reached 3.16 children per 
woman in 2019, close to the fertility of Jewish 
women (3.09). At the same time, the Muslim 
population is still younger, and Muslim women 
marry at an average age of 22.6 years, compared 

with an average marriage age of 25.7 years 
among Jewish women. These figures cause 
higher population growth in Arab society. At the 
same time, life expectancy in the Arab sector 
is still lower than in the Jewish sector. The 
average household in the Muslim population 
is estimated at 4.62 people, compared with 3.05 
people in Jewish society and 3.03 people in 
Christian society (Central Bureau of Statistics, 
2020c).

The Bedouin population is considered part 
of both the general Arab population and the 
Muslim Arab population. The Bedouins live in the 
northern and central regions, but mainly in the 
Negev (the southern region). The CBS supplies 
no reliable data for this population as a whole. 
A rough estimate is 370,000 people, amounting 
to 4 percent of the population in Israel. The 
picture in the southern region is clearer. It is 
customary to regard the Muslim population 
living in the southern region as Bedouin (Ben-
Gurion University, 2021). An estimate of this 
population’s size as of January 2021 is 279,000, 
14.3 percent of Israel’s overall Arab population. 
The growth rate of this population in the past 
decade has averaged 3.4 percent (based on Ben-
Gurion University figures, 2021). The fertility rate 
of this population is 5.28 children per woman, 
while the fertility rates of Muslim women in the 
northern and Haifa regions are lower—2.51 and 
2.54 children per woman, respectively (Central 
Bureau of Statistics, 2020c).

The non-Muslim Arab population constitutes 
14 percent of Israel’s Arabs. It includes 145,000 
Druze (Central Bureau of Statistics, 2020a) and 
139,000 Christian Arabs, accounting for 77 
percent of the Christian population in Israel 
(Central Bureau of Statistics, 2020g).

The Circassians, Sunni Muslims who are not 
of Arab nationality, are a special case. They 
number only 5,000 (Ministry of Defense, 2021).

Demography of Jerusalem
Israel’s capital is the most populated city in the 
country. As of late 2019, Jerusalem’s population 
was 936,000, of whom 579,400 were Jews and 
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others (61.9 percent) and 357,000 were Arabs. 
Of these, 346,000 were Muslims, amounting to 
36.9 percent of the city’s population and 21.1 
percent of the Arab population in Israel (Central 
Bureau of Statistics, 2020c), compared with 28 
percent of the city’s population in 1990 (Korach 
& Choshen, 2020). The vast majority of the Arabs 
living in East Jerusalem have resident status, 
but not Israeli citizenship.

The city’s population grew by 16,500 
residents in 2019: 21,400 from natural increase 
and 3,500 from immigration from abroad, 
while the city lost 8,400 residents as a result of 
negative internal immigration. In other words, 
the number of people leaving Jerusalem for 
other communities in Israel was greater than the 
number of those moving to Jerusalem (Central 
Bureau of Statistics, 2020b).

At the end of 2020, Jerusalem’s population 
was 952,300, of whom 585,500 (61.5 percent) 
were Jews and others and 366,800 (38.5 percent) 
were Arabs (Central Bureau of Statistics, 2021d). 
The population forecast based on the population 
estimates at the end of 1995 (when the city’s 
population was 591,000) in the framework of the 
strategic plan for Jerusalem predicted 947,000 
residents in Jerusalem: 589,000 (62 percent) 
Jews and others, and 358,000 (38 percent) Arabs 
(Della Pergola & Rebhun, 2003). Such a precise 
forecast in such a complicated city as Jerusalem 
shows steady and persistent long-term trends.

Likewise according to CBS data on the 
demographic state of Israel’s capital, the city 
shows an increased trend of haredization; 
a negative balance of internal immigration, 
including by the haredi population; and a high 

proportion of Arab residents who are not Israeli 
citizens.

The Long-Term Central Bureau of 
Statistics Forecast (2065)
In May 2018, CBS published a demographic 
forecast for 2065 containing three variants, 
or alternatives. With the information that has 
emerged since then, this forecast still appears 
relevant today. This article addresses the 
medium variant, which is also considered 
the most likely. The forecast is particularly 
interesting in the context of the expected 
growth in the haredi population. According 
to the assumptions in the medium variant, 
the annual growth rate of the total population 
will fall from 1.9 percent to 1.6 percent from 
2015 to 2065. The growth rate in the Jews and 
“others” group (excluding haredis) will fall from 
1.4 percent to 0.6 percent, the growth rate in 
the haredi group will fall from 4.4 percent to 
3.4 percent, and the growth rate in the Arab 
group will fall from 2.2 percent to 1.0 percent 
(Central Bureau of Statistics, 2018c).

In this forecast, the proportion of the 
haredi sector in the population is projected 
to grow rapidly and steeply. In 2055, the haredi 
population will constitute 26.7 percent of the 
population in Israel, the Arabs 20.4 percent, 
and non-haredi Jews 52.9 percent (Central 
Bureau of Statistics, 2018b). After “others” are 
subtracted, non-haredi Jews will constitute 
under 50 percent of the population. If this 
forecast materializes, the character of Israel 
will change in the coming decades (see also 
Della Pergola, 2016).

Table 4 shows that the proportion of Arabs in 
Israel’s population will peak in 2035, and then 
decline. This is also a result of rapid natural 
increase among the haredi population.

Palestinian Demography in the West 
Bank and the Gaza Strip
Jewish demography in the geographic Land 
of Israel is intertwined with Palestinian 
demography. Since the 1995 interim agreements, 

In 2055, the haredi population will constitute 26.7 
percent of the population in Israel, the Arabs 20.4 
percent, and non-haredi Jews 52.9 percent. After 
“others” are subtracted, non-haredi Jews will 
constitute under 50 percent of the population. If 
this forecast materializes, the character of Israel 
will change in the coming decades.
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the Israeli Central Bureau of Statistics has not 
dealt with this population; it has received figures 
from the Palestinian Authority. Demographer 
Prof. Sergio Della Pergola believes that the 
Palestinian Central Bureau of Statistics 
(PCBS) works professionally, even though 
in certain areas it acts according to political 
instructions. Its figures are also examined by 
international agencies (Knesset, 2018). At the 
same time, others, among them Amb. (ret.) 
Yoram Ettinger, hold that the Palestinians 
exaggerate the demographic figures for political 
reasons (Landsmann, 2018). The Israeli Civil 
Administration does not accept Ettinger’s 
estimates, but presents no in-depth research 
of its own.

According to the PCBS census published in 
March 2018, some 98 percent of the Palestinians 
are Muslims and some 1 percent are Christians. 
There are 929,000 Palestinian families in the 
West Bank and the Gaza Strip. The number of 
Palestinian refugees living in the West Bank, 
the Gaza Strip, and East Jerusalem is 1.98 
million (41.4 percent of the population). The 
average size of a Palestinian family is 5.1. The 
Gaza Strip is one of the most densely populated 
places in the world, with an average of 5,200 
people per square kilometer (compared with 

6,777 per square kilometer in Hong Kong and 
7,804 people per square kilometer in Singapore 
in 2019), while the population density in the 
West Bank is 509 people per square kilometer. 
Four percent of the Palestinians are illiterate 
(Azulay & Levy, 2018). Also according to the 
Palestinian census, 393,000 Palestinians live 
in Area C (Levy, 2018), an area of 3,539 square 
kilometers—61.8 percent of the total area of 
the West Bank (Shragai, 2019).

According to the website of the Palestinian 
Central Bureau of Statistics (PCBS), as of the end 
of 2020, there were 5.1 million Palestinians in the 
West Bank, the Gaza Strip, and East Jerusalem, 
of whom 3.05 million were in the West Bank 
(including East Jerusalem) and 2.05 million 
in the Gaza Strip. It was also reported that the 
annual growth rate of the Palestinian population 
was 2.5 percent as of 2020: 2.2 percent in the 
West Bank and 2.9 percent in the Gaza Strip 
(PCBS, 2021).

Israeli Civil Administration Forecast
In May 2018, then-Israeli Civil Administration 
deputy head Col. Uri Mendes presented to a 
Knesset committee a forecast for Palestinian 
population growth by 2050, prepared at the 
committee’s request by the Civil Administration. 

Table 4: Multi-year forecast (medium variant)

Year Jews and 
others, 
excluding 
haredis

Haredis Total Jews, 
haredis, and 
others

Arabs 
(including 
East 
Jerusalem)

Total 
population

Percent 
of Israel’s 
population

Percent Percent Percent Thousands

2015 68.0 11.2 79.2 20.8 8,463.4

2020 66.3 12.6 78.9 21.1 9,293.3

2025 64.5 14.3 78.7 21.3 10,188.3

2035 60.6 17.9 78.5 21.5 12,133.4

2045 57.0 22.0 79.0 21.0 14,405.9

2055 52.9 26.9 79.8 20.2 17,022.1

2065 48.4 32.3 80.7 19.3 19,954.0

Source: Central Bureau of Statistics, 2015-2065 Population Forecast (2018a)
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He said that there were 2.5-2.7 million 
Palestinians in the West Bank in May 2018, and 
that the annual growth rate, which was on a 
downward trend, was 3 percent. Assuming 
an average annual population growth rate of 
2 percent, the Civil Administration predicted 
that there would be 6 million Palestinians 
in the West Bank in 2050 (author’s note: the 
calculation amounts to 5.1 million at most), 
or 7.2 million according to an average annual 
growth rate of 2.6 percent (author’s note: the 
PCBS is already reporting a 2.2 percent annual 
population growth rate in the West Bank).

According to the Civil Administration, the 
population registry in the Gaza Strip listed 
2.1 million people (in May 2018), but there 
is no well-founded estimate for the number 
of residents there. The Civil Administration’s 
forecast for 2050 is 4-4.3 million Palestinians 
in the Gaza Strip (Knesset, 2018). The figures 
presented by Mendes indicate a Palestinian 
population forecast of at least 10 million in the 
West Bank and the Gaza Strip in 2050 (excluding 
Jerusalem). Note that according to the CBS 
forecast (medium variant), there will be 10.6 
million Jews and others in Israel in 2050 (7.5 
million non-haredi Jews and others and 3.1 
million haredi Jews) and 3.2 million Arabs 
(including East Jerusalem). These forecasts 
by the Civil Administration and the CBS project 
there will be more Palestinians than Jews in 
the geographic Land of Israel (“between the 
Mediterranean Sea and the Jordan River”). If 
we exclude the Gaza Strip from the equation—
noting that Israel withdrew unilaterally from the 
Gaza Strip—the general demographic balance 
in 2050 gives a larger number of Jews than 
Palestinians (see also Della Pergola, 2021).

Part II: Demographic  
Significance for Israel

Israel’s population is divided into various 
population groups and sub-groups, some of 
which have independent political representation. 
These groups differ from each other in size, 

growth rate, composition, culture, attitude 
toward religion, and national affiliation. Israel’s 
demographic identity to a large extent represents 
the division offered by former President Reuven 
Rivlin in his speech about the “four tribes” 
(secular, religious, haredi, and Arab) at the 
Herzliya Conference on June 7, 2015.

The Internal Demographic Challenge
Demographic changes in population sectors in 
democratic countries are liable to undermine 
their stability and character, and hence can be 
termed the “internal demographic challenge.” 
For example, West European countries have high 
life expectancy and low birthrates, resulting in 
a large number of senior citizens. In Germany, 
the proportion of people over 65 is projected to 
rise from 21.8 percent in 2020 to 26.1 percent in 
2030 (OECD, 2020). The declining percentage 
of native residents caused by immigration of 
young people from non-democratic countries 
with a different culture is liable to change the 
character of these countries in the future. On the 
other hand, countries with a high rate of natural 
increase (mostly in Africa) are hard pressed 
to supply the needs of their rapidly growing 
populations. Israel’s multi-year rate of natural 
increase is ostensibly excellent for a growing 
country (1.9 percent in multi-year terms), 
but actually represents very different growth 
rates among different population groups. This 
difference has national implications, as can be 
concluded from CBS forecasts.

The groups in Israel leading in population 
growth rates are the haredi and Arab sectors 
(especially the Bedouin sector). Their 
affiliation with the Zionist state is limited; their 
participation in the work force is lower than that 
of other sectors; many do not serve in the army; 
but they wield significant political influence 
(mainly the haredi sector). The proportion of 
the Jewish non-haredi population is declining, 
especially the proportion of the secular group, 
as a result of lower fertility rates.

The high rate of natural increase in the 
haredi sector is the main element in the CBS 
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forecasts (until 2065). The growth in this 
sector preserves the Jewish element in Israel’s 
demography, including at the far end of the 
forecast. In other words, Israel will continue to 
be a significantly Jewish country, the Arabs will 
remain about one fifth of the population, and 
the haredi sector will be a third of population 
in 2065. The question therefore is not whether 
Israel will remain Jewish, but whether it will 
remain a democratic and developed country 
in familiar Western terms. The haredi sector 
does not have a democratic character, and its 
social norms are difficult for secular people 
(currently the largest group) to accept. These 
norms include inequality in the burden of 
military service, a preference among quite a 
few men for government allowances over work, 
and exclusion of women from many forums.

The general outlook and sectoral, or even 
separatist, social behavior typical of the 
haredi population is to a great extent due to 
the supreme preference given to the haredi 
spiritual world (religious commitment and Torah 
study) over employment and the acquisition 
of an income-oriented education (education 
that will lead to an above-average salary). It is 
also due to fear that the meeting of cultures, 
including in the labor market, will jeopardize 
the haredi culture. The result is that families 
in haredi society are large, and the burden of 
making a living and maintaining the family falls 
on women. For these cultural reasons, there is 
only a loose connection between haredi society 
and the Israeli economy.

Despite the decline in their percentage of the 
population, the non-haredi Jewish group still 
constitutes some 62 percent of the population 
at present. In political terms, it would be able to 
control the state completely, were it not divided 
within itself and represented by many feuding 
political parties, even when these parties are 
part of a coalition. This is the main reason for 
the unstable structure of the political system in 
Israel, reflected, inter alia, in the many election 
campaigns without a clear winner in recent 
years. The growing proportion of the haredi 

sector in the population, as forecast by the CBS, 
will reduce the proportion of the non-haredi 
Jewish group, until it no longer constitutes an 
absolute majority 30 years from now.

The change in the demographic composition 
of the Israeli population is liable to have a 
negative impact on key indexes measuring 
Israel’s economic robustness, and will make 
it difficult to maintain Israel’s character as a 
developed Jewish and democratic country. 
The decrease in the proportion of the non-
haredi Jewish sector of the population will 
accelerate if more people from this group leave 
Israel, especially the secular, young, and well-
educated population, which may have trouble 
finding its place in Israel, and particularly if the 
gaps between Israel and developed countries 
in the world widen, and this group is less able 
to influence the future and character of the 
country. Such a development is liable to worsen 
Israel’s position, and is undesirable for any of 
the population groups in the country.

This risk can be reduced. A change in the trend 
is possible if a change occurs in the character of 
the particular population groups, or at least if 
new social understandings are reached between 
the various population groups in the country 
that will ensure that Israel remains a positive 
environment for all sections of the population. 
Therefore, steps must be taken to achieve equal 
opportunity for all sectors, starting with the 
system of elementary education, and ensure 
that all sectors regard core studies and labor 
as important national values for coexistence. 

This requires an understanding in which the 
haredi and Arab sectors take responsibility in 
certain areas of importance for the country’s 

The change in the demographic composition of 
the Israeli population is liable to have a negative 
impact on key indexes measuring Israel’s economic 
robustness, and will make it difficult to maintain 
Israel’s character as a developed Jewish and 
democratic country.
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future, such as education and employment. 
Improvement in the socioeconomic situation 
must be a goal shared by all of the population 
groups, despite the disputes in politics and 
policy. This can be achieved, inter alia, through 
investment in “income-oriented education” and 
in real growth in the labor force participation 
rates and labor productivity (per capita GDP) 
of haredi men, Arab men and women, and 
all socially marginal population groups. This 
effort requires the state to offer relevant study 
programs, professional training, and jobs.

Of these populations, it is reasonable to give 
preference in job opportunities to people who 
want to find work and have difficulty doing so, 
rather than people who do not wish to work 
for social and religious reasons. The former 
includes, for example, Jews and Arabs on the 
social and geographic margins who want to 
progress economically and need jobs, as well 
as released soldiers, whose civilian careers 
have been interrupted by their army service.

Despite the understandable wish to narrow 
socioeconomic gaps, there is no national 
necessity for all sectors to be economically 
equal and to advance at the same pace, or to 
have uniform labor productivity that matches 
the average in the developed countries. For 
example, a large part of the widening gaps in the 
past decade is attributable to a breakthrough in 
the hi-tech sectors, not backwards movement 
in the absolute economic situation of the 
middle and lower classes. This breakthrough 
has been beneficial, not harmful, to the 
lower-income groups, because it has helped 
fill the state treasury and made it possible to 
provide assistance with unilateral transfers, 
even during the COVID-19 pandemic. The 
prosperity of hi-tech has been accompanied 
by expanded employment possibilities in 
the economy outside the hi-tech sector, with 
the unemployment rate in Israel before the 
COVID-19 crisis reaching a historic low of 3.8 
percent of the labor force.

In the worldviews of population groups 
like haredi society, the world of religious 

commitment and Torah study and the goal of 
large families are regarded as more important 
than material wealth. At the same time, people 
in such societies who voluntarily choose a way 
of life involving material poverty cannot expect 
equality in per capita income or permanent 
government funding, or constitute an economic 
burden on people in other sectors that work. 
Everyone in every sector should participate 
in the labor market, at least to some extent. 
High productivity is also preferable from the 
perspective of those who want time for Torah 
study.

The above-mentioned demographic trends 
have also increased inequality in the burden of 
IDF service, and no solution is on the horizon. 
Today, half of 18 year-olds in Israel do not 
join the IDF, and the majority of this group 
is composed of haredi men and Arabs (who 
are under no obligation to serve in the army). 
This puts the burden of military service on the 
group of non-haredi Jews and “others.” The 
compulsory service has been shortened (new 
recruits currently serve 30 months), thanks 
to a larger draft pool. In the current security 
situation, however, compulsory service can 
only be shortened to a limited extent for the 
foreseeable future, because an overly short 
compulsory service cannot accommodate a 
high level of training, professionalism, and 
operational experience. In view of the current 
demographic trends, and given the budget 
constraints and the IDF’s need to recruit more 
young people in the long term, inequality in 
the defense burden is expected to increase.

National service provides something of 
a solution but is economically inefficient in 
the long term, because it also postpones the 
training of young people and their entry into 
the labor market. It therefore appears that the 
long-term solution is to establish a professional 
army in Israel (elimination of compulsory 
military service), as exists in many other 
developed countries. This solution is difficult to 
implement in the coming years due to budgetary 
constraints, and because the IDF is based on a 
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large reserve force of demobilized soldiers. A 
professional army solution is also difficult for 
other reasons, and its future implementation is 
liable to have far-reaching social and political 
consequences that go beyond the scope of 
this article. Meanwhile, soldiers in compulsory 
and reserve military service should receive as 
much recompense as possible from the state 
when they serve as partial compensation for 
the inequality in the burden of service.

The Political Demographic Challenge
President Biden’s entry into the White House 
may revive the political process between Israel 
and the Palestinians, and highlight the issue 
of Israel’s permanent borders, in which the 
demographic consideration is a cornerstone. 
Israel totally rejects the Palestinian so-called 
“right of return,” primarily for demographic 
reasons.

Israel’s political demographic challenge is to 
preserve its identity as a Jewish and democratic 
state, mainly vis-à-vis the Palestinians, whose 
demography is intertwined with that of Israel. 
This means preserving a positive balance of 
the Jewish population over the Palestinian 
population within the country’s borders (“the 
narrow balance”). Since the large wave of Jewish 
immigration from the former Soviet Union 
ended, the proportion of Jews in the narrow 
balance has declined as a result of faster natural 
increase among the Palestinian population in 
Israel to date (Table 2). A further reduction in 
the proportion of Jews in the narrow balance 
will occur if Israel annexes territories with their 
Palestinian population, for example if it annexes 
territories in Area C, among them the Jordan 
Valley—even while there is no official estimate 
in Israel of the number of Palestinians living in 
these areas, and the Palestinian figure for this 
should be questioned.

Although the proportion of Jews in the 
population has fallen, this trend is projected 
to end in another 20 years, as shown in the CBS 
forecast (Table 4). The proportion of “Jews and 
others” will then rise, while the proportion of 

Arabs is projected to fall, as a result of enormous 
growth in the haredi portion of the population 
(from 11.8 percent in 2020 to a third of Israel’s 
population in 2065) and a drop in the fertility 
rate among the Arab population. This trend 
guarantees the Jewish majority in the narrow 
balance, but raises questions about Israel’s 
character and defining features in the future.

“The broad balance” is the ratio between the 
number of Jews and the number of Palestinians 
in the territory of the Mandatory Land of Israel. 
This ratio does not directly affect Israel’s Jewish 
and democratic character, but it has a negative 
influence on Israel’s image in the world as a 
country that rules over the Palestinians, and 
on its image as perceived by many Israeli 
citizens themselves, who do not wish to rule 
over another people.

As of the end of 2020, the number of 
Palestinians in Israel, the West Bank, and the 
Gaza Strip was estimated at 6.5 million. This 
figure is obtained by adding the number of 
Palestinians in the West Bank and the Gaza Strip 
(according to the PCBS) to the number of Israeli 
Palestinians listed in the figures published by 
the Israeli CBS (the assumption is that the group 
identifying as Palestinian nationals among Arabs 
in Israel is identical to the size of the Muslim 
group). The estimated number of Arabs living 
in East Jerusalem according to the CBS, who 
are also counted by the PCBS, is deducted from 
the figure.

There were 7.4 million “Jews and others” 
in 2020, meaning that there are more Jews 
than Palestinians in the broad balance. If the 
Palestinian population in Israel, the West Bank, 
and the Gaza Strip continues growing at a faster 
rate than the Jewish population, however, this 
balance is projected to change at some point. 
The decline in the proportion of Jews in the 
broad balance is not infrequently portrayed as 
disastrous for the Jewish and democratic state, 
as if there were critical significance to the date 
on which the demographic balance between 
the Mediterranean Sea and the Jordan River 
is reversed, for example, as if Israel will have 
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to annex the residents of the territories and 
become a binational state. Although finding 
a political solution is important, these fears 
are groundless. 

A look at the past shows differences in Israel’s 
attitude toward the demographic variable in 
the two above-mentioned balances. On May 
15, 1948, David Ben-Gurion declared “the 
establishment of a Jewish state in Eretz Israel 
(Land of Israel), to be known as the State of 
Israel,” despite efforts to dissuade him from 
doing so, among others by Israeli Central Bureau 
of Statistics founder Roberto Bachi, who argued 
that 600,000 Jews did not constitute a critical 
mass for founding a state (Landsmann, 2018). 
The Israeli War of Independence unexpectedly 
changed the demographic situation in Israel’s 
favor, but the political demographic challenge 
did not disappear; it mounted.

The political demographic challenge was 
one of the considerations that convinced 
Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin to sign the Oslo 
Accords (1993-1995). Rabin expected that 
these agreements would lead Israel to peace, 
security, and prosperity. In his Knesset speech 
about approval of the interim Israeli-Palestinian 
agreement in October 1995, Rabin said, “We 
aspire to reach, first and foremost, the State of 
Israel as a Jewish state, at least 80 percent of 
whose citizens will be, and are, Jews.” Rabin 
hoped that the Palestinians would be satisfied 
with an entity that was “less than a state” in 
territories that did not include greater Jerusalem 
and the Jordan Valley (Yitzhak Rabin Center, 
1995). The Palestinians, however, led by the 
PLO, had no intention of compromising on 
the substance of the permanent settlement.

In speaking of demography and negotiations, 
the question of representation, meaning which 
population is represented in the negotiations 
and who will represent it, is very important. In 
order to reach a settlement on the borders with 
the Palestinians, Israel had to reach agreement 
with representatives of the territories, and 
indeed, conducted negotiations with them in 
Washington (Elyakim Rubinstein headed the 

delegation). The PLO acted behind the scenes 
at the time, but it was clear to the world that 
these representatives would officially represent 
a specific population whose main interest was 
ending the “occupation” from 1967. Since no 
breakthrough was achieved in Washington, 
however, Rabin chose to sign the Oslo Accords 
with Arafat, and recognized the PLO as the 
legitimate representative of the Palestinian 
people, including the Palestinian citizens of 
Israel and millions of refugees from 1948 and 
their descendants. On the other hand, Arafat 
and his successor, Abu Mazen, did not recognize 
Israel as the nation-state of the Jewish people 
and put the “right” of every Palestinian and his 
descendants to decide whether to exercise the 
“right of return” to the area inside the Green 
Line at the head of the Palestinians’ claims. This 
demand obviously contradicts Israel’s identity, 
and has been a main stumbling block in the 
negotiations on a permanent settlement since 
the 1990s.

The demographic consideration was also of 
key importance in the decision by Prime Minister 
Ariel Sharon at the height of the second intifada 
to withdraw unilaterally from the Gaza Strip—a 
decision that was implemented in 2005. The 
plan was based on the assumption that “in any 
future permanent settlement, there will be no 
Israeli settlement in the Gaza Strip” (Knesset, 
2004), because of the minute size of the Jewish 
population there.

Following the implementation of the 
interim agreement and the withdrawal from 
the Gaza Strip, Israel’s direct control over 
the Palestinian population was reduced, but 
these measures clearly proved to be unstable 
solutions, both because no solutions were 
given to the Palestinians’ aspirations, such 
as the establishment of a state, and because 
no sustainable solutions were given for the 
daily life of the Palestinian population. The 
Oslo Accords led to the second intifada, not 
a permanent settlement, and Hamas gained 
power in the Gaza Strip. Its rise, a result of Israel’s 
unilateral withdrawal, divided the Palestinian 
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system geographically, politically, militarily, 
and demographically. Israel should have 
withdrawn from the Gaza Strip in the framework 
of an agreement with the Palestinians under 
international auspices that would include an 
aid package for the Gaza Strip and prevent 
Hamas from taking control of the territory. 
The idea that Israel could separate itself from 
such a large population proved to be naive. A 
political solution must also provide suitable 
living conditions for the Palestinian population 
in the long term.

In both cases, the measures taken failed to 
bring the peace and security as promised by 
the two leaders. Furthermore, the world still 
perceives Israel as the ruler by military force and 
consequently as bearing responsibility for the 
Palestinian population in the entire area of the 
West Bank and the Gaza Strip. It is also difficult 
to assert that these steps made Israel more 
Jewish or more democratic by lessening control 
over the Palestinians. In Israel, these measures 
resulted in the Jewish left being shunted to 
the political margins and the strengthening 
of the right.

In both cases, even though the principle 
of a Jewish and democratic country supports 
an Israeli withdrawal from territories with a 
dense Palestinian population, the impression 
is that Rabin and Sharon acted under pressure, 
changed Israel’s positions completely, and had 
naive expectations. It appears that they did not 
sufficiently understand the special nature of 
the demographic considerations and how to 
design demographic solutions, for example 
by creating suitable living conditions for the 
other side. 

Thus, the political-security solution must 
be process-based and convergent, both 
demographically and geographically. The 
democratic map supports non-annexation 
of territories in the West Bank with a dense 
Palestinian population, and a solution that will 
facilitate operational continuity of Palestinian 
society and the Palestinian economy. In other 

words, Israel can base itself on the principle of 
an exchange of territories that will maximize its 
Jewish population and minimize the Palestinian 
population within the permanent borders of 
Israel, but subject to a situation in which Israel 
can defend itself and the Palestinians can live 
their lives in a territorially contiguous area.

There is clear demographic logic in the idea 
of contracting the borders of East Jerusalem, 
whose residents are Israeli residents but not 
Israeli citizens. Although such a separation 
ostensibly runs counter to the logic of functional 
continuity for the city’s residents, the existing 
situation, in which a large proportion of the 
city’s residents are officially Israeli residents 
but not Israeli citizens, while Israel does not 
really control all of its capital city, is worse.

The demographic map requires consideration 
of another non-Jewish population, “others,” 
which constitutes 5 percent of Israel’s 
population. This population is the result of 
immigration. This population is apparently 
less challenging to the Jewish state, because 
unlike the Palestinians, it has no political conflict 
with the Jewish majority. At the same time, 
the growth in this population requires special 
attention to its needs and the prevention of 
future conflicts between it and the state.

Conclusion
Israel defines itself as a Jewish and democratic 
country, and regards itself as a liberal and 
developed country. This image of Israel, 
however, is harbored and promoted by the 
non-Jewish haredi majority, which is also 
dominant in participation in the labor force, 
labor productivity, military service, and income 
tax payments that supply the government 
budget. The proportion in the population of 
this majority, however, is projected to fall in 
the coming decades as a result of continued 
relatively rapid growth among the haredi and 
Arab populations. According to the CBS forecast 
(medium variant), within several decades, these 
two “minorities”—the Arabs and the haredi 
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he could submit a version revised in accordance with the 
comments. As a note of appreciation and homage to a 
friend, scholar, and treasured individual, we have chosen 
to publish the article in its last version, after copyediting 
and making several small additions recommended by one 
of the judges. We wanted to see the article published in 
this form as a worthy memorial and farewell to a talented 
and diligent scholar who utilized his skills to contribute 
to this periodical over the many years of its publication.
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Jews—are likely to constitute a majority of the 
population in Israel. Social agreements are 
therefore needed now that will ensure that Israel 
will continue to preserve its current character, 
and that each population group will contribute 
its share.

Demography is an important field that 
affects all spheres of life, including national 
security in both the narrow meaning of this 
concept (foreign policy and defense) and the 
broad meaning (which also includes economics, 
education, and society). Nevertheless, reliable 
and confirmed data about various populations 
and sub-populations are lacking. The extent 
of the information gathered by the CBS is 
increasing and accumulating, and constitutes a 
good basis for academic and operative research. 
At the same time, it is difficult to find researchers 
in demography in the civilian government 
ministries and the Ministry of Defense, and there 
are also few in institutions of higher education. 
Demographic research should be encouraged. 
It is important that government ministries, 
policymakers, and academic researchers 
urge the Central Bureau of Statistics to gather 
data and supply forecasts that they need for 
their work, especially in view of the upcoming 
population census.
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and the University of Haifa. In addition to his work at 
INSS, Dr. Even engaged in research and consulting at 
Multi Concept (Consultants) Ltd., which he owned, 
and served as a professional director in companies. 
Dr. Even’s research at INSS dealt with the Israeli 
economy, intellectual property, the oil and natural 
gas sector, strategy in foreign and defense affairs, 
defense spending, cybersecurity, intelligence, the 
political process with the Palestinians, and more.

Note from the Editors: The untimely passing of Dr. 
Shmuel Even, an esteemed and dear colleague, has left 
an enormous vacuum in his fields of expertise. This article 
was submitted for publication and was in the midst of a 
blind judging process by two external experts in the field. 
Unfortunately, the process was not completed and we were 
not able to relay the judges’ comments to Dr. Even so that 
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Israel and BDS in Britain
Michal Hatuel-Radoshitzky and G. E. Caston

Media coverage has important implications for national security, given that a 
state’s international image is constructed in large measure by the media. The 
research presented here assesses the content of Israel-related mainstream media 
coverage in Britain, against the background of a civil society campaign that 
advocates for a boycott of Israel. To what extent has civil society action against 
Israel featured in Israel-related media coverage in Britain and how has such action 
been framed? The article examines the coverage of Israel in five mainstream 
British press outlets in the context of the global civil society Boycott, Divestment 
and Sanctions (BDS) campaign that seeks to isolate Israel internationally. Findings 
are presented on literature relating to media coverage patterns, framing, and 
reporting on civil society movements and on literature referring specifically to 
media coverage of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. 
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Introduction
The media is the principal source for much of 
what individuals know about the world, and 
wields particular influence when the audience 
lacks first-hand experience with an issue 
(Einwiller, Carroll, & Korn, 2010; Grafström et 
al., 2015). Given that a nation’s image, usually 
constructed in large part by the media, can over 
time become part of a national political culture 
(Grix & Lacroix, 2006), media coverage carries 
important implications for the state reported 
on. It is thus not surprising that states invest 
resources to enhance a favorable image for 
themselves in the belief that such an image will 
have a positive influence on their international 
stature (Avraham & Ketter, 2008).

Recognizing the salience of states’ 
international (or regional) standing is at the 
base of understanding states’ national security 
as intricately related to multiple factors above 
and beyond conventional power. Such broad 
thinking in relation to the elements comprising 
national security came after a long period—
from the end of World War II, through the 
Cold War era, and until globalization in the 
1990s—wherein only matters relating to military 
force were considered a national security issue, 
and all other matters were relegated to some 
form of low politics (Baldwin, 1997; Krause & 
Williams, 1996). Nowadays, however, it is clear 
that alongside any military confrontation, states 
face a battle of ideas in the international arena 
with repercussions for their national security 
(Hatuel-Radoshitzky, 2019).

This is particularly true in the current era of 
globalization and in today’s media revolution, 
which has spurred countries to be more 
concerned with their international image. It 
is also evident in instances in which political 
actors (be they state or non-state) are involved 
in conflicts where international support or 
criticism may well influence the conflict’s 
outcome (Van Ham, 2003; Nye & Owens, 
1996; Kunczik, 1997; Yarchi, 2016). With this in 
mind, this article is concerned with how public 
discourse vis-à-vis a foreign state engaged in 

conflict is reflected in the mainstream media 
of another country. Of special interest is the 
media’s reporting on the foreign state, against 
the background of civil society action aimed 
at tainting the foreign state’s image in the 
mainstream media.

The choice to incorporate civil society actors, 
and not only the mainstream media, into a 
study dealing with state international image is 
based on the growing understanding that civil 
society actors play an increasing role in global 
diplomatic processes (Kelly, 2010). Among other 
reasons, this is the result of technological 
innovations that have enabled civil society 
actors to operate in transnational advocacy 
networks, taking their cases to the international 
court of public opinion, and thereby sharing 
the same spheres of activity as states in the 
international arena (Finnemore & Sikkink, 1998; 
Plavsak, 2002). 

Despite their growing role, however, 
mainstream media coverage of civil society 
actors is limited in scope and skewed, with the 
most notable pro-government bias pertaining to 
international and global (as opposed to national 
and domestic) topics and debates (Bennett, 
1990; Wozniak et al., 2017). At the same time, 
studies have repeatedly cited media coverage as 
critical to the overall success or failure of these 
groups, from the civil rights movements of the 
1960s onward (Ramos et al., 2007; Thrall, 2006). 
This is because media attention helps define 
public understanding of a social movement: 
who its leaders are, what it wants, and how it 
seeks to bring about social change. Civil society 
groups that attract media coverage, therefore, 
gain an important source of potential influence: 
they stand to recruit more members and allies, 
gain legitimacy in the political process, and exert 

Nowadays it is clear that alongside any military 
confrontation, states face a battle of ideas in the 
international arena with repercussions for their 
national security.
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greater pressure on policymakers (Andrews & 
Caren, 2010; Thrall, 2006). 

Varying narratives by establishment and civil 
society actors vis-à-vis a given foreign state are 
communicated by the media through frames. 
Media frames can be conceptualized as the 
central idea captured in a news story that is then 
placed in a broader perspective (Entman, 2004; 
McCurdy, 2012). While most research points to 
the inability of media coverage to lead to policy 
adjustments, the paradigm that media attention 
along with public support is a necessary 
condition for pressuring policymakers, and 
in turn affecting policies, is widely accepted 
(Tresch & Fischer, 2015). 

Building on the literature, this study assesses 
the content of Israel-related mainstream media 
coverage in Britain, against the background 
of a civil society campaign that advocates for 
a boycott of Israel as a form of Palestinian 
resistance. Given such civil society efforts, to 
what extent does civil society action against 
Israel feature in Israel-related media coverage 
in Britain, and how is such action framed? To 
what extent does Israel-related coverage deal 
with the Israeli-Palestinian conflict exclusively 
(or primarily), as opposed to covering Israel 
outside of the conflict? Other questions include 
how developments vis-à-vis the conflict are 
contextualized (i.e., what frames are employed 
in Israel-related reporting), and how and to 
what extent the civil-society campaign against 
Israel features in discourse relating to the state. 

To address these issues, the article reviews 
512 items published in five of Britain’s leading 
daily newspapers. The primary timeframe 
chosen for the research is 2017, a year with three 
prominent conflict-related milestones, two of 
which have particular significance for Britain—
the centennial of the Balfour Declaration (1917), 
and seventy years to UN General Assembly 
Resolution 181, which called for the partition of 
British-ruled Palestine into a Jewish state and an 
Arab state (1947)—and fifty years since the 1967 
War. A timeframe filled with symbolic conflict-
related milestones enhances the likelihood of 

coverage of civil society actors whose mission—
to lead an international boycott of Israel—relates 
to them in one way or another. 

The article begins with general background 
regarding media influence and media coverage 
of grassroots movements, and context-related 
background regarding the Israeli-Palestinian 
conflict and the Boycott, Divestment and 
Sanctions (BDS) movement, which advocates 
against Israel. Following this are sections 
describing the research methodology used in 
this study and the research findings. The article 
concludes with an analysis of the findings. 

Mainstream Media: Impact and 
Social Movements
Over the years, the question of the media’s 
influence on public opinion/consumers has 
been researched from three approaches. 
Early research (in the 1950s) conformed to the 
“hypodermic needle” paradigm postulating 
that the media affected its consumers 
uniformly, leading to “immediate and direct 
responses to media images” (Grix & Lacroix, 
2006, p. 375). Later research (in the 1960s and 
1970s) perceived media consumers as having 
greater ability to interpret media messages, 
with social relations playing an important 
mediating variable influencing consumers’ 
interpretation of media messages (Williams, 
2003, pp. 171-174; Grix & Lacroix, 2006). A third, 
more recent approach, dubbed the “cultural 
effects theories,” focuses on the importance 
of cumulative knowledge, ideologies, and life 
experience in media consumers’ interpretation 
and reception of media messages (Williams, 
2003; Street, 2001; Grix & Lacroix, 2006). 

This article, like the literature that deals 
with foreign states’ images in other countries 
(Grix & Lacroix, 2006), perceives the effects of 
mainstream media as in line with the cultural 
approach. As such, it assumes that the long-
term effects of exposure to national stereotypes 
vis-à-vis a foreign state can lead to their 
internalization in the national psyche. It further 
adopts a constructivist approach, viewing states 
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as social creatures with motivations to adapt 
or change policies pursuant to social rewards 
or punishment. It is in this socially constructed 
international arena that mainstream media is 
perceived to play an important role in assisting 
citizens and policymakers as they encounter and 
respond to foreign nations and distant states. 

As such, this article traces how the 
mainstream media of a European country 
(Britain) depicts a foreign country situated in 
the Middle East (Israel) against the background 
of an ongoing conflict (the Israeli-Palestinian 
conflict) and an active international civil society 
campaign (BDS) operating to erode British-
Israeli relations as a form of resistance to Israel’s 
policies vis-à-vis the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. 
In reviewing the relationship between social 
movements1 and mainstream media, three 
takeaways from the relevant literature can be 
summarized. 

First, the media-social movements 
relationship is tilted in that the latter need the 
media far more than the media needs social 
movements. Civil society players need the 
mainstream media to broaden their outreach 
to the public they wish to mobilize and to 
disseminate ideas from one location to the 
other (Gamson & Wolfsfeld, 1993), and the 
media is an effective tool to spur national and 
international policy debates (McCurdy, 2012). In 
addition, media coverage of civil society action is 
instrumental for such groups and organizations 
to acquire financial resources (Andrews & Caren, 
2010). This is because donors continue to value 
media coverage as a platform to learn about 
non-state actors, as well as a mechanism for 
measuring their impact on political discourse 
(Powers, 2016a, 2016b).

A second feature of the relationship between 
social movements and mainstream media is 
that the prospects for non-state actors to be 
covered by the media are slim, and in cases in 
which movements are covered, they have little 
control of the media frames used to represent 
them (Vliegenthart & Walgrave, 2012; Wouters, 
2013; Shultziner & Shoshan, 2018). Owing to the 

proliferation of NGOs over the last few decades, 
smaller NGOs have an even lesser chance of 
being mentioned in comparison to large and 
well-funded NGOs (Wozniak et al., 2017).2 

This has resulted in the professionalization of 
NGO efforts in press and publicity work through 
the hiring of professional staff, and through the 
establishment of public relations departments 
whose primary task is to pursue media coverage 
(Powers, 2016b). While empirical analyses show 
that the inclusion of NGO-provided statements 
in news items remains low (Thrall, Stecula, 
& Sweet 2014; Wessler et al., 2016; Wozniak 
et al., 2017), some NGOs have indeed been 
able to establish themselves as legitimate 
reference points for journalists (Moyn, 2010; 
Powers, 2016a).

A third, frequent point is the media’s often-
negative coverage of social movements. 
In competing with official state actors for 
media coverage, civil society groups harness 
mobilization and protest strategies to serve 
the media’s need for drama and confrontation. 
It appears that social movements receive 
coverage through protest tactics especially 
when these attract many participants or involve 
violence (Oliver & Maney, 2000; Tresch & Fischer, 
2015). According to the phenomenon known 
as the protest paradigm, such attention is 
overwhelmingly negative (Andrews & Caren, 
2010; McCurdy, 2012). 

Nevertheless, literature on frames used by 
the media to cover civil society groups remains 
inconclusive. With the professionalization 
of media teams within social movements, 
activities such as organizing press conferences 
or distributing press releases are considered 
effective for gaining media coverage. 
Interestingly, recent research comparing local 
and international social movements on this 
parameter finds that media coverage of local 
civil society actors tends to over-represent 
protest and under-represent the information 
strategy (as delivered by media events and 
press releases), whereas, media coverage 
of international social movements focuses 
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more on media and information strategies 
and less on protest (Tresch & Fischer, 2015). 
At the same time, Powers (2016b) finds that 
leading human rights NGOs do indeed receive 
growing prevalence in mainstream news, noting 
that economic constraints for news outlets, 
acceptance of NGOs in official circles, and 
professionalized publicity efforts by leading 
NGOs can be expected to play a role in this trend. 

The Israeli-Palestinian Conflict: 
Media Coverage and BDS
Modern conflicts are characterized by an 
asymmetry among conflict protagonists, and 
by the increasing media coverage that they 
attract (Ayalon et al., 2014; Plavsak, 2002). It 
has thus been posited that modern conflicts 
are fought not only on the kinetic battleground, 
but also on the diplomatic, legal, and media 
fronts, where media coverage impacts on the 
behavior of political actors, affecting the various 
fronts (Yarchi, 2016; Tabak & Avraham, 2018).

Seeing as actors can no longer afford to 
prevail in the military field alone, especially 
when military victories carry a diplomatic price 
tag, favorable media coverage becomes a goal. 
The contest for media attention between rivaling 
actors in the international arena takes place 
in an arena saturated with players, including 
the conflicting adversaries themselves, foreign 
governments, and the media establishment 
in the given state—with each actor trying to 
promote its own framing, and with cultural-
political congruence between the two states 
playing an influential role (Sheafer & Gabay, 
2009). Hence, the likelihood of one state 
influencing foreign policy of a politically and 
culturally distant state is limited.

As early as 1970, scholars began to examine 
the media coverage of the Israeli-Palestinian 
conflict and the parties involved (Neureiter, 
2017). In this respect, a notable development 
from recent years is the emergence of civil 
society initiatives in the form of media watchdog 
groups, dedicated to improving the coverage 
of rivaling parties. This demonstrates the 
important role that the media is perceived to 
play in shaping public opinion or in influencing 
policy formation; and the central role that 
international sympathy and support carries 
for both parties to the conflict. 

The ample research regarding Israel’s framing 
in the international media is inconclusive, with 
some articles citing evidence of pro-Israel bias in 
the Western media and others asserting a clear 
anti-Israel bias. There is apparent consensus 
on two issues, however: one is that there is a 
difference between the framing of the Israeli-
Palestinian conflict between the European and 
American media, with European media more 
critical toward Israel (Wolfsfeld, 1997; Hatuel-
Radoshitzky, 2015). Another is that Israel’s 
positive media coverage from the initial years 
of Israel’s establishment, when it was widely 
perceived as a unique democracy built by 
Jewish refugees amidst challenging political-
economic circumstances, has deteriorated 
to more negative depictions nowadays (and 
generally following the 1967 War). 

This shift is often described as the transition 
from Israel’s image as a David fighting against 
the Arab Goliath to Israel’s becoming the Goliath 
against its adversaries (Avraham, 2009; Tabak 
& Avraham, 2018). Developments contributing 
to this transformation in Israel’s international 
image include the occupation of territories 
since the 1967 War (primarily the West Bank and 
Gaza); Israel’s 1982 invasion of Lebanon and the 
consequent establishment of a security buffer 
zone in the southern part of the country, from 
which Israel withdrew only 18 years later; two 
Palestinian popular uprisings (the intifadas); 
and the escalation of violence between Israel 
and Hamas in Gaza in multiple deadly rounds 

It has thus been posited that modern conflicts are 
fought not only on the kinetic battleground, but 
also on the diplomatic, legal, and media fronts, 
where media coverage impacts on the behavior of 
political actors, affecting the various fronts.
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(2009, 2012, 2014, and 2021) and in the Hamas-
led March of Return campaigns (2018 onward). 

These hard power developments on 
the ground have been complemented by a 
proactive and dynamic Palestinian struggle 
in the diplomatic, legal, and media arenas, 
demonstrated by the opening of two preliminary 
examinations against Israel by the International 
Criminal Court (one of which evolved into an 
investigation)3 and Palestinian diplomacy, 
which, among other achievements, has 
resulted in the recognition of Palestine by 137 
countries across the world;4 the upgrading 
of Palestine’s status in the UN (from non-
member entity to non-member state); and 
the acceptance of Palestine as a full member 
in various international organizations and 
forums. To these one may add the media’s 
tendency to sympathize with the weaker side 
of an asymmetric conflict (Tabak & Avraham, 
2018) and the pro-Palestinian civil society 
(BDS) campaign for boycotts, divestment, and 
sanctions on Israel.

The BDS campaign was formally launched in 
2005 by a coalition of over 170 pro-Palestinian 
civil-society organizations and trade unions, and 
has since been endorsed by activists, academics, 
and intellectuals, who have united behind the 
campaign’s call to “impose broad boycotts and 
implement divestment initiatives…embargoes 
and sanctions against Israel.”5 Since then, 
the BDS rallying cry has been translated into 
nine languages, and has been endorsed by 
numerous Palestine-solidarity movements, 
which are primarily volunteer-driven (Ananth, 
2013; Hatuel-Radoshitzky & Jamal, 2021). 

The BDS campaign lacks a rigid structure: 
ad hoc activists and civil society organizations 
plug into the global campaign with their local 
initiatives, often communicating with the 
Boycott National Committee (BNC), which was 
established in 2008. The BNC, which comprises 
a broad coalition of Palestinian civil society 
organizations, political parties, unions, and 
networks, thus serves as a focal point for 
coordinating global BDS campaigns, acting 

as the Palestinian reference point for global 
BDS activities (Hallward & Shaver, 2012). 

Opposing the BDS movement are other 
civil society activists, academics, and Jewish 
organizations characterized as being pro-Israel, 
as well as the Israeli establishment (Cohen 
& Avraham, 2009). As such, BDS efforts are 
perceived by different constituencies through 
very different lenses. Those supporting BDS 
emphasize the power of the people to work 
for justice and peace when states fail to do 
so; the asymmetric nature of the Israeli-
Palestinian conflict; the nonviolent nature of 
BDS tactics; and the alignment of BDS goals with 
international law and human rights. Opponents 
note that the campaign’s terminology invites 
violence; there are connections between BDS-
supporting organizations and terror-related 
activity; BDS-supporting rhetoric and action 
spills into antisemitism; and the movement 
delegitimizes Israel’s right to exist in its current 
format as the homeland of the Jewish people 
(Hallward & Shaver, 2012; Hatuel-Radoshitzky, 
2017; Ghabra & Hasian, 2018; Nelson, 2019). 
Moreover, opponents caution that although 
boycotts, divestment, and sanctions do not 
incorporate military force, they often involve 
power politics and can have a debilitating effect 
on civilian populations. As such, these tools 
cannot always be classified under nonviolent 
tactics per se (Hallward & Shaver, 2012).6

In considering British media coverage of 
BDS specifically and of Israel more generally, 
the wide variety of political standpoints 
represented by different publications in the 

Those supporting BDS emphasize the power of 
the people to work for justice and peace when 
states fail to do so; the asymmetric nature of 
the Israeli-Palestinian conflict; the nonviolent 
nature of BDS tactics; and the alignment of BDS 
goals with international law and human rights. 
Opponents note that the campaign’s terminology 
invites violence.
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UK’s pluralistic media landscape lead to 
inconclusive findings. Some research shows 
that anti-Israel bias is most prevalent in the 
British media over other European countries 
(Segev & Miesch, 2011); and that Israel is treated 
unfairly by British media outlets, which omit 
background information needed to make 
informed judgements of Israel’s actions (Segev 
& Miesch, 2011; Simmons, 2012; Neureiter, 
2017). Sheafer and Gabay (2009) demonstrate 
that Israel is more successful in promoting 
its agenda and framing in the United States 
than in the British media, while the opposite 
applies to the Palestinian Authority. Simmons 
(2012) finds that violent acts by Palestinians 
are downplayed by British reporters, whereas 
Israeli acts of force are oftentimes exaggerated 
and taken out of context. On the other hand, 
Philo & Berry (2004, 2011) find that British media 
coverage of Israeli motives is comprehensive 
and facilitates understanding of Israeli actions, 
whereas background information that would 
work in favor of the Palestinians is mostly 
omitted, and voices justifying Israeli actions 
are more frequently apparent than those of 
Palestinians. 

These inconclusive findings highlight that 
academics concerned with the loaded issue of 
media coverage of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict 
can be expected to display some form of bias. 
While we do not claim to come to the subject 
as dispassionate and neutral researchers, this 
obstacle is addressed in the current article by 
basing findings on a relatively large open-source 
database (n=512 items) comprising media 
items referencing “Israel” in five different daily 
newspapers, whose content is systematically 
and comprehensively analyzed through a 
reliable research design.

Methodology
Five national distribution daily newspapers were 
reviewed in the study of British mainstream 
media coverage relating to Israel against the 
background of BDS civil society action: The 
Guardian, The Times, The Daily Mirror, The Sun, 

and Metro.7 These publications were chosen 
for three primary reasons: all publish on and 
offline; they vary in terms of their political line 
and target constituencies; and they vary in 
terms of the form of their distribution (i.e., free 
or subscription-based). 

Our analysis restricts itself to mainstream 
print and online media for four reasons. First, 
despite declining print circulation, the print 
media continues to be of enormous significance 
both politically and within the broader societal 
debates (Copeland & Copsey, 2017), primarily 
because its status overshadows the social 
media’s agenda-setting power (Harder et al., 
2017). For example, Powers (2016a, 2016b) 
notes that despite developing technologies, 
political officials still tend to obtain the majority 
of their news from mainstream media, which 
is their source for learning about advocacy 
demands. This reinforces perceptions that the 
most reliable way to capture the attention of 
government officials is through mainstream 
media, and that most examples of successful 
advocacy include mainstream coverage.

Second, content covered in high-profile 
newspapers is echoed in other media channels, 
including radio, television, magazines, and other 
newspapers, creating a multiplier effect. While 
recent research that factors in technological 
innovations, including the consumption of 
online news, illustrates that non-mainstream 
media outlets also affect other media channels’ 
agendas, legacy media organizations remain 
important elements both in their print and 
online form, with established media titles still 
shaping the news discourse (Vliegenthart & 
Walgrave, 2008; Meraz, 2011; Harder et al., 2017). 
In considering publication hours of newspapers 
versus news websites, newspapers are printed 
only once a day (after midnight), whereas news 
sites start publishing in the morning. This time 
difference enables news websites to start the 
day by providing a round-up of news stories 
covered in the newspapers, reaffirming the 
capacity of news websites to set other media 
channels’ agendas (Harder et al., 2017).
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Third, newspapers are one of the most 
diverse media channels. As such, the sample 
includes world news from foreign press 
agencies; local news from the UK; reports 
by British correspondents stationed in Israel 
and the Middle East; and commentaries, 
editorials, opinion pages, and interviews. This 
is particularly important in considering the 
article’s interest in media coverage of BDS and 
civil society action targeting Israel, following 
studies demonstrating that civil society groups 
are only rarely included in news coverage (Thrall, 
2006; Trenz, 2004; Powers, 2016a).

Finally, newspaper articles are easily 
accessible and provide a compelling sense of 
both the quantitative and qualitative content 
of media coverage pertaining to any given issue 
(Grix & Lacroix, 2006).

One of the most established methods for 
analyzing how something is represented in the 
media is the use of content analysis, whereby 
researchers establish a set of categories and 
then count the number of instances that fall 
into each category (Grafström et al., 2015). 
Accordingly, in the online archives of each of 
the newspapers sampled we retrieved all items 
containing the word “Israel.” After reading a 
total of over 800 articles, an initial check was 
performed to verify that articles indeed covered 
issues relating to the State of Israel. Articles 
marginally referring to Israel (for example in 
a geographical context, mentioning Israel as 
bordering another country; or as part of a list 
of countries in the Middle East) were recorded 
but omitted8 from the content analysis in which 
articles’ main themes were extracted.9 

The content analysis was thus performed on 
a total of 512 articles (n=512), which were read 
in their entirety. Contents were summarized, 
main ideas were drafted into bullet points, and 
articles assigned to categories in a spreadsheet. 
Like seminal literature based on content 
analysis such as Harcup & O’Neill’s studies on 
newsworthiness (2001, 2017), the mapping of 
key points and ideas communicated in the texts 
included in this research involved some degree 

of subjectivity—much like the journalistic 
process itself. Like earlier research, we too 
attempt to overcome this obstacle by basing 
our conclusions on a large enough sample, 
which we believe provides a basis for at least 
some tentative conclusions to be drawn.

Findings 
The content of Israel-related mainstream media 
coverage in Britain focuses primarily on the 
Israeli-Palestinian conflict, with 62 percent of the 
total number of all items (i.e., n=315) reporting 
on different aspects of the conflict (Figure 1). 
Naturally, given the difference between the 
sampled newspapers’ characteristics and 
style, the proportion of articles centering on 
the conflict in each publication is different, 
with The Guardian leading (71 percent of all 
published articles relating to Israel covering 
the conflict) and The Times providing a more 
eclectic view of Israel (with 52 percent of all 
published articles relating to Israel focusing 
on the conflict).

62%

38%

 Conflict related items    Non-conflict related items

Figure 1. Percentage of British 
newspaper articles on Israel dealing 
with the Israeli-Palestinian conflict 

Under the general category of articles dealing 
with the conflict, items can further be divided 
according to those relating to conflict-related 
events on the ground as they evolve, and those 
dealing with different aspects of the conflict’s 
internationalization (Figure 2).10

Conflict on the ground, comprising 35 
percent of conflict-related items (i.e., n= 110 
items), deals with activity in, around, and 
relating to Israeli settlements (e.g., “Israel…
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will pursue a unilateral policy of largely 
unconstrained settlement expansion in the 
occupied Palestinian territories, as it announced 
the first new settlement in two decades,” 
Beaumont, 2017a); terror attacks (e.g., “Hannah 
Bladon, 20, was repeatedly knifed in the chest by 
a Palestinian man,” Charlton, 2017); Palestinian 
protests against the Israeli government (e.g., 
“More than 1,000 Palestinians held in Israeli jails 
have gone on hunger strike,” Carlstrom, 2017a); 
activities carried out by the Israeli military (e.g., 
“The Israeli army is pushing to dismantle…
security measures…that have touched off a 
week of deadly violence across Israel and the 
West Bank,” Carlstrom, 2017b); and cultural 
and social aspects of the conflict (e.g., “Dorit 
Rabinyan's story of an affair across the Israeli-
Palestinian divide became a cause célébre,” 
Beaumont, 2017b).

Conflict in the international arena, 
comprising 65 percent of conflict-related items 
(i.e., n=205 items), focuses on the conflict from 
an international dimension. These articles 
include foreign leaders’ statements vis-à-vis 
Israel against the background of the conflict (e.g. 
“Justin Welby, the Archbishop of Canterbury, 
has spoken of his ‘profound grief and sorrow’ 
after hearing the testimonies of Palestinians,” 
Sherwood, 2017); policy decisions of foreign 
governments in relation to the conflict (e.g., 
Donald Trump today announced the US will 
recognise Jerusalem as the capital of Israel,” 
Smith, 2017); the involvement of international 
organizations and NGOs in different aspects of 

the conflict (e.g., “The UN’s top human rights 
official has marked the 50th anniversary of 
Israel’s occupation of the Palestinian territories,” 
Beaumont, 2017c); and coverage of the 
grassroots BDS campaign along with other civil 
society initiatives involving Israel’s boycott (e.g., 
“Leading arts world figures urge Radiohead to 
cancel Israel gig,” Ellis-Petersen, 2017).

The single issue in conflict-related 
coverage reported most frequently was the 
Trump administration’s December (2017) 
announcement that the United States Embassy 
would relocate from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem, 
and was the only issue reported by all five 
newspapers reviewed. In fact, 16 percent of 
all conflict-related items addressed this policy 
move. The extensive interest that this decision 
generated can also be demonstrated on a 
chronological axis, which shows that December 
has the highest proportion of articles covering 
Israel from a conflict-related perspective, i.e., 
85 percent of all items published about Israel 
in December covered conflict-related events as 
opposed to a low point in August, where only 
32 percent of all items on Israel incorporated 
conflict-related reporting (Figure 3). A possible 
reason for the extensive interest in President 
Trump’s decision is the symbolic recognition of 
Israeli sovereignty in Jerusalem—a core issue of 
contention between Israelis and Palestinians. 
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Figure 3. Conflict vs. non-conflict-
related coverage on Israel in the British 
mainstream media by month (2017)

The smaller category of articles not dealing 
with the conflict (i.e., 38 percent of the total 

65%

35%

 Conflict on the ground    Conflict in the international arena

Figure 2. Articles dealing with the 
Israeli-Palestinian conflict according to 
two sub-categories
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number of all items examined, Figure 1), cover 
issues such as domestic Israeli politics, society, 
culture, and economics (e.g., “The world’s oldest 
man, an Israeli Auschwitz survivor who lost 
his wife and two children in the Holocaust, 
passed away,” Parker, 2017); Israel’s relations 
with Middle East countries11 (e.g., “Israel’s 
former nuclear chief has expressed support 
for the nuclear deal with Iran and criticised 
the attempts of President Trump and Binyamin 
Netanyahu,” Pfeffer, 2017); and Israel’s relations 
or rivalries with other states—with no mention of 
the Israeli-Palestinian conflict (e.g., “Information 
which Donald Trump ‘shared’ with Russia 
actually came from Israel,” Waugh, 2017).

While these articles may incorporate a 
dimension relating to Israel’s international 
standing or criticize Israel on various aspects 
(e.g., leadership corruption), common to 
all is that they refrain from mentioning the 
conflict—either as a reference point or as an 
issue within itself. 

In looking at the proportion of articles relating 
to any one of the three milestones that led to 
the choice of 2017 as the research period, only 2 
percent of articles fall into this category, i.e., only 
11 items out of the entire sample related to one of 
the three historical conflict-related milestones. 
The Balfour Declaration centennial garnered 
most coverage (e.g., “Theresa May has said that 
Britain is ‘proud of our pioneering role in the 
creation of the state of Israel’…to commemorate 
the 100th anniversary of the Balfour declaration,” 
Wintour & Beaumont, 2017), with a total of 8 
items relating to this milestone. The 70-year 
landmark of General Assembly Resolution 
181 saw no articles in any of the publications 
relating to this milestone. The 50-year landmark 
of the 1967 War generated three items (e.g., 
“Israel had a top secret plan…if it faced defeat 
during the 1967 Middle East war, new documents 
reveal,” Lockett, 2017). While media interest 
relating to all three milestones was clearly 
insignificant (Figure 4), worth noting is that the 
timing of this milestone overlapped with the UK 
general elections in the context of the country’s 

withdrawal from the European Union (Brexit), 
which naturally marginalized the space available 
to cover this external and (chronologically and 
geographically) distant event. 

98%

2%

 Articles relating to any of the three conflict-related milestones
 Other articles

Figure 4. Proportion of articles relating 
to any of the three conflict-related 
milestones

Regarding the extent to which BDS and other 
civil society initiatives to boycott Israel appear 
in the British mainstream media, and how such 
efforts are framed, only 4 percent (i.e., n= 20) of 
the total sample directly dealt with these issues 
(Figure 5). Similar to the differences between 
the newspapers’ coverage of conflict-related 
issues, here too are differences among the five 
newspapers, with The Guardian featuring most 
articles dedicated to the anti-Israel civil-society 
campaign (i.e., 82 percent of all BDS-related 
coverage). 

96%

4%

 Articles relating to BDS and other civil society initiatives to boycott Israel
 Other articles

 Figure 5. Proportion of articles relating 
to BDS and other civil society initiatives 
to boycott Israel

Articles relating to BDS and grassroots 
activity launched against Israel are primarily 
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culturally focused (n=14, 70 percent of all articles 
in this category), and relate mostly to activists’ 
pressure on artists and performers to refrain 
from travelling to Israel (e.g., “High-profile 
figures from the arts world, including…Roger 
Waters, have called on Radiohead to cancel 
an upcoming gig in Israel as part of a cultural 
boycott,” Ellis-Petersen, 2017). Some of these 
items report on success for boycott initiatives 
resulting in the cancellation of events in Israel 
(e.g., “The New Zealand singer-songwriter 
Lorde has cancelled a planned concert in 
Israel following an online campaign by activists 
opposed to the Israeli occupation of Palestine,” 
Beaumont, 2017d), while other items report 
on BDS failures (e.g., “An Israeli festival will 
go ahead…despite calls for a boycott by pro-
Palestinian supporters,” Narwan, 2017). A spike 
in BDS-related reporting was observed in July, 
coinciding with the controversy surrounding 
Radiohead’s Tel Aviv performance (Figure 6).
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Figure 6. Number of BDS/boycott-
related articles, by month (2017)

Other issues reported on in the context of 
civil society action against Israel are the state’s 
decision to bar entry of BDS activists (e.g., 
“Foreigners who support boycotting Israel or 
its settlements have been banned from entering 
the country,” Carlstrom, 2017c), and cancellation 
by British universities of global student-based 
activities “as part of an annual pro-Palestinian 
event called Israel Apartheid Week” (Weale & 
Morris, 2017). 

Another dimension of BDS-related items 
are op-eds written by activists advocating the 

boycott of Israel, in which they seek support 
for the cause (e.g., “The BDS movement is a 
response to Israel’s confidence that it can act 
with impunity…it calls on all actors to end 
economic support for Israel’s illegal actions,” 
Jamal, 2017). 

In terms of the tone adopted toward civil 
society action against the State of Israel, articles 
range from presenting a balanced view (e.g., 
“BDS…supporters say the boycott is aimed 
at ending Israeli occupation of Palestinian 
lands…Critics say the campaign…is aimed 
at delegitimizing and destroying Israel,” 
Associated Press, 2017); through presenting 
a bias view against Israel (e.g. “Radiohead are 
wrong to play in Israel. Here’s why,” Randall, 
2017); to presenting a view opposed to BDS 
action (e.g., “The kind of dialogue that they 
want to engage in is one that’s black or white…
rather than engage with us…throw shit at us...it 
was patronizing in the extreme. It’s offensive,’” 
Guardian Music, 2017). That is, the mainstream 
British media includes the full gamut of articles 
reporting about civil society action against 
Israel: from those that wholeheartedly support 
the cause to those that fully oppose it. 

Discussion
The analysis of five mainstream British 
newspapers available on and offline in a defined 
timeframe regarding coverage of a foreign state 
(Israel) and reference to civil society initiatives 
designed to boycott it, reveals two sets of 
findings. The first set emerges from the analysis 
against the background of media-related 
literature, and the second set is relevant to the 
specific case study, i.e., the Israeli-Palestinian 
conflict. Both sets of findings, however, are 
relevant to states in conflict in considering that 
poor state images in the international arena 
have the potential to erode elements that are 
vital to states’ national security, such as their 
(regional and) international standing. 

In reviewing the findings in light of literature 
relating to media coverage patterns, framing, 
and reporting vis-à-vis civil society movements, 
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three points emerge. First, that the three historic 
and prominent milestones during the selected 
research period were completely sidelined in 
all five newspapers' reporting vis-à-vis Israel 
demonstrates the media’s overall concern with 
current affairs and clear preference for allocating 
space to evolving developments as opposed 
to the commemoration of past conflict-related 
landmarks. This is hardly surprising given the 
media’s drive to relay information quickly and its 
distance from extensive research that is required 
to produce historically contextualized items. 
In view of literature regarding the contest for 
media attention between rivaling actors in the 
international arena (in this case pro and anti-
Israel advocates), this reinforces the approach 
that the state wherein the media channel is 
based, along with the media’s organizational 
needs, takes primacy in comparison to 
conflicting parties’ attempts to promote their 
own framing with international media channels. 

Second, the mere 4 percent of articles found 
to deal with civil society action out of the entire 
body of articles in the database strengthens 
the vast literature attesting to the sidelining of 
civil society forces within mainstream media. In 
tandem, we did not find evidence of the “protest 
paradigm,” which asserts that in competing 
with official state players for media coverage, 
civil society groups resort to protests to serve 
the media’s need for drama, albeit at the 
expense of negative coverage. This is because 
our database demonstrates that such rallies 
and confrontations were scarcely reported on, 
and when they were, their coverage did not 
incorporate a negatively judgmental viewpoint. 

Third, the research demonstrates the 
plurality of the mainstream media landscape 
in Britain, both content-wise and framing-wise. 
The diversity of content is best demonstrated by 
the fact that only one development (President 
Trump’s decision to move the US Embassy to 
Jerusalem) reverberated in all five publications. 
This content-diversity is further reinforced by 
the varying scope of articles across the different 
newspapers dealing with the conflict vs. the 

proportion of items not dealing with the conflict, 
and within that the proportion of articles that 
relate to the civil society component (Figure 5). 
The diversity in framing is apparent with The 
Guardian displaying a more positive stance 
toward civil society action geared against the 
foreign state (Israel) in comparison to other 
newspapers that give civil society less visibility 
and more neutral coverage.

In terms of findings specific to the case study, 
i.e., Israel and the BDS campaign, an additional 
three points surface. First, this research does 
not lend support to the David-turned-Goliath 
paradigm, whereby Israel is depicted in the 
British mainstream media as a brutal oppressor 
and the Palestinians an innocent victim. This can 
be asserted both quantitatively, seeing as almost 
40 percent of all items relating to Israel did not 
mention the conflict at all, and qualitatively, 
as demonstrated by the analysis of articles 
covering civil society action against Israel in 
which support, neutrality, and opposition 
are evident. This is particularly characteristic 
of four out of the five publications analyzed 
(i.e., The Sun, The Daily Mirror, The Times, 
and Metro), with The Guardian displaying the 
most interest in conflict-related events and the 
highest tendency to cover BDS-related content. 
The lack of an across the board David-turned-
Goliath paradigm is particularly highlighted 
owing to the sensitive period of time selected 
for this study (i.e., against three prominent 
conflict-related milestones during which media 
interest in the conflict was expected to hype). 

Second, within the category of conflict 
related articles, more items refer to the 
international perspective of the conflict than 
to conflict-related developments on the ground. 
That is, even if there are fewer concrete conflict-
related developments, the mere deadlock 
and the lack of a political horizon resulted in 
coverage of leaders who continue to relate 
to Israel through conflict lenses—even in an 
overall international arena fraught with strife. 
One may thus deduce that the status quo that 
characterizes the conflict continues to generate 
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media interest in Israel even in the absence of 
dramatic developments on the ground. 

Third, the finding that the single issue 
most heavily reported on in conflict-related 
coverage is the Trump administration’s decision 
to relocate the US Embassy from Tel Aviv to 
Jerusalem is significant on two accounts. First, 
it demonstrates the unequivocal importance 
related to this policy move. The fact that this 
is a development of interest to the varied 
constituencies each publication targets 
signifies the dramatic precedent set by the 
US administration in relating to one of the core 
issues of the conflict. Second, it signals the 
importance of the United States as a superpower 
and the international weight assigned to its 
decisions. 

Taken collectively, these findings are telling 
as to Israel’s image in Britain, particularly 
because Britain has long been considered a 
hub for BDS action, pursuant to the BDS focus 
on Western states with strong bilateral relations 
with Israel. This is part of the soft power struggle 
accompanying conventional developments in 
the Israeli-Palestinian arena. 

In light of findings, Israeli authorities 
dealing with the state’s international image 
should relate skeptically to soft power leverage 
attributed to BDS and assign more weight 
to Israel’s hard power policies vis-à-vis the 
conflict in influencing British media coverage 
of Israel. The fact that most BDS-related items 
overwhelmingly dealt with initiatives in the 
cultural realm is telling as to the state’s most 
pertinent blind spot, and is perhaps the most 
vivid indicator of the limitations of state actors 
in the face of grassroots action. These state 
limitations, together with the symbolic weight 
of cultural icons and celebrities, amplified by 

social media in the modern globalized world, 
should be considered by all states wanting to 
improve their international image. 

This research is not without limitations. 
It is important to keep in mind that the 
comprehensive picture presented here is 
reflective only of the research period and the 
state under review (Britain). In other words, 
research findings cannot be generalized among 
different European countries, whose coverage 
of Israel and civil society action against it are 
more likely to be affected by these states’ socio-
cultural proximity to Israel as well as by the 
local media channels’ organizational needs. 
In generalizing the findings from the year in 
which the coverage was examined (2017) to a 
present or future timeframe, variables such as 
developments on the ground and changes in 
the leaderships (in Britain, the rivaling parties 
involved in the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, 
and as poignantly demonstrated, the US 
administration) need to be considered. 

Furthermore, it is not unlikely that similar 
research conducted on social media outlets 
would yield different findings, with greater 
emphasis on civil society players and with 
additional layers of information regarding the 
success, or lack thereof, of BDS campaigns. While 
the reasons for excluding social media from this 
study are delineated in the methodology, future 
comparative research between mainstream 
(online and offline) media content and social 
media content in relation to one designated 
subject could be instrumental in illuminating 
the differences between these mediums. Other 
than contributing to media-related literature, 
such information could be useful to states in 
strategizing methods to improve their image on 
the international stage as a tenet of their national 
security. As for the Israeli case study, a research 
design that factors in social media discourse 
could contribute toward understanding whether 
sparse newspaper coverage of BDS represents 
a failure of the movement, or a strategy that 
focuses on social rather than mainstream 
media. Social media research could also factor 

Israeli authorities should relate skeptically to soft 
power leverage attributed to BDS and assign more 
weight to hard power policies vis-à-vis the conflict 
in influencing British media coverage of Israel.
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in online levels of exposure, share-ability, and 
talkbacks as indices to measure the impact of 
the overall campaign.
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2 Powers (2016a), for example, notes that whereas in 
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Watch and Médecins sans Frontières—accounted for 
16.5 percent of all NGO mentions in the core research 
sample, by 2010, these groups garnered half (50.8 
percent) of all mentions.

3 A preliminary examination was opened against Israel 
to probe allegations of war crimes relating to the 
2010 Mavi Marmara flotilla incident. To date, this 
probe was closed twice by ICC outgoing Prosecutor 
Fatou Bensouda without a full criminal investigation. 
An additional preliminary examination that has 
developed into an investigation relates to war crimes 
in the West Bank, East Jerusalem, and Gaza Strip. 

4 According to the Palestinian UN Mission official 
website: https://palestineun.org/about-palestine/
diplomatic-relations/. 

5 Palestinian Civil Society Call for BDS, July 5, 2005.
6 For more about the BDS movement, see Yogev & 

Lindenstrauss, The delegitimization phenomenon: 
Challenges and responses.
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the search date. Thus articles from this newspaper 
reflect May 2017 to December 2017 only. 
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An Arab Party in Israel’s Government:  
A Test for Jews and Arabs Alike
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As an ongoing political crisis in Israel precluded formation of a coalition and a 
government, the Arab vote became increasingly legitimate in the eyes of most 
Jewish parties, from both the right and the center-left. The process began in the 
center-left, continued as an intensive effort by Likud to attract the Arab public 
in order to achieve a Knesset majority, and culminated with the signing of the 
current coalition agreement with the Ra’am Party. The Arab parties, which for 
ideological reasons have consistently preferred to remain outside the coalition, 
now pay more attention to the expectations of their constituents, including 
integration into the country’s decision making processes and concern for their 
vital needs. Furthermore, both Jewish and Arab parties weathered the challenge 
of the violence between the two sectors in May 2021 and maintained their 
political cooperation. This article considers whether there has been an essential 
breakthrough on the road to Jewish-Arab political partnership on a political-civic 
basis, beyond temporary circumstantial interests and constraints. 
Keywords: Israel, Jewish-Arab relations, Arab parties, Islamic Movement, integration
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Arab Deliberations on Political 
Partnership with Jewish Parties
Except for the northern faction of the Islamic 
Movement and the Abnaa el-Balad (Sons 
of the Village) movement, which support a 
comprehensive boycott of the Jewish-Zionist 
political system, Arab political parties contend 
that their Arab-Palestinian identity does not 
justify a boycott of the Knesset elections, and 
believe they should continue to represent the 
Arab public within the Israeli political system. 
However, the respective parties have different 
ideologies and sometimes opposing views 
on the question of how to cooperate with the 
Jewish parties and what are the options for 
joining a coalition. 

The starting assumption of the Arab parties is 
that there are no material differences between 
the Israeli right, left, or center in terms of their 
discriminatory and exclusionary approach 
to Arab society. Consequently, the Arabs’ 
decision to be part of the Israeli political system 
challenges them with the following questions: 
how should they balance their concern for the 
needs of the Arab public with their political 
values regarding the ongoing Israeli-Palestinian 
conflict, and what is the correct way to maintain 
cooperation with the Jewish parties.

In the eyes of Hadash, the Democratic Front 
for Peace and Equality, the Arab-Palestinians, 
as a native minority in Israel, should fight for a 
change of the state’s Jewish-Zionist character as 
an essential condition for making it a democratic 
state, and remake it in a more just fashion as 
a state for all its citizens. Hadash traditionally 
stands for joint parliamentary activity of Arabs 
and Jews, and prefers to use its political power 
in the Knesset, with Arab representatives 
serving on the various committees, in order 
to promote the interests of Arab society. It sees 
no possibility for political cooperation with the 
Jewish right wing parties whose values, as they 
see it, reflect nationalism, national separatism, 
and even racism. According to Hadash, political 
cooperation is only possible with parties from 
the left and center, in order to establish a shared 

Jewish-Arab future based on values of justice, 
equality, democracy, peace, and partnership.

Balad, the Democratic National Alliance 
representing the Arab-Palestinian national 
movement that supports Palestinian unity in 
one political framework, aims in the first stage 
for a bi-national arrangement within the state, 
and defines its political goal as transforming 
Israel into “a state for all its citizens.” The 
party recognizes Israel as a reality and does 
not rule out Arab-Jewish political cooperation 
at a tactical level, but rejects any possibility of 
joining a government coalition and consistently 
opposes recommending any Jewish Zionist 
candidate for prime minister.

Although for  Hadash and Balad 
parliamentary politics is a means for promoting 
their ideological goals, the Joint List, which 
included them as members in the elections 
to the 24th Knesset, committed to the Arab 
public to focus their activities in the Knesset 
on internal matters: health, education, housing, 
employment, the fight against violence, and 
crime. Ta’al, the Arab Movement for Renewal, 
which stands for full civic equality for Arabs 
and Jews, also supported this position and 
chose to run in the elections in the framework 
of the Joint List.

In contrast to Hadash, Balad, and Ta’al, 
which are all secular, the Islamic religious party 
Ra’am—the United Arab List—supports pursuit 
of all options for cooperation with either of 
the Jewish party blocs to join the government 
coalition. According to Ra’am, it would be naive 
for the Arabs in Israel to aspire to a significant 
change in the nature of the state or expect it 
to grant them full equality, and consigning 
themselves permanently to the opposition 
as long as the “Israeli occupation” continues 
is pointless. As they see it, the Knesset is not 
the place to achieve ideological goals, which 
should be promoted in other frameworks such 
as public, social, and educational activity. 
Rather, the Arab parties must recognize the 
boundaries of the political game in the Knesset, 
since their members have sworn loyalty to the 
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State of Israel and its laws, which define Israel 
as a Jewish, democratic state. The demands of 
the Arab parties are just but ineffective if they 
are unable to promote them in practice, and 
they should therefore move from a politics of 
protest to practical politics. Accordingly, since 
in any case there is no real difference between 
the Jewish parties, the Arabs should seek to 
be part of any government, even a right wing 
one, to effectively promote the vital interests of 
Arab society, and address problems of violence, 
housing, employment, budgets, and more. 
Consequently, Ra’am chose to participate 
openly in the coalition talks, which focused 
on a civic agenda, and rose to the occasion 
of being in essence the political kingmaker. 
Following its unprecedented decision to join 
the government coalition, it assumes collective 
responsibility for government decisions, even 
without any ministerial positions.

The respective approaches of the Arab 
parties to the option of joining a coalition with 
Jewish parties have highlighted issues relating 
to the purpose and nature of their Knesset 
membership, and what they wish to achieve by 
their parliamentary activity: whether ideological 
goals, such as removing the definition of Israel 
as a Jewish and democratic state in favor of a 
state for all its citizens, or civil matters vital for 
the development of Arab society. The heads of 
the Joint List (Hadash, Ta’al, and Balad) have not 
given a clear statement of principle regarding 
their objectives in the Knesset, although they 
held coalition talks with the center-left bloc. 

However, they expressed strong criticism of 
Ra’am, which ran independently and decided 
to depart from the traditional position of the 
Arab parties—no cooperation with an Israeli 
government while the Jewish occupation 
continues.

Ra’am’s approach bought it a significant 
electoral accomplishment in the elections to the 
24th Knesset. It enjoyed a high level of support 
in the Bedouin communities in the Negev and 
in the Galilee and retained its four seats. The 
three remaining parties of the Joint List lost 
representation: Hadash and Balad each lost 
two seats, and Ta’al lost one seat. Consequently, 
Hadash, which until now enjoyed political 
hegemony as the largest Arab party and set 
the agenda in the Arab sector, was relegated 
to a lower position. 

The Rising Political Legitimacy of 
the Arab Parties
The elections to the 23rd Knesset and the 24th 
Knesset saw a rise in the political legitimacy 
of the Arab parties in the eyes of Jewish 
parties. This stemmed from both pressure on 
the Arab parties from Arab society to join the 
government coalition for pragmatic reasons, 
and the ongoing political crisis whereby the 
Jewish parties needed the Arab vote in order 
to form a government.

The Joint List sought to respond to public 
expectations by abandoning its permanent 
place in the opposition, in order to exert 
political influence through active participation 
in decision making processes. It was able to 
maximize its strength in the 23rd Knesset (15 
seats), and it took the unprecedented step of 
advising the President to offer the mandate to 
form a government to Benny Gantz, head of the 
Blue and White party. However, the Joint List 
was disappointed by Blue and White’s refusal 
to rely on it in order to form a coalition.

Before the elections to the 24th Knesset 
and after the disappointment from Blue and 
White, Mansour Abbas, the head of Ra’am, 
called on his colleagues in the Joint List to 

The respective approaches of the Arab parties to 
the option of joining a coalition with Jewish parties 
have highlighted issues relating to the purpose and 
nature of their Knesset membership, and what they 
wish to achieve by their parliamentary activity: 
whether ideological goals, such as removing the 
definition of Israel as a Jewish and democratic 
state in favor of a state for all its citizens, or civil 
matters vital for the development of Arab society.
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decide on their willingness in principle to join 
any coalition that emerged, even from the 
right, in return for tackling the vital needs of 
the Arab public. He suggested that the Joint 
List parties respond to the pragmatic mood 
of the public and not remain bound by their 
ideological-national approach, which precludes 
political flexibility. Abbas began initiating moves 
intended to promote cooperation with the Likud 
on social issues such as dealing with violence 
and crime, and extending the five year plan for 
development in Arab society (Resolution 922). 
His approach reflected his position as a member 
of the Islamic Movement, which from the start 
has stressed religious and social aspects more 
than national perspectives. When the proposal 
to play down the nationalist-Palestinian aspect 
was strongly rejected by the Joint List, Ra’am 
demonstrated its willingness to pay the price 
of a split and run separately in the 24th Knesset 
elections. 

In tandem, a new Arab list (Yahad) arose 
before the 24th Knesset elections. Announcing 
its recognition of Israel as a Jewish democratic 
state, it thus legitimized practical political 
cooperation with the Jewish parties, and 
increased its chances of acceptance in a 
government coalition. The head of the list, 
social activist Mohammad Darawshe, declared 
that he saw no conflict between Israel being a 
Jewish and democratic state and the provision 
of full equality to all its citizens in the spirit 
of the Declaration of Independence. Yahad 
announced its intention of cooperating with 
centrist Zionist parties in order to integrate 
into decision making processes, yet before the 
elections, Yahad withdrew, estimating that it 
would not pass the electoral threshold.

These developments in the Arab political 
system coincided with the ongoing crisis 
paralyzing the rival Jewish blocs of right and 
center-left as they tried to form a coalition. The 
repeated inconclusive elections demonstrated 
the critical potential of the Arab vote. In order 
to tip the scales in their direction, both blocs 
began to court the votes of the Arab public with 

moderate messages, including the possible 
inclusion of Arab parties in the governing 
coalition and promises to deal with issues 
vital to the Arab public, such as education, the 
economy, and internal security.

And so, as the elections to the 24th Knesset 
approached, after many years, the Jewish 
parties began to recognize their need for the 
Arab vote, even if that meant a coalition with 
Arab representatives in the Knesset. Among 
the center-left parties there was a growing 
understanding and acceptance of the fact that 
they were completely dependent on the Arab 
parties to form a coalition. The center current 
within the right wing bloc (Likud and the ultra-
Orthodox) also realized the need under the 
circumstances for the support of an Arab party 
to form a coalition, and thus gave significant 
although limited legitimacy to this option.

By contrast, the religious Zionist parties 
expressed vehement objections to a government 
coalition supported by an Arab party. They 
maintained that Arab members of the Knesset 
support terror and do not recognize Israel as a 
Jewish state, and cannot therefore be legitimate 
political partners. As they see it, Ra’am is a 
branch of the Muslim Brotherhood that denies 
Israel’s right to exist, and therefore cannot be 
deemed a legitimate member of a government 
coalition, even if the right wing parties face a 
political crisis and could lose power. In their 
view, cooperation with Ra’am means crossing 
a red line and returning to the situation of the 
second Rabin government, which relied on an 
“obstructive bloc” of Arab parties and led to 
the Oslo Accords.

Breakthrough or a Passing Episode?
For the first time the question of the legitimacy 
of Arab parties has become a central issue on 
Israel’s national agenda. The Jewish parties 
have been forced to address this question, adopt 
a position, and explain it. This ends the long 
boycott against inclusion of the Arab parties in 
coalition talks and their traditional—if also self-
imposed—political isolation. The Arab parties 
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now have the option of promoting their political 
legitimacy and joining a government coalition. 

However, this increasing legitimacy was not 
the maturation of a long, natural process. It was 
a response to an unprecedented crisis around 
the continuing rule of the Prime Minister, leader 
of the Likud, which made it impossible for either 
the right or the center-left to form a government 
after four rounds of elections. In other words, 
the political legitimacy of the Arab vote is fragile 
and not independently viable, since once there 
is internal reconciliation among the parties of 
the right, they will no longer need the Arab 
parties to form a coalition. This applies even if a 
government is formed with Jewish parties from 
right and center. In this situation, the legitimacy 
of the Arab parties will likely erode and could 
even disappear. Likewise in this situation, the 
legitimacy of the Arab parties in the eyes of 
the Jewish parties will presumably be fairly 
limited. And from the viewpoint of the Arab 
parties themselves, they will be supporting 
the coalition from the outside, even if that only 
means abstaining from voting, and will not share 
the collective responsibility for government 
decisions or ministerial roles.

The Arab parties currently elected to the 
Knesset do not recognize Israel as a Jewish state 
and do not deny their ties to the Palestinian 
people, who are considered an enemy by most 
Israeli Jews. Moreover, Israeli Jews continue to 
rebuff the notion of granting political legitimacy 
to Arab society. A survey by the Institute for 
National Security Studies (November 2020) 
found that almost 60 percent of the Jewish 
public agree that a government should not 

include the Arab parties, and a survey by the 
Israel Democracy Institute (May 2021) found that 
only 30 percent of the Jewish public supported 
a government including the Arab parties. It can 
therefore be assumed that parties from the 
right wing bloc would prefer not to include Arab 
parties in their coalition and reject Arab political 
pragmatism, even if they are prepared to meet 
most of Arab society’s civil-public demands. 

Pragmatism, Legitimacy, and Arab-
Jewish Political Partnership: A Look 
to the Future
Developments within Arab society in Israel and 
its political leadership show how realism has 
taken precedence over ideological or ethical 
considerations. This approach is naturally 
unstable, because it depends on the context 
and can be abandoned if it fails to bring results. 
Its roots lie in the external support for the second 
Rabin government following the Oslo Accords, 
and the split within the Islamic Movement in 
1996, when the southern faction decided to 
run in the Knesset elections. The pragmatism 
of the Arab parties today, coupled with the 
willingness of Jewish parties to recognize their 
political legitimacy, amounts to a breakthrough 
on both sides, which might possibly continue. 
For its part, the Palestinian Authority has not 
criticized or decried Arab society in Israel for 
focusing on its life in the State of Israel and its 
basic existential needs. 

The Arab public has shown that it wants to 
integrate into various aspects of Israeli society. 
Some have given the green light to its Knesset 
representatives to abandon the opposition 
benches and become an essential part of the 
state leadership. The Arab parties are aware 
of this public mood, but they are also aware 
of political manipulations by Jewish parties 
and are sensitive to any damage to their public 
status or their continued exclusion. So far they 
have struggled to find an agreed formula for 
political cooperation with the Jewish parties, 
and fell into a crisis that caused a split and 
considerable damage to their parliamentary 

This increasing legitimacy was not the maturation 
of a long, natural process. It was a response to an 
unprecedented crisis around the continuing rule 
of the Prime Minister, leader of the Likud, which 
made it impossible for either the right or the 
center-left to form a government after four rounds 
of elections.
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strength (dropping from 15 seats to 10) and 
their ability to assure the Arab public that they 
can promote their vital interests.

The Arab political leadership, divided 
in general, and over the issues of political 
integration in particular, must discuss these 
issues with their public and clarify questions 
regarding integration into Israeli society while 
retaining their national identity and the correct 
balance between citizenship and ethno-cultural 
identity. Arab society must construct a new, 
deep, and continuing internal dialogue, which 
should lead to the formulation of a vision with 
agreed strategic objectives that can be achieved 
with a pool of political and social leaders, 
together with civil society activists, intellectuals, 
and academicians. Such a dialogue, which 
would restore trust in the political system 
and in the state and its institutions, could 
stem the steady decline in voter turnout for 
Knesset elections among Arabs and help them 
realize their potential electoral strength. At that 
point, the participation of Arab parties in the 
government could be accepted as legitimate, 
and not the outcome of transient circumstances 
and political interests.

Arab society today participates in all areas 
of life in the country. The contribution of Arab 
medical and healthcare workers alongside their 
Jewish counterparts in the struggle against 
COVID-19 was striking. Demonstrations of 
solidarity and willingness to help the Jewish 
public after the Mount Meron tragedy and 
in other cases are sincere and admirable. 
Therefore, neither racism nor any kind of 
exclusion—social, economic, or political—of 
the Arab public should be tolerated, and it is 
important to nurture solidarity and equality. 
Jewish and Arab leaders and public figures 
must condemn expressions of hatred and racism 
loudly and clearly, and incorporate programs 
to counter them effectively into the education 
system.

Arab society has shown its loyalty to Israel 
and its society over the years. It has adopted 
non-violent methods to express its national 

identity, or to demand policy changes that affect 
it, and thus eased its path toward integration. 
During the violent events of Ramadan and Eid 
al-Fitr (April-May 2021), which spread from 
incidents on the Temple Mount and in East 
Jerusalem to the cities with mixed Jewish 
and Arab populations, most of Arab society 
and its political leaders showed restraint and 
responsibility. They were not drawn into riots 
involving young men from the fringes of Arab 
society and extremist groups from the Jewish 
right. Ra’am chairman Abbas even visited a 
burned synagogue in Lod and offered to help 
repair the damage to the torched houses of 
worship. 

It is too early to assess the long-term impact 
of these events on Jewish-Arab relations and 
the integration of Arabs in the fabric of Israeli 
society. At the same time, it currently seems 
that both Arab and Jewish parties managed to 
weather the challenge of the riots and continue 
political collaboration. The success of the new 
government might contribute to the joint 
capacity of Jews and Arabs in Israel to overcome 
the crisis and relate to it as an opportunity to 
progress. Accordingly, the government must 
refrain from any intention to punish Arab society 
for these disturbances, which is distinct from 
using all possible means to enforce the law 
against the rioters.

The new coalition agreement, which 
includes an article on the implementation of 
plans and projects designed to reduce violence 
and crime in the Arab sector and further social 
and economic as well as housing projects, is 
expected to expedite the processes of integration 

The Arab political leadership, divided in general, 
and over the issues of political integration in 
particular, must discuss these issues with their 
public and clarify questions regarding integration 
into Israeli society while retaining their national 
identity and the correct balance between 
citizenship and ethno-cultural identity.
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of Arabs in Israeli society and the state. The 
coalition talks between parties from the “change 
bloc,” including Yamina, and the Arab parties 
after the 24th Knesset elections were evidence 
of a significant process of legitimization of 
the Arab vote. However, the coalition remains 
vulnerable to delegitimization from the right, 
arguing that they do not have a Jewish majority 
(as in the second Rabin government, in 1992-
1995). If over time such a government proves 
to be unstable, this will make the formation of 
a future government with Arab support more 
difficult.

Jewish parties of the right, left, and center 
have the responsibility to adopt a clear policy 
of recognizing the legitimacy of the Arab vote 
and the parties that represent it. There is no 
option but to recognize that the demographic 
and political reality demands acceptance of 
the Arabs and their Knesset representatives 
as an integral part of Israeli society and the 
fabric of life in the country, and therefore a 
legitimate political force that can be part of the 
coalition and political action. If such recognition 
occurs, the most recent elections could be 
remembered as a practical breakthrough in 
terms of awareness and approval of the Arab 
vote, leading to real partnership and changing 
the status of Arab society for the good of Israel 
and its society as a whole.

***
This article is based, inter alia, on insights that 
emerged in a discussion held at the Institute for 
National Security Studies (INSS) on April 24, 2021, 
with the participation of researchers from INSS 
and elsewhere.
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Did Israel miss the (last) chance for a two-state solution to the Israeli-Palestinian 
conflict? With the growing debate among the Israeli public about the viability 
of a two-state solution, and the lack of public knowledge about the Annapolis 
process and how close Israel may have been to “two states for two peoples,” INSS 
recently published a memorandum on the Annapolis process (2007-2008). The 
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intifada; trust between Prime Minister Olmert and President Mahmoud Abbas; 
an outline for negotiations drawn up in advance with the Palestinians and the 
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and practical talks did not bring about the sought agreement. The Biden 
administration, which hopes to promote the two-state option, could learn from 
the lessons of Annapolis, if it seeks to restart the political process. 
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interests. After that, President Bush was 
supposed to invite the two leaders to a summit 
meeting where details of the agreement would 
be finalized. The President added that Abbas 
did not want to sign an agreement with a Prime 
Minister who was about to leave office.1

US Secretary of State Dr. Condoleezza Rice, 
who was very involved in the Annapolis process 
and followed the progress of negotiations 
closely, also wrote that Abbas and Erekat made 
it clear to the Americans that they were unable 
to accept Olmert’s proposal and could not agree 
to a map that included Israeli annexation of 
Maale Adumim and Ariel.2 In addition, Abbas 
claimed that there was no suitable arrangement 
for four million Palestinian refugees. Abbas 
and Erekat hoped that Rice would persuade 
Foreign Minister Tzipi Livni (if she managed to 
form a government when Olmert left) to first 
define the borders and to reject Olmert’s ideas, 
particularly with reference to the special area 
(the Historic Basin) in Jerusalem. 

The Institute for National Security Studies 
(INSS) memorandum on Annapolis states as 
follows:

President Abbas’s negotiating team 
was surprised by Olmert’s proposed 
package. In meetings held between 
Erekat and Dekel, the Palestinians 
refused to present a counterproposal. 
On the one hand, they sought to 
disassemble the package and to 
discuss each issue separately in 
professional workgroups, while 
exploiting Israel’s room to maneuver 
in each separate issue and rejecting 
the idea of substitutability. On the 
other hand, Erekat raised a number 
of questions and reservations that 
bothered the Palestinian leadership, 
including:
1. From the Palestinian viewpoint, the 
annexation of 6.5% of the territory 
by Israel was unjustified, since the 
area taken up by the settlements was 

The End of the Annapolis Process for 
a Permanent Status Agreement
Toward the end of Ehud Olmert’s term as Prime 
Minister, after he did not manage to reach 
the long-needed agreement with Palestinian 
Authority President Mahmoud Abbas (Abu 
Mazen), a meeting was held with the Israeli 
negotiations team of the Annapolis Process 
(2007-2008), whose goal was to achieve a 
permanent status agreement between Israel 
and the Palestinians, based on the “two states 
for two peoples” formula. Prime Minister Olmert 
presented his goal to achieve a “big bang”—the 
formulation of a joint document of principles 
for a comprehensive agreement. According to 
Olmert, the move was cut short before the task 
was completed, when he was forced to resign 
as Prime Minister.

Olmert referred to the map of the arrangement 
that he himself presented to the President of 
the Palestinian Authority. According to this 
map, 6.5 percent of the Palestinian territories 
would be annexed to Israel, and in return Israel 
would transfer to the Palestinians the equivalent 
of 5.8 percent of its own sovereign territory 
in a land swap. The area of the link between 
the Gaza Strip and the West Bank would be 
calculated as 0.7 percent. In other words, the 
Palestinians would receive land at a ratio of 
1:1—the equivalent of 6.5 percent of the territory 
of the West Bank and the Gaza Strip before 
they were captured in June 1967. There was no 
response to Olmert’s offer from the Palestinian 
side, and during the negotiations wide gaps 
were revealed in the positions of the parties 
on both large and small issues that appeared 
unbridgeable. Apparently this would have been 
the case had the negotiations continued.

Then-United States President George W. 
Bush explained why the road to a settlement 
was blocked. In his memoirs he wrote that a 
move had been prepared to turn Prime Minister 
Olmert’s proposal into an agreement. Olmert 
was supposed to put his proposal to the US 
President, while Abbas would declare that the 
proposal provided a response to Palestinian 

https://www.inss.org.il/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/Memo212_e.pdf
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Olmert emphasized at a briefing at the Jerusalem 
Institute for Policy Research that Abu Mazen made 
a mistake by not responding to his proposal: I 
told him that an offer like this would not be made 
again during the next 50 years and even if there is 
another offer it will not be a better one. Abu Mazen 
made the mistake of a lifetime

no more than 1.5% of the territory 
captured in 1967; it interrupts the 
Palestinian state’s territorial continuity; 
and it gives Israel a foothold on the 
mountain aquifer and the possibility 
of maintaining control over it.
2. The Palestinians felt that the 5.8% 
of Israeli territory to be swapped 
would not be of similar quality to the 
territory that was to be “stolen” from 
the Palestinians.
3. According to the Palestinian view, 
the proposed number of refugees 
that would be permitted to return to 
Israel was almost negligible relative 
to the scope of the problem and was 
not “marketable,” a situation that 
would limit the possibility of gaining 
support for the settlement among 
the Palestinian public. In addition, 
Israeli recognition of the refugees’ 
suffering would be insufficient, and 
the Palestinians demanded an Israeli 
declaration of [exclusive] responsibility 
for the problem. This would provide a 
pretext for demanding compensation 
from Israel, including restitution in-
kind (return of the assets themselves 
or their equivalent). (pp. 87-88)

Furthermore, 

The Palestinians explained their 
absence of a response to Olmert’s 
proposal by saying that Olmert was 
due to end his term of office in early 
2009, and in their assessment there 
was a significant chance that Benjamin 
Netanyahu would be the next Prime 
Minister of Israel. According to Erekat, 
if Abbas accepted Olmert’s proposal, 
he would be showing flexibility that 
went far beyond the extent to which 
the Palestinians could agree, and 
as a result he would be accused of 
betraying the Palestinian people. 

Furthermore, an Israeli government 
under Netanyahu would not approve 
the agreement and certainly would not 
implement it. To obtain the support 
of the Palestinian public in reaching 
a settlement, what was needed, in 
Erekat’s view, was “respect for the 
Palestinians and making that respect 
visible.” (p. 89)

The memorandum also states that

Olmert emphasized at [a] briefing 
at the Jerusalem Institute for Policy 
Research that Abu Mazen made a 
mistake by not responding to his 
proposal: I told him that an offer like 
this would not be made again during 
the next 50 years and even if there is 
another offer it will not be a better 
one. Abu Mazen made the mistake of 
a lifetime but one needs to remember 
that he believed that I was on the way 
to prison; and the Israeli ministers are 
advising him [not to continue with 
negotiations] and Dahlan and Abed 
Rabu are breathing down his neck. 
He and his team thought that there 
would soon be a president in the White 
House who is one of their own [i.e., 
Barack Obama]. (p. 90) 

In retrospect, in personal meetings, Abbas 
expressed regret for not responding positively 
to Olmert’s proposal.

In the Annapolis Process, as in other rounds 
of negotiations—the Camp David Summit in 
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2000 between Prime Minister Ehud Barak 
and PLO leader Yasir Arafat, President Bill 
Clinton’s parameters for a permanent status 
agreement later that year, and the principles 
of the permanent agreement sought by US 
Secretary of State John Kerry (2014)—the 
purpose of the talks was to achieve a permanent 
status agreement covering all the issues in 
dispute, based on the two-state solution (for 
two peoples, according to the Israeli position). 
Prime Minister Olmert and Foreign Minister 
Livni directed the negotiations built on an 
assessment that the two-state solution was 
essential to ensure Israel’s continued existence 
as a democratic Jewish state, and on the fear of 
losing the Jewish demographic majority in the 
land west of the Jordan River. Moreover, they 
expressed concern about the voices worldwide 
calling for a one-state solution, as the possibility 
of a two-state solution seemed to ebb. 

The leaders of the talks on the Palestinian 
side, Abu Alaa and Saeb Erekat, repeatedly 
stressed that by adopting the two-state solution 
and renouncing 78 percent of “Greater Palestine” 
(the area of the State of Israel before the Six Day 
War) they were making huge overtures toward 
Israel. At times of crisis during the talks, Abu 
Alaa generally explained that the Palestinians 
would prefer the solution of a single state for 
all its citizens (i.e., not bi-national, since they 
do not recognize the Jewish nation), and their 
very consent to a two-state solution was a 
compromise on their part, while emphasizing 
that “the demographic clock” worked to their 
advantage.

The common assessment is that the 
government of Israel and the senior PLO officials 
who were the Palestinian representatives 
failed to reach the desired agreement due 
to differences over the core issues—territory 
and borders, Jerusalem, security, refugees, 
two nation states, and the end of claims—and 
because no formula could be found to bridge all 
the issues, either separately or as a whole. Apart 
from the gaps in positions on both large and 

small issues, there were three main obstacles 
to progress: 
a. Full or limited Palestinian sovereignty: In 

all rounds of talks until then, Israel agreed 
to recognize an independent, stable, 
responsible Palestinian state that functioned 
effectively and was at peace with the State 
of Israel. However, mainly for reasons of 
security and settlement, Israel demanded 
restrictions on Palestinian sovereignty 
in several areas, including the long-term 
presence of IDF forces in the Jordan 
Valley, even if that was within the borders 
of the Palestinian state; unified aerial and 
electromagnetic space under [overriding] 
Israeli control; Israeli security presence in 
the external perimeter, including security 
checks at the external border crossings of 
the Palestinian state; and the retention of 
settlement blocs and free movement for 
their residents into Israel. These restrictions 
were dubbed “Palestinian state minus.” On 
the other hand, the Palestinians demanded 
full sovereignty on land, in the air, and 
at sea, with no security or civilian Israeli 
presence in their state, and were not 
willing to compromise on this. They did 
recognize Israel’s security needs and were 
prepared for restrictions on the abilities 
of the Palestinian security forces (without 
an army or capabilities to threaten Israel) 
and a commitment to prevent terror and 
military threats against Israel. However, the 
Palestinian negotiators were not prepared to 
leave any control over Palestinian sovereign 
areas in Israeli hands.

b. Asymmetry between the parties was a 
material obstacle in the talks. Israel came 
to the negotiations from a position of power, 
as the party controlling the territory and 
determining the fabric of Palestinian life, 
based on a strong army with access to all 
parts of the territories, including the heart 
of Palestinian towns. On the other hand, the 
Palestinians saw themselves as victims and 
came to the talks on the “rights ticket”: after 
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what they saw as the loss of their rights in 
the United Nations resolution of November 
29, 1947 (and 78 percent of Palestinian 
territory), they demanded in return full 
implementation of their rights on the West 
Bank and in the Gaza Strip. The Palestinian 
narrative, which they said is grounded in the 
value of honor, stresses that the Palestinians 
are under Israeli occupation, and therefore 
they are unable to exercise their right to self-
determination, with their lands stolen and 
every aspect of their lives subject to Israeli 
decision. When Israel came to discuss rights, 
it immediately presented the historical link of 
the Jewish people to Jerusalem and Judea 
and Samaria, which prompted the dispute 
over who has more rights to the land. In a 
situation of such deep asymmetry, it is very 
hard to create trust between the parties—
something that is essential for flexibility in 
positions and potential [zones of possible] 
agreement.

c. During the dozens of hours of meetings 
I held as head of the Israeli negotiating 
team with my counterpart Dr. Saeb Erekat, 
I repeated the statement that we had an 
opportunity, perhaps for the last time, to 
reach a settlement realizing 97 percent of 
the Palestinian claims, and thus bringing 
about a dramatic and historic change in favor 
of the Palestinians, certainly compared to 
their current situation. Erekat consistently 
replied: “All or nothing.”
Another important finding of the research 

on the Annapolis process shows that even 
professional and practical handling of the 
talks, in contrast to the criticism directed at 
Israeli conduct before the Camp David talks in 
2000, did not lead to the sought agreement. The 
Annapolis process saw optimal conditions for 
negotiations and a golden opportunity to reach 
a settlement: calm after the years of violent 
terror of the second intifada; close relationships 
and even trust between the leaders, Prime 
Minister Olmert and Palestinian Authority 
President Abbas; a supportive US administration 

involved to a suitable extent in the process, with 
a steering committee headed by US Secretary 
of State Rice; an outline of talks drawn up in 
advance jointly with the Palestinians and the 
United States; full prior agreement between 
the parties over how to conduct the process; 
the establishment of professional groups that 
included professionals and expert practitioners; 
discretion and confidentiality, with discussions 
far from the media; and a supportive and non-
interventional international system. Yet even 
all these conditions did not result in a different 
outcome from previous negotiations.

The Value and Viability of the 
Status Quo
The research into the Annapolis process 
confirmed that in spite of the genuine intentions 
and strong desire of Israeli Prime Minister Ehud 
Olmert and Foreign Minister Tzipi Livni to reach 
an agreement with the Palestinians, the magic 
formula to achieve the objective could not be 
found. In light of a series of crises in relations 
between Israel and the Palestinians, and the 
failure of the paradigm of negotiations to achieve 
a comprehensive permanent status agreement 
resolving all the issues in dispute toward two 
states for two peoples, many in Israel find the 
current situation much to their advantage. In 
their assessment, it provides security stability, 
partly due to Israel’s control of the Jordan Valley 
and IDF freedom of operation throughout the 
West Bank, allowing it to maintain an ongoing 
campaign against terrorist infrastructures; 
Israel’s ability to defend itself against possible 
external threats while it has absolute control in 
the air, on the ground, and over land crossings 
into the West Bank; security cooperation 
with Jordan and Egypt, and with the security 
mechanisms of the Palestinian Authority (with 
ups and downs); and the Palestinian Authority’s 
responsibility for aspects of civil governance 
in the West Bank—law and order, concern for 
the public’s daily needs—thus removing this 
burden from Israel’s shoulders.
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Moreover, the rules of the game were also 
established for Hamas in the Gaza Strip: there 
are sometimes unusual events that can escalate 
into military conflicts, but thus far, the reality 
that has emerged serves the argument of the 
Israeli government that there is no partner for 
an agreement, and that the outcome of any 
agreement is almost certain, namely, the fate of 
the West Bank would be the same as the fate of 
the Gaza Strip, which is controlled by a terrorist 
organization, Hamas. Above all, it appears that 
both parties, Israel and the Palestinians, believe 
that time is working in their favor, and there is 
discernible acceptance on both sides of a status 
quo that is preferable to other options, which 
would require their leaders to make difficult 
decisions involving the necessity to adjust to 
a different reality.

In fact, however, the status quo is tantamount 
to an illusion. The current situation means slowly 
sliding into a one-state reality: Israel continues 
its expansion of settlements, taking control and 
trying to remove Palestinians from Area C in the 
West Bank; the security barrier between Israel 
and the Palestinian territories is incomplete, not 
reinforced, and easily and regularly breached; 
tens of thousands of Palestinian workers, with 
and without permits, cross into Israel every day 
for work; and in practice there is a mingling of 
the two populations, Palestinian and Jewish, 
and one day we will wake up and discover that 
the knot cannot be untied and the two can no 
longer be separated.

The Institute for National Security Studies 
(INSS) conducted research to map and analyze 
the options for an arrangement between Israel 

and the Palestinians. In this study, which 
included simulations, a series of alternatives 
were examined:
a. Two states for two peoples
b. One state with equal rights for all its citizens; 

one state without equal rights (apartheid)
c. An Israeli-Palestinian federation
d. An Israeli-Palestinian confederation
e. A Jordanian-Palestinian confederation
f. Two states in one space with open borders
g. Unilateral separation by Israel from the areas 

settled by Palestinians in the West Bank 
h. Transitional arrangements—gradual 

implementation of what can be agreed, 
before a detailed definition of the final 
agreement

i. A regional agreement and multilateral 
solution for the bilateral dispute between 
Israel and the Palestinians

j. A Palestinian state within provisional borders 
before final status agreement is reached on 
all the issues (based on the “roadmap”)3

k. The breakdown/dismantling of the 
Palestinian Authority and transition to a 
situation of Palestinian cantons in the West 
Bank

l. Continued conflict management, while 
adjusting to changes in the situation.
The research findings show that in the long 

run, the solution of two states for two peoples 
is the most stable framework that supports 
the supreme objective of the State of Israel—a 
Jewish, democratic, secure, and moral state—
and could overcome a host of possible future 
challenges and scenarios. A central insight is 
that there is still a chance for the two-state 
solution, but to preserve the goal and halt the 
slide into a one-state reality, it is imperative to 
promote the optimal and most relevant option 
for the foreseeable future, which is political, 
geographic, and demographic separation from 
the Palestinians. This should preferably be based 
on coordination and consent between Israel 
and the Palestinian Authority that maintains 
freedom of security activity and creates a reality 
of two separate, distinct political entities, in a 

The research findings show that in the long 
run, the solution of two states for two peoples 
is the most stable framework that supports the 
supreme objective of the State of Israel—a Jewish, 
democratic, secure, and moral state—and could 
overcome a host of possible future challenges and 
scenarios.

https://www.inss.org.il/publication/strategic-framework-israeli-palestinian-arena/?offset=5&posts=9&subject=255&free_text=strategic framework
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graduated bottom-up process, requiring no 
prior agreement over all details of the final 
situation.

The Required Direction
The slow but steady deviation emerging in 
recent years from the overriding objective 
requires a change of direction that maximizes 
the situation in which the powers, first and 
foremost the United States, now under a 
Democratic administration, and the European 
Union still believe in the two-state solution 
and are ready to enlist in the process of its 
implementation. 

It would be wrong to wait for the ideal 
negotiations that will solve all problems and 
disputes in one take, since the main gaps and 
obstacles that have prevented success until now 
still exist: unbridgeable divides over core issues, 
loss of trust between the parties, and changes 
in the strategic and political environment on 
both sides. There is therefore no reason to try 
to revive the same format that has failed time 
and again.

The reality is dynamic and changing. In 
Israeli society there is a split between right 
wing elements opposed to the establishment 
of a Palestinian state, based on a pessimistic 
assessment of the risk that such a state will 

become a terrorist entity and platform for 
attacking Israel, as well as unwillingness to 
yield any part of the ancestral homeland; and 
left wing elements, concerned that over time 
Israel will lose its demographic majority, since 
it will not be possible to include the Palestinian 
public without granting them civil rights, and 
thus Israel will lose its Jewish character, its 
stability, and its internal security. Public opinion 
polls in recent years show that most of the 
Israeli public supports separation from the 
Palestinians and efforts to achieve a settlement 
based on two states for two peoples.

In the Palestinian camp opinions are also 
divided: the PLO leadership and the Palestinian 
Authority still support the two-state solution as 
the way to realize Palestinian national rights. 
On the other hand, the rejectionists, headed 
by Hamas, are not prepared to recognize 
Israel’s right to exist, and still dream of Greater 
Palestine from the river to the sea—a dream 
they believe can be achieved through armed 
struggle. Meanwhile another camp is emerging, 
of young Palestinians who have lost faith in 
the two-state solution and seek to realize their 
personal aspirations and promote opportunities 
by means of full civil rights in a single state.

In Israel there is a misguided feeling that 
time is on its side, particularly in view of the 

https://www.inss.org.il/he/publication/national-sacurity-index/
https://www.inss.org.il/he/publication/national-sacurity-index/
https://www.washingtoninstitute.org/policy-analysis/nation-divided-palestinian-views-war-and-peace-israel
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normalization of relations with the United Arab 
Emirates, Bahrain, Morocco, and Sudan, the 
expectation of a continuing process with other 
Arab countries, and the idea that the Palestinian 
issue can be marginalized. This illusion was 
shattered by the events of May 2021 in Jerusalem 
and in Israeli cities with mixed Arab and Jewish 
populations, and by the fighting with Hamas 
in the Gaza Strip. Yet notwithstanding these 
events, the idea encourages the conclusion that 
there is no reason to rush the process, and it 
is possible to continue conflict management. 
Against this background, the Israeli leadership 
prefers to remain in its comfort zone and steer 
the Israeli ship without defining its ultimate 
destination, avoiding the necessity of making 
fateful decisions to ensure the realization of 
the vision of Israel as a democratic and Jewish 
state. A situation in which no decisions are 
taken will lead to a slow slide into the one-
state reality, with no analysis of its significance 
or discussion of its implications and their 
complexity. In this sense, it would be correct 
to treat the events of May 2021 as a harbinger of 
the possible behavior of Arab society in Israel, 
the potential for escalation in Gaza, and possibly 
a deterioration of the security situation in the 
Palestinian Authority areas as well.

Israel must initiate and lead processes 
divorced from the Palestinian principle of 
“all or nothing,” and urge acceptance of an 
alternative principle of implementing whatever 
is agreed, in order to not be drawn into the 
reality of complication and mixing between 
populations belonging to two peoples who are 
in a national, religious, and cultural conflict. 
Inter alia, and perhaps primarily, the Israeli 
government should spearhead a smart move of 
enlisting public opinion in Israel for recognition 
of the importance of a political-territorial 
strategy to create a situation that will facilitate 
future separation from the Palestinians. Such 
a strategy could rest on moves in the following 
directions:
a. An official statement that Israel seeks to 

shape a reality of two separate and distinct 

entities, whereby Israel is the national home 
of the Jewish people, and Palestine is the 
national home of the Palestinian people 
and the framework for realization of its 
rights. The clear preference is to achieve 
this situation through negotiation, but if 
this is not possible, Israel should make 
independent moves, without shutting the 
door to subsequent participation by the 
Palestinian Authority. 

b. Transitional arrangements introduced 
in collaboration with the Palestinian 
Authority, in order to establish the PA as 
the responsible and effective entity leading 
the Palestinian camp and a partner in the 
process. The transitional arrangements will 
be oriented toward separation, based on 
the principle that “anything agreed by the 
parties will be implemented.” Progress in 
the process, namely, involving the gradual 
implementation of aspects of independence 
for the Palestinian state, with a freeze on 
settlement building outside the security 
barrier, will be conditional on progress in 
building the Palestinian state, including 
an effective fight against terror, enhanced 
governance, and the establishment of 
functioning institutions, according to agreed 
arrangements. 

c. Regional support to give legitimacy to the 
moves toward separation and transitional 
agreements, based on peaceful relations 
with Egypt, Jordan, the United Arab Emirates, 
Bahrain, Morocco, and other countries that 
have espoused normalization. The regional 
envelope will also provide guarantees to 
the Palestinian Authority in return for its 
willingness to cooperate, support gradual 
progress toward a Palestinian state, and 
give guarantees for implementation of 
the arrangements by both parties. Israel 
should strive to incorporate the Palestinian 
Authority in the economic, technological, 
and other changes following supportive 
regional involvement in the process.
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d. The retention of overall security responsibility 
in IDF hands, together with Israel’s freedom 
of operation in the fight against terror 
infrastructures throughout the area, and 
an effort to increase cooperation with the 
Palestinian security apparatuses. This will 
be based on the principle that the greater 
the willingness of Palestinian forces to take 
action against terror and the greater their 
effectiveness, the lower the IDF profile will 
be in Palestinian territory.

e. International legitimacy, essential for 
recruiting support for any initiative intended 
to shape a two-state reality. It is vital for the 
international community to make it clear 
to the Palestinians that it does not intend 
to force Israel to accept the Palestinian 
terms for a settlement, and that the parties 
themselves must reach agreement.

Rules for Conducting Negotiations
If a political process resumes, what follows is a 
list of ironclad rules for conducting negotiations, 
based on lessons learned from previous 
rounds of talks and analyzed in the Annapolis 
memorandum:
a. There must be a less ambitious objective 

than comprehensive agreement on all final 
status issues, because of the unbridgeable 
gaps in the positions of the parties and the 
asymmetry between them.

b. A complex ethnic dispute between two 
peoples fighting for their right to the same 
piece of land cannot be resolved in one 
stroke, and must be spread over a period 
of time and sub-issues on which agreement 
can be reached, and which can be gradually 
implemented, while constantly learning from 
the implementation of each stage.

c. There must be a permanent negotiations 
team, charged with the tasks of identifying 
opportunities to further the political 
process, preparing material required for 
talks, preparing the negotiations meetings, 
conducting simulations to prepare the teams 
for challenges and surprises that may arise 

during talks, tracking the status of the 
process, defining the stages of progress, 
identifying gaps and how to handle them, 
and planning in advance how to deal with 
the obstacles that could hinder negotiations.

d. The negotiations format must be agreed 
on in advance with the Palestinians. The 
first step is to map all the topics and reach 
agreement over the issues that the parties 
wish to discuss; followed by definition of 
the purpose and framework of the expert 
committees to be established; simultaneous 
discussions at leadership level—top 
down—and at specialist level—bottom up; 
preparation of a chart to monitor all issues 
under discussion: interests, positions, gaps, 
areas of agreement. It is important to create 
a positive trend with the focus first on areas 
of agreement and an attitude of “whatever 
is agreed will be implemented,” instead of 
the approach that nothing will be agreed 
until everything is agreed. There should be 
preliminary agreement on a mechanism 
for resolving any crises in the course of 
negotiations.

e. The objective is to locate the zone of 
possible agreement (ZOPA) and extend it 
through constant dialogue and formulated 
understandings between the parties, 
or issues that both sides can accept and 
implement, even without signing a final 
agreement.

f. To ensure the professional continuation 
of negotiations, a number of rules must be 
observed: secrecy—both sides must agree 
to refrain from revealing the contents of 
discussions, managing the negotiations 
through the media, and giving interviews, 
while keeping all details within the discussion 
rooms, in order to save the negotiators from 
the need to deal with external pressures; 
multiple channels—in addition to the 
negotiating teams, there should be side 
channels with senior Palestinian elements 
to clarify the Palestinian view of progress 
in the talks and find creative solutions for 
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Notes
1 Bush, G. (2010). Decision points. Crown Publishing 

Group, pp. 409-410.
2 Rice, C. (2011). No higher honor. Broadway Books, p. 

723.
3 The “roadmap” is an American multiphase plan that 

proposed gradual progress toward the conclusion of 
the Israeli-Palestinian dispute, and consequently also 
the Arab-Israeli conflict. The plan was approved by 
the Quartet (the United States, the UN, the European 
Union, and Russia) and submitted to Israel and the 
Palestinian Authority on April 30, 2003. Implementation 
of the initiative was supposed to bring an end to the 
conflict by 2005. The roadmap defined three primary 
stages, each involving reciprocal moves in the areas 
of security, economy, construction and strengthening 
of Palestinian institutions, and the humanitarian 
realm. It was determined that only confirmation by 
the Quartet that all obligations had been fulfilled at 
any stage would allow advances to the next stage. 
In fact, the first stage was not fully implemented, 
and therefore there was no progress according to 
the outline toward the second stage of establishing 
a Palestinian state within temporary borders, before 
agreement on permanent status issues.

problems that are not solved within the 
negotiations room; negotiations as equals—
with no feelings of superiority or patronizing, 
while giving the Palestinian side a platform 
from which to present its narrative of rights.
In conclusion, the Palestinian problem 

will not disappear if we don’t talk about it. 
On the contrary, the absence of dialogue or 
negotiations distances us from the ability to 
think, devise, and promote solutions. Since no 
endgame can be reached now, there is a need 
to shape the reality of separation by measured 
steps, bottom up.
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The Core of the Regional Struggle: 
Actors or Camps? 

Yoel Guzansky and Daniel Rakov
The Middle East, which is generally regarded as a distinct regional system, is 
characterized by much multi-dimensional diversity. This article examines the 
contribution of the “camps model” to a description of the regional dynamics while 
pointing to some of its most prominent lacunae, and suggests initial directions 
for a supplementary “strategic hedging model” that stresses the interests and 
preferences of the political actors. Underlying the supplementary model is the 
premise that the Middle East is a decentralized system in which the respective 
actors, state and non-state, are themselves at the center. This conceptual 
approach demonstrates the limitations of the camps model, which occasionally 
exceed its analytical contribution.
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Introduction
The area stretching from Morocco in the west 
to Iran in the east, and from Turkey in the north 
to Sudan in the south, is currently divided into 
21 sovereign states and numerous sub-state 
entities, and characterized by a wide variety of 
fault lines, which lay the foundations for rivalries 
of local, regional, and even international 
importance. The populations of the region and 
the regional states—Arabs, Persians, Turks, 
Kurds, Jews, and others—can be classified by 
ethnic origin; by religion and sect: Muslim—
Sunna, Shia, and others, Christians, Jews, and 
more; by political structure, usually monarchies 
versus “republics,” or degrees of dictatorship 
versus democracy; by geographical alignment—
Levant, Maghreb, Gulf, and so on; by division 
that puts states on one side and non-state or 
semi-state organizations on the other; and 
finally, by blocs, axes, or camps, based on their 
stance toward Israel and/or the West, or their 
ideological orientation, above all the various 
shades of political Islam.

Upheavals in the Arab world since 2010 
have led to far-reaching changes in the region’s 
regimes and the dynamics that drive them, as 
well as in the theories that seek to explain those 
realities. For example, there is the attempt to 
capture the regional picture from the angle 
of the failed state phenomenon, to define the 
causes and features of this phenomenon in each 
of the Arab states and its expansion in the area, 
and to assess its significance and consequences 
in the regional and international context in 
general, and with respect to Israel in particular. 
Itai Brun and Sarah Feuer presented a system-
wide model on the shape of the Middle East. 
The model represents a refined, updated, and 
more detailed version of the four camps model, 
which Brun developed when he was head of 
the Research and Analysis Division of the IDF 
Intelligence Directorate (Aman).

Brun and Feuer’s model contributes to an 
understanding of the complex dynamics of the 
Middle East, and we adopt some of its elements. 
However, in the following article we take issue 

with the emphasis on the division into four 
camps as a central definition of the regional 
order, and propose supplementing it with the 
strategic hedging model regarding regional 
actors, both state and sub-state. In our eyes, 
the strength of actors in the region, and above 
all the middle powers, is more significant than 
the inter-camp dynamic.

The Four Camps Model
Strategic Survey for Israel for the years 2019-
2020 and 2020-2021, published by the Institute 
for National Security Studies (INSS), include 
chapters that describe the regional dynamic 
at the system level. They argue that the region 
is characterized by “the contest between four 
clusters of actors wishing to see a regional 
order emerge that will reflect their interests 
on a variety of core issues: Iranian influence, 
relations with the West, territorial integrity of 
states, political Islam, sectarianism, and modes 
of governance.” The four camps are:
a. The radical Shiite axis led by Iran (in 2020-

2021 it was indeed called “the Iran-led 
axis”), which includes Syria under Bashar 
al-Assad, Hezbollah, the Houthis in Yemen, 
the Shiite militias operating in various Middle 
East arenas, and Palestinian Islamic Jihad 
(notwithstanding its Sunni identity).

b. The Sunni Islamists camp, which includes 
the supporters of political Islam in the guise 
of the Muslim Brotherhood: Turkey, Qatar, 
Hamas, and what remains of the Muslim 
Brotherhood elsewhere in the region. The 
camp is not united and its regional influence 
has declined.

c. The jihadists, which include the Islamic State 
(ISIS) and al-Qaeda terrorist organizations. 
In recent year this camp has suffered severe 
blows.

d. The Sunni pragmatic states, including 
Egypt, Jordan, Saudi Arabia, the United 
Arab Emirates and other Gulf states (apart 
from Qatar), and Morocco. These elements 
promote a pro-Western, anti-Iranian, anti-

https://www.inss.org.il/publication/arab-world-road-state-failure/
https://strategicassessment.inss.org.il/en/articles/in-search-of-a-regional-order-the-struggle-over-the-shape-of-the-middle-east/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZXIk-VkOq-g
https://www.jstor.org/stable/23017154?seq=1
https://www.inss.org.il/publication/the-regional-system-struggling-for-the-shape-of-the-middle-east/
https://www.inss.org.il/publication/the-regional-system-struggling-for-the-shape-of-the-middle-east/
https://www.inss.org.il/publication/strategic-survey-local-arena/
https://www.inss.org.il/publication/the-regional-system-struggling-for-the-shape-of-the-middle-east/
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Islamist, and nationalist vision, under 
authoritarian governments.
This division and its central position in the 

characterization of the Middle East following 
the Arab Spring (since 2010) continue the line 
of analysis presented by Brun from the INSS 
podium in 2014. Brun and Feuer explain that 
“the classification of these camps is not meant 
to suggest that their competing visions of a 
regional order constitute the only, or even in 
some cases the primary, factor motivating their 
actions,” and that “the competing camps are 
not only distinct from one another; they also 
differ in kind.”

Criticism of the Four Camps Model
There are many elements in the Brun and Feuer 
model that contribute to an understanding 
of the region: the need to look at the Middle 
East from a prism of systemic analysis, the 
struggle as the regional architecture, and the 
assertion that the present time is an interim 
period toward a new regional order, whose 
features are still unknown. Yet while their model 
is an important contribution to the ability to 
analyze processes in the Middle East in an age 
of rapid change, the rigid definition of camps 
requires further examination. More specifically, 
one layer of analysis, while mentioning the 
struggle between the public and their rulers, 
and the inter-camp struggle at the system level, 
fails to distinguish the particular interests of the 
different regional political actors. Moreover, 
the specific division into four camps presents 
difficulties, at an epistemological level (is the 
definition as camps an effective paradigm), 
and at an ontological level (do these camps 
actually exist, and is the ideological struggle 
between them indeed the main force driving 
regional dynamics).

Regarding the epistemological level, all too 
often the names given to camps in Middle East 
Studies blur the reality and hinder a deeper 
insight. For example, the most unified camp 
or alignment in the region is often called the 
“radical axis.” This term was widespread after 

the Second Lebanon War, and joined other terms 
(such as the “Shiite crescent”) that sought to 
group the enemies of Israel/the United States 
under a catchy negative label. Although this is 
the most “homogenous” bloc of actors, the term 
“axis” clouds the central question regarding the 
nature of this bloc: does it comprise Iran and 
proxies that yield to its absolute authority, or 
is it a non-monolithic collection of groups with 
essential ideological and political differences 
(for example, Islamic Iran versus secular Syria, 
or Sunni Hamas versus Shiite Hezbollah), and 
different arenas of operation and rivals, some 
with mainly local agendas? The term “Iran-led 
axis” implies that the answer to this question is 
Iran and its proxies, while the regional reality 
is more complex.

The roots of the term “radical axis” lie in an 
American and Israeli attempt to categorize their 
enemies in the Middle East and elsewhere (North 
Korea), but the label does not sufficiently reflect 
the regional dynamic. The actors described 
as members of the axis change frequently 
and do not necessarily share many political 
interests. On the other hand, the term “axis of 
resistance,” coined by regional actors to describe 
themselves, should be viewed differently. It 
essentially expresses defiance of the term “axis 
of evil” (used by former US President George W. 
Bush) and defines the alignment by its members 
negatively—by their opposition to the United 
States and Israel—rather than positively, i.e., 
by their shared ideas. 

The terms “axis of resistance” or “radical 
Shiite axis” can help explain the links between 
the enemies of Israel and the United States or 
the mutual commitment between Iran, Syria, 
and Hezbollah, manifested in Syria, for example. 

The roots of the term “radical axis” lie in an 
American and Israeli attempt to categorize their 
enemies in the Middle East and elsewhere, 
but the label does not sufficiently reflect the 
regional dynamic.

https://strategicassessment.inss.org.il/en/articles/in-search-of-a-regional-order-the-struggle-over-the-shape-of-the-middle-east/
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However, the definitions of “axis” or “Shiite” 
do not contribute to an understanding of this 
grouping, its cohesion, or the chance of any rift 
within it. Syria under Bashar al-Assad was never 
Shiite (but secular), and even the demographic 
shifts of the last decade have not yet changed 
this identity. Even though the attempts to drive 
a wedge between Iran and the Assad regime, or 
between Iran and the Houthis, have failed, it is 
difficult to assert that members of the axis are 
held together by a shared ideology. Similarly, 
the attacks of September 11, 2001 showed that 
“moderate Sunnis” are not so moderate, insofar 
as the regimes of the Gulf states fostered Islamic 
extremism and more than once secured their 
own stability by funding extremist ideological 
movements, which worked to undermine 
stability in other parts of the world. 

The division into four camps arose in the 
Israeli security establishment as a response to 
the events of the Arab Spring and the regional 
upheaval in 2011-2014. Previously, the accepted 
division was between the “axis of resistance” 
(or the pro-Shiite camp led by Iran) and the 
“moderate” states led by Saudi Arabia and 
Egypt. This dichotomous division distinguished 
between the regional actors that identified 
with Iran—the state enemy that presents the 
principal threat to Israel—and those that did 
not. The regional upheaval undermined the 
conviction underlying this division, by bringing 
to the fore other forces that threatened Israel’s 
security interests, and the model was expanded 
from two camps to four.

Although the four camps model presents 
a more refined thesis compared to the 
dichotomous framework that preceded it, the 
conceptual roots of the previous idea are deeply 
embedded within the new approach. The older 
division split the Middle East into “against us” 
(“the radical axis”) and “not against us” (“the 
moderate camp”), while the new approach has 
added two more blocs with different Islamist 
tones. Moreover, the terms “Islamist” and 
“jihadist” are not used by members of the camps 
to describe themselves, and they are essentially 

negative labels that imply strong ideological 
cohesion between groups that actually comprise 
a mixture of organizations. In this context, in 
their most recent article, Brun and Feuer were 
right to discard branding definitions in their 
descriptions of the four camps in favor of more 
neutral terms.

At the ontological level, it is possible to point 
to a number of weaknesses in the description 
of the situation and dynamics of the Middle 
East by means of the four camps model in its 
current format:
a. The model confuses the conceptual struggles 

for the shape of the Middle East with the 
forms assumed by groups that organize 
to promote these ideas. Brun and Feuer 
try to bridge the tension between the two 
by explaining that “the competing visions 
of the regional order” are not necessarily 
the main factor driving the actors, there 
are many differences in the nature of the 
camps, and sometimes members of the 
same camp are hostile to each other. They 
have difficulty in formulating clear visions, 
whether positive or negative, that unite the 
members of the various camps, and this is 
particularly apparent with respect to the 
“Iran-led camp” or the anti-Iranian Sunni 
states. It is also possible to argue with the 
statement that “Sunni Islamists” are a camp 
whose regional strength has declined. The 
underlying idea that “Islam is the solution” 
retains a strong grip in many parts of the 
Middle East.

b. The model assumes that the ideological 
resemblance, if it indeed exists, between 
the world views of the actors creates shared 
interests and makes it easier for them to 
cooperate. This assumption is not valid for 
the jihadists, for example, and even among 
the “Sunni pragmatic states” there are deep 
disagreements around particular interests 
and personal conflicts. The model focuses 
on assigning the actors to camps, and does 
not provide a response to the discussion 
on the cohesiveness of the camps, or on 

https://www.regthink.org/articles/ethnic-struggles-in-syria
https://www.regthink.org/articles/ethnic-struggles-in-syria
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/14702436.2015.1065612
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/14702436.2015.1065612
https://www.inss.org.il/publication/strategic-survey-for-israel-2011/?offset=9&posts=12&type=406
https://www.inss.org.il/publication/the-nature-of-the-radical-axis/
https://www.inss.org.il/publication/the-nature-of-the-radical-axis/
https://strategicassessment.inss.org.il/en/articles/in-search-of-a-regional-order-the-struggle-over-the-shape-of-the-middle-east/
https://strategicassessment.inss.org.il/en/articles/in-search-of-a-regional-order-the-struggle-over-the-shape-of-the-middle-east/
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what unites or divides the actors assigned 
to each. It does not examine the viewpoint 
of each actor (state/group/organization) to 
see how central the camp is to its identity, 
compared to links and interests relating to 
actors outside the camp.

c. The model makes no reference to countries 
such as Yemen, Lebanon, and Iraq, which 
only appear as arenas for struggle between 
the camps; the model does not deal with 
Kurds or Christians, or with Algeria, Tunisia, 
Oman, Sudan, Kuwait, and others. Israel is 
described by Brun and Feuer as a partner of 
the Arab Sunni camp, in spite of its important 
cooperation with Turkey and Qatar, and 
previously it even had some “joint ventures” 
with jihadist organizations in southern Syria.

d. The model does not deal with other 
competing ideas in the Middle East, 
e.g., secularism, ethnic differentiation, 
democratization, and more. This is based 
on a tacit assumption (that requires proof) 
that these ideas are on the sidelines of the 
Middle East agenda.

e. The model ignores the fact that some of the 
actors in the Middle East are part of systems 
or sub-systems that reach outside the region: 
Turkey—Europe and the Caucasus; the Gulf 
states—the Horn of Africa and the Indian 
subcontinent; North African countries—
part of the African system and with links 
to Europe; Iran—the Caucasus, Central Asia, 
and Afghanistan.
The division into an Arab Sunni camp and an 

Islamist Sunni camp also blurs the differences 
between members of the camps and cross-
cooperation:
a. Although Turkey is indeed the largest 

and most prominent country espousing 
a Muslim Brotherhood ideology, there are 
other important elements of the Turkish 
leadership overlooked by this label, such as 
Turkish (and even pan-Turkish) nationalism 
and populism. And while Turkey nurtures 
the Muslim Brotherhood as a mechanism 
for expanding its influence, this is not a 

clearly dominant element in its regional 
approach. Even the inclusion of Qatar in this 
camp is not natural, in view of the wealthy 
emirate’s high level of maneuverability 
and the independent foreign policy it has 
adopted since 1995. The description of Qatar 
as identifying absolutely with the Muslim 
Brotherhood does not accord with its 
strategic goals, with its opportunism, or with 
the religious outlook of its leadership and 
citizens (the religious stream in the emirate 
is Wahhabism, as preached by the House of 
Saud). Qatar’s history proves that in most 
cases the pragmatic element of its foreign 
policy overrides the ideological element.

b. Within the “pragmatic” camp there are 
rivalries, and alliances are sometimes made 
ad hoc, according to the context and specific 
interests of the parties. Therefore this camp 
has so far not managed to build a united, 
solid front against Iran and its allies, and its 
members are divided over how they view 
each other, the great powers, and Israel. 
For example, the two leading members 
of the Gulf Cooperation Council, Saudi 
Arabia and the United Arab Emirates, have 
different foreign policies and sometimes 
significantly clashing interests. Over the 
past decade these countries were partners 
in driving regional processes, such as the 
rise of Egyptian President el-Sisi (2014), the 
war in Yemen (2015), cooperation with the 
Trump administration, and the boycott of 
Qatar (2017). But also evident is how they 
hedge risks based on differing interests and 
constraints, and adopt different policies on a 
range of issues and countries. For example, 
the UAE withdrew most of its forces from 
Yemen, leaving Saudi Arabia to face the 
Houthis alone. The UAE also agreed to 
normalization with Israel, although in this 
case there was at least coordination with 
Saudi Arabia. Moreover, there has been a 
material change in Saudi policy toward 
Qatar, as shown for example in the Gulf 
reconciliation agreement brokered by Saudi 
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Arabia in January 2021, notwithstanding 
the hesitancy from the UAE, which still sees 
Doha and its policies as a threat.
The strength of the four camps model lies 

in its simplicity, but this is also its weakness: 
there is a heightened risk of including erroneous 
insights in the description of the regional reality 
and the interests guiding its actors. Brun and 
Feuer themselves argue that the logic of camps 
is not necessarily the organizing idea for the 
actors involved. The model polarizes the 
picture in a way that makes it hard to identify 
opportunities, unions, alliance cohesion, and 
also hampers exposure of the ability to form 
coalitions in order to deal with threats. The 
model does not show the multitude of interests 
of actors for whom identifying with a camp is 
sometimes of limited importance, if any. The 
model only partly covers the region and does 
not contribute to an understanding of how many 
actors maintain their position and function 
outside the camps. 

The four camps model is based on 
mistaken conceptual roots of labeling rivals 
and categorizing threats. Presenting the actors 
as an “axis” or a “camp” makes them appear 
too unified/monolithic, and therefore leads to 
an inaccurate picture of the Middle East. The 
model focuses on the religious and ideological 
differences between the camps while ignoring 
other important features and considerations, 
including realism and geo-strategy, which 
carry more weight for the actors themselves. 
The model tends to highlight the power of the 
system in the Middle East, while it appears that 
the region is largely decentralized, and that the 

most important layer of analysis is the actors 
themselves—both states and sub-state entities. 

For these reasons, the camps model is 
limited in its ability to assist in the identification 
of future developments. The foregoing analysis 
highlights the need for a supplementary model 
that focuses on the actors. Important actors 
such as Iran, Saudi Arabia, Egypt, the United 
Arab Emirates, Turkey, and Israel, and not the 
camps, are what generate the main dynamic 
of the region.

A Proposed Supplementary Model
In our eyes, an analysis of the layer of state 
and sub-state actors does not detract from 
the description of the Middle East as a system, 
and does not ignore the ideological gaps or 
the tendency of actors to group together in 
what are described as camps. Brun and Feuer 
likewise maintain that the regional order is 
lack of order, and that sometimes, for various 
considerations, the camps are less important 
to the actors.

A supplementary model can address the 
tension between political logic and simplified 
ideologies; the central struggles; the range of 
commitment to the various struggles; the links 
between the different actors and their respective 
strengths; and a demonstration of Israel’s 
place in the system. Such an analysis could 
facilitate the identification and assessment 
of the potential for changes in attitudes to the 
main questions that interest Israel. Moreover, 
the net assessment and estimate of the reality’s 
potential for change must be separate from the 
analysis of Israeli interests.

The model that we propose to develop 
focuses on each actor and its strategic 
priorities. Countries generally hedge risks in 
order to maximize their benefits and to avoid 
damage. Consequently they can be part of one 
camp and simultaneously in another camp 
whose members have a different outlook 
and conflicting interests, according to the 
four camps model. This claim is based on the 
following findings:

The model that we propose to develop focuses on 
each actor and its strategic priorities. Countries 
generally hedge risks in order to maximize their 
benefits and to avoid damage. Consequently they 
can be part of one camp and simultaneously in 
another camp.

https://foreignpolicy.com/2021/03/02/the-middle-easts-next-conflicts-wont-be-between-arab-states-and-iran/
https://foreignpolicy.com/2021/03/02/the-middle-easts-next-conflicts-wont-be-between-arab-states-and-iran/
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/09636412.2012.679203
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/09636412.2012.679203
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a. States may be assigned to one camp based 
on a specific category/parameter and to 
another camp by a different criterion, or 
move from one camp to another.

b. Within the camps there is competition and 
even rivalry for regional status and influence, 
also involving economic interests.

c. There are many silent actors who appear to 
belong formally to a particular camp, and 
pose as neutral.

d. The region is characterized by a multiplicity 
of rivalries, whose importance varies from 
actor to actor.
Three main strategies can reinforce the 

bargaining power of a state/sub-state political 
entity, certainly if it is small:
a. Loyalty: An actor can present itself as a 

loyal ally, by stressing its contribution to 
the security of its allies and what they have 
in common—shared values or interests—
and minimizing any differences. An actor 
that demonstrates absolute loyalty to the 
interests and values of its senior partner does 
so in the hope of achieving concessions or 
dividends. The problem with such a policy 
is that the leader of the alliance may come 
to believe that there is no need for any 
investment on its part, since its junior partner 
is committed to the relationship in any case, 
and it could therefore avoid any obligation. 
It is hard to find a policy of absolute loyalty, 
since all actors have a clear preference for 
increasing independence. 

a. Blackmail: Actors seeking to gain from an 
alliance can do so by highlighting challenging 
areas where the ally’s assistance is needed, 
for example, by exaggerating the risk of 
collapse of a friendly regime, as Bahrain has 
done. An ad hoc blackmail attempt might 
damage the weaker partner and make its 
position worse, but if so, the stronger partner 
will feel that its interests in maintaining the 
status quo are essential, and then it will 
respond to demands from the weaker party 
in order to avoid damaging the relationship. 

b. Neutrality: Junior partners can adopt a 
more independent line, to a limited extent, 
through contacts and even by receiving 
aid from rivals or by emphasizing their 
neutrality. But they must be consistent in 
order to show themselves as reliable rather 
than opportunistic. Qatar is an excellent 
example of this strategy, having adopted a 
large degree of independence in its foreign 
policy. Describing an alliance in these colors 
turns the spotlight on the high costs of a 
strong force to maintain the alliance. The 
cost of reinforcing it sometimes outweighs 
the benefit of its dividends. For a weak actor, 
the ability to influence its stronger partner 
may become the most important element, 
joining its security advantage over its rival. 
The regional actors in the Middle East are 

in no hurry to be linked to camps and wish to 
retain maximum freedom of maneuverability. 
The literature on international relations does 
not mention the possibility that actors might 
try to grasp both ends of the stick through 
“bandwagoning”—(with the source of threat), 
and simultaneously balancing (against a source 
of threat). But maintaining some independence 
in the ally’s foreign relations could be an efficient 
method for a weak actor, certainly if it wishes to 
create the impression that it might tilt its policy 
toward a third party that the stronger ally sees 
as a real or potential competitor.

This gives the weaker actor some leverage 
over the stronger actor and improves its 
situation. Smaller actors can seek the role of 
balancer by changing loyalties, thus preventing 
either party from gaining the upper hand. They 
will use this strategy to increase their security 
by avoiding a potential war and finding other 
options for exercising influence.

Actors adopt “mixed” behavior that includes 
both balancing and bandwagoning elements. 
This is contrary to the neo-realist assumption 
that actors will choose either to balance or 
to bandwagon in order to deal with a given 
threat. This leaves them considerable room to 
maneuver when they face a threat in conditions 

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/09636412.2012.679203
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/09636412.2012.679203
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1177/001083678602100202
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of uncertainty. The use of this concept appears 
relevant and effective in view of the difficulty 
of finding “purely” balancing or bandwagoning 
conduct. As a rule, it is correct to see balancing 
and bandwagoning as the extremes of an axis 
along which states choose their preferred 
strategy, based on an understanding that a 
policy that leans too far in the direction of either 
extreme would damage their security in certain 
situations.

This “mixed” strategy allows members of an 
alliance to simultaneously maintain significant 
links with the threatening force. It also enables 
them to create leverage to influence outside 
parties, particularly if they can highlight the fact 
that they are sitting on the fence. In a situation 
of great uncertainty and little room for error, the 
attempt to avoid harm and survive becomes 
paramount, even at a high price with damage 
to unity and consequently to the effectiveness 
of any alliance. Thus, a strategy of hedging risks 
allows the member of a camp or coalition to 
continue its links with the threatening element 
that led to the coalition in the first place. This 
type of behavior is clearly seen in the actions 
of many Arab Gulf states toward Iran, some 
of which, particularly Qatar and Oman, have 
perfected the strategy over the years. However, 
this strategy is not free of costs, sometimes 
considerable, to the actor who tries to dance at 
all weddings, including costs from its coalition 
partners.

Strategic hedging is designed to address 
the restrictions imposed on actors as they wish 
to act independently of stronger powers, with 
an attempt to keep as many options open as 
possible. Although this strategy involves some 
investment (in several and at times opposing 

directions at the same time), it can improve 
their security situation and limit the chances 
of strategic surprises, because it shortens the 
way to full balancing or bandwagoning. The 
rationale: it enables the weaker partner of 
an alignment to maintain relations with the 
threatening entity and thus reduce the danger 
of conflict in the short term, while preserving 
the alignment, and thus the ability to deal with 
the long term threat. Further formulation of 
rules on this subject will address the gap in the 
theory and clarify something about the strategic 
preferences of small/weak states.

In the literature dealing with strategy and 
international relations, particularly in recent 
years, greater space has been allocated to this 
kind of “mixed” approach, known as strategic 
hedging, which suggests an alternative 
explanation for relations between powers, but 
also for the actions of small states. Assigning 
actors to sharply defined camps involves 
over-generalization, since in fact, although 
belonging to a given camp, actors adopt an 
independent policy contrary to the homogenous 
label applied to the camp (the “Islamist axis” or 
the “pragmatic camp”). The aim is to maximize 
their strategic position while adjusting to a 
rapidly changing reality.

Partners in a camp or coalition may adopt 
different strategies to improve their security, 
because they cannot be sure of the intentions 
of their partners and because the interests of 
allies can never fully overlap. In fact, between 
absolute abandonment and full cooperation 
there is a space that actors can exploit in order 
to improve what they see as their security 
situation. Strategic hedging allows states, 
particularly small ones, or sub-state actors to 
maintain a good portion of all their relations 
with the threatening element and thus reduce 
the danger of a conflict in the short term, while 
retaining a “plan B” to respond to uncertainty 
regarding relations with them in the long term.

The underlying rationale of the four camps 
model is the assumption that it can explain 
past and present behaviors and forecast the 

The division into camps is mainly characteristic 
of the traditional Israeli viewpoint and is not 
found, certainly to the same extent, in the 
strategic thinking among Israel’s neighbors or the 
great powers.

https://link.springer.com/book/10.1007/978-3-319-16289-8
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1111/mepo.12117
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1111/mepo.12117
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future with respect to states in the same camp. 
In practice, its ability to explain and predict the 
behavior of regional actors wanes in light of the 
Middle East system and ways the global system 
affects it. Moreover, the division into camps is 
mainly characteristic of the traditional Israeli 
viewpoint and is not found, certainly to the 
same extent, in the strategic thinking among 
Israel’s neighbors or the great powers, where 
countries were and still are the most important 
units of analysis and the basis of the principal 
realist and neo-realist perceptions in the study 
of international relations. 

The explanatory strength of the model we 
propose is significant for a number of prominent 
factors: the extremism of the international 
system, which in itself reinforces the trend 
toward hedging; the accelerating speed of 
developments, which leads to changing 
circumstances that are the basis of ad hoc 
groupings that in turn increase the temptation 
for strategic hedging; the erosion of ideological 
barriers and growing pragmatism (“everything 
is OK”); multiplying challenges at home and 
particularly for autocratic regimes, which 
facilitate and sometimes demand different 
risk management in foreign relations; too much 
importance attributed to personal ties between 
leaders in contrast to camp unity.

In conclusion, the Middle East is chaotic, 
with many actors acting according to different 
rationales and dynamically forming temporary 
groupings. A deep understanding of processes 
in the region cannot be based solely on the 
prism of rigid camps, since the sub-camp forces, 
particularly of the state level, are stronger than 
that. Combining the strategic hedging model 
with the camps model can help provide a better 
understanding of the regional situation. For 
example, in our estimation it will give a better 
understanding of changes in the policies of 
some actors, and a different analysis of the 
nature of groupings, their cohesion, and the 
chances of any rift developing.

We can illustrate the principles of the 
strategic hedging model through analysis of the 

policies of two central actors in the region, Saudi 
Arabia and Turkey, as they attempt to deal with 
the changes they expect in the regional balance 
of power. The entry of President Biden to the 
White House, his different agenda (including 
criticism of allies), and above all the accelerated 
negotiations with Iran on nuclear matters are 
all central factors in a process whose outcome, 
as those states see it, could be a change for the 
worse in the balance of power. 

In this framework, in the first half of 2021 
Saudi Arabia reconciled with Qatar, proposed 
far-reaching concessions to the Houthis in 
Yemen, began a direct political dialogue with 
Iran, and is apparently seeking to normalize 
relations with the Assad regime in Syria. 
Riyadh is worried that if the talks between the 
United States and Iran are successful, this will 
strengthen the regional standing of Iran and its 
allies. In order to curb even slightly the possible 
consequences for its own status and influence, 
Saudi Arabia is seeking talks with Iran.

In the first half of 2021 Turkey also moved 
in the direction of political pragmatism with 
respect to its relations with countries in a 
competing camp. For example, it announced 
a series of initiatives to normalize relations 
with Saudi Arabia, Israel, Egypt, and even the 
United Arab Emirates. More specifically, there 
have been a number of telephone conversations 
between the Turkish President and the King of 
Saudi Arabia, and the Turkish Foreign Minister 
visited the kingdom in May. As for Egypt, Muslim 
Brotherhood television channels that are active 
in Turkey have been instructed to soften their 
criticism of Cairo, and in early May a Turkish 
delegation arrived in Egypt, the first since 2013. 
These political signals, which do not match 
the rigid camps structure, represent a strategy 
that serves Turkey’s particular interests and its 
need to reduce regional tension, limit damage, 
and establish its influence wherever possible.

We have thus tried to supplement 
the systemic analysis of the Middle East 
order and propose an additional angle for 
examining processes and trends. We indicate 

https://www.jstor.org/stable/2601364?seq=1
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the weakness of the four camps model as the 
dominant element for explaining and predicting 
political processes in the region, and propose 
a supplementary model that focuses on the 
layer of political actors. The large number of 
exceptions to the demarcation lines between 
the camps sharpens the need for a model 
such as the one proposed here, which also 
facilitates description and analysis of the gray 
areas. Refining and implementing this model 
and using it alongside the camps model will 
contribute to more meticulous and accurate 
description and analysis of the regional system, 
and to the assessment of possible trends and 
developments.

***
This article is dedicated to the memory of Prof. 
(emeritus) Aharon Klieman, who contributed a great 
deal to the thinking about the concept of strategic 
hedging.
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Headlines caution regularly that China is preparing for war against the West, and 
paint the largest Communist country as a rising belligerent force, threatening 
world peace. Sino-American tensions are rising as cooperation turns into 
competition, and a growing list of incidents and miscommunications threaten 
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a Sino-American war remains, and the geopolitical reality might force them into 
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should it materialize. At the same time, there lies a grave danger in a deterministic 
view that portrays conflict as inevitable, as it overshadows Beijing’s interests, 
which are not meant to lead to war, but might lead there if misunderstood. 
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In recent years, headlines have cautioned 
regularly that China is preparing for war against 
the West. Combined with pictures of grandiose 
military parades and remarks by Chinese 
President Xi Jinping telling troops to prepare 
for combat, these articles paint the largest 
Communist country as a rising belligerent force, 
threatening world peace. Some go even further 
and predict that armed conflict between China 
and the United States is inevitable. However, 
these claims generally lack nuance and ignore 
the complexity that lies behind China’s grand 
strategy and the policy that stands in line with 
the evolution of the People’s Liberation Army 
(PLA). 

This argument is unpopular because it is 
risky. If war breaks out, those who contended 
Beijing is not interested in war will be heavily 
criticized—and rightfully so. Conversely, the 
claim that China is preparing for war is a 
convenient position, as no one will be challenged 
for maintaining the status quo. Nevertheless, 
critical examination of China’s grand strategy, 
geopolitical interests, and economic needs 
reveals that war is an unfavorable outcome 
for Beijing. At the same time, Sino-American 
tensions are rising as cooperation turns into 
competition, and a growing list of incidents 
and miscommunications threaten Indo-Pacific 
stability. Therefore, there lies a grave danger in 
a deterministic view that portrays conflict as 
inevitable, as it overshadows Beijing’s interests, 
which are not meant to lead to war, but might 
lead there if misunderstood. 

Beijing Cannot Afford a War
With the PLA’s budget rising consistently, many 
in the West perceive China as a growing military 
threat. Combined with Xi Jinping’s militaristic 
rhetoric, it might seem unreasonable from a 
Western perspective to claim that China is 
not interested in war. Yet there are numerous 
reasons why Beijing is not interested in armed 
conflict in the near future. 

First and foremost, China is unlikely to win a 
war against any formidable adversary. Despite 

the PLA’s rapid technological advancement, 
likely due to extensive industrial campaigns, 
the PLA is still going through extensive 
reorganization efforts, which were jumpstarted 
in 2016. While the reforms were meant to 
address the structural and doctrinal challenges 
the PLA faces, most of the issues raised at the 
time are still relevant, such as the lack of combat 
experience since 1979 and limited capacity to 
operate outside the first island chain. China’s 
economy and industry are dependent on 
crucial imports, such as oil and food products, 
which China’s adversaries can easily obstruct 
by placing strategic bottlenecks along critical 
sea lines of communications (SLOCs). As of 
now, it is unlikely that the PLA Navy (PLAN) 
or PLA Airforce (PLAAF) can properly secure 
Chinese interests in the Strait of Malacca and 
the Tsushima Strait during times of war. 

While the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor 
(CPEC) and Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) are 
part of Beijing’s plan to allow China access 
through other, land-based routes, they are 
unlikely to provide a tangible alternative to the 
SLOCs in the near future. The CPEC highways 
from Gwadar to western China are not easy or 
safe to travel. China’s industrial centers, where 
the oil is sorely needed, are located mainly 
across China’s southern and eastern shores, far 
away from Central Asia. Transports will have 
to navigate through the rising elevations of the 
Central Asian mountain chains, rising over ten 
thousand feet above sea level. 

Beyond the geographic challenges, these 
roads are far from safe. Across the southern end 
of CPEC, the Balochi insurgency targets Chinese 
and Pakistani interests and infrastructure. 
Going north into the Afghan-Pakistani border 
regions and central Asia, the Taliban, Islamic 
State, and other militant groups are an ongoing 
destabilizing factor in the region. Even after the 
transports have reached China, they must pass 
through the relatively unstable Xinjiang region, 
which according to Beijing faces a constant 
threat of unrest and extremism.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WScmEzj447M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WScmEzj447M
https://www.businessinsider.com/china-military-prepare-for-combat-npc-hong-kong-taiwan-2020-5
https://www.businessinsider.com/china-military-prepare-for-combat-npc-hong-kong-taiwan-2020-5
https://www.theatlantic.com/international/archive/2015/09/united-states-china-war-thucydides-trap/406756/
https://www.theatlantic.com/international/archive/2015/09/united-states-china-war-thucydides-trap/406756/
https://www.defensenews.com/global/asia-pacific/2020/05/22/china-announces-1782-billion-military-budget/
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https://www.uscc.gov/sites/default/files/2019-09/Chapter 2 Section 2- China's Military Reorganization and Modernization, Implications for the United States_0.pdf
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https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/world-news/surging-attacks-by-baloch-separatists-increase-risks-costs-of-bri-projects-in-pakistan-report/articleshow/77050860.cms
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/asia_pacific/afghanistan-taliban-islamic-state-peace-process/2020/05/30/c61dbda2-9f8a-11ea-be06-af5514ee0385_story.html
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Beyond the external threats, China also 
faces domestic security challenges. In recent 
years, domestic security expenditure has risen 
significantly, to the point that it might have 
eclipsed the PLA budget. In 2019, the budget 
of the Ministry of Public Security (MPS), the 
state organ in charge of domestic security 
and intelligence, was $1.661 billion. The 2019 
budget for the People’s Armed Police (PAP), a 
paramilitary force conducting border security 
and domestic counterterrorism operations, 
was $28.5 billion. In addition, these budgetary 
investments do not include sums allocated 
directly from the regional and provincial 
governments, such as the governments of the 
autonomous regions of Xinjiang and Tibet. 
These are in addition to the PLA 2019 budget 
of $143.8 billion. It is difficult to identify the 
exact composition of China’s domestic security 
and military investment, due to overlap in 
responsibilities and extra-military investment, 
such as the Ministry of State Security (MSS), 
Beijing’s foreign intelligence service. However, 
it is clear that China invests considerable funds 
in domestic security. The Communist Party 
struggles to maintain its dominance over its 
1.4 billion citizens at a time of globalization, 
migration, and new media. These challenges 
were further bolstered following a series of 
high-profile attacks by Uyghur militants and 
mass protests in Tibet, which peaked with 
a terrorist attack injured in Yunnan that left 
31 dead and 141 injured. Beijing’s efforts to 
maintain domestic stability, in the form of mass 
incarceration in Xinjiang and the establishment 
of a nationwide surveillance network, prove to 
be extremely costly. 

War is also unfavorable to Beijing from 
a diplomatic angle. China’s diplomacy and 
propaganda rely heavily on the “peaceful 
rise” and “community of common destiny” 
narratives. These narratives often aim to 
portray China as an alternative to Western 
powers, which are perceived as aggressors 
by many in the global south. Pursuing an 
overtly aggressive foreign policy can seriously 

challenge the narrative Beijing has propounded 
for decades. Therefore, China has been very 
careful to balance its displays of military power 
with defensive rhetoric, emphasizing that its 
military development is used for protective 
means only. For example, what is often called 
in the West anti-access/area-denial (A2/AD) 
strategy or tactics is referred to by Chinese 
sources as “counter-intervention” efforts. 

Why Beijing Prepares for War
If military conflict is such an undesirable 
outcome for Beijing, why does China invest so 
much capital in the PLA? The first and simplest 
answer is that while Beijing cannot afford a 
war, it also cannot afford being perceived as 
weak. China must maintain its sovereignty 
against political adversaries, such as the US, 
Japan, or India, and geographic threats, such as 
the chokepoints on China’s SLOCs. To be able 
to do so, Beijing knows that it must possess 
military capabilities that will allow it to deter 
its opponents from threatening its sovereignty. 

Beyond the geopolitical calculation, there is 
also an ideological drive for a military buildup. A 
strong military plays a crucial role in the Party’s 
national rejuvenation policy; in the words of 
Chinese Communist leadership: “Enriching the 
country enables strengthening the military; 
strengthening the military enables enriching 
the country.” This is as much a domestic issue 
as it is one of national security. The Communist 
Party’s mandate derives from Beijing’s capability 
to maintain China’s rise. Therefore, appearing 
weak to its domestic audience can quickly 
become a threat in itself. 

War is also unfavorable to Beijing from a diplomatic 
angle. China’s diplomacy and propaganda rely 
heavily on the “peaceful rise” and “community 
of common destiny” narratives. These narratives 
often aim to portray China as an alternative to 
Western powers, which are perceived as aggressors 
by many in the global south.

https://web.archive.org/web/20200528202125/https:/app.mps.gov.cn/n2257048/n2257065/c6456394/part/6456409.pdf
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Finally, Beijing hopes to out-bid Washington 
and its allies in the South and East China Seas. 
China knows that with multiple conflicts and 
limited resources, the US must be selective in 
the extent of resources and troops it can afford 
to send against possible Chinese aggression. 
Therefore, Beijing hopes that if the PLA is 
powerful enough to overcome the forces the 
US can afford to send to the Chinese periphery, 
Washington will be unable to respond to gradual 
Chinese aggression. In turn, this has led China to 
publicly boast and showcase its rising military 
capabilities. 

All these factors have combined to encourage 
the propensity of proclaiming that a war with 
China is just a matter of time. However, this 
kind of paranoia is dangerous as it can prove 
to be a self-fulfilling prophesy. Rising tensions 
can in themselves be a reason for escalation, 
and the narrative of inevitable war can push a 
trigger-happy officer or policymaker to start a 
war nobody truly wanted. On the other hand, 
confidence in the ability to prevent conflict in 
itself can maintain peace. For example, the 
US measured yet determined response to the 
1995 Strait Crisis likely played a major role in 
preventing the escalation of the crisis into a full-
blown war. Decision makers in both Washington 
and Beijing must be confident of their ability 
to prevent a war, but paranoia can rob them 
of the sound calculations at a time when level-
headedness will matter the most. 

It is also worth examining what kind of war 
the PLA prepares for. Not all wars are created 
equal, and as of now China finds itself in a very 
uncomfortable point on the asymmetric warfare 
scale. The Chinese Navy’s heavy investment 
in diesel submarines, alongside the PLA’s 
investment in anti-ship cruise and ballistic 
missiles, suggests that Beijing is preparing for 
a defensive naval war. However, while China 
knows it cannot win a total war against the US 
and its allies, it also cannot afford a limited war. 
Even if the PLAN can keep the US Navy at bay 
and maintain control of the South China Sea, it 

simply does not have the resources to protect 
crucial SLOCs in the Indian Ocean. 

This conundrum may explain China’s 
buildup of amphibious assault capabilities. 
While analysts often claim that this is part of 
Beijing’s preparation to invade Taiwan, it is 
unlikely that such operations will be limited to 
Taiwan alone. Even if Beijing can deliver a swift 
strike and take Taiwan before the US navy can 
intervene, this will not be enough to win the 
war that may continue. Therefore, it remains 
extremely unlikely that China will risk its current 
success on the off chance that Washington will 
decide to not intervene in this scenario. 

So, what is the purpose of such amphibious 
buildup? First, it is likely part of the attempt to 
outbid the US in the Indo-Pacific arms race. 
But it might also be part of a greater active 
defense strategy in case of a war. Beijing cannot 
and will not take Taiwan and just pray that 
Washington will stay back. In case of such an 
escalation, the PLAN will have to move forward 
and target key strategic positions in the Indo-
Pacific, such as Guam and even Okinawa. 
Simultaneously, the Chinese hope that by the 
time such a war erupts, they will possess cyber 
and anti-satellite (ATAS) capabilities to disable 
vital American infrastructure. If successful, 
Chinese leadership is likely right to assume 
that the US will comprehend that any endeavor 
to subdue the PLA, while possible, will be 
long and costly—to the point of discouraging 
Washington from following through with a 
counter-offensive. Nevertheless, Beijing must 
be aware that the same strategy failed in the 
last Pacific war where the Imperial Japanese 
Navy attempted to subdue Washington with a 
surprise attack in 1941. 

Still, the PLA Remains a Threat 
All that being said, the PLA remains a major threat 
to American interests in the age of great power 
competition. Faulty decision making based on 
wrong calculations and human error can be 
extremely dangerous, especially when driven 
by paranoia and overly belligerent rhetoric. 
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Nevertheless, caution and preparedness are 
equally important. Washington must show it is 
prepared for war against the PLA, and develop 
the appropriate countermeasures against 
Beijing’s arsenal. 

Although China is unlikely to be a direct 
military threat to the US and its allies, its rise 
and growing military capabilities do pose 
security implications. While a war with China 
is unlikely in the near future, Chinese arms 
stand to end up in the hands of more likely 
enemies. Beijing already provides drones to 
Middle East countries and has shown willingness 
to circumvent US sanctions. Moreover, China 
has gradually become a major player in 
global arms trade. Due to the rapidly evolving 
capabilities of the PLA arsenal, especially 
against American military systems, other US 
adversaries will presumably be increasingly 
interested in purchasing Chinese arms. So, while 
a direct conflict with China remains unlikely, 
American troops might find themselves fighting 
against Chinese systems in North Korea, Iran, or 
Venezuela. Thus, challenging the alarmist, and 
even at times jingoist, reactions to China does 
not need to completely disregard the threats 
posed by Beijing.

From Beijing’s perspective, while war is 
an unfavorable outcome, China might not be 
able to maintain its relatively peaceful rise. 
The Chinese economy margin of profit grows 
increasingly thin, making slight threats to 
their trade ever so dangerous. Additionally, 
Beijing’s rising investments around the world, 
epically in some of the globe’s most volatile 
regions, such as Pakistan, Myanmar, Libya, 
and sub-Saharan Africa, might force Beijing 
to intervene in conflicts that until recently 
were of little interest to it. These investments 
are not just diplomatic, but in many ways an 
essential aspect of Beijing’s economic policy, 
with growing trade relations with South Asia 
and Africa. However, with many of these regions 
suffering from instability, China might find 
itself clashing with domestic or foreign forces 
with competing interests. Such concerns have 

already driven China to establish a military 
port in Djibouti, meant to provide security to 
Chinese vessels in the Indian Ocean. 

Additionally, there is a constant risk of an 
escalation out of the gray zone. While Beijing 
does not desire an overt war with the US, China 
works steadily to undermine American interests 
and capabilities. Beijing’s gray zone activity 
involves a diverse set of tools, ranging from 
the Chinese maritime militia, disinformation, 
and influence campaigns, to cyber warfare. Of 
course, the US does not sit idly by; Washington 
utilizes its own set of gray zone weapons against 
China, including diplomatic pressure, political 
coercion, and cyber warfare. 

The danger lies within the murkiness of the 
red lines around the gray zone. In the past, 
governments could have drawn clear and 
relatively fixed lines in the sand. But now, there 
is a constant risk that a government will cross 
a red line before it was made clear whether 
the taken action constitutes a casus belli or 
not. This is due to the rapidly evolving nature 
of gray zone activities. For example, if China 
shoots down or permanently disables a vital 
American communication satellite, does that 
constitute a declaration of war? If not, how 
many downed satellites will Washington tolerate 
before it strikes back? The higher tensions get, 
the blurrier red lines become. 

Tensions are further heightened by the 
growing politicization of these issues inside 
the US. While economic competition between 
Beijing and Washington has been developing 
for years, under the Trump administration it 
became one of the main talking points of the 
White House. While a tough stance toward 
China remains a bipartisan issue, the Trump 
campaign attempted to portray the Democrats 
as submissive to Beijing, going as far as saying 
calling Joe Biden “Beijing Biden.” This economic, 
diplomatic, and political climate leads to 
steadily growing tensions between China and 
the US, as political leaders on both sides of the 
Pacific attempt to display supremacy over each 
other. Following the 2020 presidential elections, 
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Analysts should be careful not to fan the flames 
of war and sow paranoia and fear among decision 
makers. Many wars have started without either 
side desiring conflict, and this war will be one that 
neither side can truly win.

Secretary of State Anthony Blinken said in his 
confirmation hearings that “Trump was right in 
taking a tougher approach to China. I disagree 
very much with the way that he went about it 
in a number of areas, but the basic principle 
was the right one, and I think that’s actually 
helpful to our foreign policy.” 

Therefore, the risk of a Sino-American war 
remains. Even though neither party is interested 
in war, the geopolitical reality might force them 
both into a regional or global conflict. After 

all, in 1940, neither the US nor the Empire of 
Japan was interested in fighting each other. 
Hopefully similar circumstances will not lead 
the two powers to war, but Washington must be 
ready for such conflict if the need should arise. 
Nevertheless, analysts should be careful not to 
fan the flames of war and sow paranoia and 
fear among decision makers. Many wars have 
started without either side desiring conflict, 
and this war will be one that neither side can 
truly win. 
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Smart Cities with Chinese 
Characteristics

Hiddai Segev
The rapid growth of the global urban population demands more sophisticated 
management of both life in an urban setting and the resources in this 
environment—leading to the idea of “the smart city” that is equipped with a 
range of smart, advanced technologies. In recent years, Israel has also begun 
to develop plans for smart cities, which will lead inter alia to networked public 
spaces based on artificial intelligence systems. These systems are naturally 
potential information and cyber security risks, and risks to national security. 
Chinese companies export various smart city systems to dozens of countries, 
including Israel, notwithstanding Western allegations of breaches of human rights 
and dangers to national security. Israel should prepare a comprehensive national 
plan to map the existing situation, identify challenges and opportunities for the 
short and long terms, and manage risks relating to protection of privacy, data 
security, and cyber protection, from the strategic level down to the definition, 
deployment, and operation of individual systems. 
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According to UN estimates, by 2050 about 
68 percent of the world’s population will live 
in urban areas, almost 90 percent of them 
in Asia and Africa. This rapid growth of the 
urban population demands more sophisticated 
management of urban activity—i.e., more 
intelligent, ecological, and advanced. The 
idea of the “smart city” refers to efficient 
management of city life using advanced data 
analysis capabilities combined with artificial 
intelligence (AI), the internet of things (IoT), big 
data, and advanced communications networks. 
Smart cities strive to improve the quality, 
performance, and synchronization of municipal 
services, reduce costs and consumption of 
resources, and improve the interaction between 
citizens and authorities. For example, smart city 
technologies facilitate smart regulation of traffic 
and integrated management of emergencies.

The concept of the smart city is based on 
a variety of technologies, built on what used 
to be called “the digital city,” and on a range 
of applications constructed over the years. In 
1974, Los Angeles developed the first urban 
big data enterprise, considered the first step 
in the history of smart cities. Twenty years 
later, in 1994, Amsterdam founded its own 
digital city venture, De Digitale Stad, and 
became the first digital city. In 2005 and with 
$25 million allocated over five years, Cisco 
became the first company to invest heavily in 
R&D on smart cities, and in 2008 the term “smart 
city” was introduced by IBM. In 2010 Japan 
chose Yokohama as a Next-Generation Energy 
Infrastructure and Social System Demonstration 
Area, and in 2011 the first Smart City Expo World 
Congress (SCEWC) opened in Barcelona. The 
global market in the field of smart cities is 
considered a growth market, and is expected 

to be worth over half a trillion dollars by 2027. 
The number of companies worldwide engaged 
in smart city apps is unknown, but an index 
of the top ten companies in the field includes 
technology giants such as Microsoft, Ericsson, 
IBM, Siemens, and Cisco.

Together with the progress and greater 
efficiency they offer, smart city technologies 
might also challenge individual privacy and 
increase the need for data security. For example, 
smart cameras deployed throughout the city 
can collect information and track residents, 
their way of life, and patterns of behavior 
using facial recognition and AI technologies. 
Infrastructures based more on sensors and 
remote control will become more widespread, 
with greater abilities to harbor personal data, 
thus increasing the risks of external cyber 
attacks seizing control or causing damage. 
Autocratic regimes can effectively exploit 
these technologies to reinforce their power 
and tighten control over their populations. 
Therefore, greater thought is necessary to define 
smart city policy in democratic countries, while 
creating facts on the ground, in order to avoid 
too much concentration of power in the hands 
of the authorities, to the detriment of the law, 
government, and the public.

Smart Cities in China
China is one of today’s most advanced countries 
in the field of smart cities, and as of 2017, 
about half of the world’s one thousand smart 
cities were in China. Data-based urbanization 
policy in China arose gradually according 
to technological developments and trends, 
both locally and worldwide, and above all, 
according to the evolving view of the Chinese 
Communist Party on the role of technology to 
maintain control and internal stability. China 
first presented the idea of the “digital city” in the 
1990s, although the name was later changed to 
“the information-based city” and in 2009 was 
dubbed the “smart city” in the framework of 
the 12th five-year plan for China’s economic and 
social development (2011-2015). In 2015 the idea 

Together with the progress and greater efficiency 
they offer, smart city technologies might also 
challenge individual privacy and increase the need 
for data security.
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of the “new smart city” appeared in China, as 
part of the 13th five year plan (2016-2020), which 
focuses on the integration of the IoT, big data, 
and cloud computing technologies.

Chinese President Xi Jinping has expressed 
his support for smart city initiatives, and in 
May 2017 stressed that China must “promote 
the development of cities and turn them into 
smart cities adapted to the 21st century.” Xi also 
highlighted the Xiongan New Area—an urban 
venture launched in April 2017 south of Beijing, 
as the model for the future smart city and a 
symbol of new urban development in China. 
Today many of the leading companies in the 
fields of smart cities and AI operate in China, 
including Huawei, Megvii, Tencent, Hikvision, 
SenseTime, CEIEC, Alibaba, ZTE, Dahua, and 
Meiya Pico. The increasing number of Chinese 
companies engaged in the field of smart cities 
shows the importance of the field in the eyes of 
Chinese industry and government, which seek 
to set local and global standards, as with the 
5th generation (5G) of cellular networks. 

China is an autocratic country under the 
absolute control of the Communist Party, which 
has a grip on all governing authorities and 
every area of life, from policy to technological 
development. This necessarily affects the nature 
of smart cities in the country. A July 2020 study 
found that 18 of the most surveilled cities in 
the world are in China, with some 20 million 
tracking cameras as of 2017, and millions more 
to be installed in the near future. As AI, facial 
recognition, and big data technologies matured 
in recent years, China invested significant 
resources to build a “social credit” system, 
designed to incentivize desired behavior using 
carrots and sticks. This system is a kind of mass 
surveillance, and like the smart city systems, 
uses the same smart infrastructures deployed 
in the public space to monitor the population. 
The social credit rating is one aspect of the 
Communist Party’s efforts to use advanced 
technology in order to monitor the public and 
reinforce its control, for the benefit of what it 
perceives as protection of national security 

and the public. The exact list of “unacceptable 
behaviors” has not been published, although 
there are reports of punishments for 
transgressors. These punishments include 
being denied the right to purchase airplane 
tickets, train tickets, public transport tickets, 
or even property. Moreover, the names of some 
of the companies mentioned above have been 
linked to assistance to the Chinese regime in 
its efforts to subjugate minorities in Xinjiang 
Province and northwest China.

Export of Chinese Smart City Systems
While deploying numerous smart city systems in 
its own territory, China also began to export them 
worldwide, as part of its 2015 Digital Silk Road 
strategic initiative (part of the Belt and Road 
Initiative). This digital initiative was designed 
to reinforce Chinese technological giants all 
over the world, build a Chinese-made digital 
infrastructure, and increase China’s share of 
control of the global data and communications 
supply chain. In a 2017 speech, the Chinese 
President said that China’s involvement in the 
development of smart cities in other countries 
was an opportunity to expand their economic 
cooperation with China. An October 2020 study 
found that since 2013 Chinese companies have 
exported smart city systems to 116 countries, 
including 38 Asian countries, 30 European 
countries, 15 Middle East countries, and 15 
African countries. For example, in Bishkek, the 
capital of Kyrgyzstan, a special police command 
center has been established, equipped with 
smart systems supplied—at no cost—by the 
Chinese government’s electronics corporation 
CEIEC; in Uganda, a contract worth $126 million 
has been signed with Huawei for the supply of 
smart city systems; in Uzbekistan a contract 
worth about a billion dollars has been signed 
with Huawei for the installation of 883 cameras, 
in addition to contracts with Huawei and ZTE for 
the assimilation of facial recognition technology 
in the country’s education system. In Malaysia, 
Alibaba Cloud has installed an ET City Brain 
big data system, making Kuala Lumpur the 
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There has been much criticism of the Chinese 
systems worldwide, with claims that they 
export and spread the regime’s norms, values, 
and methods. 

first city outside China to deploy this system. 
Huawei has exported smart city systems to Italy, 
Germany, Holland, Spain, and France, while 
Hikvision has exported similar systems to the 
US, Britain, Demark, and Japan. In 2016, UTS 
University in Sydney signed a memorandum of 
understanding on smart city development with 
the CETC security corporation. As part of the 
Belt and Road Initiative, in October 2018 China 
signed an international “social credit alliance” 
with 35 cities in China, Italy, Mongolia, Myanmar, 
Saudi Arabia, France, and Thailand, with the 
aim of setting up a platform to coordinate the 
construction of a social credit system. Exporting 
the concept of social credit goes beyond the 
export of technology and products to the 
export of political and ethical concepts, and 
its management at the municipal level (links 
between municipalities) sometimes occurs 
under more lax supervision of aspects of foreign 
and security policy. 

The coronavirus crisis has given China the 
opportunity to export systems based on artificial 
intelligence. For example, Huawei supplied 
the Saudi government with a range of systems 
based on 5G and AI, and installed heat-tracking 
cameras in its hospitals and universities. In the 
UAE, the corporation supplied the municipality 
of Sharjah with autonomous vehicles to enforce 
and prevent public assembly. In Chile, Hikvision 
helped to install some 700 heat-tracking 
cameras all over the country.

Allegations against Chinese Smart 
City Systems
There has been much criticism of the Chinese 
systems worldwide, with claims that they export 
and spread the regime’s norms, values, and 
methods. For example, in Serbia it was alleged 

that while Huawei’s surveillance cameras with 
advanced facial recognition technology would 
significantly reduce crime, they could also be 
used by the regime to track journalists, political 
opponents, and human rights activists. A Wall 
Street Journal article of August 2019 found 
that Huawei employees themselves helped 
the authorities in African countries track 
opponents. In October 2019 the US Department 
of Commerce added 28 Chinese entities and 
technology companies to its black list, including 
some of the companies mentioned above, that 
have been linked to Chinese oppression and 
breaches of human rights against minorities 
in Xinjiang Province. 

Western sources also claim that Chinese 
companies, both government and private, are 
required by Chinese law to assist the Communist 
Party and government ministries. For example, 
Article 7 of the National Intelligence Law 
(2017) requires “any organization or citizen 
[to] support, assist, and cooperate with state 
intelligence work in accordance with the law”; 
and Article 28 of China’s Cybersecurity Law 
(2017) requires network operators to “provide 
technical support and assistance to public 
security organs and national security organs 
that are safeguarding national security and 
investigating criminal activities in accordance 
with the law.” Due to concerns that Chinese-
made cameras are transmitting information to 
the Chinese authorities, some Western countries 
decided to limit their use. Cameras installed in 
sensitive military facilities in Australia and in US 
diplomatic missions all over the world have been 
removed over espionage concerns. Although 
Chinese companies deny that the government 
makes use of them for spying, in August 2018 
the US administration decided on a sweeping 
boycott of Hikvision and Dahua products, for 
reasons of national security and public security. 
In November 2020 the US administration signed 
an Executive Order banning US investments 
in 31 Chinese companies, which are allegedly 
linked to or controlled by the Chinese security 
establishment, including Hikvision and Huawei. 
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In this framework, in August 2020 the US 
State Department announced the expansion of 
the Clean Network program that was launched 
the previous April, as part of the attempt to form 
a technology coalition of countries that agree 
with the need to secure their communications 
infrastructures, including future technologies, 
“by relying on only trusted vendors who are 
not subject to unjust or extra-judicial control 
by authoritarian governments, such as the 
Chinese Communist Party.” The initiative is 
intended to prevent the transfer of personal 
and business data of United States citizens to 
China to serve the interests of the Communist 
Party. The expanded initiative covers six areas 
that ban participation of Chinese companies: 
communications networks, communications 
providers, app stores, apps, cloud data storage, 
and underwater cables. Although the smart city 
is not explicitly mentioned in the US initiative, 
it is based on subsystems that interface with 
the fields mentioned, such as communications, 
cloud software, and data storage. The smart 
city, which by definition is part of the public 
space, affects the general public and involves 
numerous cyber and data storage risks, 
irrespective of who supplies the technology.

The broader context to the Clean Network 
is the deterioration in relations in recent 
years between the US and China, particularly 
during the Trump administration, in face of 
a strengtehing China. In a document of May 
2020 entitled “United States Strategic Approach 
to the People’s Republic of China,” the US 
administration describes China as a challenge to 
the US economy, values, and security, and to the 
world order in general. Inter alia the document 
accuses China of forcing US companies and 
universities to transfer advanced technologies, 
and of waging cyber attacks to obtain such 
technologies. Furthermore, as its attitudes 
toward China become harsher, the US makes 
more demands on its allies to align with US 
policy and reinforce their risk management 
mechanisms with respect to China, buffered by 
warnings of an end to security and intelligence 

cooperation with the US should they not comply. 
As the US moves described above show, there 
is a trend toward technological decoupling. 
In this situation, the global system could be 
split into technological alliances that would 
limit their cooperation with companies and 
countries defined by them as national security 
risks. Indeed, the Clean Network plan ends with 
a call to US allies to join the initiative, which 
as of November 2020 included 53 countries, 
among them Israel, and 180 cellular providers 
with “clean” 5G communications networks. 

Smart Cities in Israel
The government of Israel recognized the need 
to formulate a digital strategy back in 2013, as 
part of its economic-social strategy, and passed 
Resolution 1046. According to the 2020 annual 
report of the Ministry for Social Equality, in its 
early days the Digital Israel initiative operated 
from the Prime Minister’s Office, and then moved 
to the Ministry of Social Equality, and continues 
to operate from there. In 2016 the Ministry began 
studying the smart city concept with the Ministry 
of the Interior and local authorities. In 2018 a 
national digital plan was drawn up with a budget 
of over one billion shekels, including 144 projects 
such as smart cities, and designed to provide 
government support for the implementation 
of advanced technologies in local authorities. 
In December 2019 it was reported that a Smart 
City Innovation Center had opened in Tel Aviv. 
Moreover, Israeli-made smart city technologies 
are already in use in the country. For example, 
Taldor won a project for smart management 
of waste-removal systems for Eshkol Regional 
Council, while Axilion, in cooperation with a 
Microsoft subsidiary, has developed a smart city 
venture in Jerusalem. This venture, based on AI, 
manages the city’s traffic lights and streamlines 
the light railway traffic. 

The State Comptroller’s report of May 
2020 found that the government’s smart city 
national plan lacked a map of the existing 
situation, definition of the desired objective, and 
identification of challenges and opportunities. 

https://2017-2021.state.gov/announcing-the-expansion-of-the-clean-network-to-safeguard-americas-assets/index.html
https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/U.S.-Strategic-Approach-to-The-Peoples-Republic-of-China-Report-5.20.20.pdf
https://twitter.com/SecPompeo/status/1330461013079171072
https://2017-2021.state.gov/the-clean-network-safeguards-americas-assets/index.html
https://www.gov.il/BlobFolder/policy/1046/he/1046.pdf
https://www.mevaker.gov.il/sites/DigitalLibrary/Documents/2020/70b/2020-70b-216-Digital.pdf?AspxAutoDetectCookieSupport=1
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http://www.talniri.co.il/marketnews/article.asp?mp=null&id=96972
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The State Comptroller’s report of May 2020 found 
that the government’s smart city national plan 
lacked a map of the existing situation, definition 
of the desired objective, and identification of 
challenges and opportunities. 

The report warned that there was no definition 
of an “inclusive element” to promote smart 
city ventures in Israel, and it was not clear how 
security considerations would be taken into 
account. Moreover, in Israel there was no official 
ban on the use of AI-based Chinese technologies, 
in addition to a lack of genuine government 
supervision of foreign relations at the municipal 
level. Thus there was nothing to stop Israeli 
local authorities basing their smart city systems 
on Chinese technologies, or even introducing 
them in partnership with Chinese cities. Indeed, 
cities such as Netanya, Ashdod, and Rishon 
Lezion previously announced cooperation or 
intended cooperation on technology with China, 
and they also maintain “twin city” links with 
Xiamen, Wuhan, and Tianjin, respectively. In 
2017, a Chinese investment fund supported 
by the Kuang-Chi corporation, which inter alia 
engages in smart city technology, entered Israel. 
Chinese-made surveillance cameras are already 
in use in municipalities and in the Ministry of 
Labor, Social Affairs, and Social Services, and 
Chinese companies in this field are operating 
in Israel. For example, Hikvision has an agency 
called HVI Security Solutions that imports its 
products (its cameras were purchased by the 
Central Elections Committee in 2019), and the 
Huawei branch in Israel, Toga Networks, is also 
involved in the field of smart cities.

Conclusion and Recommendations
Among the many benefits afforded by smart 
city technologies are improvements to public 
life and more efficient control of local authority 
resources. At the same time, these technologies 
are accompanied by a variety of risks to national 
security and privacy, irrespective of the identity 

of the providers. In addition, the smart city 
raises concerns about possible harm to Israel’s 
democratic values as the result of too much 
power in the hands of local authorities and 
political elements. It is therefore important 
to reinforce security, with an understanding 
that the smart city issue is too broad to be left 
entirely to the Ministry of Social Equality or the 
discretion of local authorities. The government 
must deliberate on the powers granted to 
elements that have access to the collected data, 
as well as the policy for using such data. There 
is a need for a comprehensive national plan and 
technology for smart technologies in the public 
domain, for a detailed picture of the smart city 
situation, for an analysis of the risks in terms 
of privacy, data protection, cyber defense, and 
national security, and a decision about applying 
the principles of the Clean Network to suppliers 
and systems in these areas.

Moreover, while local government in China, 
at the province and town level, is directly 
subordinate to the Chinese government, local 
authorities in Israel enjoy wide freedom of 
action in terms of foreign relations, with little 
government supervision. Therefore the Israeli 
government should review all foreign relations 
activity in local authorities with the emphasis 
on their assimilation of smart technologies, 
to ensure that national security and policy 
considerations are taken into account.

Finally, Israel must understand and monitor 
the implications of the developing policy of 
the Biden administration regarding the Clean 
Network, and thus seek to shift the debate on 
prohibitions to the discussion of strengthened 
partnerships in the age of superpower 
competition. Overall, it should aim to promote a 
strategic alliance on innovation and technology 
between the governments, higher education, 
and the private sector. Meanwhile trade with 
China, an important trading partner in many 
fields, should continue, without damage to 
Israel-China bilateral relations.

Hiddai Segev is a former researcher at INSS in the 
China program. hiddais@inss.org.il
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Iran’s Drive for a Railway Connection to 
the Black Sea: Technical Obstacles and 

Geostrategic Implications
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Iran found itself as a potential loser from the Second Karabakh War between 
Armenia and Azerbaijan. It was Russia that in collaboration with Turkey brokered 
a truce known as the Trilateral Statement, ending the 44-day war in November 
2020. Tehran was kept at bay by Moscow and Ankara in making the deal despite 
its close engagement with the South Caucasus region. Nonetheless, Iran is still 
keen to reposition itself into the post-war situation, and the tour by Iranian 
Foreign Minister Javad Zarif to the region was designed to serve that purpose. In 
particular, Tehran is eager for a railway connection to the Black Sea via Armenia, 
but for this Tehran needs consent from Baku and Moscow, although this runs 
contrary to the interests of Azerbaijan and Russia. Furthermore, Tehran’s railway 
plan has implications for Israel too, if for no other reason that Iran’s intention 
is to counterbalance Israel’s strategic partner, Azerbaijan, with Iran’s strategic 
partner, Armenia, in the South Caucasus region.
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Iran’s Drive for a Railway Connection 
to Armenia
Iran has started actively promoting a railway 
connection to Armenia in its efforts to reposition 
itself in the new situation emerging in the South 
Caucasus in the wake of the 44-day Second 
Karabakh War between Armenia and Azerbaijan 
(September 27-November 10, 2020). Iran was 
keen on maintaining the status quo in the 
South Caucasus region, but this was upset by 
Azerbaijan’s swift and sudden military victory 
over Armenia in the war. Russia, in collaboration 
with Turkey, brokered a truce deal known as 
the Trilateral Statement that ended the Second 
Karabakh War between Armenia and Azerbaijan. 
Tehran was kept at bay by Moscow and Ankara 
in brokering the deal, despite its long and close 
engagement with the South Caucasus. As a 
result, Iran found itself as a major potential loser 
from the war and subsequent truce. Motivated 
to counter this negative scenario, and especially 
under the pressure of opponents and critics of 
President Hassan Rouhani and Foreign Minister 
Javad Zarif, Tehran seeks to reposition itself 
into the new situation in line with its interests. 

One effective way of advancing this goal from 
Iran’s perspective is to build a railway line to 
Armenia. Indeed, Iranian Foreign Minister Javad 
Zarif’s regional tour to Armenia, Azerbaijan, 
Georgia, Russia, and Turkey on January 25-28, 
2021 sought to serve that purpose. In particular, 
Tehran pushed for reactivation of a railway 
line from Iran to Armenia via a short Soviet-
era connection, now dysfunctional due to 
the Karabakh conflict, through Azerbaijan’s 
Nakhchivan exclave (wedged between Iran, 
Turkey, and Armenia), and then further 

extending to the Black Sea and Russia via 
Georgia. 

After his regional tour Zarif tweeted the 
main purpose of his trip: “Visited Iranian & 
Azerbaijani Jolfa [railway stations on the 
border]. Discussed with local officials—on 
both sides—new opportunities by reopening 
of railway connecting Persian Gulf, Black Sea 
& Russia through Nakhchivan & Armenia.” 
However, no public statement was made in 
that regard in any of the capitals during the 
tour on this component of the negotiations 
agenda, reflecting the controversial and uneasy 
nature of the issue.

Currently, all the traffic between mainland 
Azerbaijan and its Nakhchivan region passes 
through Iranian territory. Part of the transit 
between Azerbaijan and Turkey likewise runs 
through Iran. Furthermore, the Iranian route 
plays a role as a “second lifeline” after the 
Georgian route for landlocked Armenia, whose 
borders with Azerbaijan and Turkey remain 
shut due to the Karabakh conflict. Baku and 
Yerevan compete to win Tehran’s sympathy 
over the conflict. Yet with the reactivation of 
the Soviet-era Armenian-Azerbaijani railway 
and transit corridors, Tehran’s economic and 
political significance stands to significantly 
diminish. 

This would entail some decline of Iran’s 
geopolitical position in the South Caucasus 
region. In particular, possible normalization 
of relations between Armenia and Azerbaijan, 
and the opening of Turkey-Armenia-Azerbaijan-
Russia railway connection may lead to Turkish-
Armenian normalization and a reopening of 
borders between the two. Nonetheless, some 
in Tehran initially hoped either Yerevan or Baku 
would fail to follow through on unblocking of 
the transit corridors between the two foes, 
or it would be of a limited scale. However, 
the January 11 trilateral meeting of Nikol 
Pashinyan, Ilham Aliyev, and Vladimir Putin, 
the Armenian, Azeri, and Russian leaders, 
respectively, shattered those hopes. Russia 
and Turkey established a joint military center 

Baku and Yerevan compete to win Tehran’s 
sympathy over the conflict. Yet with the 
reactivation of the Soviet-era Armenian-Azerbaijani 
railway and transit corridors, Tehran’s economic 
and political significance stands to significantly 
diminish.
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to monitor compliance with the truce accords 
on the ground in the Karabakh conflict zone.

Azerbaijan established full control over its 
state border with Iran, having regained a 132-km 
segment of its border from the Armenian armed 
forces during the war. Azerbaijan’s successful 
operations sparked enthusiasm and ethno-
national sentiments among Iran’s multimillion 
ethnic Azerbaijani population. Iran’s arch enemy, 
Israel, appears to be happy with the outcomes of 
the Second Karabakh War for a few reasons. It is 
no secret that Israeli-made military equipment, 
in particular highly sophisticated drones, 
alongside Turkish drones in the Azerbaijani 
arsenal, were proven as “game-changing” in 
modern warfare during the Second Karabakh 
War. The war was a real battlefield showcase of 
technological and combat supremacy and high 
precision of Israeli drones and other military 
equipment. It also had a psychological effect in 
favor of Israel since the products of its military 
industry played a role in determining the fate of 
the war on the borders of Iran. The successful 
performance of Israeli weapons amplified the 
positive popular reputation of Israel in Shiite-
majority Azerbaijan. Azerbaijan’s de-occupation 
of its territories and restoration of full control 
over the Iranian border further frees Baku’s 
possibilities to expand a partnership with Israel. 
During the war, some Azerbaijani MPs called 
on Baku to open an embassy in Israel. On April 
28, 2021, the Azerbaijani minister of economy, 
Mikayil Jabbarov, announced that Azerbaijan 
will set up trade and tourism representation 
offices in Israel to upgrade the cooperation. 
All these raise serious concerns in Tehran that 
are manifested in various fashions.

In addition, Russian border troops are in 
charge of guarding Armenia’s borders with 
Iran and Turkey. Moreover, under the trilateral 
truce deal, more Russian border troops will 
be deployed to secure a corridor between 
Azerbaijan and its Nakhchivan region along 
the 48-km Armenian-Iranian border. Basically, 
Russian control of the Armenian-Iranian border 
will be doubled. Some in Iran fear this means 

that Iran may have no direct border with 
Armenia anymore. Azerbaijan’s President Aliyev 
said that “this will not be something new for 
Iran,” since Russians have been guarding the 
Armenian-Iranian border anyway for a long time.

Iran’s Strategic Goal in the Railway 
Connection
Iran pursues multiple objectives by pushing 
for the railway connection to the Black Sea via 
Armenia. An immediate Iranian interest is that 
the activation of the railway line to Armenia 
represents a major way of compensating for 
at least some of Iran’s potential losses due to 
the outcome of the Second Karabakh War and 
related restoration of the Armenian-Azerbaijani-
Russian transit routes. In addition, this would 
soothe domestic concerns and criticisms of 
the government over its inability to properly 
protect the Iranian interests in the context of 
the recent war. At the same time, there are 
much deeper geopolitical and strategic goals 
that are embedded in Tehran’s push for the 
railway connection to Armenia.

First, Tehran hopes to become a transit hub 
between the Asia, Gulf, and India regions and 
Europe, competing with while complementing 
the Chinese Belt and Road Initiative(BRI) project, 
if for no reason other than that Iran is located 
along the BRI routes and in fact is also a crossing 
point of BRI and the North-South Transport 
Corridor (NTSC),which is under development 
by Russia, Iran, and Azerbaijan, via Armenia 
away from Azerbaijan. These two transport 
corridors are competitors, particularly due to 
rivalry between Beijing and Delhi. Moreover, the 

Iran pursues multiple objectives by pushing for the 
railway connection to the Black Sea via Armenia. 
An immediate Iranian interest is that the activation 
of the railway line to Armenia represents a major 
way of compensating for at least some of Iran’s 
potential losses due to the outcome of the Second 
Karabakh War and related restoration of the 
Armenian-Azerbaijani-Russian transit routes.
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NSTC is also regarded as an alternative to the 
Suez Canal, considerably reducing travel time 
and related shipping costs; this was highlighted 
especially after the 2021 obstruction of the 
Suez Canal.

Second, Tehran wants to bypass Russia and 
Azerbaijan, a Turkish ally and Israeli strategic 
partner, to reach Europe. In fact, Iran strives to 
re-route the NSTC. 

Third, Tehran seeks suitable access to the 
Black Sea and then to Europe. Iran sought to 
establish a comfortable land corridor to the 
Mediterranean coast via Mosul in Northern Iraq 
and Syria. However, a Russian and Turkish as 
well as US military presence in Syria obstructs 
materialization of this corridor and Iran’s free 
walk along it. Now they may face Iran in the 
Black Sea, and since the Crimean annexation, 
the Black Sea has emerged as a hotspot for 
geopolitical rivalry. Neither the Turks nor the 
Russians need Tehran there.

In this light, there are several barriers and 
difficulties that Tehran will inevitably face in 
its efforts to actualize the project. Clause 9 of 
the Russian-Armenian-Azerbaijani trilateral 
accord stipulates unblocking “all” economic 
and transport connections in the region. A 
major Iranian media outlet, the Tehran Times, 
depicts this clause as “vague” because it is prone 
to different interpretations. For Tehran, “all” 

transport lines include the Iranian-Armenian 
railway connection through Azerbaijan’s 
Nakhchivan exclave that is between Armenia, 
Iran, and Turkey. But in the context of the 
trilateral accord itself, “all” rather means those 
who made and signed the deal—Armenia, 
Azerbaijan, and Russia. Furthermore, the 
document specifies only the transport line 
between mainland Azerbaijan and Nakhchivan.

This line was active during the Soviet era 
as a railway connection between Iran and the 
former USSR, and became unusable due to 
the breakout of the Karabakh conflict between 
Armenia and Azerbaijan in the early 1990s. 
A brand new railway connection bypassing 
Azerbaijan, Tehran, and Yerevan demands an 
investment of billions of dollars due to severe 
mountainous landscape of the area, and this 
sum is neither available nor affordable with 
either of them. In the 2000s, Yerevan and Tehran 
tried to pursue an idea known as the Southern 
Armenian Railway project, but it was eventually 
abandoned for financial and other reasons. The 
Southern Armenian Railway project then was 
designed as part of the NSTC to connect the 
Black Sea and Europe to India and Gulf regions. 
Instead, Azerbaijan, Iran, and Russia took on 
development of the NSTC through the territory 
of Azerbaijan away from Armenia.

Finally, the Russian state railways company 
took over the entire Armenian railway network 
in 2008. As a result, building any connection with 
or use of the Armenian railways network falls 
under the competence of the Russian railways 
company.

Thus, Tehran inevitably needs to obtain 
consent from Baku and Moscow to materialize 
the railway connection to Armenia. But the 
problem for Iran is that the project runs contrary 
to the interests of Azerbaijan and Russia not 
only for economic but also and perhaps more 
importantly for geopolitical considerations. 
In that light, realization of this railway project 
looks uncertain. In the meantime, Iran will 
keep relying on motorway transits to Armenia 
and then Georgia, and hope for the delay or 
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Russia is more flexible vis-à-vis Turkey because 
Moscow seeks to pull Ankara away from its 
traditional Euro-Atlantic alliances, and the planned 
opening of the Russian-Azerbaijani-Armenian-
Turkish railway line would serve that purpose.

convinced as to the opening of Iran-Nakhchivan-
Armenia-Georgia, in exchange for its approval 
the Kremlin will want Tbilisi’s agreement to 
extend the Iran-Nakhchivan-Armenia-Georgia 
railway line to Russia as it functioned during 
the Soviet era. 

That would have been acceptable to Tbilisi, 
but the Russian-Georgian railway connection 
passes through Georgia’s breakaway region of 
Abkhazia. There is much domestic opposition in 
Georgia to engagement with breakaway regions 
and/or Russia on Moscow’s terms, and agreeing 
to the opening of this line would effectively mean 
Tbilisi’s recognition of Abkhazia as independent 
of Georgia. Furthermore, this railway connection 
with Russia would diversify Moscow’s options 
for access to the region and beyond, enhancing 
its regional grip and providing Moscow with 
leverage over Georgia. Even long before the 
Second Karabakh war, Moscow sought to 
establish the railway to Armenia via Georgia 
but without Iranian involvement. The Abkhazian 
deadlock was impossible to overcome.

Nonetheless, Tehran’s proposal may still 
sound attractive to Tbilisi. But all that has 

impossibility of actual implementation of 
Armenian-Azerbaijani-Russian trilateral accords 
regarding the unblocking of the transportation 
lines. 

Strategic Ramifications of the 
Iranian-Armenian Railway
Russia is more flexible vis-à-vis Turkey because 
Moscow seeks to pull Ankara away from its 
traditional Euro-Atlantic alliances, and the 
planned opening of the Russian-Azerbaijani-
Armenian-Turkish railway line would serve 
that purpose. Anyway, Azerbaijan and Turkey 
are connected by the Baku-Tbilisi-Kars railway 
(BTK) line via Georgia. Even recently, the first 
cargo train from Turkey arrived in Russia using 
the BTK via Azerbaijan. In the case of Iran, the 
unblocking of the Armenian railway connection 
would facilitate Tehran’s unfettered reach to 
Armenia, Georgia, the Black Sea region, and 
Europe, including Ukraine. 

In spite of being a much lesser actor than 
Russia, Azerbaijan’s consent is needed. After 
all, the Iranian and Armenian railways are 
to connect through Nakhchivan exclave of 
Azerbaijan. The reactivation of the Iranian-
Nakhchivan-Armenian-Georgian railway simply 
means for Azerbaijan stripping it of freight 
transits and related geopolitical significance 
while empowering its foe Armenia. Therefore, 
it would be a very hard decision for Baku to 
concede opening the Nakhchivan corridor to 
the Iranian-Armenian-Georgian railway. It is 
also hard to imagine whether Baku alone might 
be able to resist pressure from Tehran. Indeed, 
without going into detail, Baku has admitted 
the possibility of opening an Iranian-Armenian 
railway link via Azerbaijan’s Nakhchivan region, 
but hinting that it would be restricted to Armenia 
without extending to Georgia and beyond.

Against this backdrop, a major question is 
whether Georgia would bow to Zarif’s proposals. 
Hypothetically, even if Tehran gains consent 
from Baku, and Moscow is persuaded to 
approve, will Tbilisi agree? Even if in the best 
scenario for Tehran, in case Moscow becomes 

Credit: Giorgi Balakhadze (CC BY-SA 4.0)
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significant ramifications for Georgia and its 
trans-Atlantic aspirations, as Georgia must 
consider its Western partners, in particular the 
position of the United States on the matter. 
This is likely to have complicated Javad Zarif’s 
mission to lobby in Tbilisi in favor of the project. 
How Georgia will respond to the Iranian offer, 
particularly concerning its Russian component, 
is unclear at this point. Under different 
administrations the US turned a blind eye to 
Armenia’s close ties with Iran. If and how far 
the Biden administration will go along with 
Iran will be a significant, determining factor 
for Tbilisi’s decision on the Iranian-Armenian-
Georgian railway link, which would ultimately 
connect Iran to Russia. An additional problem is 
that the US and Europe are still at odds on the 
Iranian topic and have yet to reach a consensus 
on the future of the Iran nuclear agreement. 

Yet at the moment, the West is silent on 
the topic. Perhaps one reason for the West 
avoiding the railway project is that the railway 
connection from Iran to the Black Sea and Russia 
is anyway set to go forward. But the question 
following the Second Karabakh War is whether 
it would pass through Azerbaijan or Armenia. 
One nuance that the West could take note of 
is that the Armenian route would eventually 
lead to rising Russian and Iranian influence and 
presence in Georgia in particular and the region 
in general. But the Azerbaijan route would keep 
Georgia considerably off the Russian and Iranian 
shadows, not least because the Russian-Iranian 
leg of the railway will not involve Georgia. 
Furthermore, all these old and new transit lines 
eventually serve regionalization of the South 
Caucasus nations with and among Iran, Russia, 
and Turkey but effectively curb perspectives of 
regionalism among Armenia, Azerbaijan, and 
Georgia themselves, hence leaving them in a 
vulnerable position irrespective of whatever 
relative gains they make from the regionalization 
with the regional hegemons. For Iran, it is at 
least a big source of discomfort to see a long 
segment of the corridor pass through Azerbaijan 
territory due to contemporary and historical 

controversies, whereas Armenia’s standing is 
further weakened in contrast to Azerbaijan, 
particularly in the aftermath of the Second 
Karabakh War. This gives a clue to the Israeli 
perspective on the issue.

It is noteworthy that Israel has to go on with 
applying a differentiated, tailor-made approach 
to each of the three South Caucasian nations. 
Armenia has recently opened an embassy in 
Israel. But the substantive level of the bilateral 
relationship remains low and tense. Armenian 
PM Nikol Pashinyan’s interview to the Jerusalem 
Post is a case in point. Turning down Israel’s 
offer of humanitarian aid, Pashinyan was on-
record before the cameras saying that “Israel 
should send that aid to the mercenaries and to 
the terrorists as the logical continuation of its 
activities.” Ties between Israel and the region’s 
most pro-West nation, Georgia, are friendly. 
Nevertheless, strong antisemitic statements 
by high-ranking clergymen of the Georgian 
Orthodox Church in January-February 2021 
indicate that the bilateral relationship is not 
free from controversies considering the strong 
position of the Orthodox Church in the country. 
Israel’s strategic partner, Azerbaijan, which 
has adopted multiculturalism as an official 
policy, is credited with being the home of what is 
oftentimes described as Europe’s “last surviving 
shtetl,” the historic all-Jewish town in Guba 
region. Moreover, the singularities and specific 
character of relationship with Azerbaijan makes 
it particularly valuable for Israel. In that light, 
Israel can do little apart from lobbying against 
the Armenian route, since one major drive for 
the Iranian push for railway connection to the 
Black Sea via Armenia by effectively rerouting 
the NSTC away from Azerbaijan is to serve 
Tehran’s strategy to counterbalance Israel’s 
strategic partner Azerbaijan with Iran’s strategic 
partner in the region, Armenia.

Rahim Rahimov is a member of the management 
board of the Association of European Studies for 
the Caucasus. r_rahimov@hotmail.com
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The Remilitarization of Turkish Foreign 
Policy: The Military Resumes a Leading 

Role in National Issues
Nikolaos Stelgias

Recent developments from the dynamic fronts of Turkish foreign policy indicate 
that the military plays a significant role in all national issues (the Kurdish problem, 
relations with neighboring countries, the Eastern Mediterranean, relations with 
the Great Powers, energy, and more). After the Turkish Armed Forces (TSK) was 
radically reorganized and any attempt to criticize the Erdogan government’s 
political line on domestic issues was quashed, representatives of the Turkish 
military began marked intervention in the area of diplomacy.
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The Immortal Shadow of Turkey’s 
Generals
Since the mid-2010s, the Turkish Armed Forces 
(TSK) has once again assumed a leading role 
on all dynamic issues in Turkish foreign policy. 
In tandem, since mid-2015, the role of the 
Turkish Foreign Ministry and especially that of 
Foreign Minister Mevlüt Çavuşoğlu was further 
overshadowed by President Recep Tayyip 
Erdogan, who often chose to manage essential 
issues of Turkish foreign policy personally. 

During the late 2000s, various coup 
attempts and plots to overthrow Turkey’s 
democratically elected government (Ergenekon, 
Balyoz, and the military espionage case), 
resulted in the imprisonment of high-ranked 
military personnel. In conjunction with the 
amendment of the constitution in 2010, these 
developments narrowed the armed forces’ 
role in the Turkish political scene, leading to 
the partial demilitarization of the country’s 
social and political life. In tandem, the army 
was sidelined on essential issues, among them 
developments on the Kurdish issue and in the 
Eastern Mediterranean (first half of the 2010s).

After 2015, the shadow cast by the political 
divorce between the Turkish government and 
the Fethullah Gülen movement and the release 
of the imprisoned generals changed political 
alliances. In the process, the collaboration 
between the government, the military, and 
the nationalist political circles on vital issues 
such as the Kurdish issue and the Syrian crisis 
put the demilitarization process on hold. 

In the aftermath of the 2016 failed coup 
attempt, massive purges took place within the 
Turkish army. Consequently, the newly emerged 
leadership of the TSK chose to overlook its 
political and ideological differences with the 
government and focus on strengthening its 
role in a series of national issues. In the new 
period, essential Turkish foreign policy decisions 
were taken at meetings and contacts with the 
President at National Security Council meetings. 
The Minister of National Defense has intervened 
frequently on diplomacy issues. In addition, 

strategies created by active and retired military 
personnel, e.g., the Blue Motherland theory, are 
adopted by Turkish diplomacy as the country’s 
official doctrine. 

The Three Dimensions of Turkey’s 
Remilitarization
The term “militarism” first appeared in political 
science during the early 19th century. Shortly 
after the French Revolution, in analyzing the 
role of the armed forces in the modern nation-
state, scholars adopted “a critical approach 
to the military,” mainly toward “the military’s 
excessive impact on society,” meaning the so-
called militarization process. After the end of the 
Second World War, scholars began discussing 
the “demilitarization” process, specifically, 
the armed forces’ withdrawal from important 
decision making mechanisms. 

In Turkey’s case, political scientists and 
historians found that the Turkish military had 
long had a leading role in the country’s socio-
political life, especially during essential junctures 
in Turkish history. The renewed and reshaped 
role of the TSK since 2015 will be analyzed 
through the parameters of economy, politics, 
and society; researchers debating the process 
of militarization in industrialized countries such 
as Turkey and Japan argue that these are the 
three main dimensions of this phenomenon. 

Beginning with the economic dimension, 
focus is on Turkey’s growing military spending 
and its extensive defense industry, which has 
flourished under the AKP. Compared to the 
past, Turkey’s defense spending remains on the 
same high levels, accounting for a significant 
share of the country’s annual budget. In fact, 
recent studies indicate that Turkey’s defense 
spending has followed a small but significant 
upward trend in recent years. 

In the political realm (internal politics and 
foreign policy), the TSK’s re-emergence is multi-
dimensional. First, Turkey maintains a military 
presence in three neighboring countries (Iraq, 
Syria, Cyprus), either due to active war or as part 
of its military deployment overseas. Second, 
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The revamped TSK has recovered its leading 
position by putting a hold on the ideological conflict 
and aligning its strategies with the conservative 
government on several national issues.

Turkey uses its military power to solve various 
international problems (Qatar, Libya, Eastern 
Mediterranean).

Finally, on the societal level, the TSK is 
present when natural or other disasters arise 
through its re-established structure and role. 
In addition, the TSK’s role as a state policy 
instrument is legitimized and highlighted in the 
media through its almost daily interventions.

Thus, the revamped TSK has recovered its 
leading position in Turkish society by putting 
a hold on the ideological conflict and aligning 
its strategies with the conservative government 
on several national issues.

The Remilitarization of Turkish 
Foreign Policy
Essential developments over the last five years 
played a crucial role in returning the TSK to 
the forefront of Turkish foreign policy. In the 
mid-2010s, as the talks between Ankara and 
the Kurdish separatist movement broke down, 
Ankara re-enlisted militaristic tactics to tackle 
the Kurdish problem. Moreover, shortly after 
the 2016 failed coup attempt, the government 
proceeded with significant purges in the TSK. 
This process was run by Chief of Staff Hulusi 
Akar, who later took over as the country’s 
Minister of National Defense. In the same 
period, Ankara employed military formulas 
to deal with the aftershocks of the Arab Spring 
(in Syria and Libya) and strengthened its 
presence in the Eastern Mediterranean. After 
the TSK was radically reorganized and any 
attempt to criticize the Erdogan government’s 
political line on domestic issues was quashed, 
representatives of the Turkish military began 
displaying resounding intervention in the 
diplomatic realm.

The latest developments in the Eastern 
Mediterranean and the Caucasus shed light 
on the TSK re-emergence in the political realm. 
For instance, the TSK played a leading role in the 
Second Karabakh war, and Azerbaijan has been 
able to control large areas of Karabakh thanks 
to TSK support. During the same period, the 

Minister of National Defense’s harsh rhetoric for 
the Eastern Mediterranean is a manifestation of 
Ankara’s new Eastern Mediterranean strategy. 
The national doctrine of the Blue Homeland, 
developed by Turkish Navy officials, contributed 
to the climax of the tension. In addition, the shift 
toward military formulas in the Kurdish issue 
since the 2010s enhanced the TSK’s involvement 
in the country’s policymaking. 

Finally, in parallel with the reappearance of 
key TSK personnel in the political and diplomatic 
arena, the Turkish army was present to help deal 
with recent natural disasters such as the major 
earthquakes in Turkey during 2020.

Conclusion: The TSK, Again at the 
Helm of Turkey’s National Issues
Has the TSK returned to its leading position 
as Erdogan’s government representatives, as 
some analysts have claimed? The survey above 
shows that the TSK plays a central role in many 
Turkish citizens’ daily lives in the realms of the 
economy, politics, and society.

Has the TSK role in decision making 
mechanisms changed compared to past 
periods when the army dominated the country’s 
political scene? Here the army’s fundamental 
role dictated by the Kemalist principles at the 
base of the Turkish state must be considered, 
as well as its importance in addressing national 
issues. Recent developments indicate that the 
army no longer objects to the conservative 
government’s questioning of the Turkish state’s 
founding principles, such as the principles of 
the secular state. Unlike the past, generals do 
not confront the Turkish President for the sake 
of certain Kemalist principles. On the contrary, 
having overcome their animosity toward the 
conservative government, they are focused on 
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Is the TSK of 2021 Erdogan’s army? The Turkish 
President has entered into a multi-dimensional 
alliance of common interests with the nationalist 
actors and army generals. As such, Erdogan is 
building an authoritarian conservative political 
system internally, while the country’s foreign 
policymakers and diplomats return to the well-
known nationalist recipes of the past.

rebuilding the army. Furthermore, they aim at 
managing the ongoing antagonistic problems the 
Turkish state has faced since its establishment 
(the Kurdish issue, problems with neighbors). 

Against this background, is the TSK of 2021 
Erdogan’s army? This is a sensitive question. All 
the latest developments show that the Turkish 
President has entered into a multi-dimensional 
alliance of common interests with the nationalist 
actors and army generals. As such, Erdogan is 
building an authoritarian conservative political 
system internally, while the country’s foreign 
policymakers and diplomats return to the 
well-known nationalist recipes of the past. 
The aggressive nationalistic rhetoric employed 
recently is not exclusively Erdogan’s work, but is 
also based on the military junta’s political regime 
in 1980. The return to nationalist, militaristic 
rhetoric could not be more apparent than in 
the developments on the Kurdish question 
and Greek-Turkish relations. From this point 
of view, there is little room for believing that 
the conservative alliance and its supporters 
in the army and the nationalistic circles will 
choose a moderate foreign policy aiming at 
appeasement for the long term. As Erdogan’s 
strategic partnership continues, tensions in 
Turkey’s relations with its rivals could be reduced 
only in unforeseen geostrategic changes or in 
developments that serve the mutual interests 
of the parties composing ruling alliances. 

Dr. Nikolaos Stelgias, historian, researcher, and 
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on modern Turkey, the Cyprus issue, the Kurdish 
problem, and the Eastern Mediterranean. Dr. 
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The “War of the Generals” after the  
Yom Kippur War
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Introduction 
October 23, 1973 marked the end of the Yom 
Kippur War, a war described by then-Defense 
Minister Moshe Dayan as one of long bitter days 
and rife with blood (Kan Hadashot, 2019; Prime 
Minister’s Office, 1973). As soon as the war broke 
out, all parties agreed to stop campaigning for 
the elections scheduled for October 30, 1973 
(Davar, 1973). A short time after the ceasefire 
came into effect, a “war of generals” began to 
heat up, arousing intense emotions and mutual 
accusations that exceeded anything Israel had 
previously witnessed. The main parties in this 
“war,” which was conducted primarily in the 
media and in various government bodies, were 
Generals Ariel (Arik) Sharon and Shmuel Gonen 
(Gorodish), and Chiefs of Staff Haim Bar-Lev 
and David Elazar.

Naturally, the campaign spilled over into the 
political arena, pulling in the entire national 

leadership. In the background was the post-
war growing public protest, which demanded 
that all those responsible for the war’s failures 
accept responsibility for their actions and 
omissions, draw the necessary conclusions, 
and vacate their positions in favor of new leaders 
who were untainted by the Yom Kippur War 
failures (Lahav, 1999, p. 315). One part of these 
emotional confrontations was documented at 
the government meeting of January 27, 1974. 
This article focuses on the main issues that 
were discussed at that meeting.

The “War of the Generals”: 
Initial Stages
On November 13, 1973, Maj. Gen. Shmuel Gonen, 
who at the outbreak of the war served as the 
GOC of the Southern Command—until Lt. Gen. 
Haim Bar-Lev was appointed commander of 
the southern front on October 10, 1973—sent a 
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letter to the Chief of Staff entitled, “The conduct 
in battle of Maj. Gen. Sharon [who commanded 
a division in the Southern Command].” “In the 
course of the war,” Gonen wrote, “I contacted 
you twice demanding that Gen. Sharon be 
removed—once on October 9, '73 after the 
failed attack against the invading Egyptian 
troops” carried out by the Sharon Division. 
The attack, Gonen stressed, was executed 
contrary to his explicit order. In this attack, 
the IDF lost about twenty tanks, some of which 
were left in enemy territory with members of 
their crew. “The second time was after the battle 
over the Egyptian bridgehead over the Suez 
Canal….Now that the ceasefire [that ended 
the war] appears to be holding, I feel it is right 
to demand that you order an investigation of 
Gen. Sharon’s conduct, and if my allegations 
are proven correct—that he be put on trial.” 
Gonen charged that Sharon’s failure to execute 
the missions he was ordered to carry out during 
the war was overwhelmingly harmful to IDF 
discipline and values (Buhbut, 2015; Bergman 
& Meltzer, 2004, p. 139).

Aware of the stormy wave of attacks he was 
about to face by his critics, Sharon chose to 
defend himself in a way familiar to him from 
his military experience—with strong offense 
against his attackers. Buoyed by waves of broad 
public sympathy and severe criticism of the IDF 
leadership, Sharon’s strategy proved highly 
effective. It succeeded in achieving his objective: 
his critics came under attack and were forced 
repeatedly to defend themselves and explain 
their moves and decisions during the war. In 
their distress, Sharon’s critics were obliged to 
grasp at legal and disciplinary straws, hoping 
to undermine Sharon’s prestige and status. It 
appears this course of action did not serve their 
purposes (Agres, 1974). 

In mid-November 1973, Sharon gave 
interviews to leading international newspapers: 
the New York Times, the Los Angeles Times, and 
the Guardian. These interviews were fraught 
with Sharon’s blatant criticism of the army 
leadership under Chief of Staff David Elazar 

and his predecessor Haim Bar-Lev, and their 
conduct—before and during the war. He alleged 
that they failed to prepare the IDF for war, 
misread the situation at the outset of the war, 
misconstrued the intentions of the Egyptians, 
and were unaware of the importance of the 
time dimension in war. His overriding message, 
relayed in the headlines of leading newspapers, 
was clear: because of these failures Israel missed 
the opportunity to gain an absolute victory in 
the Yom Kippur War (Bar Yosef, 2013; Barnea, 
1973; Dan, 1974a; Kipnis, 2016; Shemesh & 
Drori, 2008).

In the aftermath of these interviews, Chief 
of Staff Elazar issued a statement in which he 
tried to undermine Sharon’s credibility and 
present him as someone who does not act 
according to the IDF values of comradeship 
and brotherhood in arms. However, at a time 
of growing public protest against the security 
establishment, these values were far less urgent. 
Thus, his statement most likely appeared as an 
attempt to prevent the exposure of the failures 
and the personal responsibility of the Chief of 
Staff and other senior officers. It is doubtful 
whether this move could strengthen the Chief of 
Staff’s status at that difficult time: “It is natural,” 
Elazar stated, “that issues relating to the war 
and its conduct should be discussed in public. 
But unfortunately, biased descriptions and 
interviews have recently been published [by 
Sharon] that achieved no positive purpose 
apart from personal glory, even at the cost of 
continual attacks on comrades in arms.” The 
Minister of Defense and the Chief of Staff also 
issued an instruction to generals to refrain from 
giving media interviews that deviated from 
army procedures (Erez, 1973).

On January 20, 1974, Maj. Gen. (res.) Ariel 
Sharon published an order of the day relating to 
the end of his service as a divisional commander 
in the Yom Kippur War. In this order, Sharon 
praised the role he and his division played in the 
efforts to block the Egyptian army and prevent it 
from crossing the Suez Canal, while denigrating 
the top army command. “Our division,” stated 
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Sharon, “was stationed in an area facing the 
center of the enemy’s efforts. With heroic 
fighting and supreme efforts by each one of 
you, we blocked the Egyptian forces. It was our 
division that initiated and executed the crossing 
of the Canal, a move that led to a turning point 
in the war….In spite of oversights and errors, in 
spite of failures and stumbling blocks, in spite 
of a loss of common sense and control [by other 
commanders in the General Staff], we managed 
to achieve victory” (Bloom & Hefez, 2005, pp. 
288-289). In response, the Chief of Staff reported 
the Minister of Defense that “yesterday Arik 
Sharon asked me to release him from special 
reserve duty. I told him that he could leave….
[Also] I intend to notify General Sharon that his 
appointment as commander of Division 143 is 
revoked” (Elazar, 1973; Kan Hadashot, 2019). 
The Minister approved this decision.

The response of the military establishment 
did not deter Sharon from continuing his attacks 
on the performance of the General Staff in the 
war. On January 25, 1974, he gave interviews to 
Maariv and Yediot Ahronot. In the interviews, 
Sharon claimed that for several years the IDF 
was in a severe state of stagnation, and in need 
of a serious shake-up. The IDF, he claimed, had 
lost its main weapon—creative thinking, which 
once made it one of the most venerated armies 
in the world. Only he, Arik Sharon, knew how to 
remedy the situation, but in the current political 
situation there was no chance of agreement 
on his appointment as chief of staff. We went 
through a difficult war, said Sharon, and while 
achieving victory, we were badly hurt. Our 
leaders, however, learned nothing from this 
experience, and were still operating on the basis 
of self-minded considerations (Bashan, 1974; 
Goldstein, 1974; Kan Archive, 2018).

Sharon alleged that IDF commanders at 
the highest level failed to understand the 
situation when the war broke out. Opposing 
the massive Egyptian force that crossed the 
Canal demanded a concentration of meta-
divisional forces to prevent the consolidation 
of the Egyptian bridgehead in the first days of 

the war: “Our plan,” said Sharon to the Foreign 
Affairs and Defense Committee, “was to level 
an immediate counter-blow [with as great force 
as we had]….This plan [would not mean] that 
the Egyptians would not reach the Canal or that 
they would not have a foothold [on our side], 
but they would not achieve deep penetration….
In my eyes, the fact that within one or two days 
the Egyptians had managed to move an entire 
array west of the Canal and capture a strip 8-12 
km wide, that was something the Egyptians 
never dreamed of achieving” (Foreign Affairs 
and Defense Committee, 1973). Moshe Dayan 
wrote: “Based on the Chief of Staff’s plans, the 
Air Force was charged with the main task at the 
holding stage….In retrospect, our expectations 
from the Air Force were proven unrealistic” 
(Dayan, 1982).

According to Sharon, the IDF command did 
not understand that the goal of the Egyptian 
army was not to reach Tel Aviv but to create a 
bridgehead near the Canal (Bergman & Meltzer, 
2004, p. 467; TAUVOD, 2013). Therefore, in 
Sharon’s opinion, all forces should have been 
focused on destroying the Egyptian bridgehead 
in the early stages after the Canal was crossed. 
Furthermore, Sharon claimed that the General 
Staff commanders did not take the importance 
of the time dimension into account, which 
resulted in an increasing erosion of manpower 
and equipment. At the same time, the world 
powers began to lose patience as the campaign 
dragged on, and worked intensively to limit 
Israel’s freedom of action: “One day before 
the ceasefire agreement came into force,” 
Sharon said to the Foreign Affairs and Defense 
Committee, “Deputy Prime Minister Yigal Allon 
visited [the division]. I spoke to him about the 
time element. I said that we were ignoring the 
time dimension. He said to me: ‘You can rely 
on me. This time there’s no time restriction.’ 
The next day there was a ceasefire” (Foreign 
Affairs and Defense Committee, 1973).

Sharon alleged that Chief of Staff Elazar 
bore most of the responsibility for the failures 
of the war, and not the Minister of Defense, and 
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should have resigned as soon as war broke out, 
or at least when the ceasefire was drawn up. 
Sharon, who was very familiar with Dayan’s vast 
military knowledge and experience, did not 
give reasons that would justify his distinction 
between the political and the military echelons 
regarding the responsibility for the failures 
of the war. He simply stated that Minister of 
Defense Dayan “should continue to serve in this 
position in the next government. He is a very 
brave man, original in his thinking, and worth 
ten times more than any other candidate for 
the job” (Goldstein, 1974). It is impossible to 
avoid the impression that this distinction was 
also linked to the fact that at that time Sharon 
was thoroughly involved in political activity, 
and perhaps saw Dayan and his supporters 
as political allies to bring down the Mapai 
government. 

According to Sharon, relations between IDF 
commanders had never been as ugly as during 
that war. In his view, the person responsible 
for introducing politics into the campaign was 
former Chief of Staff Bar-Lev. In the years prior 
to the war, Sharon claimed, senior officers in the 
IDF were appointed to high ranking positions 
on the basis of political considerations rather 
than personal qualifications. He argued that 
top commanders treated him with hostility 
accompanied by envy and jealousy as soon as he 
assumed his position. When the fighting began, 
Sharon said, he asked them not to obstruct him, 
and to allow him to conduct the campaign on 
the basis of his professional knowledge and 
combat experience. But they, according to 

Sharon, acted systematically to frustrate him. 
Uzi Benziman, one of Sharon’s biographers, 
wrote: “Sharon believed that the top command 
wanted to keep the victor’s laurels away from 
him, and give the credit to Bren [Maj. Gen. 
Avraham Adan]” (Benziman, 1985, pp. 146-147).

Sharon claimed that in the years prior to 
the war, most of the IDF’s efforts went toward 
strengthening the armored corps at the expense 
of the paratroopers, which to him was a grave 
mistake. The paratroopers were those who 
brought to the IDF inventive and bold thinking, 
full of imagination and audacity. In the armored 
corps, argued Sharon, the emphasis is on the 
“metal”—the tanks and artillery, rather than on 
creative and daring thinking. This statement 
was clearly aimed to downgrade the prestige of 
his rivals—Generals David Elazar, Haim Bar-Lev, 
and Shmuel Gonen, who had all commanded 
armored corps regiments. “The conflict between 
the generals,” wrote Uri Dan, a journalist and 
close friend of Sharon,“[in essence reflected] 
the conflict between two schools of thought: 
the schematic concept of massive war of armor 
against armor, represented among others by 
Bar-Lev, against Sharon’s approach of special 
daring operations carried out by small units 
intended to strike the enemy with a lethal blow” 
(Dan, 1975).

Responding to accusations that he refused 
to follow orders, Sharon argued that there are 
cases when a commander has to disobey orders. 
He said that a commander should examine his 
“willingness” to carry out orders according to 
three criteria: a. to what extent the orders serve 
the best interests of the state; b. his commitment 
to the soldiers serving under his command; c. 
his obligation to his superiors. “When, during 
a war, I receive orders that are completely 
illogical, I know this is a result of the lack of 
awareness by the commanders of the actual 
battle conditions. Under these circumstances, 
these orders may lead to the loss of life of our 
soldiers. I cannot accept it, and I believe my 
duty to my men takes precedence over my duty 
to my superiors” (Goldstein, 1974). 

“The conflict between the generals,” wrote Uri 
Dan, “[in essence reflected] the conflict between 
two schools of thought: the schematic concept of 
massive war of armor against armor, represented 
among others by Bar-Lev, against Sharon’s 
approach of special daring operations carried out 
by small units intended to strike the enemy with a 
lethal blow.”
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These interviews posed a complex dilemma 
to the security establishment, and above all 
to Chief of Staff Elazar. Arik Sharon was not 
just “another general.” In 1973, when the war 
broke out, Sharon was already known as the 
decorated commander of Unit 101, which led 
many of the IDF retaliatory raids in the 1950s 
and formulated the IDF’s fundamental battle 
values. For large sections of the public he was 
seen as a daring and cunning military leader 
who brought about the decisive reversal in the 
Yom Kippur War by crossing the Canal. Gadi 
Bloom and Nir Hefez wrote: “After the ceasefire, 
Sharon’s popularity reached new heights. For 
many Israelis, Arik was the big winner of the war, 
the man who crossed the Canal and defeated 
the Egyptians” (Bloom & Hefez, 2005, p. 283).

The security establishment was aware of its 
limited ability to restrain Sharon, and it could 
not allow itself to be seen as trying to prevent 
legitimate criticism of the serious shortcomings 
exposed during the war. Naturally, against a 
background of the harsh disputes relating to 
the Yom Kippur War, and the awareness of 
many members of the government who were 
intensively involved in the process of the 
decision making leading up to the war that 
their political careers might be jeopardized, 
the public response to Sharon’s statements was 
extremely extensive. Many in Israel identified 
with his views, while many others rejected them 
outright. Few remained indifferent. 

Sharon’s critics argued that as a politician 
he was motivated mainly by personal political 
considerations rather than professional military 
analysis. Apart from that, they claimed that 
even if he was right on some of his allegations 
about the war, it was not proper to express them 
during or shortly after the event, particularly 
as the objects of the criticism were officers 
who had fought shoulder to shoulder with him 
in a war filled with blood, sweat, and tears. 
Journalist Daniel Bloch (1973) wrote: “No army 
would allow military and political disputes to 
be made public right after a campaign….I don’t 
know who started those disputes. But even if 

[Sharon’s] opponents started it, there is no 
justification for giving defamatory interviews 
either in the foreign press or in the local press, 
which would harm the reputation of many 
officers who were willing to sacrifice their lives 
for the state.” Bloch did not explain how Sharon 
was therefore supposed to defend his good 
name against his many critics.

The “war of the generals” occurred while an 
unprecedented political drama was underway 
behind the scenes, unbeknownst to the general 
public and probably also to many government 
ministers. On January 16, 1974, President Sadat 
relayed an oral message to Prime Minister Golda 
Meir by means of US Secretary of State Henry 
Kissinger. “This is the first transmission from an 
Egyptian president to an Israeli leader,” Sadat 
said. “When I started my political initiative in 
1971, I meant it. When I threatened war, I meant 
it. And now that I am speaking of full peace 
between us, I mean it. There has never been 
any contact between us. Now we have Kissinger, 
whom we both trust. I suggest that we both use 
his services and conduct a dialogue through 
him, and thus we will not lose touch with one 
another” (Meir, 1974).

On January 18, 1974, Meir sent a reply to 
Sadat, again through Kissinger. “I am well aware 
of the significance of a message to the Prime 
Minister of Israel from the President of Egypt,” 
she wrote, “It gives me much satisfaction. I 
hope that these contacts between us continue 
and lead to a turning point in our relations. For 
my part, I will do my best to create trust and 
understanding between us. Both peoples need 
peace. We must direct all our efforts toward 
achieving peace. We are lucky to have Kissinger, 
whom we both trust, and who is prepared 
to contribute his skills and wisdom toward 
achieving peace” (Meir, 1974). 

In the media at the time there were reports 
that the Arab world was hoping that the Golda 
Meir government would remain in office, in 
order to promote a political settlement in the 
region (“Arabs Want G. Meir,” 1974). It seems 
likely that Meir and Dayan hoped they would 
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be able to promote a political settlement with 
Egypt that would atone for the blunders of the 
Yom Kippur War. However, hostility toward the 
“government of failure” was too great, and the 
anger and extreme emotions gave Golda Meir 
and her government no chance of survival. It 
is impossible to know if a golden opportunity 
to achieve an Arab-Israeli political settlement 
immediately after the war was missed due to the 
public protests that swept through the country 
at that time.

The Government Deliberations
On the agenda of the January 27, 1974 
government meeting were Arik Sharon’s 
statements. The transcript of the deliberations 
covers more than seventy pages and shows 
clearly that Sharon’s reflections—against the 
background of growing public protest against the 
“government of failure” and Sharon’s enhancing 
political status—touched very sensitive nerves 
in Israel’s leadership. It is hard to understand 
why government ministers were swept into 
such a wide-ranging debate, when it was clear 
to them that the very fact that such a debate is 
taking place and its heightened publicity would 
necessarily cause a chain reaction. This would 
most certainly enhance the political and public 
power of the main subject of the debate and 
its principal target for criticism, Ariel Sharon.

Prime Minister Golda Meir
Prime Minister Meir opened the meeting by 
complaining about ministers who had leaked 
to the media the arguments about to be raised 
in the government meeting: “It makes me 
angry to realize that the arguments you wish 
to raise in the government session are leaked 
to the press before the session takes place.” At 

a different time, she stated, I would not have 
allowed those minister to present their case in 
such a situation. However, due to the gravity of 
Sharon’s statements, this time I would allow the 
arguments to be raised.” In the future, Golda 
Meir warned the ministers, she would not allow 
them to speak (Government Meeting, 1974).

It is doubtful whether Meir believed that 
her threats were effective in the circumstances 
following the war. Her political and public 
stature and her ability to impose her authority 
on the ministers were severely damaged due 
to the war. The public arena and the media 
had become central to all the politicians, to a 
large extent at the expense of state institutions 
such as the government and the Knesset. No 
minister could ignore this important arena, 
even if it was damaging to the government’s 
regular work, and the ability of ministers to 
discuss matters discreetly.

After the war, even Golda Meir’s closest 
confidant, Yisrael Galili, tried to shake off the 
stigma of being a member of “Golda’s kitchen” 
(the team comprising Golda, Dayan, and Galili), 
which was held by many as responsible for 
the improper decision making process before 
and during the war. This followed a critical 
article by Prof. Shlomo Avineri, who wrote: 
“During the Golda Meir period, the government 
became a marginal body, and its status was 
rather low. The strongest body, in which the real 
decisions were taken, was the “kitchen of Golda 
Meir,” which was composed of Prime Minister 
Golda Meir, Defense Minister Moshe Dayan, 
and Minister without Portfolio Yisrael Galili, 
where the important decisions were made. 
This trend reached a catastrophic peak just 
before the Yom Kippur War….The insolence 
and the arrogance of this, the assumption that 
political insights were the monopoly of a small 
number of people and that there was no need 
for consultation, was the worst kind of bad 
counsel” (Galili, 1974).

Sharon’s criticisms put the Prime Minister in a 
difficult position of conflicting interests. The fact 
that Sharon’s allegations focused on then-Chief 

Sharon’s criticisms put the Prime Minister in a 
difficult position of conflicting interests. The fact 
that Sharon’s allegations focused on then-Chief of 
Staff Elazar and his predecessor Bar-Lev was very 
convenient for her and Defense Minister Dayan.
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of Staff Elazar and his predecessor Bar-Lev was 
very convenient for her and Defense Minister 
Dayan (Dagan, 1974; Dan, 1974b). Indeed, the 
need to distinguish between the responsibility 
of the political and military levels eventually 
became a central theme of the arguments she 
and Dayan put to the Agranat Commission. Meir 
also claimed that as a civilian with no military 
knowledge or experience, she could not be 
expected to counter the positions expressed by 
experienced military personnel such as Dayan, 
Elazar, Bar-Lev, and Eli Zeira (Maariv, 1974a). 

Dayan for his part tried to deny direct 
responsibility for the failures of the war, inter 
alia by claiming that the Defense Minister’s 
responsibility for what happens in the IDF is 
less than his responsibility for what happens 
in the Ministry of Defense. The Chief of Staff, he 
argued, is appointed by the government and 
subordinate to it, in theory and in practice, on 
most matters. The Chief of Staff has the right 
and the duty to oppose the Defense Minister’s 
position presented to the government, which 
makes its decisions based on a majority opinion. 
In many cases, and on decisive questions, 
the government makes decisions based on 
recommendations from the Chief of Staff, in 
opposition to the views of the Defense Minister 
(Eshed, 1974b; Zadok, 1974; Shamir, 1974).

On the other hand, alongside her concealed 
satisfaction with Sharon’s remarks, Meir was 
well aware of the power in the hands of Sharon’s 
opponents inside and outside the government, 
above all members of Ahdut HaAvoda, the 
independent liberals, and Mapam, Ministers 
Victor Shem Tov, Yisrael Galili, Yigal Allon, and 
Moshe Kol, and Chiefs of Staff Bar-Lev and 
Elazar. They were backed by powerful public and 
economic institutions headed by the Kibbutz 
Movement. They all urged the Prime Minister, 
sometimes openly and blatantly, sometimes 
implicitly, to fire Defense Minister Dayan and 
unequivocally stand with the Chief of Staff and 
his supporters (Avidan, 1974).

The impression is that their words concealed 
a clear message: if Meir agreed to “sacrifice” 

Dayan, they would support her desire to keep 
her job; otherwise, they would initiate and 
support calls for her resignation. Although the 
elections of December 31, 1973 showed broad 
public trust in Meir, the Prime Minister felt, and 
rightly so, that her government’s stability rested 
on a weak foundation. In these circumstances, 
even a strong and authoritative leader like Golda 
Meir preferred to avoid confrontation with any 
of the parties.

Meir’s words at the government meeting 
reveal her effort to dodge the attack. She was 
strongly critical of Sharon’s non-collegial conduct 
during and after the war, but repeatedly stressed 
that she lacked the military-professional tools to 
judge the allegations, whether by him or against 
him. Indirectly and implicitly, the Prime Minister 
was sending a message that she questioned 
her trust in the military leadership, headed 
by the Chief of Staff. This point about her lack 
of military knowledge and understanding was 
eventually repeated by Meir in her testimony to 
the Agranat Commission, as a way of clearing 
her of any guilt for the “failure.” The overall 
impression is that the tenor of her remarks 
about Sharon was fairly lenient, showing a 
desire to contain the incident (Government 
Meeting, 1974).

According to Meir, in historical terms 
Sharon’s statements were especially unusual. 
They “called on soldiers to rebel and gave 
them every reason not to recognize the army’s 
command.” She related that during a visit to 
Sharon at his division, he began to talk about 
his disagreements with other generals and 
with the Chief of Staff. “I stopped him; I said: 
if I let you carry on like this in the presence 
of commanders, then I am giving the Prime 
Minister’s approval to a political rather than 
a military argument. I ask you to stop,’ and 
he stopped” (Government Meeting, 1974). It 
appears the Prime Minister’s implicit message 
was clear: if anyone could restrain Arik Sharon, 
it was she, by the power of her authoritative 
personality and her political experience. It 
would therefore be better for the ministers 
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to ensure the government’s stability and her 
continuation in office.

Later, Meir addressed the Chief of Staff in 
the name of the government, asking him to 
refrain from arguing with Sharon. Her interest 
in containing the event is clear, but she did not 
clarify how the Chief of Staff was supposed to 
defend his reputation against Sharon’s harsh 
attacks on him. The compliments she paid to the 
Chief of Staff were likely intended to encourage 
him in his hour of darkness, and perhaps also 
to persuade him that it would be better to 
suffice with the government’s expression of 
support and avoid further disputes with Sharon. 
However, in her words she referred explicitly 
to Elazar’s ethical character, over which as far 
as is known there was no disagreement, and 
not to his performance before and during the 
war—the issue at the heart of the criticism. In a 
statement that smacked of lip service given the 
difficult situation encasing Elazar, Meir stressed 
that the government had “full confidence in 
the Chief of Staff and appreciation of all his 
actions before and during the war” (Government 
Meeting, 1974).

Meir was aware that the Agranat Commission 
could reach different conclusions regarding the 
responsibility for the failures of the war. She 
could not rule out the possibility that while 
regarding the military echelon as primarily 
responsible for the failures of the war, the 
Commission would, at least partly, put the 
blame on the political echelon. Thus, she 
chose to clarify explicitly that the government 
would stand by its positions on this issue, 
thereby hinting that she might contradict the 
Commission’s conclusions if she thought they 
were unjustified: “There is now a commission of 
inquiry,” she said, “I don’t know what they’ll say 
about me, I don’t know what they’ll say about 
the Defense Minister, I don’t know what they’ll 
say about the Chief of Staff. I don’t know what 
they’ll say about anything. But this government, 
sitting round this table, will continue to make 
its view loud and clear” (Government Meeting, 
1974).

Later, Meir decided to condemn Sharon’s 
criticism of former Chief of Staff Bar-Lev. In that 
context she revealed that Sharon had supported 
Bar-Lev’s appointment after the Six Day War. 
Meir said that when she was secretary of the 
party, Sharon, who was then a general in active 
service, tried to persuade her to oppose the 
appointment of another general who was a 
candidate for the position (apparently referring 
to Ezer Weizmann): “He came to me in a raging 
fury, saying, for God’s sake, just not him.” 
When she asked him whom he recommends 
for that position, Sharon named Bar-Lev. It 
later became clear that this was not a one-time 
random interchange. Nevertheless, neither 
Meir nor any of the ministers felt they should 
address the problematic fact that a senior IDF 
officer in active service had directly contacted 
a senior member of a political party in order to 
promote his candidate for Chief of Staff. Meir 
said: “That didn’t stop him from speaking just 
as furiously to me against Bar-Lev three months 
later” (Government Meeting, 1974). 

Meir then turned to Sharon’s assertion that 
he, and only he, should be recognized as the one 
to rebuild the IDF in its time of need: “He can 
think that he’s the only one, that there’s nobody 
like him, and that there neither is, nor will be, 
any suitable Chief of Staff in the IDF unless it 
is Arik Sharon. But [we cannot accept] this act 
without restraint, internally and externally, with 
an ideology of disobeying orders….He [believes 
he] was declared king of Israel. OK. When we 
become a kingdom, he either will or will not be 
the king of Israel….Is that the proper way to talk 
about former commanders, about the current 
Chief of Staff, what is this [kind of behavior]?….
And there’s only one man who can do it [be Chief 
of Staff] and that’s Arik Sharon. But for political 
reasons they [we] won’t let him. That means 
we’re all rather like traitors, because political 
matters are more important to us than the IDF 
and national security” (Government Meeting, 
1974). In a letter Sharon sent the Prime Minister 
a few months later, he confirmed her account: 
“I think,” he wrote, “that it is vital to appoint 
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as Chief of Staff a commander who can deal 
with the problems facing the army, which are 
worse than anything we saw in the past. In my 
opinion, I can do that better than any other 
candidate” (Oren, 2021).

Regarding Chief of Staff David Elazar, Meir 
added: “I saw how he presented matters, and 
I saw him from very close up during the war. I 
have no authority to judge military actions, but 
I hope that Israel’s future chiefs of staff will be 
no less worthy in all aspects [that characterize 
the current Chief of Staff]—ethics, truth, and 
responsibility. I would say to him, don’t take 
what Sharon said to heart. But ultimately this 
would not be a fair request because there 
are people who read it [Sharon’s allegations 
against him] and don’t know the Chief of Staff 
[and therefore would get a wrong perception 
about his performance in the war]. But anybody 
who knows you, thinks like I do” (Government 
Meeting, 1974).

Chief of Staff David Elazar
Given the floor, the Chief of Staff began by 
thanking the Prime Minister for her words of 
encouragement, and said that such support was 
particularly important in view of Sharon’s call 
for his resignation. He claimed that Sharon’s 
rhetoric was full of distortions, and while he 
was not too riled by this criticism, he could not 
ignore it, particularly the call for his resignation. 
Elazar’s words revealed his weakness at this 
difficult time. Meir’s own status was fairly shaky, 
and it is doubtful whether she had the public 
backing to lend him any support. Besides, the 
words of support and praise she gave Elazar “in 
the name of the government” only highlighted 
the fact that his direct superior, Defense 
Minister Moshe Dayan, kept quiet. In fact, the 
general impression in reading the government 
document is that Elazar was fairly isolated in 
the battle for his reputation.

In his predicament, Elazar was forced to base 
his accusations against Sharon on complaints 
sent to him by his bitter rival, Gen. Gonen, whom 
he had dismissed from his post early in the 

war. Elazar reiterated Gonen’s allegations that 
Sharon had launched military attacks without 
command approval. These attacks failed 
and involved heavy losses to the IDF. Elazar 
clarified that he did not accept the suggestion 
to investigate this subject as part of the inquiry 
into the war; his purpose was to focus the 
blame on Sharon. It was clear to him that the 
Commission’s inquiry might reveal defects in his 
own conduct and decisions. In any case, it was 
reasonable to assume that the inquiry would 
examine the conduct of many elements, and 
thus cloud Sharon’s personal responsibility. He 
was also probably worried that a legal inquiry 
would be widely publicized, look like vengeance 
on a personal rival, and damage the morale of 
IDF soldiers, who were under great pressure due 
to the possible renewal of war (Government 
Meeting, 1974; Davar, 1973). 

In the end, Elazar decided to leave this matter 
to the Agranat Commission. He had a personal 
meeting with the Commission’s chairman, 
Supreme Court Judge Shimon Agranat, and sent 
him the detailed complaint. After consultation 
with Commission members, Judge Agranat 
announced that: (a) the Commission would 
discuss the issue of obeying commands up to 
the blocking stage [October 8, 1973]; (b) the 
Commission would not discuss the question 
of whether it was militarily correct to issue this 
or that command; (c) the Commission would 
discuss the issue when the time came, according 
to how it decided to proceed; and (d) obviously 
the Commission’s inquiry would not prevent 
other steps being taken as required by law. 
Interestingly, none of those present, including 
the Attorney General, felt it worth noting that 
the Commission’s chairman had a personal 
meeting with one of the main subjects of the 
inquiry he chaired (Government Meeting, 1974).

Finally, Elazar referred to Sharon’s criticisms 
of his performance as Chief of Staff during the 
war, and particularly the fact that he did not 
visit the front enough times, ostensibly implying 
that Elazar was afraid of being too close to 
the battle areas. Elazar’s apologetic response 
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made his weakness even more apparent. 
Someone like him, who had lived through a 
number of dangerous battles and many times 
risked his life for the country, was forced to 
justify himself before government ministers 
who were probably not experts in his actions 
during the war: “General Sharon well knows 
that the situation of the Chief of Staff in battle 
is different from the situation of the Defense 
Minister. The Chief of Staff must be in constant 
contact with the corps commanders and the 
Command generals. Nevertheless, every day, 
without exception, I managed to be either in the 
north or in the south, and usually at both fronts. 
I was also in the division command posts, and I 
also found time to go to Bren [General Avraham 
Adan, a leading commander on the southern 
front] and also to Arik and even get fired on in 
the helicopter” (Government Meeting, 1974).

And then Elazar got to the “elephant in 
the room”: the deafening silence of Defense 
Minister Moshe Dayan in response to Sharon’s 
harsh allegations. According to Elazar, Sharon’s 
words demanded a response from the Defense 
Minister. His request from the Defense Minister 
for support in these difficult times showed his 
distress caused by the Yom Kippur War. He had 
no choice; he was grasping at straws. He could 
assume that the Defense Minister wished to 
ensure that he, the Chief of Staff, would bear 
the blame for the failings of the war and would 
not support him. Moreover, he was well aware 
that Dayan’s situation was no less difficult, as 
his public standing was undermined. Even if 
the Defense Minister wanted to support him, 
his support would probably have had no effect 
at the public level (Government Meeting, 1974). 

Sharon’s conduct in the Yom Kippur War, 
according to Elazar, was not unusual for his 
character: “Arik’s career,” he clarified, “is full 
of breaches of discipline, some serious, some 
known, and some unknown.” Even Sharon’s 
claim about the politicization of the IDF was 
refuted, said Elazar. The best proof was the fact 
that senior officers who had recently left the IDF 
had turned to a range of parties. In the end, he 
said, the problem lay in one man, Arik Sharon. 
And the best evidence is the fact that there 
were no conflicts of opinion in the Northern 
Command, none in the Central Command, none 
in the Air Force, none in the Navy, and none in 
the Armored Corps. There was only one place 
where there were “wars of generals”—in the 
Southern Command, where Gen. Sharon served 
(Government Meeting, 1974).

Haim Bar-Lev and Yigal Allon
The next speaker was Haim Bar-Lev, a minister 
in the Meir government and former Chief of 
Staff, who was appointed Commander of the 
Southern Front a few days after the war began. 
He said that two days after taking over the 
Command, he recommended to the Chief of 
Staff that Sharon be dismissed from his post as 
divisional commander. However, he was told 
(though not clear by whom) that “for certain 
considerations it was decided not to do so….I 
wouldn’t have given such a recommendation 
if I thought he was an excellent division 
commander. I was hardly impressed with him 
in this job. On this matter, my view was different 
from that of the Defense Minister.” He later called 
Sharon’s statements “extremely grave” and 
expressed concern about their ramifications for 
the IDF. According to him, many IDF officers had 
asked him “how long will you let this person 
[Sharon] run wild without saying anything”? 
(Government Meeting, 1974; Marshall, 1974).

Bar-Lev hinted at criticism of Golda Meir and 
directly criticized Dayan for lack of firmness 
and determination in confronting this matter: 
“Our address of this issue so far was certainly 
insufficient.” Bar-Lev claimed that Sharon’s 

Elazar’s apologetic response made his weakness 
even more apparent. Someone like him, who 
had lived through a number of dangerous battles 
and many times risked his life for the country, 
was forced to justify himself before government 
ministers who were probably not experts in his 
actions during the war.
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position in arguments with other generals was 
not symmetrical: Sharon had an advantage 
because “he has no limits that might restrain 
him, while every one of us has limits.” Due 
to these constraints, he reached the same 
conclusion as Chief of Staff Elazar, that “for the 
sake of the army and the sake of the country, 
this matter must be handled at the national 
and legal level.” (Government Meeting, 1974).

Sharon, Bar Lev stressed, had raised four 
issues: (a) politicization of the army; (b) rigid 
military thinking; (c) obedience to commands; 
and (d) action during the war. Of these issues, 
Bar-Lev argued the Agranat Commission could 
only deal with the fourth one, and even this—
only until the blocking stage of the war. As for 
the other three issues, the Defense Minister 
must express his position. For six years prior 
to the war he had been Defense Minister, and 
during that time Bar-Lev served four years as 
Chief of Staff, and David Elazar about two years. 
In order to rebuff allegations of politicization, 
Bar-Lev claimed that all the generals who served 
at the same time as he did and later turned 
to politics went to the right wing party Gahal. 
Among others, he mentioned Ezer Weizmann 
and Shlomo Lahat. While Elazar was Chief of 
Staff, two former Irgun members were made 
generals—Kalman Magen and Avraham Orly. 
Unintentionally, Bar-Lev also clung to apologetic 
arguments, instead of attacking Sharon as 
someone who quite early in his military career 
had been very politically involved. In order to 
refute the allegations of promoting “Armored 
Corps people” over paratroopers, Bar-Lev 
mentioned his promotion of two paratroopers—
Motta Gur and Yitzhak Hofi—from colonel to 
general (Agres, 1974; Government Meeting, 
1974; Rosen, 1990).

Bar-Lev believed that Gen. Gonen’s 
complaints should be handled like any complaint 
in the IDF—by an investigating officer and not a 
commission of inquiry. Once the Commission 
published its report, he maintained, this 
issue could become irrelevant. In any case, 
its conclusions on this issue would be part of 

many issues handled by the Commission, and it 
would not receive the approriate level of public 
attention it merits. Finally, Bar-Lev referred to 
the new “model” of obeying commands that 
Sharon tried to define. If there was no response 
to this, Bar-Lev warned, “it will have enormous 
negative implications, on the performance of 
the IDF.” Bar-Lev believed that such statements 
could not be left without a response, and a 
response from Chief of Staff Elazar would be 
considered irrelevant because the current Chief 
of Staff was in dispute with Sharon, so it would 
look like a “conflict of interests.” Therefore “the 
clear response” must come from the Defense 
Minister (Government Meeting, 1974).

Bar-Lev’s criticism of the government was 
backed by Deputy Prime Minister Yigal Allon: 
“I am not happy with the way that certain 
disciplinary problems were handled during 
the war and immediately afterwards. We are 
discussing the problem at a very late stage, 
when it has already become a sickness.” Allon 
gave an example from the history of the United 
States—the dismissal of General MacArthur 
by President Truman, which in his opinion 
showed the proper relationship between the 
political and the military echelons. Allon noted 
that during the Sinai Campaign, Chief of Staff 
Dayan had dismissed a brigade commander 
who acted improperly: “No responsibility 
resembles that of a commander in times of 
war. Sometimes there is a moment when you 
are alone, and you know that you must take 
difficult decisions with everything that entails.” 
Allon did not dare to point an accusing finger 
directly at Prime Minister Meir, but only stated 
that “we are all responsible for everything, 

Bar-Lev claimed that Sharon’s position in 
arguments with other generals was not 
symmetrical: Sharon had an advantage because 
“he has no limits that might restrain him, while 
every one of us has limits.”
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as a collective, with mutual responsibility, as 
comrades” (Government Meeting, 1974).

Allon placed the main responsibility for the 
poor handling of Arik Sharon’s behavior on the 
Defense Minister and the Attorney General, 
who had been too lenient with him. “For some 
reason,” said Allon, “the Defense Minister chose 
the role of traffic cop. He rolled the issue back 
and forth between the Chief of Staff and the 
Attorney General. It’s not enough…when the 
Defense Minister [says] in public that ‘nobody 
died because Arik Sharon gave interviews to 
the New York Times’….What does this nice and 
forgiving comment mean…It’s like a permit 
to show contempt for military discipline.” In 
response to Sharon’s defamatory remarks, Allon 
said that the Defense Minister claimed that “he 
did not replace a single officer as a result of the 
war,” even though everyone was aware of the 
dismissal of Gen. Gonen: “That’s one of the 
most serious things that happened [durnig the 
war],” said Allon (Government Meeting, 1974).

Allon continued: “Sharon’s philosophy 
of selective discipline [is an extraordinarily 
severe statement]. We have not heard of such a 
philosophy in our ranks since the pre-statehood 
period. Of all senior IDF officers, perhaps I 
experienced the most difficult challenge. I 
was utterly opposed to the decision [of Ben-
Gurion during the War of Independence] to 
break up the Palmah, but when I got the order, I 
executed it.” Allon clarified that he was not very 
familiar with Gonen’s suitability for the position 
of the commander of the southern front; he 
had heard good things about him from Chief 
of Staff Yitzhak Rabin: “I met him on a tour of 
Sinai with Levi Eshkol. I didn’t like everything 
he said. I wasn’t sure if his appointment as GOC 
of the Southern Command was auspicious at 
that time. But we don’t appoint Command 
Generals. The government doesn’t do that” 
(Government Meeting, 1974).

Allon criticized the willingness of Attorney 
General Meir Shamgar to meet with Sharon, after 
he [Sharon] refused to meet with a representative 
of the Chief of Staff: “Undermining discipline 

on the southern front [in wartime] cannot only 
be judged by a legalistic criterion….These are 
military personnel with control over human 
lives, and the fate of the country.” How can it be, 
he wondered, that they excuse a general who 
refused to obey a command from the Chief of 
Staff, and instead the Attorney General invites 
him to discuss a rapprochement with the Chief 
of Staff (Government Meeting, 1974). Referring 
to the clash between Sharon and the GOC of the 
Southern Command, Allon said: “Even today 
I’m not prepared to say who was right, Gorodish 
or Arik, but can we just overlook a complaint 
from a Command General against a commander 
who is subordinate to him? Can we just bring 
an end to this debate with a talk between the 
GOC and the divisional commander, and a half-
hearted reprimand?”

In the end, Allon was prepared to let the 
members of the Agranat Commission handle the 
issue on condition that they extended the time 
framework of their inquiry up to the ceasefire. 
Allon suggested that Prime Minister Meir, who 
was also serving as Minister of Justice, discuss 
the matter with the Commission chairman. 
None of the ministers saw anything wrong in a 
personal meeting between the Prime Minister, 
one of the main subjects of the investigation, 
and the Commission chairman (Government 
Meeting, 1974).

Attorney General Meir Shamgar
The deliberations were joined by Attorney 
General Meir Shamgar. He said he had told the 
Chief of Staff that “a soldier who has criticism 
of the actions of his senior officers can raise his 
reservations through the command channels, 
but is forbidden to expose internal military 
disputes to elements outside the army” (Maariv, 
1974b). Therefore the Chief of Staff can summon 
Sharon, let him state his claims, and reprimand 
him for his statements (Government Meeting, 
1974). Shamgar clarified that Gen. Gonen’s 
complaints of Sharon’s refusal to obey his orders 
cannot be investigated in the legal context alone, 
but must also consider prevailing circumstances 
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in the battlefield and its outcomes. These areas 
are better suited to the Agranat Commission. 
Shamgar added that it must be remembered 
that “the Attorney General is not a machine 
for filing cases” (Government Meeting, 1974).

Shamgar’s statement shows clearly that 
he was uncomfortable with Elazar’s focus on 
the legal dimension, in his intention to harm 
Sharon’s credibility and deter him from further 
criticism of the present Chief of Staff and his 
predecessor. These issues, he believed, relate 
to personal struggles for positions of power 
and legitimate disputes over military moves 
necessary in times of war. It is doubtful if they 
can be resolved at a legal level, particularly in 
view of Sharon’s political status at that time. 
Elazar himself testified that Sharon announced 
“his refusal to give evidence to any investigating 
officer, commission of inquiry, or arbitrating 
officer” (Government Meeting, 1974).

In these circumstances, Shamgar had 
advised Elazar to summon Sharon for a personal 
talk. Elazar accepted this suggestion, but it 
was precisely at this important meeting that 
Elazar revealed his weakness, perhaps even 
his naivete, regarding Sharon. Instead of using 
his superior position to put Sharon in his place, 
and demand an apology for his harsh words, 
the Chief of Staff satisfied himself with a vague 
promise from Arik Sharon that “he won’t give 
more interviews.” As might be expected, Sharon 
did not keep his promise and continued to 
express his opinions in the media (Government 
Meeting, 1974).

Deputy Prime Minister Yigal Allon’s severe 
criticism of him angered the Attorney General 
and led him to an explicit threat of resignation: 
“Sitting here there are members of the 
government who have worked with me for five 
years. I don’t think I have let anybody down. If 
there is a different conclusion, I am free to leave. 
I am sorry that I cannot respond to this as I am a 
civil servant.” The Prime Minister was probably 
shocked at the possibility of the Attorney 
General resigning at this difficult time, and was 
quick to explain that she hopes that “Allon was 

not hinting at any deliberate sabotage [by the 
Attorney General]” (Government Meeting, 1974).

Defense Minister Moshe Dayan
Clearly the criticisms from Bar-Lev and Allon 
about the lack of support from the political 
echelon for the military echelon, and particularly 
for the Chief of Staff, demanded a response from 
Defense Minister Dayan. It appears that his 
reluctant response was a form of lip service. 
His words sent a clear message: at the bottom 
line, Sharon’s contribution to national security 
was very important to the war effort. Under 
the circumstances, perhaps Sharon’s conduct 
does not conform to “the rules of protocol,” but 
that is a disciplinary matter. It certainly does 
not justify setting aside his contribution to the 
nation’s security and demand his resignation 
from office.

Defense Minister Dayan agreed with Elazar 
that “there is no basis for [the allegation of] 
politicization of the IDF, in promotions or in 
appointments or in the posting of generals. It 
never occurred to anyone to think of [making 
decisions in this regard on the basis of] political 
considerations” (Government Meeting, 1974). 
It is doubtful whether Dayan himself believed 
in this sweeping statement. He knew very well 
that political considerations did play a role in 
the appointment of high ranking officers in the 
IDF. He went on to clarify that Sharon did not 
want to leave the army. He wanted to fulfill 
additional roles in the army and become Chief 
of Staff. However, Dayan continued, I explained 
to him that because of his intensive political 
involvement, his chances of becoming Chief 
of Staff were nil (Sarid, 1974). Dayan chose not 
to remind the government that he himself had 
hoped to be appointed Chief of Staff at the end 
of 1953, even though he was number ten on 
the Mapai list for the 1st Knesset. Indeed this 
fact led a number of ministers to object to his 
appointment as Chief of Staff (Shalom, 2021).

Dayan clarified that even before publication 
of Sharon’s interviews, he had publicly expressed 
his confidence in the Chief of Staff, and he saw 
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no reason to remove him from his post. As for 
legal actions, Dayan stressed that he would 
follow the instructions of Attorney General 
Shamgar. On the subject of following orders, 
Dayan said “the maintenance of discipline in 
the IDF is absolutely fundamental.” He revealed 
that following Bar Lev’s appointment as the 
commander of the southern front he told him 
that “if he decides that Sharon must be removed, 
then do so.” However, he continued, Bar-Lev 
was in no hurry to remove him (Government 
Meeting, 1974).

Regarding Sharon’s allegations about 
fossilized thinking in the IDF, Dayan stated, 
“It is legitimate to say there is some rigidity 
in the Ministry of Defense and in the IDF. I also 
sometimes expressed my critical opinion of 
certain conceptual approaches in the IDF. 
[However] it’s funny to hear these allegations 
coming from Arik Sharon, who served as the head 
of the Training Department. He was the one who 
[shaped] the IDF doctrine of warfare. He served 
in this position until he was appointed GOC of 
the Southern Command. If anyone shaped the 
IDF combat doctrine, it was he” (Government 
Meeting, 1974; Bar-On, 2014, p. 276).

According to Dayan, the decision to remove 
Gorodish was made by the Defense Minister, 
and Sharon was not involved in it in any way 
(Government Meeting, 1974; Schiff, 2003). “In my 
opinion,” said Dayan, “Gorodish was unable to 
command the Southern Command in a war of 
this scale” (Government Meeting, 1974). Apart 
from that, Gorodish was obliged to exercise 
authority and the ability to command older and 
more experienced commanders, each of whom 

was an individualist. Greater commanders than 
he would have problems imposing discipline 
on a general like Arik Sharon” (Zeevi, 2000).

Against this background, Dayan explained, 
it was decided to appoint Haim Bar-Lev as 
commander of the Southern Front. “And that 
was one of the most important decisions we 
made.” When Haim Bar-Lev ended his role in the 
Southern Command, he was replaced by Gen. 
Yisrael Tal (Talik). But Talik, so Dayan implied, 
did not meet the government expectations, 
and he was replaced by Bren (Avraham Adan). 
Dayan summarized: “The southern front was 
difficult and complex, and Israel is allowed [to 
ensure] that it has the most suitable commander 
available in the army for this highly important 
position. Had Gorodish proved to be the most 
talented he would have remained in office. 
And if Talik had proven himself, I would have 
asked him to stay. But forgive me, I thought he 
wasn’t doing it, and that Bren would be better” 
(Government Meeting, 1974).

As far as Sharon’s personality was concerned, 
Dayan said that “Sharon is one of our best 
field commanders, and there is no hint of 
disagreement between me and the Chief of 
Staff on that, and if there is, I want the Chief of 
Staff to tell me so. We are at war with the Arabs. 
If Arik Sharon gave an interview, that must be 
examined. But I’m not prepared to throw him 
out of the army for that reason….If you’re talking 
about interviews, you may take many other 
books written about the war, and you’ll find in 
them passages from interviews given by many 
senior commanders in the IDF….I may agree 
with everything said against Arik, but [I don’t 
accept] that he’s the only one who reflected 
criticism about decisions undertaken in the 
war. Government ministers visited the divisions 
and heard briefings from the generals. I heard 
they were shocked by things some commanders 
said about Arik….It would be possible to fill a 
book with the defamatory remarks they heard. 
If necessary we’ll put him on trial. But there is 
[a long way to go] in deciding to throw him out 
from his position as a division commander.” In 

Regarding Sharon’s allegations about fossilized 
thinking in the IDF, Dayan stated, “It is legitimate to 
say there is some rigidity in the Ministry of Defense 
and in the IDF. [However] it’s funny to hear these 
allegations coming from Arik Sharon, who served 
as the head of the Training Department. He was the 
one who [shaped] the IDF doctrine of warfare.”
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any case, Dayan reminded the government that 
the issue should be referred to the Attorney 
General (Government Meeting, 1974).

Eventually, as expected, “most ministers 
believed that the government should not be 
involved in the affair of complaints against Gen. 
Sharon, and the decision was in the hands of the 
Chief of Staff David Elazar” (Eshed, 1974a). Under 
these circumstances, the government passed a 
resolution with the following main points: (a) 
The government as a whole has full confidence 
in Chief of Staff David Elazar. It appreciates 
his actions before and during the war. (b) The 
government rejects Sharon’s statements about 
the circumstances under which commanders 
should follow orders. His views in this regard 
reflect an ideology that is unacceptable to the 
IDF. (c) Allegations and criticisms on matters 
of the war will be investigated by the Agranat 
Commission. Therefore there is no reason to 
raise accusations in the press. (d) The Defense 
Minister and the Chief of Staff refuted Sharon’s 
words about “rigidity” of thinking in the IDF as 
having no basis. (e) The Defense Minister and 
the Chief of Staff also rejected the allegations 
of IDF appointments based on political criteria 
(Government Meeting, 1974).

Conclusion
The State of Israel has vast experience with 
security events, including those that led to 
difficult and costly wars. Naturally, these 
campaigns have included successes as well 
as failures. In all cases internal disputes 
arose between the military personnel who 
participated in the campaign and people in 
the civilian arena. There were highly publicized 
internal disagreements between David Ben-
Gurion as Prime Minister and Defense Minister, 
and the heads of the Palmah Yisrael Galili and 
Yigal Allon (Shalom, 2002, pp. 657-678); between 
Moshe Dayan as Chief of Staff and General Assaf 
Simhoni, who was the GOC of the Southern 
Command during the Sinai Campaign (Blau, 
2006); between Chief of Staff Yitzhak Rabin and 

GOC Southern Command Yeshayahu Gavish 
just before the Six Day War, down to the harsh 
disagreement during the Second Lebanon War 
between Chief of Staff Dan Halutz and GOC 
Northern Command General Udi Adam.

Yet the “war of the generals” that 
accompanied the Yom Kippur War, mainly due 
to the sense of failure it engendered and the 
heavy IDF losses, was the most severe of all in 
the harshness of the accusations hurled by and 
among senior commanders, and in the public 
response they aroused. Moreover, and more 
than in any other incident, in the “war of the 
generals,” an effort was made to channel the 
struggle between the generals to a legal forum in 
order to neutralize Gen. Ariel Sharon, who was a 
central element in the debates surrounding the 
Yom Kippur War. Ultimately it became clear that 
this direction was not suitable for the “solution” 
of disagreements between army officers over 
actions in wartime. It is doubtful whether such 
issues can ever be fully decided in any way, and 
perhaps they should be left to public debate 
and historical research.

Clearly such controversies cause severe 
damage to Israel’s deterrent image in the eyes 
of its enemies. In an age when the struggle 
for public opinion is a central element for 
determining victory or defeat, struggles among 
generals encourage the enemy in various ways: 
(a) by highlighting the IDF’s failures in battle; (b) 
by emphasizing the fact that the senior ranks 
are not operating in an atmosphere of unity and 
cooperation, among themselves and with the 
political echelon; and (c) insofar that many of 
the arguments between the generals lead to 
the exposure of security secrets. 

The existing political culture and legislation 
in Israel do not obstruct “wars of generals,” such 
as the one that followed the Yom Kippur War. 
Presumably such “wars” will emerge in future 
conflicts as well, and be harmful to the best 
interests of Israel. Thus, it seems that only strict 
and uncompromising legislation can restrain 
this phenomenon in the foreseeable future. 
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In the current global era beginning with the 
entry of Joe Biden into the White House as 46th 
President of the United States, understanding 
the issue of grand strategy design, at least in the 
context of the American superpower, is vital for 
understanding international dynamics. These 
of course include the possibility of slipping into 
another kind of Cold War between Washington 
and Moscow, while in the background the 
Chinese giant casts its shadow on the global 
environment and poses a significant threat to 
the two traditional superpowers.

It is in this context that a number of 
fundamental questions are sharpened, questions 
that in the distant and recent past have given 
rise to quite a few internal contradictions and 
paradoxes regarding a hawkish and belligerent 
ideology on the part of the United States, based 
on a belligerent perception of its opponents and 
anchored in tactics of deterrence, enforcement, 
and challenge (for example, President Ronald 
Reagan’s initial policy toward the Soviet “evil 
empire”). During the hawkish Reagan presidency, 
this ideology evolved gradually and gave way 

to peaceful and moderate conduct, typical of 
distinctly defensive liberal governments that 
rely on the toolbox of traditional diplomacy 
(anchored in elements of soft power).

In recent decades, American history has 
also been saturated with inverted paradoxes, in 
which the White House began by clinging to a 
mask of idealistic, if not utopian, values, derived 
from a distinctly liberal worldview (as was the 
case, for example, early in President Jimmy 
Carter’s era). Four years later, however, the White 
House was at the opposite pole of thought—
that is, within the realistic paradigm (even if 
without directly challenging its new rival, the 
Soviet Union). Other cases witnessed realistic 
conduct based on deterrence and enforcement, 
including escalating economic sanctions in one 
area (against Japan and Nazi Germany), and 
aspirations for cooperation on another level 
(in the face of the Stalin-era totalitarian Soviet 
Union, even before Operation Barbarossa). This 
was on the part of most of the policymakers in 
President Franklin D. Roosevelt’s administration.

Needless to say, these changes did not 
emerge in a vacuum but reflected the dynamic 
nature of the international system, in which key 
events that took place gave rise to a profound 
change in the thinking and conduct of American 
policymakers. Consequently, the initial 
vision (liberal or realistic) was neglected and 
subordinated to an ongoing saga of constraints 
and factors, which seemingly mandated a 
deviation from the decision makers’ original 
paradigm, “operational code,” and beliefs.

Against the background of these internal 
contradictions and paradoxes, which create 
a thick screen of fog, ambiguity, and inherent 
uncertainty about future scenarios among 
those who follow the processes unfolding in 
the international arena, the new book by Prof. 
Benjamin Miller, one of the leading pioneers in 
international relations in Israel and around the 
world, is nothing less than a kind of guide that 
manages to shed new light and clarify complex 
processes, while at the same time structuring 
them into paradigmatic categories.
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These categories are presented in the first 
two chapters of the book, which constitute its 
theoretical framework and include a breakdown 
of the variables that explain the systemic 
circumstances in which changes occurred 
between the various categories. The following 
chapters (3-10) present a comprehensive 
historical and integrative application of the 
conceptual framework developed by Miller in 
the context of the actual shaping of American 
strategy from 1945 to the end of President 
Trump’s era, while Chapter 11 includes a concise 
summary of research findings and key insights, 
and a look to the future.

The paradigmatic categories conceptualized 
by Miller create a new, original, and sophisticated 
frame of reference that can assign the various 
(and sometimes even contradictory) policies 
within the outline of a four-dimensional 
typology that Miller created and developed. This 
innovative typology focuses on the American 
superpower and is based on the distribution 
of power and the balance of global threats 
it perceives at any given time. These are the 
fundamental elements from which four grand 
strategies are derived. Their analysis, in both 
their paradigmatic and applied contexts, lends 
meaning and a solid conceptual backbone to the 
detailed historical discussion of the patterns in 
which these major strategies were manifested 
in American foreign policy from 1945 to the 
Trump era.

The typology thus includes four grand 
strategies, presented and analyzed in relation 
to the nature of the systemic variables, which 
determine the degree of relative dominance of 
each strategy at any given time period. These 
grand strategies, which represent the four main 
dimensions of American foreign policy from the 
end of World War II through the tenure of the 
45th president, constitute a full infrastructure 
for the classification of all US governments 
across this typological continuum—while the 
main independent variable is derived from 
basic systemic factors (the distribution of global 
power and the balance of threats facing the 

United States at some point during the last 
seven decades).

These four major strategies are: offensive 
realism; defensive realism; offensive liberalism; 
and defensive liberalism.

While offensive realism focuses on the effort 
to obtain military superiority over the adversary 
and hopes that this superiority will deter and 
restrain it, thus ensuring systemic stability, 
defensive realism settles for military balance 
with the adversary and seeks mutual deterrence, 
using confidence-building means and arms 
control agreements. In contrast, the two liberal 
strategies are driven not by considerations of 
balance of power and distribution of force on 
the global stage but by perceptions of ideology 
and values, which produce—as in offensive 
liberalism—a policy that seeks to change the 
opponent’s regime in order to realize its vision 
of liberal democracy; or, as in the defensive 
liberalism, a more cautious policy than its 
predecessor’s, based on the desire to advance 
liberal goals (on the political, commercial, and 
cultural level) through soft power and traditional 
diplomacy tools.

The book’s uniqueness is not only in the 
original development of four major strategies, 
each of which spawned a different American 
foreign and security policy in a particular 
period of time, but in their dynamic analysis 
over seventy years, examining the crossroads 
between the various strategies, anchored in 
different patterns and structures of the global 
system over these decades.

The nature of the combination of the basic 
elements (balance of power and balance 
of threats) repeatedly creates a systemic 

The two liberal strategies are driven not by 
considerations of balance of power and distribution 
of force on the global stage but by perceptions of 
ideology and values, which produce a policy that 
seeks to change the opponent’s regime in order to 
realize its vision of liberal democracy.
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dominance of one of these grand strategies at a 
given moment, which also makes it possible to 
predict the crystallization of this strategy when 
the sufficient prerequisites are met. For example, 
when the American superpower perceives a 
high level of threat (and when the threat comes 
from more than one power), then this level 
of threat, along with the danger inherent in 
disrupting the balance of power, will give rise to 
a major strategy of offensive realism that seeks 
to achieve superiority in the face of challenge. 
In contrast, when the perceived level of threat 
is low (in a multi-power system) it will lead to 
the adoption of a strategy of defensive realism, 
which will focus on the effort to prevent the loss 
of control and degeneration into inadvertent 
warfare, through confidence-building measures, 
arms control agreements, and arms reduction. 
In the context of governments that are liberal 
by nature, the distinction is between a low level 
of threat in a system where the United States 
has hegemony, which repeatedly produces 
a major strategy of defensive liberalism, and 
a high level of threat in the same hegemonic 
systemic circumstances, which produces the 
strategy of offensive liberalism that seeks to 
eradicate the threat and export the model of 
democracy to the source of the threat.

This is the systematic and well-tightened 
framework, rooted in changing systemic 
circumstances, presented in this book through 
the strategic expression in the behavior of US 
presidents from World War II to the period of 
Donald Trump in the White House.

The place of the chronological and 
ideographic literature, which focuses on 
collecting historical facts without embedding 
them within an explicit analytical framework, 
is replaced in Miller’s book by a comprehensive 
structural explanation of its systemic roots and 
the developments that have taken place in 
each of the four strategies, sometimes even 
during the tenure of one administration, in 
response to changing systemic circumstances 
(a changing nature of the threat and a changing 
balance of power).

This gives a picture unparalleled in its clarity 
of transitions that took place, for example, from 
an initial defensive liberal perception of the 
world order to a defensive realistic conception 
(until the outbreak of the Korean War in June 
1950), and following the North Korean attack, 
to a major strategy of offensive realism, 
reflected in American intervention (under the 
auspices of the United Nations) in Korea. These 
transformations of course did not emerge in a 
vacuum, but reflected the changing perceptions 
of the United States about the nature and power 
of the Soviet and Chinese threat. The same is 
true of other developments and processes, such 
as the transition of President George W. Bush to 
an offensive liberalism strategy in the wake of 
the 9/11 attacks, which with one sweeping strike 
shattered the era of defensive realism in the run-
up to the attack (which dramatically raised the 
level of threat to American hegemony and led 
directly to his decision to attack Iraq in 2003).

Although the emphasis in this comprehensive, 
rich, and thought-provoking analysis is on the 
level of systemic analysis, Miller does not remain 
oblivious to the individual at the top of the 
pyramid, seated in the White House (or “all the 
surrounding president’s men,” either).

The analysis in the book of the creation 
of the major strategies adopted by the US 
governments from 1945 to the present day 
is not based on a mechanistic analysis of 
systemic variables, which define the nature 
of the specific strategy to be implemented 
from the outset upon the realization of the 
appropriate systemic circumstances in a 
deterministic manner. On the contrary, the 
analysis includes a cognitive filter through 
which the international environment emerges in 
the view of each president (and his immediate 
environment), which is not necessarily identical 
to the objective components of the actual 
“operational environment.”

It follows that the process of formulating 
the strategy also depends on personality and 
on the unique nature of the cognitive map 
of the president and his environment, which 
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includes the way he perceives, processes, 
and interprets this environment. Naturally, 
the psychological environment of the person 
sitting in the White House is not necessarily 
identical to the components of the objective 
external environment. Thus, the design of 
the presidential strategy does not always 
constitute a quintessential and perfect reflection 
of developments in the real world, but is a 
consequence of cognitive processes. Indeed, 
the apex of the pyramid is often distanced from 
events whose true nature was clear—or should 
have been clear—in the first place.

For example, as Miller points out in his 
analysis of presidential worldviews, the shift 
in American strategy vis-à-vis the Soviet Union 
following the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, 
from defensive liberalism to offensive realism, 
was predicated upon President Carter’s 
assumption that this was not a local action 
initiated by Kremlin leader Leonid Brezhnev 
but rather a first step on the path to taking 
over oil resources in the Persian Gulf, and 
that the American superpower was facing a 
major breach of the global status quo. Even 
before the Soviet invasion began, much reliable 
information was gathered about the nature of 
the Soviet threat and its impact on the balance 
of power, but what was decisive was the White 
House’s subjective interpretation that imbued 
far-reaching systemic meanings into an event 
whose actual meaning was solely related to 
the radical and revolutionary nature of the 
regime in Afghanistan on the eve of the invasion. 
The revolutions also threatened to seep into 
the Soviet republics in Asia, thus challenging 
the conservative and icy nature of the Kremlin 
regime.

While the level of the individual (and the 
small group) and its constant potential for 
distortions of perception and misinterpretation 
of developments and crises are discussed 
extensively by Miller, the book lacks the 
required emphasis on the state and its many 
institutions, civil society organizations, the 
federal bureaucracy, pressure groups and, of 

course, Capitol Hill, whose popular sentiments 
have engulfed the White House and may greatly 
reduce its room for maneuver and freedom of 
action in the application of its strategic concept.

Separatist public opinion, for example, 
will always make it difficult for the president 
to mobilize support for the management of a 
multi-aggressive, realistic, or liberal strategy. 
President Roosevelt (FDR) was forced to move 
forward in pursuing the main goal of his foreign 
policy, i.e., military intervention in Europe 
against the Nazi threat to balance the forces 
rather slowly and incrementally as a result of the 
dominance of domestic forces, which espoused 
a separatist “America First” strategy.

This separatist approach, even if under 
entirely different circumstances, brings us 
directly to the Trump era, which ostensibly 
challenges the explanatory infrastructure 
presented and applied in such an impressive way 
by Miller. Even according to Miller, one gets the 
impression that the 45th president of the United 
States acted outside the traditional parameters 
of both realism and liberalism strategies. This 
is because the independent variable that 
shaped Trump’s conduct was ostensibly his 
perception of himself as a populist leader 
(of a protest movement), operating “outside 
the box” and outside the conventional and 
traditional framework of foreign and security 
policy management at all levels. Not only did 
Trump completely ignore the existence of the 
Russian threat, but his almost absolute focus 
(except in relation to China, which he defined 
as a strategic threat) on the internal front does 
not allow it to be addressed solely by realistic 
and liberal standards.

Although in the first hundred days of his tenure, 
President Biden, Trump’s successor in the White 
House, returned the American nation back to an 
era of seemingly defensive liberalism, it is difficult 
to predict in which directions his presidency 
will develop.
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Although in the first hundred days of his 
tenure, President Biden, Trump’s successor in 
the White House, returned the American nation 
back to an era of seemingly defensive liberalism, 
it is difficult to predict in which directions his 
presidency will develop.

This also illustrates the inherent dilemma 
involved in the typology developed by Miller, 
or any similar typology that aims to develop a 
comprehensive theory of the nature of foreign 
policy processes. These comprise a wide range 
of situations that embody a mix of different 
approaches, schools, and trends, and do not 
express a single and exclusive strategy that 
the White House designs (President George 
H. Bush, for example, who was a realist in his 
conduct, initiated humanitarian intervention 
in Somalia in 1992).

Indeed, it is often a complex and multi-
participant process, in which the actors 
involved are not one-dimensional in their 
approach and preference. In other words, 
the strategy formulated and implemented in 
practice includes quite a few cases in which both 
realists and liberals and both hawks and doves 
participate in shaping the strategy (even if not 
to the same extent), and it does not constitute 
a single entity. Moreover, the same president 
may adopt opposing patterns of action at any 
one time.

In this respect it is possible to speak of 
the dominance of any strategy, but not of an 
ideal model. This is despite the fact that major 
strategies are—in many historical cases and 
as Miller emphasizes—transient, or prone to 

archiving or dramatic change following the 
upheavals of times and the President’s changing 
interpretation of their nature and significance.

In conclusion, the international environment 
at its various levels is complex and fraught with 
multiple variables, layers, and dimensions, but 
this is no reason to settle for limited and partial 
theories, which seek to explain nothing more 
than a single slice within a dynamic mosaic that is 
rich in layers and variables. Therefore, Professor 
Miller is to be recognized and complimented for 
deciding to tackle what seems like an impossible 
task—to map the international arena and 
significantly clarify the complex picture of the 
superpower’s strategic conduct over the past 
seven decades, in a comprehensive, systematic, 
original, knowledgeable, and insightful manner.

The fact that even within such a clear 
picture, which provides a key for deciphering 
the American “operational code” at the strategic 
level, there are still black holes and islands 
of “standard deviations” and paradigmatic 
ambiguity, is evidence of the dynamic and 
sometimes enigmatic nature of international 
existence, and it does not attest to any essential 
weaknesses in the in-depth, wide-ranging, and 
groundbreaking study before us.

Professor Abraham Ben-Zvi heads the Diplomacy 
Program in the Department of International 
Relations at the University of Haifa. In 2020, 
he won the Israel Prize in Political Science and 
International Relations. Prof. Ben-Zvi is a colleague 
of Prof. Miller in the Department of International 
Relations. avibenzvi@poli.haifa.ac.il
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A Look at the Middle East:  
The Experiences of an Israeli 
Woman Journalist

Noa Shusterman
On Heels in the Middle East 
by Ksenia Svetlova
Pardes Publishers, 2020
385 pages [in Hebrew]

In her first book, journalist Ksenia Svetlova offers 
a personal, firsthand look at the Middle East as 
she experienced it in her job as an Arab affairs 
correspondent, which involved working and 
traveling in countries that normally ban entry of 
Israelis. Through the various stories recounted 
in the book, Svetlova presents to readers the 
main events in the region over the past two 
decades, along with people who shaped the 
Middle East as we know it today. All this is done 
from the perspective of a woman traveling alone 
across a conservative Muslim region, an Israeli 
of Russian descent who is fluent in Arabic and 
who can play with her identity and hide it or 
highlight it as needed. The book helps readers 
better understand the region’s complexity, and 
encourages compassion and empathy toward 
the peoples of neighboring countries by lending 
familiarity with their history. 

In the preface, Svetlova underscores that 
the book is a personal and regional account 
based on her experiences as an Arab affairs 

correspondent at Channel 9 television and 
other outlets. Already at the age of 25, as a 
young journalist at an emerging news channel, 
she was sent on daring assignments, and the 
book presents highlights of these experiences. 
As part of her job, she covered people and 
events that shaped the modern Middle East: 
the revolution in Egypt, the funerals of Yasir 
Arafat and Rafiq al-Hariri, and the United States 
invasion of Iraq. Thanks to her Russian roots 
and credentials from television channels in 
Russia that provided a cover story, Svetlova 
is one of very few Israelis who succeeded in 
entering critical hostile areas and relating their 
experiences to an Israeli audience. 

The book’s writing style is accessible and 
clear. The author does not get bogged down in 
complex phrasing or an embellished style, but 
presents her stories with historical background 
and context that highlight the complexity of the 
situations she was in and the sense of danger or 
insecurity that she experienced. The result is a 
readable and enjoyable book that provides an 
in-depth knowledge of the Middle East through 
the author’s personal experiences. 

In addition to the preface, the book has 12 
chapters, each of which describes a visit by 
Svetlova to a different country in the Middle 
East, whether as part of a job assignment 
or a personal visit as a tourist, used to learn 
about a new area. Each chapter has a variety 
of stories that take place as part of the visit—
interviews, random encounters, trips to 
unfamiliar destinations, unique experiences, 
and personal insights. 

The first story in the first chapter (pp. 
17-22) is a kind of microcosm of the stories 
that follow throughout the book. The author 
relates how she received her first assignment 
overseas in March 2003, covering the United 
States invasion of Iraq and the beginning of 
the war. Svetlova, who immigrated to Israel 
from Russia as a youth and describes herself 
as having always been very interested in the 
Middle East, was supposed to travel to a Gulf 
state—Qatar. She is sent on behalf of a new, 
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low-budget news station that is not experienced 
in these kinds of arrangements, and does not 
entirely understand the significance of sending 
an Israeli correspondent to a country with which 
Israel has no diplomatic relations. Arriving in 
Moscow, she discovers that her assignment has 
been changed and she must travel to Bahrain. 
She needs to learn the local history and culture 
within a few hours, and upon arriving, she uses 
all of her journalistic skills and especially a lot of 
improvising, daring, and some Israeli hutzpah, 
and succeeds in boarding an American aircraft 
carrier in the Arabian Gulf. 

A motif that runs throughout the book 
is Svetlova’s experiences as a woman in 
conservative Arab Muslim countries. The title 
of the book, On Heels in the Middle East, is 
more than descriptive. While Svetlova insists 
on wearing high heels on her journeys, the 
title reflects challenges of foreignness, 
incompatibility with the place, and of course 
her standing out as a woman who is not shy and 
does not easily blend into the background. The 
feminine dimension is also highlighted by the 
dilemma of attire that is discussed in the book: 
on several occasions Svetlova faces the question 
of how to dress for meetings or when going 
outside—whether to cover herself as per local 
custom, or to dress in a way that is comfortable 
for her and that expresses her character. 

Out of respect and the reluctance to stand 
out too much, and with the belief that “the 
journalist is not the protagonist but rather 
an observer” (p. 112), Svetlova adapts to her 

surroundings and tries to dress modestly. She 
brings different sets of clothes with her, but it 
is evident that despite her efforts to blend in to 
the surroundings, her foreignness is visible to 
all. Indeed, on several occasions she discovers 
that notwithstanding her attempts, she has not 
succeeded in meeting the requirements. For 
example, before she enters an interview with 
Sheikh Ahmed Yassin (pp. 78-82) she receives a 
bag with clothes that she must wear; and in the 
Dahiya quarter in Beirut (p. 113) she discovers 
that it is not customary to wear a colorful head 
covering, and her red headscarf makes her an 
object of attention. While it sometimes seems 
like a minor detail, the way she dresses affects 
her ability to interact with locals—a fact that 
would apparently have had less significance if 
she were a man. Ultimately, Svetlova’s femininity 
does not prevent her from succeeding in her 
assignments, but it has a central role in her 
ability to move around and to feel secure.

At the same time, there are advantages to her 
being a woman in the Middle East, as she has 
access to voices that are heard less, specifically, 
the voices of local women. In some of the 
conservative societies that Svetlova visits there 
are many restrictions on women and they are 
barred from expressing their opinions openly or 
speaking with men who are not family members. 
Based on woman-to-woman conversations, the 
author succeeds in presenting the stories of a 
variety of women, such as the Iranian Yasmina, 
who lives in Dubai and enjoys the freedom 
and choice of opportunities there (p. 270); the 
French Aline who fell in love with a Shiite man, 
converted to Islam, moved with him to Lebanon, 
and works as a correspondent at al-Manar (pp. 
109-111); or Ludmilla, a Russian woman who 
married a Lebanese-born Palestinian, and 
after the breakup of the Soviet Union moved 
to live with him in the Ain al-Hilweh refugee 
camp, without understanding what kind of a 
life awaited her (pp. 136-137).

Another motif that arises in the book is 
Svetlova’s dual identity—Israeli on the inside 
and Russian on the outside. While her fair Slavic 

There are advantages to her being a woman in the 
Middle East, as she has access to voices that are 
heard less, specifically, the voices of local women. 
In some of the conservative societies that Svetlova 
visits women are barred from expressing their 
opinions openly or speaking with men who are 
not family members. Based on woman-to-woman 
conversations, the author succeeds in presenting 
the stories of a variety of women.
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external appearance prevents her from fully 
blending in, it also gives her a protective cover, 
as in countries that she visits she benefits from 
adulation of Russia, which enables her relatively 
extensive freedom of movement. Needless to 
say, as an Israeli only, she would not have had 
the opportunity to approach these places, and 
so the stories that she provides expose the Israeli 
public to a world that is usually closed to it. 

Departing from the familiar news coverage 
of international journalists in these places, 
Svetlova’s Israeli identity is evident in the 
questions that interest her and in her attention 
to details and her environment. When she meets 
Lebanese journalists at a jazz bar, educated 
young people from the local elite who identify 
her as a correspondent at a Russian television 
channel, Israel comes up in the conversation 
as a hostile and threatening entity. She listens 
to their conversation and is saddened by the 
fact that she can’t reveal her true identity to 
them or express herself freely. In most of her 
assignments she broadcast in Russian and did 
not have to endanger herself, but the occasions 
when she was asked to transmit recordings in 
Hebrew to Channel 2 required her to dedicate 
greater thought to logistics in order to maintain 
her personal cover and security. Knowledge 
of Arabic helped her build trust among those 
she interviewed and enabled her to engage 
in open discourse in her environment, but 
this topic does not receive much emphasis 
in the book.

From the memoir it is evident that Svetlova 
also gains professional journalistic experience—
technical actions like recording materials and 
transmitting them, or placing the tripod in the 
middle of the street, require less attention and 
are executed more easily, and she sheds layers 
of fear that accompanied her at the beginning. 
Peaks in this process are witnessed during her 
coverage of the Ashura ceremony in the Dahiya 
quarter in Beirut (pp. 113-122) and her interview 
of Hamas leader Musa Abu Marzook at his home 
in Damascus (pp. 233-240), when her phone is 

taken from her, and she continues performing 
her job while at the mercy of his men.

Even though she occasionally tries to 
describe her concerns and doubts, it is evident 
that she is driven by her journalistic curiosity and 
does not cower in the face of these challenges. 
Her meetings with arch-terrorists are especially 
surprising, as she must remind herself—and 
her readers—that these individuals have much 
blood on their hands, and none should be 
deceived by their friendliness and courtesy in 
offering her dessert or inviting her to lunch at 
their homes. Similar to the manner in which she 
conducted her news coverage, her description 
of these situations in the book showcases the 
objective experience—what is said and what is 
done—along with her subjective and somewhat 
critical commentary.

In the preface Svetlova clarifies that for her 
the human story is the one that reveals the 
undercurrents and the broader picture, and 
this is the way to get to know the Middle East 
in depth and understand its events. Familiarity 
with the Middle East is not just knowledge of 
its history but also all of the human stories—of 
the people she interviews and of her personal 
experiences. In the book she moves from the 
role of storyteller who unravels the stories of 
others to the role of protagonist. The book is 
not written as a chronicle, there is no continuity 
or connection between the chapters, and 
sometimes there are repetitions of historical 
descriptions that aim to provide readers with the 
contexts necessary to understand the situation. 
Consequently, it is possible to read each chapter 
on its own, although this repetition sometimes 
interrupts the flow of the narrative. 

Svetlova hopes that the book will arouse 
curiosity in readers to learn more about the 
Middle East and about Israel’s relations with 
countries in the region, and that readers will 
understand that Israel is not an island or a “villa 
in the jungle.” Regarding the former task, the 
book certainly meets the goals, and on several 
occasions I found myself delving into an issue 
that she raises and researching it further. 
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The book presents many facets of the region and 
shows that the Middle East and the Arab world are 
not monolithic entities, and there are countries 
with varying levels of openness to Israel and 
different degrees of democracy and liberalism.

However the paradigm shift that Svetlova seeks 
to bring about is mainly wishful thinking.

Despite the sense of adventure and curiosity 
they embody, the stories are shrouded in 
danger. Most of the events described highlight 
Israel’s uniqueness in the region and the hostility 
that is felt toward the Jewish state. The book 
presents many facets of the region and shows 
that the Middle East and the Arab world are not 
monolithic entities, and there are countries with 
varying levels of openness to Israel and different 
degrees of democracy and liberalism. The book 
conveys to readers the processes underway in 
respective countries and indeed does a good job 

of describing the undercurrents that continue 
to influence the Middle East today.

The average Israeli reader will likely not rush 
to visit Lebanon or Libya after reading the book, 
even if s/he has foreign citizenship, is proficient 
in a foreign language, and has a non-Israeli 
appearance, but reading the book provides 
readers with an understanding of the region’s 
complexity. In turn, readers may develop more 
compassion and empathy toward the peoples 
of neighboring countries and recognize the 
need to strive for peace with them.
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the Middle East from New York University, which 
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scholar. noas@inss.org.il
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by broader regional division (North Africa, the 
Levant, the Arabian Gulf, and the Qatar-Turkey 
axis). The last four chapters examine specific 
current issues: the crisis between Qatar and the 
Arab Quartet (Egypt, Saudi Arabia, the United 
Arab Emirates, and Bahrain); the murder of Saudi 
journalist Jamal Khashoggi; the significance of 
the concept of salafiyya; and the geostrategic 
consequences of what the author calls “the 
failure of the Muslim Brotherhood.”

The emphasis in the title on the movement’s 
failure in the Arab world hints that this is not 
necessarily the case in other arenas. And indeed, 
from the first pages of the book to its end, it 
seems that one of its aims is to delegitimize 
the Muslim Brotherhood movement among 
Western audiences. The problem is not the 
author’s criticism of the movement or his 
attempt to dispel the illusions that prevail in 
certain academic and other circles in the West 
regarding its democratic nature, but rather the 
inaccuracies in his book. The book provides a 
one-dimensional description of the movement 
as a global network that advocates violence 
and terrorism and projects an anti-Western 
ideology. This simplistic description might 
serve the agenda of the author, but it harms 
the credibility of the overall message that his 
book seeks to convey. 

The opening chapter is dedicated to the 
parent movement of the Muslim Brotherhood in 
Egypt, which was founded by Hassan al-Banna in 
1928 in order to reinstate Islam as the exclusive 
parameter for all aspects of life in the modern 
era. The sketch of the ideological character of the 
movement is deficient on several fundamental 

Too Early to Eulogize the Muslim 
Brotherhood

Ofir Winter
The Failure of the Muslim 
Brotherhood in the Arab World
by Nawaf Obaid
Praeger, 2020
339 pages

The title of the book by Saudi researcher Nawaf 
Obaid provides an unequivocal conclusion: the 
Muslim Brotherhood has suffered a definitive 
failure in its attempt to take over the Arab 
world. In doing so, the book joins other titles 
in recent years that have analyzed the decisive 
downfall of the Muslim Brotherhood movement 
in Egypt, after it gained power early in the Arab 
Spring and lost it only one year later (Hellyer, 
2016; Trager, 2016). But Obaid, who relies in 
his book on evidence and impressions that 
he gathered over the 15 years that he served 
as an advisor to the Saudi government, offers 
an additional, singular claim: the failure of the 
Muslim Brotherhood extends beyond Egypt, 
and includes the other Arab countries where 
it operates.

The book comprises an introduction, ten 
thematic chapters, and a conclusion. Two 
of the chapters are dedicated to the Muslim 
Brotherhood movement in Egypt and four deal 
with the movement in other countries, grouped 

The book provides a one-dimensional description 
of the movement as a global network that 
advocates violence and terrorism and projects an 
anti-Western ideology. This simplistic description 
might serve the agenda of the author, but it harms 
the credibility of the overall message that his book 
seeks to convey.
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issues. One is the Muslim Brotherhood’s attitude 
toward violence against a regime that does not 
in its view apply sharia law. According to Obaid, 
“In its very DNA, the Muslim Brotherhood is a 
revolutionary organization, primarily outfitted 
for turning against and seeking to overthrow 
the government through violence” (p. 14). In 
fact, reading the movement’s writings over the 
generations indicates its consistent preference 
for changes in the internal order of the regime 
implemented through political and social 
activity. Furthermore, it rejects the use of 
violence against despotic Muslim rulers, under 
almost any condition, out of a sober assessment 
of the low chances of success and the fear of 
anarchy and bloodshed (Shavit, 2015).

There is also a skewed discussion of the 
teachings of Sayyid Qutb, one of the most 
influential ideologues of the movement in the 
1950s and 1960s, who was executed in 1966 
during the rule of Gamal Abdel Nasser. Obaid 
depicts Qutb as having called for armed and 
violent jihad against the regime (pp. 9-14). 
Milestones, the book written by Qutb while in 
prison, was indeed adopted as an ideological 
foundation by violent jihad movements that 
operated in Egypt in the 1970s and afterwards 
(Qutb, 2007). However, the violent interpretation 
of Milestones was rejected by the mainstream 
of the Muslim Brotherhood and remained the 
domain of marginal currents. Furthermore, 
Obaid does not mention that Qutb’s approach 
developed at a time when the Muslim 
Brotherhood suffered from suppression—
circumstances that encouraged extremists to 
give up on integration in the political system 
that categorically denied them entry, and to 
resort to violence (Winter, 1989).

Presenting its ideology as anti-Western also 
does not acknowledge the full complexity of 
the movement’s ideas. The author rightly notes 
that the Islamic modernism that influenced 
al-Banna strives for the golden mean between 
selective adoption of aspects of Western culture 
and the retention of Islamic identity and 
tradition. However, Obaid’s argument that al-

Banna worked to establish an Islamic caliphate 
that would extend all the way to Europe is 
not accompanied by a clarification that this 
vision was meant to be fulfilled through non-
violent religious preaching, and not by force. 
Also missing (pp. 3-4, 14-17) is the distinction 
between the Brotherhood’s conception of the 
renewal of the Islamic caliphate as a long-term 
objective and the aspiration of Salafi-jihadist 
movements, such as the Islamic State, to 
reestablish the caliphate here and now (Winter, 
2015).

More successful, even if it is not especially 
original, is the explanation that Obaid offers 
in the third chapter for the Egyptian Muslim 
Brotherhood’s failure to leverage its electoral 
achievements after the Arab Spring toward 
consolidation of its rule. In his words, the 
quick fall in 2013 of Egypt’s president, Muslim 
Brotherhood leader Mohamed Morsi, after 
one year at the political helm stemmed 
from a series of mistakes: the Brotherhood’s 
decision to run for the presidency, in contrast 
with early declarations that it would settle for 
partial control of parliament; the choice of an 
uncharismatic candidate, Morsi, instead of more 
moderate and attractive candidates; Morsi’s 
hasty decision to assume dictatorial powers; the 
violence that the Brotherhood employed against 
its political opponents; and failed economic 
management of the country by the movement. 

These explanations constitute an answer 
to the movement’s narrative, which blames 
the Egyptian army for conspiring against a 
democratically elected government. Obaid 
assigns primary responsibility to the Muslim 
Brotherhood for its downfall, as it undermined 
the democratic process through which it took 
power, and saw it as a one-time and one-way 
occurrence. The author does not deny the 
role of the Egyptian army in overthrowing the 
Brotherhood, but emphasizes the widespread 
popular backing that it received. He contends 
that the Brotherhood aroused anxiety among 
broad circles in and outside of Egypt due to 
its intentions to work toward Islamization of 
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Obaid’s approach reflects the official line of 
countries such as Saudi Arabia, the United 
Arab Emirates, and Egypt, which describe the 
Brotherhood as a multi-tentacled octopus, even 
though in practice the organizational affiliation 
among the parent movement’s offshoots is loose, if 
at all existent.

the country, and thus quickly lost its public 
support base. In this way it wasted the historic 
opportunity given to it to become a legitimate 
political actor, and encouraged the Egyptian 
army to join forces with other social and political 
elements to bring about the end of its rule.

Less convincing is the argument that as a 
result of its failure, the Muslim Brotherhood in 
Egypt turned to violence against symbols of 
the regime such as soldiers, clerics, politicians, 
and judges. Obaid mentions terrorist attacks 
that were indeed carried out in the previous 
decade by terrorist organizations such as 
Hasm and the Sinai Province, which pledged 
allegiance to the Islamic State. The Muslim 
Brotherhood and these organizations are 
presented in Obaid’s book as of the same ilk 
(pp. 50-73), even though there is more than a 
reasonable doubt regarding the affiliation of 
the latter organizations with the mainstream 
of the movement and its leadership. Nor does 
Obaid point out that since Morsi’s overthrow, the 
Brotherhood in Egypt has been split between 
conservatives and revolutionaries, between the 
older and the younger generations, and between 
exiled activists and the few active within the 
country. In addition, the exiled activists are 
divided between those associated with Qatar 
and those associated with Turkey, while the 
activists inside Egypt are divided between those 
who advocate the use of violence and those 
who strive for reconciliation with the regime in 
return for releasing the movement’s imprisoned 
members (Ahmed, 2019; Ranko & Yaghi, 2019).

The chapters dedicated to the Muslim 
Brotherhood’s branches in North Africa, the 
Levant, and the Gulf echo the message that 
it is a global terrorist movement that cannot 
be integrated within the political game in 
any country, and that it is necessary to work 
toward its destruction as a political, social, and 
ideological force. Obaid’s approach reflects 
the official line of countries such as Saudi 
Arabia, the United Arab Emirates, and Egypt, 
which describe the Brotherhood as a multi-
tentacled octopus, even though in practice 

the organizational affiliation among the 
parent movement’s offshoots is loose, if at all 
existent. The relatively successful integration 
of the Ennahda party in the political system 
in Tunisia does not lead Obaid to rethink his 
previous assessment; instead he explains it as 
the party withdrawing from its principles and 
freeing itself from the negative influence of the 
parent movement (pp. 31-41). 

Israeli readers may find special interest in the 
short but useful surveys offered in the book on 
the movement’s less well-known branches in the 
four countries that signed recent agreements 
with Israel—the United Arab Emirates, Bahrain, 
Sudan, and Morocco. The book was published 
before this development, so it does not relate 
to it. However, Islamist forces were and still are 
the spearhead of opposition in the Arab world 
to peace and normalization agreements with 
Israel. Consequently, their standing in each 
country is an important variable that affects 
the ability of Arab regimes to provide these 
agreements with broad public legitimacy and 
to instill them with positive economic, cultural, 
scientific, and other public content.

One insight that the reader gains from the 
book is that the quick progress of normalization 
between Israel and the United Arab Emirates 
is connected to a certain extent to Abu Dhabi’s 
success in eradicating the al-Islah association—
the local branch of the Muslim Brotherhood that 
was active in the country from 1974 to 2014. 
After the September 11 attacks, which included 
two terrorists originating in the UAE, the 
authorities ordered the dismissal of educators 
and government officials identified with the 
association. This heavy-handedness increased 
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with the beginning of the Arab Spring, when the 
association’s call for elections was answered by 
a decision to dismantle it, revoke the citizenship 
of some of its leaders, and expel dozens of 
activists. In 2014, after several members of 
al-Islah turned to violence, the United Arab 
Emirates declared the Muslim Brotherhood a 
terrorist organization. Furthermore, the UAE 
sent billions of dollars of financial aid to the 
Egyptian regime, and later to the Sudanese 
regime that came to power in 2019 following 
the resignation of Omar al-Bashir, in order to 
help them curb the Islamist threat far from its 
borders, before it could directly threaten its 
stability (pp. 44, 104-107).

While the Muslim Brotherhood has no 
physical legal presence today in the UAE that can 
protest against peace with Israel, the situation 
in Bahrain and Morocco is more complex. As 
the book shows, political parties identified 
with political Islam are active in both of these 
countries, but recognize the authority of the 
regimes and have restrained their criticism of 
the rulers. As a country with a Shiite majority, 
the Bahraini regime has cultivated the Sunni 
Islamist al-Menbar party as a counterweight 
to the pro-Iranian Shiite opposition. This 
proved itself when Shiite protests broke out 
in Manama early in the Arab Spring, and al-
Menbar sided with the regime. The party makes 
sure to differentiate itself from the Muslim 
Brotherhood movement in order to ensure 
its continued activity, but nonetheless, since 
2014 the regime has increasingly restricted its 
power in the government and parliament (pp. 
100-101).

The Justice and Development Party, which 
is affiliated with the Muslim Brotherhood, has 
been active in Morocco since 1994. It focuses 
on social and economic reforms and distances 
itself from controversial religious issues, in 
order not to clash with the royal family or to 
harm its ability to cooperate with other political 
forces in the kingdom. From the beginning of 
the Arab Spring, the King of Morocco, Mohamed 
VI, granted greater political space for Islamist 

forces, in an attempt to prevent protests. The 
party rewarded him by not participating in the 
demonstrations that broke out in February 
2011. The recognition of the monarchic order 
paid off for the party in the November 2011 
elections, which for the first time led to the 
appointment of a prime minister from its 
ranks—a position that it holds to this day. Obaid 
believes that the successful integration of the 
Justice and Development Party in Moroccan 
politics is the result of its departure from its 
radical principles, and does not tell us about 
the ability of the Muslim Brotherhood in general 
to become a legitimate political player: “Due 
to its accommodationist posture toward the 
monarchy and strict renunciations of Islamist 
positions, it has been largely discredited as a 
Muslim Brotherhood group” (pp. 27-30).

Finally, it is worth considering the book’s 
main argument, that the Muslim Brotherhood 
is a failed movement. In historical perspective, 
there is indeed a gap between the broad 
popularity that the Brotherhood and its parties 
enjoy in the Arab world and the meager ability 
they have demonstrated to translate this into 
political power. However, history also shows 
us the movement’s durability and the great 
appeal of its ideas. In Arab countries in which 
there are free and pluralist elections, Islamist 
parties still score substantial achievements. 
In addition, the fervor with which the book 
preaches against the movement strengthens the 
impression that the struggle over its standing in 
the Arab world hasn’t yet been decided. In the 
concluding chapter, Obaid writes that the story 
of the Muslim Brotherhood ended tragically 
despite its original good intentions (p. 243). 
This is to a large extent the story of his book, 
which eulogizes it too early. 

***

The author thanks Judith Harel for her useful 
comments.
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